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NUCLEAR POWERPLANT LICENSING DELAYS
AND TIIE IMPACT OF THE SIIOLLY v. NRC DE-

o CISION

( WEDNESDAY, MARCil 25, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND Puntic works,

SuscoMMrPrEE ON NUCIIAR REGUI.ATION,
Washington, D.C

The subcommittee met at 9:15 a.m., in room 4200, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Alan K. Simpson (chairman) presid-
Ing.

Present: Senators Simpson and Symms.

OPENING STATEMENT OF llON. ALAN K. SIMPSON. U.S.
SENATOR FROM Tile STATE OF WYOMING

Senator SIMPSON. The hearing will come to order. I may run out
of breath before I finish. I have been galloping up and down
through the tunnels and the members of my faith were having a
lifesaving event over there preparing for the coming reconciliation
crocess, an interesting topic I might add. So I apologize to you all
for the delay and hope you understand.

We are meeting here today to hear testimony from nongovern-
mental witnesses on two important issues regarding the regulatory
process for nuclear powerplants. The first of these is the projected
delays in the NRC issuance of operating license for plants that are
cxpected to be completed in 1981,1982,1983, and beyond. Second is
the impact of the November 19,1980, decision of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia circuit in the Sholly v. NRC
very controversial decision. The growing problem of licensing
delays for nuclear powerplants is a matter of great concern to me. I
have shared that frustration with several in the room. When the
Commission appeared before the committee last month it con-
firmed that of the 13 plants expected to be completed in 1981 and

4 1982,12 plants were expected to experience licensing delays total-
ing some 90 months.

Subsequent reports to us from the Commission indicate some
limited improvement in reducing the delay for several of those
plants due to increased NRC staff work already in progress, but*

those reports also indicate potential licensing delays for a number
of other plants that are expected to be completed in 1983 and
beyond.

So clearly we are facing a problem of growing proportion with
substantial economic and energy supply implications for this coun-
try. I refer to that as the doctrine of progressive regression. It may

(U
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have some merit. I am most interested in hearing the views of the
witnesses today on the expected impacts of those growing license
delays, as well as the reasons for those delays. And since its ap-
pearance before this committee, the Commission has submitted a
report to Congress outlining a broad range of administrative op-
tions for reducing the delays and issuing operating license. These
options include the reallocation of NRC staff resources to the li-
censing case work from other NRC activities, including revisions to
the Commission's licensing hearings procedures, modifications to a

the current revisions on the issuance of operating license after the
licensing board has issued a favorable decision but before the
appeal board and Commission review. j

In addition, the Commission has proposed legislation that would
authorize the Commission to permit interim operation of new nu-
clear plants upon a determination that one, such action is neces-
sary in the public interest in order to avoid the consequences of
unnecessary delay in the operation of the plants, and two, in all
respects other than the comp'etion of the Atomic Energy Act are
met. You remember Senator Domenici spoke of those issues at the
authorization hearing.

Interim operation under the Commission's proposal would be
limited to not more than 5 percent of full power, and the Commis-
sion's interim operation authority would expire at the end of 1983.
The legislative and administrative operations identified by the
Commission provide us with a fo< us on the hearing today and the
subcommittee will appreciate having the views of the witnesses of
those and other options for addressing the licensing delay problem.
It would be useful to hear not only how effective these measures
will be in reducing the delays, but also what impact these meas-
ures will have on other activities of the agency. And opportunities
for public participation in the licensing process, which to me is a
very important facet of the entire scope of things and must always
be very carefully preserved, that issue of public participation.

We will also then be examining this impact of the Sholly deci-
sion, which held that NRC may not issue a license amendment
even if there is no significant hazards consideration, until the
completion of any requested hearing.

The Commission's proposed legislation to overturn the Sholly
decision argues this, that the court's decision mandating a prior
hearing on demand on matters insignificant to the public health
and safety seriously and immediately encumbers the regulation of
nuclear power, and puts at risk a substantial number of nuclear A
powerplants which would either have to be shut down or operated
at reduced power if they are not accorded the authority sought in
pending license amendment request. In testimony before this com-
mittee last month, the Commission noted that there are approxi- *

mately 750 licensing amendment applications which are expected
to be approved based upon a no significant hazards consideration
finding. According to the Commission if hearings are requested in
many of those cases, there is the prospect of curtailment of nuclear
plant operation for reasons unrelated to protecting the public
health and safety.

1
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And that is the reason for the Commission's existence. That is
the principal mission of the NRC, to protect the public health and
safety.

A series of those type of hearings would severely tax the already
strained resources of the Commission staff and divert its attention

- from more pressing matters. We want to examine that most thor-

l$at is rather a full plate for an afternonn. Those are serious
o concerns. I look forward to hearing the pews of the witnesses on

the likely impacts of the Sholly decision, on the needs for correc-
~

tive legislation and on the advocacy of the Commission's i islative

.N
proposal.

And before the first witness I would recognize with some pleas-
ure the new member of the subcommittee, the Senator from Idaho,
Steve Symms, who has certainly added a great dimension to the
proceedmgs here and was the ranking mmority member of the
House subcommittee before coming to the Senate.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE SYMMS, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF IDAHO

Senator Svuus. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I can
certainly share your concerns regarding the growing delays in
issuing operating license for nuclear powerplants beyond the time
when those plants are completed. I believe this is the first time in
the history of commercial nuclear power programs that we have
fr.ced a situation with literally dozens of plants, will sit idly await.
ing the licensing process

I understand in some cases an individual plant may sit idle for a ,

'

period of a year or more at a staggering cost to the utility and the
ratepayers. Clearly this is a problem that must be corrected as soon
as possible.

As you point out, the NRC has identified a series of measures,
Mr. Chairman, that could be adopted to reduce these delays, but
few of the decisions mied to move ahead with these changes have
been made by the Cotmission. My concern, Mr. Chairman, is that i

the somewhat optomistic predictions made by the commission of
cubstantial reductions in the length of time needed to complete the
licensi process for these plants may be based on administrative
actions y the Commission that have not yet been taken and that
may not be taken for some time. I am also concerned that these
projected improvements may be based more on revised estimates of
the time needed to complete the plants, estimates that may not be
in keeping with those of the utilities than on the actual experi-4
enced improvements in the licensing time. I would hope therefore
that our witnesses could give us their views on the extent to which
reforms identified by the Commission can realistically be expected

# to shorten the licensing time for these plants.'

With regard to the Commission's legislative proposal, Mr. Chair->

man, I am also concerned that the low power testing restriction'

may unduly restrict the effectiveness of the proposal and actually
reducing the present licensing delays.

So I would be interested in hearing the views of our witnesses on
the advisability of this restriction in terms of developing a solution
to this delayed situation. I would also agree, Mr. Chairman, that

i
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the Commission's characterization of the impact of the Sholly deci-
sion is most troubling. A requirement that the NRC hold hearingst

before instituting even the most trivial technical types of license
! ' amendment simply because a hearing is requested .seems to me to

make very little sense. Yet this appears to be what the court's
decision requires.,

: And such a requirement stands as an open invitation to those
who might seek to use the hearing requirement as a means to
hinder or halt operation of plants for nonsafety reasons. I would be .

most interested in heaAg from those who support the result
reached in the Sholly ca ', and hear whether or not they believe
the public interest is sersed by a requirement that hearings must
be held before putting ir.to ettect amendments that do not involve J

* significantly safety hazards simply because someone has requested
: a hearing, for whatever eason.

I can certainly see the Commission's point that if a large number
of such hearing requests are filed for whatever purpose, the results
may well be to draw the immediate NRC staff away from other
responsibilities with far greater importance.

Mr. Chairman, these are just some of the thoughts I have and I
; compliment you for getting this committee moving because I think

this is a vitally significant and important aspect of our Nation's
i energy needs, that if we are not able to have the capability in this

country and the commonsense to grant simple license for operating
a known statemf-the-art technology that is prudent and safe, it will

'

be very difficult I think for this country to ever achieve any kind of
independence from the foreign dictates for our energy sources. And
I might just add one other dimension to this discussion. I would
hope that in the upcoming year or in the very near future that we
could get for this committee justification to convince this Senator
why we have one perfectly good operating unit sitting idle at TMI
at a cost to the ratepayers in Pennsylvania of $12 million a month.
And I would hope we can have some evidence brought forth why it
is that TMI Unit I has been idle when Congress will probably be
asked to provide emergency funds to bail out a situation worsened
by our failure to act to start up the one plant that we have. And
with that I look forward to hearing from our witnesses, Mr. Chair-
man.

Thank you very much for calling this meeting and addressing
this important subject.

Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much. I am looking forward to
working with you.

Now our first witness, William Iee, president and chief operating
officer of Duke Power Co. And I again apologize for the delay and #

| for your good forbearance. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. LEE, PRESIDENT AND CIIIEF OP.
ERATING OFFICER, DUKE POWER CO., ON HEllALF OF TIIE *

EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE. TIIE AMERICAN NUCLEAR
i ENERGY COUNCIL AND TIIE ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL FORUM,

ACCOMPANIED BY MICIIAEL MILLER, CliAIRMAN OF AIF'S
LAWYERS COMMI'ITEE

Mr. LEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and no apologies necessary,
sir. I know you are a busy man.,

,

1
|
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My name is William S. Lee. I am president of Duke Power Co. I
and appear here today on behalf of the Edison Electric Institute, l

the American Nuclear Energy Council and the Atomic Industrial
Forum.

Senator SIMPSON. Would you introduce the gentlemen with you.
Mr. LEE. And I am accompanied by Michael Miller, Esquire, who

is chairman of the Atomic Industrial Forum's Lawyers Committee.
Not being licensed to practice law and being an engineer, some of

the issues before this subcommittee may need a legal interpreta-o

tion, Mr. Chairman.
The magnitude of the NRC licensing delay problem is shown in

the NRC report which was filed with the Congress in January. Asg
the chairman has indicated, the report shows that the NRC esti-
mates that construction will be completed at 13 plants for a total of
90 months before the Commission will be ready to issue operating
license for them. This includes three plants which hold zero or low
power license but cannot go into commercial operation until the
full power license is issued.

The enormous costs to utilities and their consumers associated
with these delays for each of the 13 plants would be in the range of
$30 to $40 million per plant per month. Those figures include only
the cost of replacement power and the interest paid during con-
struction while they are delayed.

For the 90 months of unnecessary regulatory delay the cost then
would be between $2.7 and $3.6 billion. This is for 1981 and 1982.
Extrapolating this to the plants expected to be delayed through
1983, the total cost of delay would be $7 to $10 billion. In addition,
the Department of Er.ergy estimates that due to these delays
during just 1981 and 1982, electric utilities constructing these
plants will consume 42 m llion barrels of oil more than they other-
wise would have used.

We understand the workload placed on the Commission by the
Three Mile Island accident. However, our view is that there are
other contributing factors, including a lack of appropriate priorities
in allocating personnel to licensing, confusion as to Commission
policy and an inefficient public hearing process that are causing
these delays.

Examples of causes are suspension of the immediate effectiveness
rule, lack of Commission policy direction to the hearing process,
and the fact that less than 200 of the NRC's 3,200 employees are
assigned directly to reactor licensing.

On March 12 the Commission submitted a report to th:s subcom-
A mittee on steps it is taking to eliminate licensing delays. The

report contains a number of sound ideas which deserve to be imple-
mented. However, it is significant that the Commission so far has
been ab!e to reach a consensus on only a very few of the oper-
ations, there being differences of opinion among the Commissionerso

on important policy matters. This underscores the need for the
President to act quickly to fill the vacant seat on the Commission.

Unfortunately the Commission's reported plan to improve licens-
ing is not being implemented. In 2 weeks of meetmgs on the
subject, the Commission was unable to agree to reinstatement of its
immediate effectiveness rule, or to make the changes in procedural
rules to support an expedited hearing schedule, or to approve real-
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location of all the manpower which would be required to get staff
technical review off a critical path, or to issue a final rule estalw
lishing license requirements for near-term construction permits, or
to discuss in more than a perfunctory fashion several important
Commission policies that are contributing to the licensing delays.

In short what the Commission did is to put fc: ward a plan for
improvement but failed to make the hard policy and staff alloca-
tion decisions necessary to accomplish the objective in planning.
The burden should be on the Commission to demonstrate through a

concrete actions that the improvements will be implemented.

The proposal to amend the Atomic Energ[y Act to authorize theCommission to issue temporary operatint icense is an essential
Jcomponent in getting licensing back on schedule. The proposal

submitted by the Commission is a step in the, right direction.
However, I beh, eve it is unnecessarily restrictive in three respects.
First, it is not entirely clear-and i am very skeptical-that the
licensing process will be back on track by the end of 1983. It would
be better to leave open the issue for how long such authority may
be required until it can be determined whether the Commission s
efforts to expedite the hearing process bear any fruit.

Second. I agree with Chairman IIendrie and the expression of
Senator Simpson that the legislation should not be limited to low-
power operations. You can go from low power to full power in just
a few weeks but hearing delays can ba many, many months.
Rather'than have an arbitrary low-power limitation in the statute,
the amendment should permit the NRC to authorize up to full
power operation and leave it to the Commission's discretion of how
much power to authorize on a case-by case basis.

Third and finally, the authority should be expanded to include
amendments to operating licenses that exist. If a plant is shut
down for modifications there is a potential for extensive delays in
return to service if it must await the outcome of a protracted
public hearing on its licensed amendments.

Broadening the provision to permit temporary operation in such
situations would be consistent with the overall rationale of the
Commission's proposal and would complement the authority it is
seeking ta deal with in the Sholly case.

I also agree with some points made in Commissioner Ahearne's
additional views set out in an attachment to the proposed amend-
ments. It is clear that the pu.lic hearing process, particularly at
the operating license stage, servo little useful purpose as presently
constructed. It is shameful that when a plant is built and ready to
go on line, ready to save consumers money, ready to displace other d
fuels, and a billion or so dollars have been invested in it, it is
shameful then to argue interminably about whether it should have
been built at all or built elsewhere, about whether a geothermal or
biomass facility would be preferable, whether the power is needed a

or the financial qualification of the utility to operate the plant.
As Commissioner Ahearne states, a fundamental reform of the

hearing process is needed.
The Commission's temporary operating license authority must

not be used however, as a crutch, thereby continuing to duck the
hard decisions that must be made to improve the whole process. I
also agree with the thrust of the proposal submitted by the Com-
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mission to deal with the h,tiative on this matter.olding in the Sholly case, and I commendthe Commission for :ts im
And now to a somewhat new proposal. We have been discussing

the temporary operc.t ng authority, the authority to deal with the
Sholly case, restoration of the immediate effectiveness rule and
fundamental reforms to the hearing process. They are all immedi.
ately necessary. Although essential, they represent the interim
band-aid approach. In the longer term the Atomic Energy Act
should be amended to delete the opportunity to have public hear-a

ing at the operating stage, and have only one license to build and
operate with public participation fu'ly exercised prior to the issu-
anee of that license. This could be i atterned after that part af theg
Federal Power Act relating to licenses from Federal Energy Regu-
latory Commission for large dams at hydroelectric facilities. They
too involve issues of public safety as well as a host of environmen-
tal considerations. liydro licenses, including the opportunity for
full public participation, are considered in a single proceeding for a
license to build and operate the plant.

In the case of the nuclear plant there should be an opportunity
for public hearings as a part of the one license procedure, including
the necessary fundamental reforms of the hearing process. This
procedure would resolve the question as to whether to build and
operate a specific nuclear plant if the license is granted. The con-
tinual inspection by the NRC can assure that safety standards are
met throughout construction, start up testing, fuel loading, and
operation. That is what the FERC inspectors do for hydroplants.

I believe this change to be necessary if our Nation is to have any
more nuclear energy at all beyond that which will be provided by
plants now operating and under construction. The interminable
delays at the operating license stage have so added to costs that the
final plant cost and its schedule are now unpredictable and totally
out of control. Uniess this is corrected and reasonable predict-
ability restored I cannot fill my duty of diligence to investors by
recommending they finance a new nuclear plant.

I believe the steps I have recommended will improve the process,
will preserve full public participation, and be fully supportive of
the Commission's mandate to protect public health and safety.
Attached to my statement are the amplifying statements of my
asweinte, Michael Miller, and reports giving the extent, causes and
costs of licensing delays and the operations for eliminating these
delays. And I would ask that they be incorporated in the record,
Mr. Chairman..

Senator Sistesos. Without objection it is so ordered. [See p. 81.]
Mr. LEE. I thank you, sir, and I thank other members of the

subcommittee for the opportunity to present these views. I am glad
to try to respond to your questions.o

Senator Sistesos. We do appreciate your testimony, Mr. Ire. You
presented that well, as always.

As you indicated in your testimony, the NRC's January report to
the Congress projected these licensing delays of some 12 or 13
plants expected to be completed in 1981 and 1982 totaling some 90
months. Ilow accurate do you feel those estimates are, particularly
with respect to the estimates for completion of construction?
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A second part of that question, are they consistent with the
utilities * estimates of construction completion?

Mr. LEE. Our information from a careful survey of the utilities
across the Nation indicates that the NRC is assuming construction
a little later than the utilities expect to complete construction.
Therefore the delays may be somewhat longer than in the NRC
report. I can't certify that the utilities will complete construction
when they say they will. That may depend in part on what new
regulations might fall out between now and then, and what they *

have to do to comply with that.
My only experience in the NRC's estimates of how long it takes

them to do anything has invariably been that it takes much longer ,

than they say.
Senator SIMPSON. To what extent if at all do you believe that

these following factors that I am going to relate to you have
contributed to this time gap that we are now seeing between ex-
pected plant completion and expected issuance of the plant operat-
ing license, and that proposal is asked when we consider the time
taken by the NRC staff to prepare and issue their SER's, safety
evaluation reports. What do you think that contributes to the time
gap?

Mr. Lrs. Well, even before TMI the target completion dates for
completion of their safety evaluation reports continued to slip
behind the schedules they set for themselves. Since the TMI acci-
dent the slippage has been even greater. I know in the case of one
plant with which I am involved the public hearing that has just
been concluded was started later than we had hoped, everyone had {hoped, simply because of the SER's were not complete. .

Senator SIMPSON. What about the time needed to litigate the
post-TMI requirements in individual licensing proceedings as per-
mitted by the Commission in its December 18,1980, order?

Mr. Lez. Well, I would say that the litigation of those require-
'

ments, the permission to litigate those requirements is the basic
reason why we have just been through several weeks of hearing on
a plant that is completed and ready to run. Had they been handled
on a generic rulemaking basis then I do not believe that hearing
would have been necessary. So that is one instance of delay be-
cause of that decision. I am afraid there will be a number of other
opportunities for delay because of that decision.

Senator SIMPsON. What about the time gap when we look at the
time needed to resolve issues raised by a licensing and appeals
board on their own initiative in sua sponte, that being an art form 6

we lawyers use to confuse the unsuspecting populace. Sua sponte, I
am going to get that out of the lexicon here. But how about that
when they go into their own initiative in addition to the issues
raised by the parties in controversy? e

Mr. LEE. Well, it seems ironic to me that duplicate plants can be
built, maybe in the same State or an adjoining State, where the
site characteristics are the same. In the one case there is sufficient
public concern about the plant so that someone intervenes. In
another case they don't intervene. In the case of the plant where
there is no intervention there is no hearing at the operating license
stage and no consideration by a hearing board, and no considera-
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tion by the appeals board and the operating license is imued and |

the plant generates electricity. !

, in the sister plants, I have seen this happen on my own system,
in the sister plant you go through sometimes several years off and
on of hearings and consideration by the appeal board. They can
g:nerate issues anytime they want to. I do not know of any s'ubsti.
tute change in any plant ever made as a result of anything brought
up by the appeals board.

Senator SIMPSON None at all that you know of.
Mr. LEE. I am not aware of any.
Senator SIMPSON. Is there anything that would have been uncov-

cred that would have something to do with the public health andg
safety?

Mr. LEE. Senator, I am not aware of anything substantive. There
may have been one or two instances where additional surveillance
frequency was required as a part of a license requirement of some
variable, but nothing fundamental with respect to the plant design
or operation.

Senator SIMPscs. What about the gap when we look at the time
needed for the appeal board and the Commission review due to the
Commission's decision to suspend the immediate effectiveness rule?

Mr. LEE. Well, that gap can be, according to the rule as I under-
stand it, some 60 days for the appeal board and 20 days for the
Commission after the hearing board hands down its decision. But
according to the chairman of the appeal board that gap can be
much longer than that, maybe 7 months. So the delay would range
from 90 days to 7 months according to the testimony of the chair-
man of the appeal board. And to me that sort of delay is
unconscionable in view of the fact that no issue ever raised by an
cppeal board has caused any substantive effects on any powerplant
in the country. And that is a good enough track record to say you
do not have to wait 80 days to 7 months for that procedure to grind
its very slow pace.

Senator SIMPSON. I think that is something that certainly this
subcommittee and full committee in the Senate are going to have
to deal with, is the immediate effect of this rule and its real impact
and the things that can be done administratively rather than legis-
latively, and those opinions of course were pursuing. But one more
about the time gap. What is your feeling with the time gap and the
time taken by these hearing schedules due to such factors as sched-
uling problems for part-time board members, several who serve on
faculties, some of who are available in the summer or various

| =
times, and what is perceived to be a general lack of management or
discipline in management by the boards in preparing for and con-
ducting the hearings and in writing decisions once the hearings are
completed?o

Mr. LEE. The length of time they require to write their decision
and hand it down is unce.ny to me. It does not reflect, using the
word you mentioned, a management system that recognizes the
cost accountability to society for that length of time. It is an
enormous cost, $30 to $40 million per plant per month. And if they
had that sense of urgency with that sort of financial clock ticking,
then they would implement those management systems with ade-
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quate staffing and not conflicting hearings with the same hearing
board member in order to crank those decisions out.

I do know that in the mdustry we are capable of developing
information and of writing very complicated technical reports on
very short turn around notice.

The NRC says demonstrate why you should not be shut down
and give us a technical analysis of such and such to prove that, and
do it by next week or shut down, we have a sense of accountability
to the public and we get it done, and done thoroughly. It would *

seem to me the same sense of urgency and accountability to all of
our society ought to be inculcated throughout the NRC process.

Senator SiMesos. Are there any other factors that you feel have
#contributed significantly or substantially to the lengthening of this

time period for expected construction and completion of the operat-
ing license?

Mr. LEE. Sir, the two that are sufficiently significant I just want
to briefly mention for the record. One is the rapid pace of changing
requirements, changed earthquake requirements periodically. That
has caused delays, for example, in plants all over this country that
are built and nearly ready to operate and then we had to go back
and retrofit for a new theoretical earthquake. We need to settle
down the pace of regulatory change or the system isn't predictable
and I can't go to an investor and say trust me with your money, I
want to build one, because I don't know what it will cost.

The other thing is the operating license public hearing, which I
think is unnecessary provided you have had full public participa-
tion after one license hearing, decide whether you are going to
build it or not. If you are going to build it, surely the decision is
going to be made to operate it if it meets the safety requirements.
But the operating license is a very costly thing in terms of the
management and technical and environmental manpower. The ap-
plicant is asked a question, it is not necessary to have accountabil-
ity in the question. It is necessary to have accountability in the
answer.

Tens of thousands of man hours are involved in an operating
license hearing, tens of thousands. Those people are the most com-
petent ueople, and those people really are needed on the job to
make .nre the plant is built and ready to run safely. And there
have been delays because of the blotter like drawing of competent
people away from the job in order to get the hearing done.

It seems to me that the time to build the plant can be shortened
by keeping the competent people working on that and not running
to duplicate hearings. =

Senator SYMMs. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question that goes
right along with that line. You mentioned that you will not be able
to get investors if this situation is not corrected, and I think your
testimony mentioned $3.6 billion in interest, that ratepavers will *

ultimately end up paying if these plants are not license'd in the
first year; is that correct?

Mr. LEE. That is correct, sir.
Senator Svuus. Ilow long can the United States continue with

our present antinuclear policy, or a policy of nonnuclear energy or
no growth in nuclear energv before we lose the engineers that
actually have the necessary technical expertise? IIow long will it

- - _
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be before somebody will decide they want to build a nuclear power-
plant only to find when they call GE or Westinghouse that they
are sorry, but they can't do it anymore, they don't have a team
ce pable of doing it?

Mr. Ltr. Senator Symms, I can't give you a finite answer but it
is getting closer with every month of delay. We are already seeing
that the young people who are in engineering school are taking
now other branches of engineering and the nuclear engineering
faculty is partly idle, not enough students. because young people*

don't perceive that we are going to change our ways and get on
with the game and are looking for career opportunities. That is
self-defeating.,

Other nations are also proceeding a pace with nuclear and their
technology is galloping forward, and we are not doing that. We will
soon fall behind them if we have not in some areas already. And of
course the manufacturers if they don't have business have got to
find other things to do and develop other lines of expertise in their
people and the nuclear team will have tiissipated. And it is tough
to restart if you have let it dissipate.

Senator Svuus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SIMPSoN, The Commission's report to the Congress on

operations producing delays, especially with regard to the immedi-
ate effectiveness rule, one to reinstate the immediate effectiveness
rule for operating license and the other would allow the operating
license to issue after a brief opportunity to have direct Commission
review. What tre your views on those two operations and with
regard to that second one realistically what could the Commission
hope to accomplish in a brief direct review period?

Mr. LEE. Mr. Chairman, I can't imagine what those four or five
persons vould do, could accomplish in a brief review period. The
plant ana +he hearing record-the plant is complicated, the hear-
ing record 3 voluminous and if they insisted on a meaningful
review of the plant, not only would that be all those persons would
do for a living but they would fall further behind than they are
now. I simply don't think it is a meaningful contribution to safety.
They have a large and competent staff. They have outside consult-
ants, they have the review by the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards. The Commission is there in my view to establish policy
and manage the program for our Nation and not to make detailed
technical reviews of powerplants.

Senator Stursos. Yes.
Mr. Mtu.za. Senator, I would just like to add as a footnoto that it.

would seem to me if the Commission were encouraged to abandon
the excessive restrictions of its own party rules so that it would
have access, a meaningful basis to its own fine technical staff
during the course of the licensing proceeding, the notion of havinge
the Commission participate in the licensing process would he satis-
fled and the immediate effectiveness rule could go back into oper-
ation without any problem. I think the idea behind the suspension
was to involve the Commission in the licensing process, and there
are other much more efficient and effective ways of doing that.

Senator SIMPsoN. Yes, I hear that. Certainly the Three Mile
Island experience raises cautionary procedures with the Commis-
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sion that I think are not warranted at the present time. That is my
view.

The Commission did issue brief public comment proposed rules to
modify hearing procedures that were supposedly to expedite the
process. You have reviewed those. If those proposals were adopted
by the Commission, how effective do you think they would be in
expediting the hearing process?

Mr. Muna. I will be happy to try and answer that, Senator.
Senator SIMPSON. If we didn t have lawyers. .

Mr. Mitua. Yes, sir. I don't think there is any necessary rela-
tionship between the schedule that is set out in the supplementary
information of the company's proposed rules and the modifications
to the rules. The elimination of discovery, for example, against the d

NRC staff could well be counterproductive in the sense that there
might be discovery in effect conducted against the NRC staff
during the hearing process rather than beforehand.

There has been in my judgment just some arbitrary numbers put
down in the schedule. For example, if one looks at the schedule,
the end of discovery is supposed to take place 2f) days after the
issuance of the supplementary safety evaluation reports. On that
very same day revised contentions are to be filed. I don't think that
is realistic. There is nothing in the proposed amendments that will
cause that to come about.

There is a need for greater discipline to be exerted, to pick up on
what Mr. Lee said, better management of the hearing process by
the licensing boards. And establishing deadlines as a good way to
do that of course.

Senator SIMPSON. I think I was a little surprised myself in re-
viewing the rules, the procedural rules of the Commission to find
that in many cases they are more complex than the Federal rules
of civil procedure. they are more complex than any State rules of
civil procedure. That is really extraordinary in their complexity,
layering upon layering, distinction upon distinction, and that is the
very essence of what often chokes off the process in this berg, and
that is troublesome, and those of my profession are involved in that
and that is even rather sometimes embarrassing I must admit to
you, because that as I see it is exactly where much of this has come
from. That is another issue, I won't dabble on it here.

But back to the one that I think will be the most controversial is
what you touched on, the elimination of formal discovery against
the NRC staff. And you think that will impair the opportunities for
public participation in the hearing process, and again that is an
Interest of mine, that that be preserved. I don't favor intervening a
funding and never have, but I certainly favor intervenors, not
intervenors, those with a public interest and that is what the law
says, having an interest. But that has been abused, too. But what
are your thoughts on that? .

Mr. Mirna. Senator, I guess I draw a distinction between the
public interest and interest. Public interest in my judgment is
served first by the NRC staff, second probably,by the utility appli-
cant, with a public to serve with the electricity to be generated.
And my own experience has been intervenors use the NRC hearing
process as a forum to express their views about the safety of
nuclear power generally, and in some instances quite blatantly as a
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means to delay the process in the hopes of perhaps engendering the
- very uncertainties Mr. Lee just told you about in terms of being

able to have a predictable process that can attract capital so that --

E the energy needs of the country can be served.
-

Senator SIMPSoN. I was interested in ycur comments about the --

.

instances where we have been exploring the issues not brought into
'

the question about parties particularly at the operating license
_

stage, that we do not find any major safety design changes or
-

.

-

major safety improvements that have ever come from that process. -*

- is that correct? To your knowledge?-

i Mr. Lrs. That is correct, yes, sir.
'_ Sentior SIMPSON. And according to what I have found in my

* research, I found the same. I do not find where that laborious extra
1effort has produced anything that would fit the mission af the NRC

to protect the public health and safety.
b Mr. LEE. I fully agree, Senator. These are strong words but I ..

_

think it is a totally unnecessary circus at the operating license -

stage. ...

_

Senator SiursoN. Just a coupie more. The Commission has tssued .

L proposed rule, the post-TMI requirements for construction permits,
and this will have the effects of resolving those issues on the;-

- generic basis. You have touched on that whereby it wculd not be
necessary to litigate the sufliciency of those requirements in each -

L single and individual licensing proceeding. The NRC did not follow ' '_
[ this approach for operating license. l'. appears that these post-TMI ~

requirements, including emergency planning, are issues where=

hearings are to be held on the plants to be completed in 1981 and'

1982. Is this in your view, or Mr. Miller, is this rulemaking still
.

useful for the operating heense cases, and if so should it be pursued
"

-

- now?
Mr. MILLER. Emplatically yes. I would just like to point out my

i information, Senator is that the Commission has not yet issued
any rule with respct to post-TMI requirements even for a con-'

_

struction permit plant; that that was sent back for additional com-
ment.

Senator SIMPSoN. Proposed rule.
- Mr. Lix. They talked about it and talked about it and couldn't '-

agree and sent it back.
Mr. Mitu:n. Again picking up on something Mr. Lee referred to-

b earlier in his testimony, what we are looking at is litigation of the
; nelfsame issues over and over again in each of the plants that are

going to be coming up for operating license in the next few years.
If the Commission were to adopt a rule, or institute a rulemaking"
proceeding to deal with these issues which cut across individual
variations in plants and certainly are not site specific in almost alli

instances, that whole process of resolving what the final rule-

[ should be would be in effect decoupled from getting the operating*

7 licenses processed for these powerplants that Mr. Lee described.
- And I think it is something the Commission ought to be encour- :

-

aged to do. These requirements have been the end result of a very
long drawn out process.

Mr. LEz. And bear in mind that the plants that are being com-
- pleted now and in the next several years are essentially duplicates '

of plants running, and that have been running for several years. .

F

:
-
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~ Senator SIMPSON. That gets back into further pursuit, and we'

will do that down the line about standardization and some of those
issues and see where that goes, but I understand that.

In connection with one right there in your State, apparently the
principle is really not the only contested hearing issue concerni,ng
the McGuire plant, is the question of hydrogen control and contam-
ment during an accident, of course that emphasis because of the
Three Mile Island. Now as I understand that was thoroughly re-
viewed by the NRC staff and by the Advisory Committee on Reae. *

- tor Safeguards and their review on the Sequoyah plant, is that
correct?

Mr. LEE. That is correct, sir, as well as by consultants and TVA
dengineers and Duke power engineers and by actual demonstration

of the system.
~

Senator SIMPSON. I recall there were several detailed meetings by ;

the Commissioner on that issue. Now the Sequoyah plant has a fuil
~

power license.
Mr. LEE. Yes.
Senator SIMPSON. But because McGuire is a contested case, you

are not expected to receive a license until a year from now. What
ere the substantial differences between the two plants on that
issue, that one issue?-

Mr. LEr None, sir, and also no substantial differences between
McGuire, TVA's Sequoyah, and two plants that have been operat-
ing for some time that have similar systems.

Senator SIMPSON. I guess then we come to the issue will that
plant be safer because it is a contested proceeding, or will the only
result simpl be a higher cost for the plant?LMr. LEE. ine result will be a higher cost for the plant and no
other changes, sir, in my opinion. Now the hearing board has just
concluded the hearings and we have to wait for their decision,
which we have already discussed.

Senator SIMPSON. And there we come back to the mission of the,

' - NRC, which is to protect the public health and safety, and we
- wonder if that is being done and it causes me concern that it is
- actually nothing more than contrived or uncontrived delay in the

processing s)T, tem.
Mr. LEE. I Could not agree with you more, sir.
Senator SIMPson. And why should not those issues then be re-

solved generically rather than in individual proceedings?
< Mr. LEE. I think they should be resolved generically rather than

in individual proceedings and I think the case you are citing is a
perfect example of the need for legislation to authorize the Com- d

mission to give temporary operating license. In this case they have,

looked at the background themselves very thoroughly. One com-
missioner has traveled aiound this country talking to experts
about hydrogen, has looked at systems, has inspected plants, feels -

comfortable with it, and voted for the Sequoyah license. I see no
j reason in the world why they shouldn't be authorized to give

temporary licenses to other plants.,

Senator SIMPSON. You have indicated that in your. remarks, the
extending of the Commission's interim operating authority legisla-
tive proposal to include license amendments as well as new operat-
ing heense. And what is the extent of the operating license amend-

i

a
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1 ment problem, particularly with respect to what would be the ._

s potential shutdown of the plant?
Mr. LEE. The change in requirements due to what has been=

learned because of TMI or some new earthquake decision, requires"

a change in the license, because if you are going to change the
1 plant you have to change the license. Now if someone asks for a

public hearing to consider that modification to the license, or_

amendment to the license, and the plant is shut down, the changes=

- made in the plant, the plant is ready to come back but now the
_

*

public hearing may not have even started, discovery is just begin--

ning and here we go and the plant is threatened with staying high-

and dry and unable to return to service pending a proceeding.
Senator Siurson. I believe Senator Symms has some final ques-,

;
tions. Please proceed."

L Senator SYMMs. Mr. Lee, are you objecting to the low power
- limitation in the Commission's interim operating authority as pro-

posed For what time would the low power interim operating au-
_

thority be useful for these plants?
~

=-
Mr. LEE. A matter of just a few weeks, Senator Symms, whereas

~ the hearing process can be many, many months. That is why if you
( have a low power license you can load fuel and get to low power in

8 or 9 weeks. But that is still much less than the 7 to 13 months;;

P that we have heard about for the procedural delays.
L Senator SYuus. Is the process in each of these cases to eliminate

"

- the potential for delay either with or without other steps in your
5 opinion?

-

:

- Mr. LEE, No; it is not, if you limit it to low power.
- Senator SYuus. You are also recommending the elimination of
E- the operating date for interim proceedings if the change is made in

NRC staff resources and in the Commission's hearing process pro-#
cedures. Would such a sunset provision be appropriate?

Mr. LEE. I do not think so, Senator Symms. They have got a lot
of changes to make, the Commission and staff, an awful lot of work

i to do. I would highly recommend that this subcommittee continue
surveillance of the use of the temporary operating permit. And you-

E could instead of putting a sunset provision on it ask the Commis-
j sion to give you periodic reports and thus this would aid you in
-- deciding when it was no longer necessary.
p Senator SYMMs. The NRC " Report to Congress on Measures to

Address the Delay Problem" included a March 3,19S1, memoran-"

s dum for the Commission from NRC's General Counsel and Director
of Policy Evaluation. This memorandum included several options -:

for modifying the hearing process beyond the changes already pro-"
-

E posed by the NRC. What are your views on the following options,
meluding the Bitwick and Hammer and Memo? Are vou familiarr

;-- with that? The first option was the Commission could establish a >

firm discovery schedule and require that it be adhered to absent a[
'

g showing of substantial prejudice to in effect the party. The Co n-
- mission could establish that normal hearings will start within 30 _

'

~ days after the pertinent staff documents are available The Com-
E mission could encourage presiding boards to meet a m knes for - -

rendering decisions, the Commission could dmia e . ; m sible
Licensing and Appeal Boards scheduled conflicts, the Lummission*

_ could place the burden on the intervenors to show after discovery
r
k

.
.

-
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_

-
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prior to hearing a general substantial issue of material facts by
cvailable and specifically identifiable, reliable evidence. The Com-
mission could consolidate identical TMI-related issues into a single
proceeding, it could use informal hearings as a means of separating
out these particular facts or issues that require formal examination
under the Administrative Procedures Act. That is quite a list of
obj'ectives.

Mr. Luz. Each of those steps would incrementally help expedite
the process. Some would have higher priorities than others. I have -

not studied any quantified impacts of each one of them.
Mr. Mn.t.za. I think that it really is a question of taking control

of the hearing process, and those steps that were just described
#really are a part of good management. Judges do it in judicial

proceedings. I think there is no reason the Commission couldn't do
it here.

Senator Svuus. Mr. Chairman, I just have one other question
cnd I just ask Mr. Lee as an experienced operator, is there any
reason in your opinion that health and safety of American citizens
would in any way be jeopardized if TMI No. I were started back up
again?

Mr. Lar. No, Senator; I am familiar with that plant, I have
testified in that State on this issue recently, and I think the public
would be well served for TMI-1 to restart. They are in process of
completing the modifications that we all made from what we
learned from TMI-2's accident. Their staff is strong, their training
program is ready, and I would recommend that in the public inter-
est that plant be started as soon as possible.

Senator Svuus. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you very much for making such an excellent witness.

Senator SrMPSON. I do appreciate your testimony. One of the
things that comes to me and I hadn't really intended to delve into
but I perceive other subcommittee members of both sides of the
cisle will and want to look into a retooling of the procedures, the
legal procedures of this Commission. It seems to me that after
practicing law for 18 years and that the rules of procedure were set
up to simplify an issue, and yet I look at these rules and see things
rbout discovery and summary proceedings and hearings and ap-
peals that are flights of fancy in my mind, and I don't know what
they do to make the process work. But I think a retooling of
procedures, surely that can be done administratively, but we ought'

to inject perhaps a few laymen into the next session when they all
sit down to hatch up some new rules and pick some poor soul to
doesn't know a sua sponte from a whatever and see where we go *

from there. It might be an interesting proposal.
Mr. Miura. I think the proof of the pudding, Senator, is that the

rules that are most complex, for example the ones on summary
disposition, are extremely time consummg. I tried them on behalf *

of my clients in proceedings. They have been time wasters and they
have kind of fallen to disuse. But I think your suggestion about
taking a fresh look at the procedures is (. excellent one and we
would be happy to cooperate in that. ,

Senator SIMPSoN. You know how that wi'l be, Mr. Lee will want
to help us as an engineer, diligently to d i one on us as lawyers.

OK, thank you very much. I do appreciate ' hat.

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _- - -
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Senator Siwesox. Our next witness is Ellyn Weiss, general coun-
sel of the Union of Concerned Scientists, on behalf of that organiza-
tion.

Nice to see you again.

STATEMENT OF ELLYN R. WEISS, GENERAL COUNSEL, UNION
OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS, ACCOMPANIED BY MICIIAEL
FADEN, UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS, LEGISLATIVE LI-
AISON.

Ms. Wass. Mr. Chairman, Senators, my name is Ellyn Weiss. I
am a partner in a Washington law firm and have been general
counsel to the Union of Concerned Scientists for 3% years. Sitting, g
beside me is Michael Faden, probably a more famous face to you.
He is a Union of Concerned Scientists legislative liaison.

My other clients include the Natural Resources Defense Council
and a number of local or regional citizen groups around the coun-
try. Prior to joining my firm, Harmon and Weiss, I was an assist-
ant attornev general in Massachusetts for 5 years. I have practiced
before the NRC and in related judicial matters for 7 years. I wish
to thank the committee for inviting me to testify today on the
variety of measures which have been proposed or suggested by
NRC to expedite the licensing of new nuclear powerplants. I will

,

emphasize five points before you today:|
-- First, the hearmg process is the single most fundamental protec-'

tion that the public has to insure the thoroughness and competence
of NRC review of nuclear power.

Second, we have seen no convincing evidence that the purported
delays in the licensing of new plants are due significantly to public
participation in the licensing process, yet this is where the industry
and NRC choose to target their proposed reforms.

| Third, while we would agree that there is room for improvement
| in the efficiency of licensing, the administrative measures proposed
I by NRC are counterproductive to that goal. We will propose alter-

natives.
Fourth, permitting low-power operation before hearings are con-

cluded is not justified under the current circumstances.
Fifth, most fundamentally, this committee should understand

that if NRC expedites licensmg by limiting the ability of the public
or its own licensing boards to pursue banc safety questions, there
is a price associated with that action; a price measured in in-
creased risk to the public health and safety. The system cannot
tgnore the views of its critics without paying that price. That is a*

clear, perhaps the clearest institutional lesson of the accident ata
Three Mile Island Unit 2.

The committee's questions to me begin by asking my opinion of
the impact of the projected delays in NRC issuance of operating
licenses. With your permission, I will begin a step or two earlier in.
an effort to address some of the unspoken premises coloring this
debate which are reflected in that question and those which follow.
In particular, the use of the word ' delay"--defined in my diction-
ary as to defer, postpone or procrastinate--connotes the unjustified
waste of time. In my opinion, this word has been chosen carefully

| to suggest that all remains between applying for a license to oper-
! ate a nuclear plant and receiving that license are a series of

|

!

|

_ _ . _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ - , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - ,, ,_
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ritualized formalities which neither increase nor assure the safety
of reactors. The implication which follows is that these formalities
can be dispensed with or cut back without affecting safety. I be-
lieve it would be unwise and dangerous for this committee to
accept these premises, particularly in the aftermath of the TMI
accident.

It is appropriate at this point to quote a key conclusion from the
Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three
Mile Island (p. 9x +

After many years of operation of nuclear powerplants, with no esidence that any
member of the general public has been hurt, the belief that nuclear powerplants are
cufficiently safe grew into a conviction. One must recognize this to understand why
many key steps that could have prevented the accident at Thrw Mile Island were a
not taken. The Commission is convinced that this attitude n ust be changed tc one
that says nuclear power is by its very nature potentially dangerous, and, therefore,
one must continually question whether the safeguards already in place are suffi-
cient to prevent major accidents.

The licensing process is, in fact, the primary means by which the
public may participate in raising important questions about reactor
safety. Congress wisely recogmzed this when it provided for public
hearings on license applications. It is my experience that the hear-
ing process is the single most fundamental protection which the
public has in attempting to insure the thoroughness, competence,
and integrity of the NRC review of this inherently dangerous tech-
nology. The recognition that their assertions will be submitted
under oath and subjected to the public scrutiny of a licensing b(mrd
is a powerful deterrent to sloppy technical work and unsupported
conclusions. I would be the last to sav that the NRC review is
prfect. There is no question in my mind, however, that it would be
far worse without the check of an open public hearing process. The
NRC review, the licensing process, and public participation in it,
are not expendable formalities and the time required to accomplish
them is not delay. On the contrary, it is a prudent investment in
preventing future TMI's or worse.

Thus, I would define delav as that amount of time which is not
legitimately necessary for thorough staff review and open and in.
formed resolution of contested issues through the licensing process.
Applying this definition to the issue immediately raises a basic
question which has been avoided by the nuclear industry. Ilow
much of the time now required for staff review and public hearings
is unrelated to the resolution of safety issues?

I would suggest on this point that the dubious statistics I have
seen provided by NRC and the utilities regarding so-called slippage
in the projected operating dates for new plants are virtually useless *

for answering this question. Putting aside the self-serving and
historically grossly inaccurate nature of such projections, the point
here is that they do not tell you why the operating date has slipped
nor help you to design a meaningful remedy to time delay. Let us *

assume that plant x was completed on January 1,1981, but that it
does not receive a license to operate until September 1981. If those
9 months were required, for example, to obtain from the applicant
the information necessary to determine whether the facility com-
plies with post-TMI licensing requirements or for the utility to
design and tmplement an acceptable emergency plan for the pfant,
I do not believe that this committee would consider that time to be
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delay. On the other hand, if the 9 months were attributable to
schedule conflicts among licensing board members or the lack of
sufficient staff resources to perform a competent review, that
would be de!ay. Storeover, if the latter were the case, the answer
would clearly be for this committee to provide NRC the means
necessary to increase its staff so that it can perform its job expedi-
tiously. The answer is not to tell it to do its job less thoroughly. To
this date, we have seen no convincing evidence that a significant
portion of the time required for licensing new plants is not legiti-*

mately necessary to insure the safety of those plants.
I would agree, however, that there are inefficiencies in the li-

censing process which NRC can and should address. In my opinion,
by far the single most significant inefficiency is the length of time'

which now passes between the docketing of an application for a
license and the issuance of the NRC of its basic review documents,
the safety evaluation report and the environmental impact state-
ment.

hiuch of the argument I have seen about the length of the
licensing process rests on statistics built around the number of
months from the docketing of an application until the receipt of a
license. These overlook the fact that the docketing of an applica-
tion and the issuance of public notice of opportunity for hearing
are not particularly useful milestones; they indicate very little
about the readiness of a case to go to hearing. This is due to two
interrelated causes. First, operating license applications are now
being filed by utilities when plants are little more than half com-
pleted. Second, the issuance of the basic NRC staff review docu-
ments typically does not take place until months after the begin-
ning of the hearing process. I do not mean to suggest here that this
schedule is due to staff laxness. The process of obtaining basic
information from applicants takes some period of time; it is by no
means all contained in the original application filed by the ritility.
Only after staff review is completed and documented is a case
genuinely ready to move toward hearing. Consequently, a good dcal
of the discovery, contention, drafting, and prehearing time prior to
that point is wasteful and unnecessary in the long run. It diverts
limited staff and licensing board resources and thus slows down the
progress of other cases which are ready and should take priority.
We are convinced that if the Commission required the staff review
documents to be completed at or near, within 1 month, of the time
of issuance of public notice of hearing, months would be saved in
the overall length of the hearing process. If NRC requires addition-
al staff to perform this job, this committee should support that.*

Significant additional savings would be gained by requiring ap-
plicants to make all of their documents, analyses and data related
to the application public at the time of filing the application, in
much the same way as the NRC staff does in its pubhc documente
room. This would reduce the need to file time-consuming interroga-
tories and document requests and tend to remove the incentives to
evasiveness which pervade the discovery process. Finally, all par-
ties should be required to identify their witnesses early in the
process, followed by an NRC-sponsored set of depositions of all
witnesses, in which all parties would participate. Depositions are
by far the most effective and least time consuming of discovery
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tools. This procedure would focus the issues for hearing, greatly
obviate the need for voluminous interrogatories and result in short-
ening the cross-examination in the hearing itself.

In addition, we generally endorse the sort of administrative
measures suggested by the chief judge of the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board panel contained in a memorandum from Judge
Cotter to the Commissioners dated March 5,1981. Judicious use of
the techniques outlined therein, including particularly settlement
conferences, cross-examination plans, combining rebuttal and sur- '

rebuttal testimony, would do far more to expedite hearings on
ongoing cases than the proposals recently issued for comment by
NRC.

#Let me now consider those proposals, whose stated purpose is to
expedite the licensing process. I am frankly astonished that the
primary means chosen by the NRC for accomplishing this goal is
the total insulation of the NRC staff from prehearing discovery. 1

From the perspective of one who has been involved in many NRC i

cases, I can assure this committee that the predictable result of
protecting the staff from discovery will be to necessitate many days
of needless cross-examination at hearings.

The net result will not only be a lengthening of the adjudicatory
process, it will make for a record which is confusing and disjointed,
thus, complicating the job of the decisionmaker and lengthening
the time required to reach decisions.

Taken as a whole, the effect of these amendments would be to
prevent intervenors from posing written interrogatories to the
NRC staff, from taking the depositions of the NRC staff or from
uncovering the documentation and underlying data used by the
staff except what may be obtainable through the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act. Although the proposed rulemaking document does not
indicate in what way this will make for expedited hearings, we
infer that the reasoning is that the staff is unable to resp (md to
discovery and prepare its review at the same time. There are
several responses to this. First, of courw, all other parties, includ-
ing intervenors with far less resources available than the staff, are
required to engage in pretrial discovery in the overall interest of
an efficient, intelligent hearing. While exempting one crucial
party-the staff-from discovery may make it easier for the staff to
prepare for the hearing, that does not mean that the adjudicatory
process will be shortened by one day or made one jot more efG-
cient. On the contrary, as we have noted above, hearings will
certainly be longer and interrupted more frequently if this propos- ,

al is adopted.
Second, it is far from established that the burden of responding

to interrogatories or depositions is substantial enough so that re-
moving that burden would effectuate significant change. .

Even if the staff could make a case that it has insufficient
resources to respond to discovery and perform its review nt the
same time, these considerations would at most extend up to the
time that the SER is issued. After that, the staff should certainly
be in a position to disclose the basis for its judgments without
straining its recourses. If it cannot do so, this raises troubling and
serious questions about its competence.
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The theme which implicitly underlies both these proposals, as
well as others to abolish the authority of licensing boards to inde-
pendently inquire into safety issues for example, is that meaning-
ful public participation and thorough licensing board scrutiny are
expendable luxuries unrelated to safety. This is a false premise.

i

Just a few examples of the type of safety issues raised by the public '

and boards will demonstrate the point. Some time before the TMI- |
2 accident, intervenors in the proceedings to license the Black Fox

'

plant in Oklahoma raised the issue that the failure of equipment*

classified by NRC as not related to safety could cause serious
accidents and interfere with the ability of safety equipment to
bring the plant to safe shutdown after an accident. Their conten-,
tion was disputed by the NRC and the applicant, and in fact
rejected by the board on the ground that it postulated incredible se-
quences of failures. Yet on March 28,1979, the TMI-2 accident was
begun and aggravated by a series of failures in preciselv such so-
called nonsafety equipment, including the famous valve which
stuck open. After the accident, both the Kemeny Commission and
NRC's Special Inquirj' Group identified as one of the key safety
problems demonstrated by the accident the lack of attention given
by nuclear plant designers, operators, and the NRC to equipment it
classified as unrelated to safety. If the Black Fox intervenors had
been heeded, nuclear plants would be safer today.

For years prior to the TMI accident, intervenors, including inter-
ested States, had sought through licensing proceedings to force
utilities and NRC to design evacuation plans for the populations
surrounding nuclear plants. I represented the Commonwealth of
Massachusetta in the Seabrook case. Led by the attorney general of
New Hampshire, we sought assurance that the close to 60,000
people who pack the beaches adjacent to the Seabrook plant on a
summer day could be safely evacuated if necessary. The response
from the NRC was that evacuation would never be necessary,
hence our concern was misplaced. As you know, TMI has changed
all that; evacuation plans for at least a 10-mi!e radius are now
supposed to be required prior to licensing. If the intervenors in
Seabrook had been heeded, evacuation plans might have existed in
Pennsylvania at the time of the TMI accident, averting much of
the chaos and traumatic confusion which attended that accident.

Last, I ask you to consider a case that is going on right now
involving the McGuire plant owned by Duke Power. You may have
heard that the licensing of that plant has been delayed, but have
you learned why? The McGuire plant is one of a very few in thiso
country designed with an ice-condenser system and a thin contain-
ment. If an accident no more severe than TMl occurred at that
plant, involving ignition of the same amount of hydrogen mixed
with oxygen as was generated at TMI, the design pressure of that.
containment would be exceeded, raising the possibility of rupture
and release of radioactivity into the environment. This is the issue
that has been raised by the intervenor in that proceeding and is
presently being considered by the Board. I do not mean to suggest
to this committee that the technical issues involved are open and
shut. Both sides have a point of view. I do suggest that there can be
no serious dispute that the issue is an extremely important one
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I thank the committee again for inviting me to testify before the
committee.

Senator SIMPSON. Thank you for being present. There will be a
roll call vote here in a few minutes and we will recess for that time
and get right back and we will continue, but until that gong goes
off, let me ask you a few questions.

You definitely question the calculations done by DOE and the
utilities on the costs of a plant sitting idle once it is completed.
What do you believe the costs are for those plants, the ones to be
completed in 1981 and 19S2, both in terms of additional interest*

charges and in terms of replacement of fuel costs, and also the
consideration for how many of those plants where oil would be the
replacement fuel?

' Ms. WEISS. Let me give you an example. Putting aside for a
moment the factor of replacement fuel I will concede for the
moment that the figures for replacement fuel are accurate. We
have not been able to obtain a copy of ANEC's calculations but I
have talked to people who have read them. My understanding is
that two-thirds of the cost is added interest charges.

Let me give you an example of how an economist would really
look at what those charges are from the ratepayer's standpoint.
Assuming that the plant is finished in January 1981 but does not
go into operation until January 1952, for the year 1981 the rate-
payer pays no part of the cost of that plant because it is not in the
rate base. The utility however has to go out and borrow extra
money to carry its construction costs. Let us say it borrows a
hundred million dollars. When that plant goes into rate base in
1982, it is capitalized at $1.1 billion. That plant will be capitalized
in January 1982 at $1.1 billion. Over the lifetime of that plant the
ratepayer will pay some percentage of that $1.1 billion each year.
But it has to be compared with the current value of the dollars
which he saved in 1981 also compounded over the same 30 years.
And those things largely and, depending on the inflation rate, may
entirely offset from the ratepayer's point of view.

Senator SIMPSON. I know that. In your testimony you argue that
estimates of cost and delay, I believe you said could be extremely
deceptive because the increase in capital cost due to higher interest
charges is largelv offset by the fact that the ratepayers will not be
paying for the plant during the period it is idle. But I think there
are many States that include construction work in progress in the
rate base and already directly pass through the costs of delay such
as those interest charges, even for States that do capitalize costs,
will not the capitalization of those costs substantially increase the
interest cost that will be repaid over a period of time?o

Ms. Welss. $1.1 billion is more than $1 billion. To that extent
over a period of time it is increased. Depending on how the infla-
tion rate fluctuates during that next 30 years, it may or may not
be actually more dollars out of the rate. payer's pocket. It is a*

sophisticated unalysis but the point is that those gross figures that
have been bandied about really can be and I believe are deceptive
in this instance.

Senator SIMPSON. I share your concern. When you get economists
into the game certainly there is some confusion, and will always
be.
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What do you yourself feel are the principal contributors to the
growing time periods between when these plants are expected to be
completed, assuming the NRC estimates are accurate, and when
the operating licenses are expected to be issued in your mind? We
know they are happening, you do, too, you admit it, there we are.

Ms. Wziss. I do not think there is any question but that the
growth in the time required to review plants is directly related to
the accident at Three Mile Island, in two ways. One, it is indisput-
cble that for approximately a year's time by far the majority of .

NRC's effort was going into looking at the operating plant and
making sure that those are safe and deciding on the criteria to use
for issuing new license. Now they have come up with those criteria
but they need to be applied against each plant. That takes some e

time.
One thing you need to ask, when you see these figures of periods

of months that are required to produce a safety evaluation report,
what is generally not reported in that information is how much of
that time was required for the utility to provide the information
which is necessary for the staff to review, and I suggest to you that
that is a substantial component of that time.

Senator SIMPSON. Let me at this point
Senator SYMMs. Mr. Chairman, I just want to apologize to the

witness. I have been out of the room and apologize to you and the
remaining witnesses. I have another meeting I have to attend after
we go vote so I will not be able to make it back. But I will, due to
the efforts of our staff, get updated on everything that is said here
and keep up with this. And I compliment you for getting started on
this important issue.

Senator SIMPSON. Thank you, it is nice to have your participa-
tion. We appreciated it.

Let me recess just for a few brief minutes and I will go and vote
and will return.

(A short recess was taken.]
Senator SiMPson. Thank you again and that, I think, will be the

last roll call vote.
I do not know, did you finish your response to that question?
Ms. WEISS. Yes.
Senator SIMPSoN. Then let me ask you to what extent you be-

lieve, if at all, that the following factors have contributed to this
time gap that we now see and that we really have been discussing
most of the afterncan. That is the time taken by the NRC staff to
prepare safety evaluation reports. Ilow do you see that as one of
the contributing factors? .

Ms. Wrrss. Senator, I think that is a most significant single
factor for lengthening the time for review.

Senator SIMPSoN. You believe it is?
Ms. WEISS. I do, yes. I would like to qualiry that though, and I .

think I suggested earlier that I do not think it is entirely unjusti-
fled. I believe that there is a direct correlation between the serious-
ness of the safety issues presented, the difficulty of the technical
icsues, and the length of time it takes to review them. Simple
cases, easy cases do not take a lot of time. liard ones take some
time. Now there is wasted time in there and I think that is because
NRC does not presently have sufficient resources to do its job and
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,
this committee ought to see it does and support them in their

- request for that. But I think it would be wrong to let the sugges-
tion pass that this time is unrelated to safety. I believe there is a'

- correlation.-

Senator SIMPSON. I think we must all admit that that is very
real, yes, just trying to keep that reasonable and responsible I

[ think was the issue. Any delay it is my hunch can always lead us
back to health and safety and if it does not we should be doing
things differently. But I think there comes a point of absurdity.- *

- Let me ask then about the time gap when we talk about the
- litigation of post-TMI requirements by individual licensing proceed-

mgs under that description of the Commission.-

g
: Ms. Wriss. That is hard to say because that is really in the

future. There have not been any hearings that were decided one
way or another on the basis of that policy statement, even in thec
McGuire case that hearing was begun pre that policy statement,
did not have anything to do with that.

Senator Stursox. Do you favor a rulemaking process though that
Z would get us to a generic review of those?
-

Ms. WEISS. I do. One thing that needs to be also known is that
,

the Commission's policy was that licensees, excuse me applicante
for licena always had the right to challenge the need for any of-

- these new post-TMI requirements. It is only the intervenors who a

M.-

were precluded from arguing the sufficiency of those measures
- until that revised policy statement which said now either side can
_

argue those.
My view is that both under the law and simply as a matter of'

- wisdom a good, sound policy, there are two ways in which you can
-- resolve these questions. You can do it by rulemaking or adjudica- j

tion. I think in the case of the action plan it probably would have
- been far wiser to do it by rulemaking. You should know that plan ~

was well over a year in the making, that the industry was heavily
- involved in a drafting of that plant and the public was never
[ involved. I think if NRC had been thinking just a few steps ahead,

they would have involved the public in a formal rulemaking during=

that period.
Senator Sturs(m. What is your thought about the time gap when'

we look at the issues which are raised by the Licensing and Appeal
- Boards on their own initiative, bringing up issues that are not in

controversy between the parties?
~

Ms. WEISS. I think the period of time is minuscule, insignificant.
E I suggest that you look at one of the attachments in the material=

f which was sent to me by your committee, an extraordinary re-
sponse by the chairman of the appeal panel to this allegation

- which I think has been loosely thrown around that a lot of time
has been taken on sua sponte issues. And for the one case that hasi a

been mentioned, North Anna, it is clearly documented by the
chairman of the appeal panel that not one day of operation of

- either of those units was lost due to the review by the Appeal
- Board. Moreover, you will see that the issue has turned out to be
- quite significant, it had to do with turbine miwih*-cracking in a =

:' turbine disk and in the first refueling, as you are aware, cracking
was found in the turbine disk.6

"

.

-

- _ _ _ .
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Senator S MPSON. I recall that from the process, the filming of
some of that. Well then, in connection with that response can you
give me specific examples in which licensing, or an Appeal Board
raising these issues on its own has resulted in any major safety
design changes, or other major safety improvements to any plant,
cnd do you have any information to indicate that?

his. WEISS. Well, I think the North Anna case is the best one,
most recent one. I was personally aware of it, and I think it may
well turn out they have to reorient turbines at North Anna. That -

may be the solution to that problem. I wish I had known you were
going to ask that question. I might have tried to do a comprehen-
sive analysis of that, and if the committee is interested we will try
to do it and provide you with it. *

Senator SiMrsoN. Please do. I would like your view as to what
you perceive of what has happened from that kind of process that
has ever changed or ever given rise to a major safety design
change, or a major safety improvement, which I think is what we
ought to be about; if we are going to do these things let us hope we
are laboring and producing something, and I have my doubts that
we are.

his. Weiss. I wholly agree but I would ask the chairman to keep
in mind the examples that I have given of cases where intervenors
have raised important issues, which were rejected, did not end up
in that plant being made safer at that time because they were
opposed and rejected, but later turned out in the light of thil or
other subse.quent events to have been significant. So it is not
kosher for the Commission to come here and say we have never
changed a plant because there are instances where I think the
record is clear they should have.

Senator SIMPSoN. But that is a different matter. What I am
. talking about in sua sponte proceedings, what has that added to
the process? Where have we ever uncovered a kernel of truth about
public health and safety. And then I guess we come to the basic
issue on that issue. What is the Licensing and Appeal Board? Is it
intended to serve as a third level of technical review, or is it just to
resolve contested issues? I think as I see it it is assuming the
former role and I do not believe that was ever intended.

his. Wrtss. I think overwhelmingly the Appeal Board has serwd
a review function. In fact I have always thought the Appeal Board
is the best friend that the utilities hr.ve because they have saved
the Commission from reversible error on more occasions than I can
count. It is just a tiny fraction of the time when the Appeal Board
has raised issues on their own, and most of the time if they have e

raised them and resolved them on their own without remanding
back to the Licensing Beard, that has beca in the interests of
expediting the hearings and cutting of f a layer of the process, in
the interest of the applicant for a license. .

Senator SIMrsoN. Let me ask you about the time gap as you
perceive it when we get to the Commission's decisions to suspend
the immediate effectiveness rule.

his. WEtss. There is no question that suspension of the immediate
effectiveness rule will add 60 days to several months to the time
for getting a licensing. In my view that is fully justified in the
aftermath of Three hiile Island. The Commission itself ought to be

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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looking for at least some period of time at the new plants, because
issues are being presented with respect to the TMI-related require-
ments now, which are of a unique characteristic and raise policy
issues. Let me give you an example of Sequoyah. That was an
uncontested proceeding I believe, it went all the way through the
process and not until it got to the commission level was it ordered
that that plant must be back6t so that it can cope with roughly the
amounts of hydragen that generated the TMI accident. It is ex-
traordinarily important and I think that is precisely the function*

the Commission has to serve for the next 6 months to a year. If
they do not, I think you are going to see things proceeding in a

|
disjointed fashion, different appeal boards, different licensing
boards doing different things, and the Commission has to bringS

| some coherence to this process for a short period of time anyway.
Senator SIMPSON. It would serve all of us to assist in that. Then '

the Gnal one in regard to that time gap, your thoughts about the
hearing schedules, scheduling problems for part-time board mem-
bers, what I refer to as general lack of discipline, management
discipline by the boards in preparing for and conducting hearings
and then the tedious writing of the decision once the hearings are
completed.

| Ms. WEISS. I commend to you the memorandum by the Chief
' Judge, Judge Cohen, to the Licensing Board. As far as the manage-

ment of hearings, the Licencing ik>ards have improved dramatical-
ly since I first started litigating before the Commission. There is no
question that there are some inexcusable inefficiencies that result

|
from using part-time members and the schedule conflicts. The

' answer to that is to provide more staff for the Licensing Board
! Panel, and I cannot stress too much the need for law clerks. I

spoke of it to you in my direct statement. It is extraordinarily'

important. It would save a great deal of time in the drafting of the
decisions I do not see any reason why NRC did not do it 3 years
ago, but in today's climate they ought certainly be h>oking at
measures like that before they talk about cutting back the rights of
the public to participate in these proceedings.

Senator SiursoN. You mentioned three examples of issues that
intervenors have sought to raise in licensing proceedings: The
impact of failure in nonsafety related equipment on the ability of
safety equipment to bring the plants to safe shutdown was one; the
need for emergency preparedness in the vicinity of plants was two;
and the hydrogen control question, all three of which come as a
direct result of Three Mile Island. Certainly the first of those, the

lo first two of those seem to be applicable to a large number of plants.
And the third one I believe has already received considerable at-
tention by the NRC staffs, the ACRS, and the Commission itself in
consideration of Sequoyah. Given that very broad application why'

| should not those issues be handled generically rather than on ae

| case-by-case basis?
Ms. Weiss. Perhaps they should be handled generically. Well

hydrogen control is being handkd generically. Some plants present
unique problems. I would put it to you, ice condensers present
unique problems. Emergency planning is by its very name a site-
related plant dependent kind of an inquiry. They have done ruks
to the extent thai rules can be done; the rulemaking phase of that

__
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is over. They have detailed standards that need to be applied on a
case-by. case basis.

I would not want to leave this committee with the feeling I do
not approve of proceeding via rulemaking. I think it is highly
appropriate in many cases. I just think some forum has to be
provided for the input, the technical input, the legal input of
persons outside the industry and NRC, whether it is in a rulemak-
mg form or an adjudicatory form, one or the other.

Senator SIMPSON. I think you mentioned previously, I will just -

touch on it, that intervenors sought to raise evacuation issues in
Seabrook and this might have helped in the TMI situation. You
said that and I wanted to go back to that. Was not that evacuation

*
'

actually considered in TMI-2 licensing proceedings just as the in-
tervenors sought?

Ms. WEISS. My understanding is that for TMI-2, and I was not
involved in the licensing of that case so this is hearsay and I hope
it is largely accurate. My understanding is that they were permit-
ted to put in evidence with respect to evacuation out to 5 miles.
That is nowhere near what is required today. And I do not think it
obviates the Seabook example. We were told as a matter of law
there will never be the need for an evacuation. I do not know what
the Licensing Board rationale was in TMI-2.

Senator SIMPsON. Again there is one of those statements that
that might have helped in the TMI situation, and I think we find
in the record the facts of that issue, local civil defense authorities
were brought in to testify and the intervenors did not take an
appeal on that issue at all.

Ms. WEISS. Well, the fact is that on March 28, 1979, there were
no plans in the State of Pennsylvania and if they had to move
people within the first 2 hours, the first day of t' hat accident, I
really shudder to think of the consequences.

Senntor SIMPSoN. But that again twcomes one of the great "if's"
of hist < ry, and that is the thing that leads us astray from our work.
And I am not trying to disregard the importance of it but it does
often get into high drama and it is high drama of the third kind
because nobody knows, there is no response to it, what would have
happened if, and that is the way that works. This remains and
always will a very emotional arena. If we can keep that in its
proper perspective. But anyway in the case of a hydrogen control
situation where the Commission has already done the review, why
should an intervenor be able to raise the issue in another proceed-
ing unless he or she comes forward with some direct evidence at
the outset to show that the previous analysis of the Commission *

was wrong?
Ms. Weiss. I am glad you asked that question because I listened

to the answer Mr. Lee gave. The Commission made a decision in
Sequoyah. It was not a contested case and it was not a rulemaking *

and no public notice ever went out, no member of the public ever
had an opportunity to comment on that decision. And they ought
to have. If it is going to be applied to other plants, they ought to
have. And I suggest to you that there is a gmxl deal of evidence
that has been brought forth by that intervenor, primarily docu-
ments written in national laboratories suggesting that there is
serious question of the efficacy of that igniter system that is being

.__ __ . . _ .
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used in Sequoyah.McGuire. The book is not closeil on that. If they
had had a rulemaking proceeding before perhaps this question
would have been answered. And I will agree that might be an
cppropriate case to do it. But you cannot cut the public out of all
forums.

Senator SIMPsON. No one was suggesting that, certainly not me. I
cm not. In my travels I get a bum rap from intervenors but I have
always said I do not favor intervenor funding. That is a lot differ-

e ent.
Ms. Watas. I do not want to suggest that you other than fully

support public participation. I believe that you do.
Senator SIMPsON. I am on record with that, in more than just air,

b in fact.
This is one, because you have practiced in this area and you are

cware ofit. Now we have a situation where an intervenor raises a
broad range of issues simply by stating a contention, without any
direct evidentiary basis. Why should not the intervenor, we get
into this procedure element which I am going to pursue in a new
type of zeal, why should not an intervenor be required to come

| forward with direct evidence that if true would prove its contention
; before those contentions might be accepted in the hearing process,

cnd in essence that would than place a burden of going forwardi

| with an issue on the intervenor, although still the final burden of'

proof would still rest on the license appheant.
Ms. Wsiss. Probably the basic answer to that question is that at.

| the time when an intervenor is called upon to state his contention
it is typically the case that the staff has not completed its safety

| evaluation repo% and it would be requiring of an intervenor that
which he can not do, to have him come forward with a full factual

! basis. You do have to state a basis in fact for each contention, and
( you should not believe that that is a sieve that lets everything'

through.
There are many contentions that are not accepted, both on rel-

evance grounds and on grounds of lack of specificity and lack of
factual basis.

There is also available a mechanism for summary disposition. I
,have used it. Utilities infrequently use it. It is onerous but it '

basically parallels the provision in the Federal Itules of Civil Proco-
dure. There are ways available, including some of the administra-

i tive mechanisms that have been used by, are in fairly wide use by
boards now, including settlement conferences, requirements of reaf-
firmation of contentions, that result in paring away of an awful lot
cf what may be unimportant.a

Senator SIwesoN You stated in your testimony that you have
seen no convincing evidence that a significant portion of the time
required for licensing new plants is not legitimately necessary to

|o insure the safety of the plants You come back to that. That was a
i theme. Now I want to ask you then about two gwnding plant
| spplications. The Zimmer plant in Ohio and Fusquehannn in Penn-
! sylvania, according to the NitC both are expected. io be delayed 8
! months each, both are contested casca requiring harings yet to be

conducted. The principal or a principal issue in the Zimmer case is
the financial qualifications of the utility. A principal issue in the
Susquehanna case is whether the power being provided from the

j == o-o -

|
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plant is needed. Ncw why should such issues as that be allowed in
operating licensing proceedings? Are the hearings on those issues
legitimately necessary to insure the safety of the plants or the
general health and safety of the public?

Ms. Weiss. Let me nrst speak to the numbers because I have
what I think are NRC's most recent numbers contained in a letter
from their Director of Ofnce of Congressional Affairs to Congress-
man Bevill and his committee. And the Zimmer case has 3 months.
Now I do not recall what it was that you stated the issue is in the .

Zimmer case.
Senator SIMPSON. The issue in Zimmer is the financial qualifica-

tions of the utility, and I had a lot of trouble nnding out that
comes to the public wheel other than financially, but where does it e

effect the mission of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission?
Ms. WEISS. You are asking me two questions. One: Is that an

issue which the Commission ought to concern itself with, financial
qualifications? And the second: Is that going to result in any idle
months of that plant sitting idle after it is completed? And I would
say to you, I am looking at the projected operational date for that,
what, June 1982

Senator SIMPSON. July.
Ms. Weiss. If it were legal I would bet you money and I would

give you 6 months that plant would be done in July 1982.
I Dut to your other question: Why do we look at financial qualifi-
.

cations? It is one of the very few issues which are specifically'

contained in the Atomic Energy Act which the Commission must
|

!
resolve, and that proceeds from Congress understanding, and I
agree, that a company which is strapped financially, does not know
where its next nickel is coming from may be forced to cut corners,

| which implicate safety, and that you ought to allow this technologyl

| only to be in the hands of the soundest and most competent opera-
tors. I think that the financial qualifications are safety related.

Senator SIMPSON. Then the other one was on the issue of wheth-| er the power to be provided from the plant is needed, and I do not'

know what that has to do with the issue.
Ms. Wetss. Well, I am hard pressed to justify that, Senator, I am

;

not even going to try. It seems to me I would agree we ought not to
be looking when a plant is all ready whether that power is needed.

|
I do not know the busquehanna record so I cannot certify that that

|
is really the posture of the issue. But if it is 1 Jo not think we

| ought to be looking at those things.
Senator SIMPSON. That is a very candid and honest answer and II

am not here to win or lose, I am trying to develop where we might ,

go to make the process work, and I want you to know I appreciate
that.i

I have one final question, and I might just, if you will, furnish n'

few more in wri*ing because I do have this other panel of three, ,,

[ and so this would be a final. In objecting to the Commission's
|

legislative proposal for interim operating authority, you contrast'

that proposal with the amendment passed by Congress in 1972.
Now could you be more supportive of an interim operating authori-
ty provision if it included your requirements and findings that the
ACRS review is complete, or the NRC staff reviews were complete
and the plant could operate safely during the interim just the same
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as was contained in the 1972 amendment? Or do you chject to any
) ' interim operating authority as being unnecessary?

Ms. Warss. Personally I do not believe it is necessary to have
interim operating authority. However, if this committee decides
that that is a remedy that they want to adopt, it ought to be tied
directl,y to the need for that facility. If Duke has a need for
McGurre such that there is a danger of power shorta
be very serious, which can have serious consequences,ges which canand that fact;

is established, then a case could be made for interim operation or' *

interim testing in that plant. But one needs to be very careful that
| the authority granted is not standardized, does not grant unfet-

tered discretion, and I think that the bill you have before you is!

n virtually without bounds.
I do have an objection as a matter of principle, and that is to the

precedent that we can look at economics first and safety after. I
| think that is reversing 25 years of history of the Atomic Energy
| Commission and I would suggest we ought not to do that unless we

tre involved in a genuine emergency and there is a real need to do
it.

Senator SIMPSON. I do not think that is going to happen with the
, mission, statutory mission of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I
j do not see how that can possibly be, but it might be a bone of
i contention.
! Thank you very much. I appreciate your being here and your
| courtesy and kindness in waiting while I did pass my vote on that

issue. 'l' hank ou very much, and thank you very much, Mr. Faden.!

Ms. Wass. LThank you, Senator.
Senator SIMPSON. Now we will go to the panel of Jay Silberg

with Shaw Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge, Robert IIager of the
Christic Institute, and John Brown, legislative director of the Inter-
national Union of Operating Engineers representing Jay Turner,
president, with regard to the Sholly decision.

I believe staff counsel advised you each have 10 minutes and
then we will proceed with the questions. Thank you so much.

STATEMENTS OF JAY E. SILHERG, SHAW, PI'ITMAN, PO'ITS &
TROWHRIDGE; ROHERT HACER, CHRISTIC INSTITUTE; AND
JOHN J. HROWN LEGISLATIVE DlHECTOR. INTERNATIONAL
UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS, REPRESENTING JAY C.
TURNER, PRESIDENTs

I Mr. Sn.smac. Mr. Chairman, good afternoon.
I am Jay Silberg, a partner in the Washington law firm of Shaw,

Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge.*

Before I address the Sholly case, I just would point out I am
counsel for the applicant in the Susquehanna proceeding and you

| have correctly described the situation in that case. Not only are we |* litigating the issue of whether the plant is needed, from the need '

for power standpoint, we are also litigating, over our strong objec-
tion, contentions on whether conservation of energy should be sub.
stituted for an already completed powerplant, and whether solar
snerg.y and other alternatives should be substituted for an already
completed powerplant.

We have tried to use such techniques as summary disposition. I
filed our first summary disposition motion in August of last year

!

- - - - . - - _ - . - . . .- - -- - - _ .
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ond am still waiting for the licensing board in that case to rule on
that issue.

It is a problem. I commend to you the testimony that you have
heard. It is a very significant problem. We are looking at an 11-
month delay between the estimated date of completion and the
NRC's projected date on which their licensing process will be fin-
ished. That is going to be an extraordinarily costly delay for the
owners of that powerplant, their customers and for the whole

*

country.
Senator SIMPSON. That was very fascinating information, I appre-

ciate your sharing it. It is a vexing thing and we must be about
doing something to remedy it, and not in a hysterical type of '

response, but out of just plam old rationale.
We might try a little old commonsense when everything else

fails.
Please go forward.
Mr. Sn.nrac. First I would note I have provided a written state-

ment for the record. I will try to summarize it. I would ask that my
written statement be included in the record.

Senator Stursos. Without objection it will be. [See p.110.]
Mr. Sn. BERG. My law firm represents some 20 electric utility

companies with nuclear powerplants in operation or under con-
struction. In addition to other activities, we represent these utili-
ties in Federal and State regulatory and licensing proceedings as
well as in court cases.

Three of these utilities are Metropolitan Edison Co., Jersey Cen-
tral Power & Light Co., and Pennsylvania Electric Co., the
coowners of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. On their
behalf, we have been participating in Sholly v. U.S Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission.

The November 19,1980, decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit in Sholly overturned 20 years of
consistent administrative practice by the NRC and its predecessor
agency, the Atomic Energy Commission.

Since 1962, when Congress amended section 189(a) of the Atomic
Energy Act to reduce the number of hearings which the AEC was
required to hold, the Commission has consistently exercised its
discretion to issue amendments to reactor operating licenses with-
out prior notice and without prior hearing where it has determined
that the amendment had, in the language of the statute "no sig-
nificant hazards consideration." The Sholly decision held that sec-
tion 189(a) requires NRC to hold a hearing prior to issuing a
license amendment whenever an interested party requests one, a

even if the Commission has proper'v determined that the amend-
ment involves no significant hazards consideration.

I would request that a copy of the court's decision and the
statement by the four judges who dissented from the decision be *

included in the record of this proceeding.
Senator StursoN. Without objection, it is so ordend.
Mr. Sn.sEac. The most important immediate impact of the deci-

sion-should it go into effect-is that it could result in lengthy and
costly hearings precipitated by a simple request and having the
potential for shutting down many of the nuclear power reactors
now operating in this country. These shutdowns could easily last

.- .. _
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for 9 months or more. The economic impact of these shutdowns on
utilities and their customers would be dramatic-typical costs for
replacing the power generated by a nuclear plant range between
$250,000 to $500,000 per day. Over 9 months, this would amount to
$67.5 to $135 million. Equally significant would be the effect on oil
imports. In some parts of the country-particularly the North- 1

east-replacement power comes in large part frc.m imported oil-
chout 30,000 barrels each day for a 1,000 megawatt nuclear plant.

How could a license amendment which does not involve signifi--

cant hazards consideration bring about the shutdown of a nuclear
powerplant? An NRC license typically includes a number of license
conditions. It also includes what are known as technical specifica-

5 tions.
Because they are so detailed, technical specifications and other

license provisions must frequently be modified. All of these amend-
ments require NRC approval. As of last December, there were
some 750 to 800 license amendment actions pending before NRC.
Many of these would be expected to be approved based upon a no
cignificant hazards consideration finding. Over the past 4 years.
NRC issued 1,500 to 1,600 license amendments involving no signifi-
cant hazards considerations.

While most of these license amendments are not needed for
continued plant operation, some are. The NRC has estimated that
if license amendments involving no significant hazards consider-
etions are not issued in a timely manner, over the next few months
some 20 nuclear werplants would either have to shut down or
operate at redu power levels.

I would request that two documents which set forth many of
these facts be included in the record of this hearing-first the
December 3,1980, affidavit of Roger Boyd, which was part of
Metropolitan Edison's petition for rehearmg to the court of ap-
peals. And second, the NRC's motion to stay issuance of mandate,
nled with the court of appeals on December 10,1980.

Serator SIMPSON. Without Objection, it is so ordered.
Mr SILBERG. Getting to the substance of the issue presented by

the Sholly decision, I do not think that this hearing ts the proper
forum to argue whether the court of appeals was right or wrong.
That question will be presented to-and we hope decided by-the
U.S. Supreme Court. Suffice it to say that it is our opinion that the
court of appeals misinterpreted the intent of Congress and ignored
the Commission's consistent interpretation over almost 20 years of
its governing statute.

The policy issue which this committee should consider is whether.
the NRC should be able to issue license amendments having no
cignificant hazards consideration without a prior hearing. Ist me
focus on two questions:

o One, are more hearings in and of themselves a good thing, and;
two, should Congress allow the technical staff of the Commission to
rpply its expertise to determine whether some activities are auffi-
ciently routine that they may be allowed to proceed without a prior
public hearing?

As to the issue of more hearings, there can be no argument that
cvidentiary hearings and their associated trappings can take sig-
nificant periods of time.
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It is difficult to conceive of a hearing being completed in less
than 9 months after the request is made, even if the issue is a
fairly narrow one. Certainly where a license amendment is needed
quickly and cannot be applied for far in advance-as is often the
case with amendments needed for refueling-a hearing would force
the reactor out of operation.

The NRC is already having difGculty stafnng its existing hearing
load. There are ahortages of staff lawyers and Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board members. More hearings will only make matters .

worse. Ilearings on matters of no safety significance will necessar-
ily detract staff efTorts from matters which do have safety signifi-
cance.

While some might welcome the idea that more hearings would a

further delay NRC licensing or cause plant shutdowns, I do not
believe that :his result is in anyone's best interests. It is certainly
not a result which Congress could have intended in 1962 or should
intend today.

IIearings'with all the judicial trappings are not necessarily the
best way to reach decisions on highly technical issues. Despite a
lawyer's natural inclination to think that his or her skills are
crucial to the search for the truth-as it may arguably be in
pcrsonal injury litigation or criminal cases-there is a much small-
er likelihood that this is the case where purely technical questions
are involved.

It is perhaps ironic that the issue of prior hearings for this
category of license amendments arose in the context of the krypton
venting at TMI. That activity had perhaps more public comment
and input than any other license amendment the Commission has
ever issued. NRC published a draft environmental assessment and
solicited public comments. Some 800 written comments were re-
ceived.

NRC held public meetings and met with citizens groups. It con-
suited or received comments from six Federal agencies, the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the
National Council on Radiation Protection, and Measurements and
the Union of Concerned Scientists.

NRC then issued a final environmental assessment and consid-
ered it in two public meetings and a meeting with the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards. All this occurred before the
orders which led to the Sholly decision were issued it is hard to
imagine what additional public participation was necessary or even
appropriate.

Even in a more typical case, the absence of a prior hearing does ,

not foreclose public mput. Our position has not been that section
1984a) prohibits hearings on no significant hazards consideration
amendments--only that it authorizes those amendments to be
made effective before a hearing. .

For these amendments, a hearing which takes place after the
license amendment is effective would be more than adequate. Even
for the exceptional, irreversible amendment like the TMI venting,
an after.the. fact hearing would let the NRC staff know that an
outside party was looking over its shoulder.

Other methods besides prior hearings are available for providing
input on license amendments involving no significant hazards con-

___
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siderations. Of course, the application for the amendment and the
staffs disposition are all on the public record. Interested persons
can communicate their comments to the staff; they can file re-
quests for orders to show cause; they can seek reconsideration from
the Commission; and they can ask the courts for injunctive relief.

I think that we must reasonably conclude that additional hear-
ings on these types of amendments are not necessarily desirable as
an end in itself.

*
The second question which I pcd is whether Congress ought to

allow the technical expertise of the NRC to determine that some
amendments can be made immediately effective notwithstanding a
request for a hearing.g

Congress has charged the NRC with responsibility for regulating
the nuclear power industry.

If the NRC cannot be relied upon to categorize those license
amendments which raise significant safety questions from those
which do not, then there is no basis for respecting the NRC's
judgments on any questions involving the public health and safety.

With this review of the impact of Sholly and the underlying
policy issues, there can be no question that the decision should be
reversed. But is legislation appropriate? Since the court purported
to interpret what Congress intended in 190, it is certainly appro-
priate for the Congress to correct the court's conclusion.

The NRC has proposed a bill to Congress which would reverse
Sholly. The operative language would simply add a new sentence to
section 18 Sal authorizing the Commission to issue and make imme-
diately effective a license amendment on a no significant hazards
determination notwithstanding the pendency before it of a hearing
rtsuest.

This lanraage would make it clear that no prior hearing was
required, but would allow for hearings after license amendment
issuance.

The NRC's proposed legislation would also add a second new
sentence to section 18ma), which in NRC's view would clarify that
section 189a) does not limit NRC's authority to take immediate
action where necessary to protect the public health, safety, and
interest. It is not clear that any such clarification is necessary. The
NRC has told the Court of Appeals that it does not interpret the
Sholly decision as interfering which its authority to act when the
public health, safety, and interest requires. I would agree with the
NRC that this is the proper reading of Sholly. If that is the case,
the second sentence is not needed.o

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today.
I will be happy to answer any of your questions.
Senator SIMPsos. Thank you very much.
I appreciate your recognition of the time problem..
Now, the next witness, please, Mr. Hager.

STATEMENT Ol' ItOllEltT IIAGElt
Mr. HAGER. My name is Robert flager. I am an attorney in

Washington, D.C., and I represented, along with my partner, Dan
Sheehan, People Against Nuclear Energy, which is a citizens group
around Middletown, Pa., and Mr. Steve Sholly and Mr. Don
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Hossler, who started the case, which came to be known as the
Sholly case.

This caw was brought by the People Against Nuclear Energy,
but the case came to be called the Sholly case.

The court did not iddress the issues presented in the Sholly case
itself-which was the issue whether notice was required because
the orders which were issued by the NRC did indeed involve sig-
nificant hazards considerations. Messrs. Sholly and Ilossier contest-
ed that issue in the Sholly case itself. -

The court did not deem it necessary to refer to that issue so they
never did decide whether or not there were significant hazards
considerations involved in the case. The court went directly to the

'second issue and decided that even if there were no significant
hazard considerations, there needed to be a hearing, therefore the
court did not have to address the issue whether notice was re-
quired.

In June 1980, the NRC authorized the first step in the cleanup of
the crippled Three Mile Island Unit 2 nuclear reactor by allowing
its owner, Metropolitan Fdison, to simply open the vents of the
containment building and release the accident-generated airborne
radioactive materials into the ambient air.

At least four alternatives to this intentional release of radiation
on the public had been considered by the NRC. Ilowever, these
alternatives which would have isolated these dangerous wastes
from the environment were rejected on the principal ground that
delay in the cleanup would cause psychological stress to the inhabi-
tants nearby TMI-2.

Implementation of the most practical of the alternatives was
estimated by the NRC to take as much as a year. Paradoxically,
the NRC later ruled in a related TM1 proceeding that the NRC had
no jurisdiction to consider issues of psychological stress. In making
its decision on which alternative to approve for decontaminating
the TMI-2 atmosphere, the NRC never undertook to apply the
governing rule that emissions of radiation must be kept as low as
reasonably achievable.

Each of the four alternatives would have resulted in lower emis-
sions to the atmosphere by definition.

Shortly after the NRC s decision was announced Steve Sholly
and Don Hossler, two citizens of the TMI area, requested that the
NRC grant a 30. days' notice period before implementing the deci-
sion to vent radiation from TMI-2. They claimed that the decision
involved significant hazards considerations and therefore notice

uired by statute. The NRC refused to provide the requested *was r
30 da ' notice before releasing the radioactive materials from
TMI-L. Subsguently a group representing the citizens livingwithin about a miles of TMI-2, People Against Nuclear Energy,
also known as PANE, requested a public hearing on the venting *

decision.
When the requested hearing was denied by the NRC, this group

filed a suit in the U.S. Court of Appeals requesting that the NRC
be ordered to hold hearings before implementing its decision to
vent radioactive materials from TMI-2.

The NRC divided its decision to vent into two separate orders
designed to avoid public participation in the decision to vent radi-
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ation from TMI-2. And this is an important point I would like to
make, that the NRC constructed its orders in a way that was
designed at any cost to avoid any public hearings. They wanted to
avoid this because there were senous scientific disputes over the
issues whether or not the materials could safely be vented in the
atmosphere and whether there were not indeed, although more
expensive, better alternatives that would better promote the public
health and safety.

The first order of the NRC permitted venting within the radi-*

ation release limits iixed in the operating license and the second
permitted venting at rates of release exceeding even those for an
operating reactor. PANE alleged that both of these orders were

' license amendments, although only the second was acknowledged
as such by the NRC. Therefore, under section lWa) of the Atomic
Energy Act, a prior hearing was required as a matter of law on the
license amendment affected by the orders.

Before the venting occurred, the Department of Justice filed a
formal document in the court of appeals agreeing that a hearing
was legally required on the acknowledged license amendment even
though the NRC had made a finding that this amendment involved
no significant hazards consideration. The court of appeals had di-
rectly so ruled 7 years before in Brooks v. Atomic Energy O>mmis-
sion. The language of section 189 was clear and unambiguous and I
invite the committee to read the language it is very short, and the
Justice Department's own detailed investigation into the legislative
history of section 189 would support no other conclusion.

Accordingly the Department gave formal notice that the NRC's
refusals to grant a hearing would be a violation of law. Notwith-
standing this authoritative interpretation of its obligations, the
NRC lived up to its reputation as one of the most arrogant and
autocratic agencies in the Federal hureaucracy by blatantly violat-
ing its governing statute and venting radiation upon unwilling
citizens without a lawfully required prior hearing, a hearing which
the Department of Justice itself found to be required.

After the fact the court of appeals entered a declaratory judg-
ment that the NRC's action had been unlawful. There are no other
consequences that flow from the court of appents' decision. It is
simply a declaratory judgment declaring what the law was at the
time the case arose.

The NRC has consistently attempted to cover up its blatant
violation of settled law by contending that the court of appeals has
Imposed a new requirement for public hearings not previously.
contemplated by existing law. To lend a note of dramatic urgency
to this transparently false coverup before it is exposed in the light
of experience, the NRC has made wholly unsupported assertions
that the court of appeals decision in the PANE case will lead to an,

intolerable drain on its resources and to shutdowns of as many as
20 reactors.

The NRC, while highly critical of the court of nppeals, studiously
avoids any reference to the facts of the case decided by the court of
appeals in Sholly case. The NRC chooses to discuss prospects of
hypothetical cases which have not and never will occur rather than
focus any attention on its own blatant illegal actions on an issue of
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pressing concern to tae injured and increasingly alienated citizens
of Three Mile Island.

A quick look at the facts will reveal the NRC's n .aertions to be a
sham and its proposed legislation as an attempt by an agency
olready virtually unique in its freedom from control to aggrandize I

even more power at the expense of due process of law and demo-
cratic principles.

Now I will proceed to the questions which have been presented
to me by the committee. -

The Sholly decision will have no impact whatsoever on the
NRC's legal obligations. The court of anpeals decision was a de-
claratory judgment that the NRC's actions were illegal. Since the
action of releasing radiation is irrevocable, the NRC is not required 4

to take any remedial action whatsoever. The Sholly decision does
not set any new precedent or make any new law. The statute itself
has been clear and unambiguous since 1962. The same court in
Brooks made the very same ruling of law 7 years ago.

Any effects that the Sholly case might have as precedent would
already have been experienced over the past 7 years, not to men-
tion the past 18 or 19 years. But the NRC has failed to provide any
examples of the claimed ill effects of section 189 as interpreted in
Brooks or Sholly.

The NRC's claims that the Sholly decision will require a change
in NRC administrative practices rest on the totally false assump-
tions that either (a) the court's decision actually states law that did
not already clearly exist under subsection 189 and the court's
previous decision in Brooks which it will now discontinue in light
of the Sholly decision.

The first assumption is revealed as simply unted .e by the
Department of Jus * ice's statement of the prevan:..,; law before the
court of appeals' ruling. If the court of appeals made new law in
the Sholly decision then why was the Justice Department unable to
support the NRC's contentions even before Sholly was decided.
Moreover the agency has entirely failed to support its assertions
concerning its prior practices with a single example. Although
repeatedly challenged in the coune of litigation to show that the
Commission had on even one previous occasion denied a requested
hearing on the grounds that '"no significant hazards consideration"
was involved, it was unable to do so.

Mr. Silberberg repeated the allegations today that there has been
a consistent 20-year practice by the NRC, but in their brief they
were only able to present one case which came out of an Atomic
Licensing Board where the right to a hearing had been denied on .

the grounds of no significant hazards consideration.
I have looked for cases and there is no previous example. Accord-

ingly so there is no previous administrative pnctice over the last
20 years to deny hearings in this situation. .

While the public, like the Justice Departmera, had every reason
to believe before the Sholly decision that an affected person was
entitled to a hearing on a license amendment notwithstanding a
"no significant hazards consideration'* fmding, the NRC had never
before had occasion to deny a requested hearing on this ground.

The Sholly decision will have no effect on the number of hear-
ings requested on license amendments, the number of such hear-
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ings granted, or the total time and resources spent on such hear-
ings. As for the NRC's fanciful suggestion that it will force the
shutdown of operating reactors for hearings on issues that involve
truly no significant hazards consideration, the easy answer which
would save this subcommittee's valuable time is to let the NRC
come to Congress after such events actually occur, rather than at
this time, claiming some possibility of future delay.

Even if the Sholly decision was novel and did represent a depar.
ture from establistied law and precedent, it would not have the*

grave impact wildly claimed by the NRC. Compared to the huge
amount of subsidies (which have been recently confirmed by DOE's
"Bowring Report"), that the Government has given nuclear power

.
the resources devoted to assuring public participation and due
process are miniscule.

Public participatio s provides independent scientific and other
information to the decisionmakers by way of private not public
resources. Studies have shown that regulation, and specifically
public hearings, have not been the most significant case of delay in

the NRC is
licensing reactors. Where time is important, surely's example ofcapable of holding an expeditel hearing. In the NRC
changing fuel, such a change can surely be anticipated and ap-
proved sufficiently in advance that any brief hearing would not
interfere in the operation of a plant.

Moreover, in the imagined case where a hearing is requested on
an issue that truly involves some trivial matters of no health and
safety consequence, the NRC has ample means, other than expedi-
tion and control of its own procedures, to deny a hearing or pre-
vent a hearing from inte6fering with plant operation.

The NRC applies a rigorous standing requirement to any party
desiring to participate in its proceedings. Such a party must show
an interest that may be injured in fact as a result of the proceeding
and that the interest is protected by the Atomic Energy Act. Mere
economic concerns, for example, are not sufficient. to obtain stand-
ing before the NRC.

The NRC's rigorous standing reouirements have been frequently
adequate for wemling out those imagined hearing requests on
issues that do not legitimately affect the public.

I will try to summarize at this point, Senator.
Question 2 relates to statistics that I may have on the number of

hearing requests on license amendments.
Senator SIMPSoN. You don't have to answer those questions.
Mr. IIAGER. The only statistics I have are for 1980, which show

* there were about 470 operating license amendments. Of the total of
470, there were only 11 reguested hearings. Seven were withdrawn
or dismissed by the NRC, leaving a total of four requests for
hearings, and this is after Three Mile Island when we expect to

, have more rather than fewer requests for hearings. But I have
submitted a separate letter where I suggest a number of questions
to present to the NRC to elicit this kind of data, which I think is
important before Congress acts to understand what kind of order!

! we are talking about.
Senator SIMPSoN. That is part of the reason for our process. So if

t you will furnish whatever you have, that will be certainly consid-
| ered.
I

)
1

I
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Mr. IIAGER. As far as your question
Senator SIMPSON. Can you please summarize it and conclude?

Thank you.
Mr. IIAGER. The question, this boils down to-1 will just put my

statement aside
Senstor Sturson. You can respond in writing if you wish.
Mr. IIAGER. My statement does respond.
Senator SIMrsON. If you can do that in 1 minute. I will let you go

*
15.

Mr. IIAGER. I think the bottom line here is that NRC, first of all,
has attemped to state a future problem that does not exist and I
don't think will exist, that the public isn't likely to spend its own

,

scarce resources on requesting hearings where there is no impact
on the public. They don't have enough resources a intervene in
hearings where serious issues of health and ufety are involved.
They are highly unlikely to waste those resources trying to get
hearings on issues that do not involve their own health and safety.

Second of all, these hearings are exceedingly expensive and there
are ways of dismissing parties who are not prepared; for instance,
in the discovery process. Up in Three Mile Island before the start
of the hearing some highly talented scientists were dismissed be-
cause they didn't resporid to recovery in time and now their views
will not be available to NRC.

What will happen if the legislauon which the NRC has requested
is enacted is that one more hurdle to participation in hearings will
be presented to the public. When they request a hearing they will
first have to prove that their issue does involve a significant health
and safety hazard. They may have to go up to a court to establish
this and it will be one more set of ruleT, more lawyers and less
scientists.

Senator StursoN. Thank you.
Mr. IIAGER. Thank you very much.
Senator Siursos. I appreciate your time.
Now Mr. John Brown, please.

STATDIENT OF JOllN J. liitOWN
Mr. Bnown. Mr. Chairman, my name is John J. Brown. I am the

legislative director of the Operating Engineers and my apologies
from President Turner who was called out of town this morning to
the west coast. I will present his statement.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Nuclear Regu.
lation, my name is J. C. Turner, general president for the Interna-
tional Union of Operating Engineers. I am appearing here today on *

behalf of the o!Ticers and members of the Operating Engineers
Union. In addition, the views I will express at this hearing are
endorsed by several other labor organizations: The International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFleCIO; the International *

Union of Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers, AFleCIO; the La-
borers' International Union of North America, AFleCIO; and the
Building and Construction Trades Department, AFleCIO, repre-
senting 4 million construction workers.

On behalf of those organizations, I am here today to speak in
favor of the proposed amendment to section 189 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954. The purpose of this amendment reflects what

_ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ .
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we believe to be the original intent of Congress that nuclear license
amendments may be made effective without prior hearing.

Iet me make it clear at the outset that safety for workers and
the public is our first consideration in the development of nuclear
energy. None of our organizations would, under any circumstances,
accept or support a measure that would create any unnecessary
dangers to our members, to the public living near the site of a
nuclear plant or to the environment.

We do not, however, find that the legislation under consideration*

here will create such dangers. The Sholly decision imposes an
intolerable burden on the nuclear industry without creating any
additional safety factors.

, Under the terms of this decision, any intervenor can, by ques-
tioning a nuclear licensee's proposed amendment, demand prior
hearings before permission is granted to implement the amend-
ment. Thus, for little more than the price of an 18-cent stamp
multibillion dollar construction jobs can be brought to a complete
halt with severe consequences to workers and to the consumers of
electrical power.

No engineering project is so thoroughly reviewed, from a safety
standpoint, as a nuclear generating facility. The applicant must
give detailed accounts of engineering safety responses to both high-
and low-probability accident scenarios. These responses are re-
viewed by committees and subcommittees of the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission before which the licensed applicant must defend
his design repeatedly. Before a construction license is granted, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission will have assessed the reaction of
the plant to any conceivable circumstance.

At the end tf that process, the construction permit applies to a
facility that has baen examined down to the last valve. The con-
struction permit, when issued, applies specifically to the engineer-
ing design which was so examined. This is the key to evaluating
the Sholly case. Given such detailed examination, an amendment
to a nuclear plant license may involve no more than a change in
valves, or the pipe plan, or a rearrangement of wiring inside the
plant. Yet, under the Sholly decision, each of these insignificant
change orders could become the occasion for stopping work on the
facility for periods ranging from 6 to 9 months while public hear-
ing and comment goes forward under the rules of the Administra-
tive Procedures Act.

Our support for the pro amendment, which will overturn
the Sholly decision, is ba on certain prime considerations..

The first is our view that U.S. energy policy demands the maxi-
mum production of all forms of domestic energy-nuclear, oil, coal,
gas, synthetic fuels, and renewable sourcca.

If we are to achieve energy independence, no one fuel source is.
sufficient. We need everything we can get. Nuclear power is clearly
one major source of energy immediately available for development.
It is clean, plentiful, relative;y inexpensive and, in most regards,
less damaging to the environment than alternative sources involv-
ing foesil fuels.

Clearly,it is in the public interest to assure the maximum safety
precautions are taken by the nuclear power industry.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ -
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It is also in the public interest that once the parameters of safety
have been established, work go forward at the most rapid possible
r .te. The Sholly lecision is an open invitation to violate this
simple principle of the public interest.

The first obvious , consequence of the Sholly decision is that it
would greativ inflate the costs of nuclear plant construction. These
are multibillion dollar projects. On such projects, the irretrievable
loss from construction delays amounts to hundreds of thousands
e.nd even millions of dollars a day. Repeated applications of the .

Sholly decision to routine change orders in the construction of the
plant would impose severe cost on the ultimate consumer of electri-
cal power without, in any way, guaranteeing additional safety.

As labor unions, we are, in addition, committed to protecting the *

fobs of our members. Most nuclear plants require the assembly of
arge numbers of construction workers in excess of what the local

labor market can provide.
When the work which attracted these men is interrupted for

long period of time, the assembled labor force scatters very quickly.
Thus at the end of the public hearing period, the contractor would
be obliged to recruit an entirely new labor force and engage in the
training and security processea required by the NRC. This not only
interferes with the earning power of our members, but, again,
imposes a large additional cost which will have to be met by the
customers of the power company.

I have repeatedly stated that the application of the Sholly deci-
sion adds no increment to either the workers or public safety in the
construction of a nuclear plant. In addition to that, I should point
out that passage of this amendment will, in no way reduce the
public's ability to participate in safety discussions regarding the
nuclear power facility.

The NRC, even under the terms of this amendment, will still be
required to hold public hearings on demand even with respect to
amendments to a nuclear plant construction license.

However, if this amendment is passed, work will proceed under
the terms of the amendment where the NRC has found that "no
significant hazard" is raised by the license amendment.

If this were any other situation than the construction of a nucle-
ar powerplant, the Sholly decision would be merely a curiosity and
not the matter of serious concern that it is.

Since it does apply to nuclear power construction, we may be
sure it will be used to provide unending interruptions to construc-
tion projects. Opposition to nuclear power, we have observed, rises
above any consideration of procedural or legislative safeguards or .

engineering assurances of safety.
The Sholly decision if allowed to stand, could well spell the

doom of nuclear power, development in the United States. Certainly
we believe it would be used for this purpose in spite of the fact that .

no responsible commentator on our future energy needs has been
cble to draw a scenario that does not include extensive use of
nuclear energy.

In closing, gentlemen, I wish to reiterate that our unions would
in no way tolerate any denigration of worker and public safety by
the nuclear power industry. If the Sholly decision in any way
contributed a safety factor I feel we would be adamant m our

-- __-_. -.
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support for its implementation. We find, upon careful examination,
however, that the rules stated in the Sholly case add only confu-
sion, costs, and the interruption of vitally necessary work without
adding one single increment to safety in the nuclear power indus-
try.

'Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your consideration and time.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much for your close observa-

tion of the time and your interesting testimony.
* I have some questions.

Over the past 4 years the NRC has issued more than 1,600
amendments to the nuclear powerplant operating license based
upon a no significant hazards consideration determination. I would,
ask in how many of those cases was a hearing requested? You gave
me a figure, I believe, and I would like to know your comparison of
that.

If you can just answer these as crisply as possible.
Mr. IIAGER. Yes, the figure I had was 470 license amendments in

1980. I didn't have that broken down into the number of no signifi-
cant hazards findings

Senator SIMPSON. Do you have any knowledge about that, Mr.
Silberg?

Mr. SH. BERG. Other than the Sholly regues'. itself, I do not. I
think the reason why there haven't been is very clear, if I could
take just a second. The Commission's regulations since 1962 have
specifically said that there shall be no prior hearings on no signifi-
cant hazards consideration amendments. And I think those regula-
tions, which were specifically called to the attention of the Con-
gress in 19G7, are the reason why the Commission was not asked
for prior hearings on no significant hazards consideration amend-
ments. Their position has been very clear.

Mr. IIAGER. That simply isn't true.
Senator SIMPSON. Was the last time you two were together at the

council table?
Mr. IIAGER. No, I have never met Mr. Silberg before, but the

brief of his firm did assert that point. But they could not find any
regulation of such a nature.

Senator SIMPSON. Are you aware of any instances in whch a
hearing was requested and convened, ultimately resulting in rever-
sal by the NRC of its original position?

Mr. IIAGER. None at all.
Mr. Sit.nEaG. I don't.
Senator SIMPSoN. Do you know anything about what standards

the NRC used in the pcst to determme why license amendments*

involve no significant hazards consideration?
Mr. IIAGER. The NRC recently proposed a rule earlier this year

but they set out a series of standards and they claim that these are
standards which they had applied in the past. So the presumption*

is that these would reflect the standards which were applied. Ilow-
ever, the standards were of little help in solving this case. There is
nothing in the standards which would determine whether under
the circumstances of the Sholly case itself the action taken would
be considered to present a significant hazards consideration or not.
So the standards were not sufficiently detailed to apply to the one
case which has never arisen.
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Senator S MrsON. So we really don't know whether the NRC
standard for determining which license amendments involve no
significant hazards consideration has been satisfactory or not, or
whether it is overly broad or overly narrow.

Mr. IIAGER. They have been unsatisfactory in the one case in
which they were called upon to solve the issue.

Senator SrMPSON. At the time of the Sholly decision the NRC had
circulated for public comment a proposed standard for determining

,

which license amendments involve no significant hazards consider-
ction.

Briefly that amendment provided that is the license amendment,
one would not involve this significant increase and the probability ,

or consequences of an accident previously evaluated; two, would
not create the possibility of an accident of a type different from
cny evaluated previously; and three, would not involve a signifi-
cant reduction in the margin of safety, then that amendment in-
volves no significant hazards consideration.

What are your views with respect to the adequacy of that pro-
posed standard?

Mr. IIAGER. My reaction-I haven't articulated detailed com-
ments but my reaction is they are very abstract statements, and
that they do not help much more than the phrase itself, significant
hazards consideration. They are too abstract to be helpful to solve
any concrete cases.

Mr. SILBERG. Mr. Chairman, procedurally are you addressing
these questions to both of us?

Senator SIMPSON. Well, I assumed our good friend, Mr. Brown,
didn't want to get into this thicket, but any time anyone of you
may respond on ise,ues that you are aware of personally.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, it is out in the plant where you have
to face reality maybe I would involve myself at that stage of the
game, but between two lawyers I would be a pretty foclish boy. My
mother didn't raise a foolish boy.

Mr. SH. BERG. I think someone talked before about the necessity
for commonsense. I think we have just seen the best application so
fr.r of that principle.

Senator SIMPSON. A heavy portion of it, yes.
Mr. SILBERG. I Would like to correct a statement that Mr. IIager

said when he said we never mentioned any of the Commission
regulations in our brief. I have our brief right here and not only
did we mention it on page 24 and 25. but we also included in
appendix A complete texts of the Commission's regulations as they -

exist today,10 CFR 50-58, which I can read.
Senator SIMPSON No citations, please.
Mr. SILBERG. And a similar regulation issued in 1962.
Senator SIMPSON. Is that not correct, we have already accepted *

that into the record?
Mr. SILBERG. No, this is a prior brief we had not talked about.
As to the standards which the Commission has used, those are

laid out in my prepared statement on page 5, and they are, of
necessity, general because the types of amendments which need to
be considered range over the entire gamut of nuclear power oper-
ation.

,

l
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If you try to get very specific tests you will find either that they <

are unworkable because they don't cover everything, or that they |
are so specific as to become voluminous. One just can't function |

with them.
So the kinds of reasonably general tests, but certainly more

specific than the statutory language, that the Commission has laid
out we think do provide an adequate basis for the Commission to
make that determination, and in fact they have served that pur-

* pose for many years.
Senator SIMPSON Thank you.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just point out, if you are

talking about organizations who have a history of safety such as
the AFIcCIO and the ones that I am representing here today,,

especially in the evolvement of EMSHA and OSHA, and I think if
you look into the Three Mile Island cleanup, you will find out it is
being done by our people.

I doubt very, very much we would have gone into that area if we
thought our people would be endangered in any way. So safety has
been our prime target in any nuclear operation.

Mr. HAGER. In response to Mr. Silberg I must add that I did not
say the Trowbridge brief cites no regulations in their brief. They
cite them; but none of those cited state that a hearing is not
available upon a finding of significant hazards consideration.

Senator SIMPSON. The courts of appeals held that even where a
license amendment involves no sigmficant hazards consideration,
an interested person who requests a hearing is entitled by this
section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act to a hearing before the
amendment becomes effective.

To what extent, if any, will this decision impair the NRC's super-
vision of operating nuclear powerplants?

Mr. Sn.aERo. Well, to the extent there are requests for hearings,
it will certainly divert resources which the Commission should be
using on important safety questions. I cannot predict how many
requests there are, but certainly the grapevine among intervenor
groups is quite active and very quick, and word will soon get out if
the Sholly decision goes into effect, that this is an easy way to shut
down nuclear powerplants. They will choose their targets carefully,
they will not pick those amendments of no significant hazard con-
siderations which do not result in a plant shutdown.

However, once those kinds of requests start coming in the NRC
is going to be under tremendous pressure to devote major portions
of their resources to get those plants back up online quickly. Those
resources will have to come from issues which have more signifi-*

cant hazards considerations.
Mr. HAGER. The statute has been on the books 19 years. There

has only been one case where this issue has arisen, that is, the
Sholly case. That was a case where scientists have said as many as*

50 to 100 people will contract fatal cancer as a result of the
emissions of Three Mile Island, and t! NRC found that there
would be no significant hazards considerat ons.

There were considerations of hazards. liut the NRC made a
finding there were none for the express purpose of avoiding hear-
ings. The hearings were in fact, avoided and that is the kind of
situation we would like to avoid in the future.

80-323 o - 81 - 4
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Senator SIMrsos. I think we have heard that the NRC approves
approximately 400 license amendments based upon this determina-
tion no significant hazards consideration. In how many of those
cases then would you anticipate there to be a request for a hearing
as a result of Sholly?

Mr. SILBERG. I can't predict the number. I think it would prob-
ably be a fairly small number, perhaps 10 or 20, but when you note
that those are 10 or 20 operating nuclear powerplants whose shut-
down is going to cost between a quarter and a half million dollars a *

day, it doesn't take a lot of those requests to have a dramatic
impact on the cost of power to consumers, and as I said before, on
the cost to the NRC staff resources.

Mr. BaoWN. Mr. Chairman, my previous occupation before '

coming onboard as a labor representative in Washington was what
they might call a stationary engineer in the State of New Jersey,
which is a licensed engineer, licensed by the State to run any type
powerplants, refrigeration plants, different degrees of license. how
anybody who has been involved in powerplants has to accept the
fact that day in and day out you have changes of valves, you have
different type valves brought in, different pieces of equipment in-
stalled, and if we leave Sholly open, what you are saying is every
time you give responsibilities to people to operate the plant, that
they have to make some insignificant change to keep that plant
running that it is going to be open to public scrutiny, you are
saying shut down that plant, shut down millions of dollars not only
in lost wages, but lost benefits to the consumers. There is no way
you can construct a plant or run a plant that at any given time
within a day or week you might have to make certain changes. It
should not be. You have people in there appointed and approved by
the Government of the United States and we think they should be
the ones running the plant.

Senator SIMPSoN. I think I will ask, and I will just submit some
questions in writing because they will have differing answers from
the three of you. Iet me do that. Those questions will be in the
area of how long would it take from the time such a hearing is
requested until issuance by the hearing officer of a final decision. I
am sure that will differ. Would the decision be subject to appeal of
the Commission? How much additional time will that require? If it
is not currently appealable to the Commission, should it be? I
would ask though, presently, for the record, what additional re-
sources do you think will be required by the NRC in order to
process hearing requests as a result of this decision?

Mr. SrLsEnc. I would think you would need a number of new *

licensing boerd panels. I think the testimony you heard today
indicated that the NRC is already suffering because of a shortage
of licensing board chairmen and technical panel members. I would
think you would probably need two to three additional panels. You *

would also need more staff lawyers to handle the cases; staff legal
resources are already stressed and in some cases are holding up
pending hearings before the NRC.

I think you will need additional technical resources.
Mr. HAGER. My position, of course, is that there will be no

request for hearings, there hasn't been in the last 19 years. There
has only been one request, that is the Sholly case. As a result of
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that we now have this proposed legislative rule. But there was no
opportunity for scientists to get a chance to talk rather than law-
yers so I think the proposed legislation is going to create more
rules, more work for lawyers and less opportunity for engineers
and scientists to get together and knock out problems.

Mr. S!t.atRc. I would point out, as I said in my prepared state-
ment, there were extraordinary opportunities for scientists and
engineers to get together on the TM1 question.

The Union of Concerned Scientists, not known as being terribly*
friendly with the nuclear power industry, issued a report which
concluded there would be no physical health effects from the vent-
ing at TMI. The Commonwealth of Pennsv!vania reached the same
conclusion. Many independent groups looked at it. There was ade-*

quate opportunity, indeed overly adequate opportunity for every-
one to get their views across to the Commission on the impact of '
that decision. If someone wants hearing opportunities in addition

,

to that 6 months of public scrutiny, I don't know what we are
doing except providing more work for the lawyels.

Senator SIMPSON. The Sholly decision indicated to me a very
interesting bit of language, saying that any significant change in
the operation of a nuclear facility constitutes a license amendment
in itself.

I would ask where a licensee's technical specifications or license
conditions call for NRC approval prior to taking certain action,

i would the granting of an NRC approval constitute a significant
change in the operation of a nuclear facility?

Mr. HAGER. Senator, the reason for that languc;e in the court's
opinion was that the NRC had contended that the authorir vion of
venting of radioactive materials, which was later found to uclude
strontium-90 as well as the Krypton did not require a license
amendment. They vented that material without taking intn ac-
count what had happened at Three Mile Island. As a result of the
accident there were new kinds of material in the atmosphere that
had never been there before in the history of commercial power.
The NRC tried to sneak it by without a hearing by bringing it
within the standards of the operating technical specification. So
the court had to rule this was a license amendment, even though
the NRC tried to pretend it wasn't. The accident itself involved a
significant change.

Senator SIMPSON. I am trying to be verV judicious but the use of
the term " sneak it by," that is absurd. You don't sneak by any-

.

thing that had to do with Three Mile Island, I know. I was involved
deeply and there wasn't any of that. So I don't quite grasp that.| .

Mr. HAGER. If I maV, Senator, the NRC did successfully avoid
hearings in this case 'even though what they did was blatantly
illegal and they were told ahead of time by the Justice Department
they couldn't do it. They did it..

Senator SIMPSON. I used to praClice a little law, too, and we could
bat that ball back and forth. I don't want to do that. You deserve
more than that from me. I am just trying to develop it as best I

.

can.
I am interested, though, in that phrase, "Any significant change

in the operation of a nuclear facility constitutes a change in the
amendment itself." That is, I think, an extraordinary change in a

_. _. _ _
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statute. It could lead to a reinstatement, say, of some preexisting
cuthority, the lifting of the suspension order, and that would con-
stitute an amendment.

There would be many, many things that would come to mind in
that.

Mr. SILBERG. Mr. Chairman, I think it is clear there are two
parts of the court's opinion-one of them, the one you mentioned,
and the other defining what constitutes a request by an interested
person-in which the panel was rightly taken to task by the four *

Judges who so sharply criticized the decision, for writing a decision
which tries to be immune from review from above yet binds those
below.

The court has, I think, taken steps which, if not countermanded, *

would have a tremendous impact not just on license amendments
as was the case in Sholly, but on tho whole NRC practice. The
decision basically says that any time anyone does anything with
respect to a nuclear plant, any person, once he has expressed at
some time deep in the past any interest in that facility, is entitled
to a prior hearing before that change can go into effect. The impact
of that is to set up an entirely new level of technical review,
without any study or any indication that that kind of review is
worth while or indeed wouldn't be counterproductive.

Senator SIMPsON. Let me just draw to a conclusion here, because
this one is the most interesting consequence to me, and it has to do
with this.

To what extent will the Sholly decision result in technical speci-
fications of a very much more generalized nature, thereby limiting
the number of routine license amendment actions subsequent to
the hearing requirement? In other words, I think we are headed in
the opposite direction where the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
will say, "Well, if that is the way it is going to be, then we will just
get very generalized, we won't go into the amending process like
we used to," and that will hinder the enforcement objectives of the
NRC and lessen the abilities of those most concerned, the interve-
nors, the interested parties, to assure the pursuits of the technical
issues. I am sure that has been thought of.

Mr. HAGER. I know the NRC has claimed that before the court as
well as before this committee, and I believe it is another of their
parade of horribles of what might happen in the future and it
simply won't happen with these nonexistent intervencrs who want
to discuss issues that don't affect their health and safety.

Mr. SrLBERG. I think that is one of the options that the Commis-
sion would have to look at. I think it is unhkely that they would go *

that route because the Commission rightly views its role to protect
the public health and safety very seriously. I think they would
believe that very general technical specifications would make it
more difficult to protect the public health and safety. And in any -

event. changing technical specifications from specific ones to gener-
al ones would in itself be a license amendment which would itself
require a prior hearing on request and would further slow down
the process.

And if you had to go through those hearings for every plant in
the country, just think what the impact would be on NRC
resources.
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Senator SIMPSON. The definition that you describe of the parade
of horribles has certainly not been limited to one side m this
particular litigation. i

Well, I am going to submit a few more questions in writing and
would ask you to respond in writing for the record. The case moves
on. The Solicitor General will file the petition on March 30, I
believe, and the new Justice Department will join with the NRC's
position on that interesting case, whereas the previous one did not,

,
and that may or may not have been because Mr. Jim Moorman
was involved in the process at that level of determination, he being
a person who was formerly a very active official of the Natural-

Resources Defense Council, a public interest law firm, and then,
they talk in this administration about the revolving door. Fascinat-
ing business, isn't it?

Mr. SILBERo. I would point out that the Solicitor General who
made the decision to proceed and support the NRC's position is not
the new Solicitor General, but is the one who has been the Solicitor
General for the past 4 years.

Senator SIMPsON Indeed, Wade McCree, one of the most delight-
ful gentlemen I have met in my 2 years in this place. A very fine
personal friend.:

i So I thank you for your testimony. I think I will be sure that the
record stays open, that we will have the subcommittee recess until
Tuesday, March 31, at 10 a.m., when we will hear from the Nuclear

, Regulatory Commission on these issues, these two issues.
4 I thank every one of you very much. You look like very able

advocates of your position and that is a pleasure to see, as a fellow
lawyer, and you, Mr. Brown, a very able proponent of your position

~

on behalf of the union.i

So thank you very much and I appreciate your courtesy in a long

hank you.
The hearing is concluded.
[Whereupon, at 5:50 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed to re-i

convene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, March 31,1981.] ]
-

,

[ Statements submitted for the record follow:!

.

I e
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Bearing on Delays in the h1C Licensing Process
Senate Committee on Environment & Public Works

Subcoenittee on Nuclear Regulation
March 25, 1981

My name is William S. Lee. I am President and Chief Operating Officer
of Duke Power Company. I am appearing bere today ou behalf of the Edison a
Electric Institute, the American Nuclear Energy Council, and the Atomic
Industrial Forum. I am accompanied k; .lichael Maller, Chairman of AIF's
Lawyers Cosmsittee. I as pleased to have this og portunity to discuss with the
Subcommittee the substantial delays being encounter d in the issuance of
construction permita and operating licenses by the Nuclear Regulatory e
Commission.

The magnitude of the delay problem is revealed in a report which the h7C
filed with the Congress in January. The report shows that h7C estimates that
construction will be completed at 13 plants for a total of 90 months before
the Commis sion will be ready to issue operating Istenses for them. This
includes the McGuire 1, Farley 2 and Sales 2 plants which hold zero or low
power licenses, but cannot go into commercial operation until a full power
license la issued.

The costs to utilities and their ratepayers associated with these delays
are enormous. Wile costs vary from plant to plant, a conservative estimate
of the average costs incurred for eact of the 13 plants would be in the range
of $30-40 million per plant per month, taking into account both the cost cf
replacement pae r and the interest paid during construction. For the 90
months of ur.nec es s a ry regulatory delay, the cost would be between $2.7 and
$3.6 billion. If this is entrapolated to all the planta curected to be
delayed through 1983, the total cost of delay would Le $7 to $10 billion. In
addition, DOE estimates that due to these delays, during 1981 and 8982
electric utilities ecastructing these plants will consume 42 million barrels
of oil more than they might otherwise have used.

This is the first time in the 30 year history of nuclear power that
completed plants will sit idle waiting for h1C licensing action, h1C con-
tends that thir situation is due to the extraordinary workload placed on the
Commission by the Three Mile Island incident. This, undoubtedly, is an
important factor. However, our view is that there are other contributing
factors, including a lack of appropriate priorities in allocating personnel
to licensing, confusion as to Coavsission policy, and an inef ficient public
bearing process. Examples of specific causes of delay would includet the
Commission's decision to suspend its rule which provided for issuance of
operating licenses or construction permits immediately upon decision by a
hearing board, which is unnecessarily adding up to three months to the
licensing process; unclear Commissive. policies concerning the impact of TMI
on the hearing process leading to widely varied interpretations by hearing
boards and to bread latitude in the hearing of tenuous intervenor conten-
tions; and the fact that less than 200 of NRC's 3200 employees are assigned
directly to reactor licensing casework.

e

e
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On liarch 12 the Commission submitted a report to this Subcommittee on
steps it la taking to eliminate licensing delaye. The report contains a
number of sound ideas which deserve to be implemented; however,' it la sig-
mificant that the Commission so far has been able to reach a consensus on
only a very few of the options. It is clear that differences of opinion
among the commissioners makes it extremely dif ficult to reach a cuusensus on
important policy matters. This underscores the aced for the President to act
quickly to fill the vacant seat on the Commission.

, thfortur.ately, the Comunission's report does not inspire confidence that
the sought for improvements in licensing will soon be realized. The fact is
that in two weeks of seetings on the subject the Consission was unable to
agree to reinstatement of its immediate effectiveness rule, or to make the
changes in procedural rules required to support so expedited bearing

a schedule; it f ailed to approve seallocation of all of the saa power which
would be required to get staff technical review off the critical path; it
again put off issuing a final rule establishing license requirements for
near-term construction peroits; and it elscussed only in a perfunctory
fashion several important Commission policies which are contributing to
licensing delays. In short, what the Cosesission did is to put forward a plan
for improvement, but failed to make the hard policy and stsff allocation
decisions necessary to accomplish that objective.

Based on the Coensission's March 12 report, it is difficult to tell how
much, if any, improvement may be espected ta the licensing precess. Wether
some or all of the months of delay currently estimated for licenses to be
issued through 1983 will be realized is still an open issue. The burden
should be on the Commission to demonstrate through coacrete actions that the
improvements will be implemented.

Because of the uncertainty surrounding whether the proposed improve-
meats, particularly in the hearing process, will actually be achieved. the
proposal to amend the Atomic Energy Act to authorise the Commission to issue
temporary operating licenses is an essential component la getting licensing
back on schedule. The proposal submitted by the Commissier. is a step la the
right direction; however, I believe it is unnecessarily restrictive in
several respects.

First, it is not entirely clear that the licensing process will be back
on track by the end of 1983, when the Commissios's authority to authorise
temporary operation would erpire. As Commissioner Ahearne said at a recent
Commission meeting, temporary operating authority is a hedge against failure
to realize the improvescats being sought. Thus, it would be better to leave
open the issue of for bow long such authority may be required, until it can
be determined whether the Commission's efforts to expedite the bearing
process bear any fruit.

Second, I agree with Chairman Nendrie that the legislatica should not be
limited to low power operations. This would permit only f uel loading,
start-up and low power testing. As Chairman Rendrie notes, in some cases this
might be all that is required, but to other cases it may be necessary or
appropriate to authorise operations at other power levels, up to full power.
It seems pointless to give the Coeueission only a portion of the authority it

* may need to deal with the delay situation. Rather than to have an arbitrary

e
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?- low power limitation la the statute, the amendment should permit NRC to
authorise full power. operatios, and, perhaps leave to the Commission's
discretion bow much power to authoriae on a case-by-case basis.

j Finally, I believe the authority should be espanded to include amend-
meats to operating licenses. As a result of Three Mile taland, a number of

requirements are anticipated for operattag reacters which would requirenew

license amendments. If a plant needs to be shut down to accomplish these
modifications, there is a potential fot . extensive delays before the plant
could go back on line if it must await the outcome of a public beartog. *

Broadestag the provision to permit temporary operation in such situation
would be consistent with the overall rationale of the Commission's proposal,i

' and would compliment the authority it is seeking to deal with the $bolly
case.

J. .
'

I would also like to note my agreement with the points made in Com-
missioner Ahearte's additional views set out as as attachment to the proposed

i amendment. It is clear that the public bearing process, particularly at the
1 operating license stage, serves little useful purpose as presently con-

structed. It is not reasonable that when a plant is built and ready to go on
line, and a billion or so dollars have been invested la it, to consider such
issues as whether it should have been built on a differest site, whether a
geothermal or biomass facility would be preferable, whether the power is
aceded, or the financial qualification of the utility to own and operate it.

I Commissioner Ahearse is correct in stating the need for a fundascatal reform
of this process and the issues he raises need to be addressed, la parti-,

calar, as Commissioner Ahearne states, the Commission should direct boards to
limit the scope of the bearing only to substantial issues raised by the
parties; it should raise the threshold for the admission of such contentions;
and it should direct the boards to manage the proceedings with a strong band.
If the Comission is unwilling or unable to ef fect these, and other seeded
changes, the Congress should mandate them by law.

3
'

One concera inspired by the Commission's temporary operating license#

proposal is that it not be used as a substitute f or making the required
improvements la the technical review process, Commissica policies, and the
public hearing procedures. These changes are absolutely required to bring
order and stability to the licensias process and to eliminate the inordinate
costs which the . current system imposes on utilities and their ratepayers.

I should also like to note my agreement with the thrust of the proposal
submitted by the Commission to deal with the holding is the Sho!!y case. The
Commission is to be commended'for its initiative on this matter.

The Commission mandate is to protect public health and safety. I

believe these steps noted hereis improve the licensing process and support
; that mandate.

Attached to my statement are reports of the American Buclear Energy
Council which smalyse in detail the extent, causes and costs of licensieg*

delays, and the options for eliminating these delays. I would like to
request that t. hey be placed in the record of this hearing.

I thank the Chairman and the Subcommittee members for this opportunity *

to present our views, and would be happy to answer any questions you may
have.$
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A88ERICAN NUCLEAR ENERGY COUNCIL
ese Finst svastT, og . ImmenneoToes. eC secos

Esr*,se+3e?O

IE6 February 10, 1981
Revised: 2/20/81

. To: File

FROM: George L. Cleason, Esecutive Vice President

RE: January,1981. NRC Report to Mouse Appropriations Subcommittee on
Status of NRC Licensing Freceedingsg

The status reports are significant both for what they tell you about
licensing delays, and, perhaps more importantly, for what they don't reveal.
The reasons for this are discussed below. However, as a pretisinary matter,
it is interesting to note the espandtng pattern of delays in the issuance of
operating licenses as evident from NRC's estimates of both the member of
plants impacted and the total number of plant-months of delay, beginnies wath
its testimony of last April ly to the Subcommittee.

April 17, 1981 testimony: Three plants impacted for 10 months
of delays.

November,1980 Report: Five plants for 29 months of delay.
December,1960 Report: Seven plants for 36 months of delay.
January,1981, Report: Eleven plants for 79 months of delay.

NOTE: The NRC figures do not include Tarley 2 or Sales 2 as impacted plants,
Eecause they stready held aero po er licenses; bevever, they should be
tecluded since the plants cannot be put into the rate base until a full power
license is issued. Including these two plants would sacrease the projected
delays by 11 months, or to 90 months total. (See attachment)

CONSTR"CTION PERMITS NOT COVERED

There is no information in the January report upon which delays in
the processing of application for construction permits can be determined;
however, most applications are known to be a year or more behind schedule.
This appears to be the Commission's lowest priority program. Construction
permit licensing has been at a standstill since the TM1 accident on !! arch 28,
1979. Initially, the Commission dectated a moratorium with respect to pro-
cessing such applications. Finally, on August 1, 1980, it took the first
step to resuming CP licensing for the six remaining near-ters construction
permit opp 11 cations by approving, for public comment, post-TM1 licensing
requireerats proposed by the NRC staff, As of this date -- some 6-1/2 months
later, these post-TM1 licensing require.ents still have not been finalised
and issued. Before near tere construction permit applicants can begin to

a worry about dilatory actions of the NRC staff and undue delays la the
licensing process, NRC Commissioners must take the followf og steps.

e
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,

finalise and issue pset !?fl licensing requirements for pendings.

CF applications;

b. tosse guidance to Inte licensing boards as to the scope of the
issues to be considered at bearings; ,

|

c. ossure that the NRC staff assigns adequate technical staff
to evaluate applicants' Freliminary safety Analysis Reports
(pSAR) laformation addressing new licensing requirescats and to
issue Safety Italmatico Reports. *

In connection with c., the January report Ladicates an allocation of only 12
man-years in IT81.to process CF applications and only 10 man years in IT82
ond FY33. This hardly seems adeguate to complete the review of the sin (Il
unit) pendlag construction permit applications. *

DEIMS IN OPERATING LICINSES

The Nepo.ts Do Not ladicate Actual Delsys

The January report indicates that, including Farley and Salem. 13
plaats are tapacted for a total delay of 90 months. What the report does not
reveal is that the actual delay is far la escess of that amount. This is
because delays estimated la the report are calculated as the mueber of months
between NRC's estimated saarletion of ceostruction, and issuance of a
license; however, the pace at which construction proceeds is often con-
Etrained by the pace et which NRC's licensing review proceeds, or by NRC's,

advice to licensees es to when a license may te espected, e.g., e licensee
may go from a three-shift construction schedule to a two-abilt schedule in
response to a slippage in NRC's licensing schedule. Therefore, the sensure of
retual delay should be the length of time between when construction could
have been completed under normal licensing constraints, and NRC's schedule
for license issuance. Far example:

* For summer 1. NRC estteates an eight month delay; however, con-
struction could be completed 8/83, rather than 10/83, as NRC esti-
mates. Additional delay is two months.

* For shoreham, NRC estimates a one month delay: however, con-
struction could be completed 6/82, rather than 9/82, as NRC
estimates. Additfocal delay is three sooths.

* For Waterford 3, NRC estimates a six month delay; however, the
report does not reflect en earlier slow-down in construction dae to
previous NRC delays. Additional delay is 13 months.

The patters is the same for the other impacted plants. It is significant
that samy applicants advise that the schedules included la the report were
never discussed with them.

Moreover, because of the format used, the monthly rer,rts show only
the delay free one month to the next, not the cumulative delay free the first
riport to the last. Thus, the January report shows Il plants impacted for 79
months of delay. Nowever, going back to the Novesber report and asing NRC's *

*

*
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estimate of construction completion, the total delay for these 11 plants
would be 144 months, rather than the 79 months shown la the January report.

. If the applicants' estimates of construction completion shown la the November
report is used, the total delay for these 11 plants is 171 months.

Another seasure of delay is to compare the length of time current
applications have been pending against previous esperience. In the three
year period preceeding Three Itale Island, the time from the declettag of the
Final Safety Analysis Report (TSAR) to issuance of an operating license

. ' averaged between 51 and 53 months (NURIG-0380, 5/23/80)i the estteated
everage time for issuance of the full operating licenses for' the 13 impacted
plaats is 79 months, or about 50 percent longer.

Review of these reports indicates that, because of the methodology
used, they do not reflect actual espected delays, which in most cases will beg
greater than that estimated. Nevertheless, even the delays which are

reported indicate a serious and growing probles.

Arbitrary and lacessistent Assuertions

Another problem is that the assumptions used to estimate delay are
arbitrary and are faconsistently applied from one plant to another. In
pa rticula r, it appears that the hearing schedules have been lengthened for
certain close-in hearings, but act' for others which are espected to
experience similar duration. In other words, they have erpanded the schedules
for certain hearings, and compressed it for others without any evident res-

For esample, the duration of the hearing on Comanche peak I has beensons.
espanded from five months in the second report to eight months in the third
reportl however, the schedule for shoreham, which is a similarly heavily
contested proceedlag, has been compressed free eight months to sin months.
The schedule for the start of the Waterford 3 bearing has been slipped six
months, with a similar slip in the date for issuance of the license. The
report states that t.be reason for this is "to allow for an initial decision
on the environmental issues before starting the safety hearings" (page 3).
There has been so decision by the hearing board to this ef fect, and the need
for such a bifurcated hearing has not been discussed with the applicant or
the other parties. Nevertheless, the estended bearing schedule will now
become a pacing itee la the staff's review.

List of leracted plants is incomplete

The list of impacted plants is tacomplete. There is no reason why
the assumptions listed on page three of the January report should not be
applied to all of , the pending operating license applications, rather than
just those scheduled for Fiscal Years 1981 and 1932. That they are act so
applied indicates that NRC simply has not estended its analysis to the
remainder ' of the plants. If the same assumptions were applied, it would
probably add four to seven sonths each to the projected schedules for the
resalaing 40 applications, for an additional total delay of 160 to 280
months.

Is it reasonable to expect that these additional delays will
actually be encountered? The answer is yes. The reason for this is the
diversion of staff from the more distant licenses to other son licensing.e

O
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related work. In most cases, the schedules for the more distaat licenses, as
listed in the report, are simply paper esercises, unsupported by sufficient
staff resources to carry them out. Bowever, there is no information in the
report, or elsewhere available, to know just how bad the problem is. It would
appear that this would be an appropriate line of inquiry for the
Subcommittee.

Cost of Delays

The report does not calculate the financial costs to applicants and
,their stockholders, and their ratepayers associated with the projected

delays. The costs are enormous. For example --

* Diablo Canyon, limits I and 2 -- Cost of delay of the two units
is $1 billion per year, or $33 million per month.

,

* San Onofre, limits 2 & 3 -- Cost of delay of two units is $3
million per day, or $90 million per month.

* Shorehas -- Cost of delay is $1.3 million per day, or $39
million per month.

These figures include the cost of interest paid during construction
and the cost of replacement power, both of which vary from plant to plant.
While detailed figures are not yet available for each of the 1spected plants,
a conservative estimate of the average costs facurred for each of the 13
impacted plants would be la the range of $30-40 million per plant per month.
Since the impacted plants have accumulated a total delay of 90 months, the
current costs of delay would be between $2.7 and $3.6 billion. As one appli-
(ant put it, "for want of a couple of C515s it's costing us billions."

!apact of Delay oo 17se of 011

The report does met indicate the impact of the delays on the use of
cil. It is substantial. doe bas submitted a report to the Appropriations
Subcommittee (Februa ry 13, 1931) which calculates that the delays projected
in the January NBC report mean that, "The electric stilities constructing
these plants will consume 42 million barrels of oil more than they might have
otherwise consumed". doe reports that, when operational, the delayed plants
till be espable of displacing a daily everage of approminately 200,000
barrels of oil. doe's estimates were based on 15 plaats, tecluding Three
file taland I (the undamaged unit) which it believes could be la operation by
the end of 1982.

RIASONS FOR DELAYS

Licensing delays appear to be epidemic and continue despite the
increase la additional NRC personnel assigned to the Office of Nuclear
Beactor Regulation. Shortly after the TM1 accident, 100 additional personnel
were provided to assist NRC in coping with generic TMI-related tasks and to
continue casework reviews of construction permits and operating licenses.
Notwithstanding the increase la personnel, licensing delays persist and
appear to .adicate that something more serious than aanpower shortage is the
principal cause of delay. ,

o
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Insediate ef fectiveness rule. After Three Male Island, the NRC
suspeeded its rule which provided for issuance of a license upon decision by
the hearing board, so that the Commission itself could review each appli-
cation. The offect of this suspension is to add three or more months to the
schedule of each plant.

Staff t'npreparedness. flany applicants believe that staf f unprea
paredness is a principal cause of delay. For example, the January report
shows delays by staff in issuance of Safety Evaluation Reports (SER) of two

* aonths each for Grand Guli 1 and 2; one sonth for LaSalle 2; two months for
Shoreham; one month for Sumser I; and three months each for Watts Bar 1 and
2.

Delay in Start of Nearinas. Too much time is being allowed to lapse
a before start of the hearang. In the case of Comanche Peak the hearing is not

scheduled to start until eine months after the issuance of the SER, sin
months after issuance of SER Supplement and eight months af ter issuance of
the Draft Environment Statement (DES). For Waterford 3, the hearing is eight
months after the SER supplement. For Comanche peak, two years will have
passed from the time intervention was permitted to the start of the bearing.
No reason is given in report three for the indicated delays in the start of
the hearing for Comanche Peak (6 months); or for the hearing start delays in
Fermi (6 months); McGuire (5 months); or Shoreham (9 sooths). The only
reason given for the delay in the sta rt of the Waterford hearing is
tacorrect.

Nearina Board Problems. One probles with bearing boards is that
some members are serving on several boards at the same time. For example,
one examiner is currently a member of five boards. Too much time (4-5
months) is allotted for decision-writing, perhaps in part because of the
multiple board problees. There is some concern also about the qualifications
of some board members, and their general procedural bias in favor of
intervenors.

Policy Guidance to Boards. Last December la the Commission changed
its policy which bad precluded intervenors free litigating ta individual
proceedings the sufficiency of NRC's new post-TM1 licensing requirements.
The new policy (copy attached) permits these requirements to be raised in
each pending proceeding. Chairman Ahearne dissented from the policy on the
grounds that it " relinquishes Commission control and attention from a major
portion of this process." The new policy is already resulting is an esti-
sated 13 month delay in the McGuire case where, af ter issuance of a low power
license, the board has reopened the bearir.g to consider two issues (bydrogen
control and emergency planning) at the behest of a lone intervenor, even
though the Commission rules on those itees in issuing the low power license.
Other plants potentially affected are Diablo Canyon, Summer. Zimmer,
Shorebas, San Onofre, Lacrosse and Comanche Peak. The additional delays
caused by this change in policy are not yet inlly reflected in the status
reports and are presently not completely known, but are predicteJ to be
lengthy.

This change in policy has created an ambiguity for the bearing
boards, since Section 2.75g of the Commission's regulations prohibits
challenging Commission regulations in individual license proceedings. Each*
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and every hearing board will now have to make its own determination as to the
4 relationship between this rule and the new policy, possibly with conflicting

j
resulta, since the Commission has given so guidance on the subject. Alterna- i

tives to this policy would teclude having the Commission itself oake this
{' deterstaation, or, alternatively, to have it resolved af ter public motice and 1

ceausent ta a rulemaking proceeding. This is sa important issue wfon which !Commission clarification should be sought.

Sua Sponte Rule. t)ntil the Commission changed its rule in November,
1979, to permit bearsag boards to esasine any " serious" uncontested matter, a *

board could review matters not put in issue by a party only in "estraordinary
circumstances". The appeal board just recently used this espanded authority
to retato jurisdiction of an operattag license proceeding free which all
intervenors had withdrawn. This unnecessarily enlarges the boards' role.
The Commission should change its policy to limit board review to matters put e
in contention by the parties.

Em yeency pisanier. In several cases NRC emergency planning
requireeents have caused a delay la the issuance of a full power operating
license. NRC's current requirements call for state eeergency plans to be
tested prior to the receipt of an operating license. Under a joint seso-
rendum of moderstandtag. FUtA has the responsibility of determining the
adequacy of state emergency plans; however, NRC retains the responsibalaty
for determining overall emergency preparedness. Therefore, the Commission
itself oay in some cases review the results of the esergency test before
issuing a full power operating license. The sultipartite responsibility
between NRC, FD1A, the states, and local communities inevitably results in
delays. The requirement that state emergency plans be tested prior to the
receipt of a full power operating license esceeds the requirements of P.L.
96-295, and NRC should relas this requirement in order to prevent serious
delays.

CONCLL'SION

Tor the reasons stated above, the reports are of lietted usefulness
is assessing t'te actual estent of delay in the NRC licensing proceedings.
Eowever, they do indicate a significant and growing probles, although its
magnitude is understated. The reasons for this are varied, but generally
indicate a lack of management discipline within NBC, a lack of appropriate
priorities in allocating personnel to licensing activities, confunnon as to
Commission policy and an inefficient bearing process. Some would add that
NRC does not have enough senpower, but the probles seems rather to be the
inesperience of a large number of the reviewers and personnel allocation to
non-licenstag fumetions.

While the allocation problem is difficult to quantify, it is clear
that substantial staff resources are being diverted to non-essential or low
priority tasks at the espense of licensing. One esseple of this is the
Commission's proposed program to implement section 130 of public Law 96-295.
This is the so-called Singham amendment which requires NRC to develop a
program for the systematic safety evaluation of all currently operating
nuclear power plaats. When this amendment was pending before Congress NRC
advised that the task could be accomplished is 120 days at a cost of $4
million. Its current proposal calls for a 710 year program which will *

I
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require several hundred asayears of MC manpower and several thousand aan
years of industry engineering time. The payoff for this program in terns of
omhanced safety will be minimal, since it will result only in a paper docu-
erstation of esisting plant designs against unproven acceptance criterie,
ubir%, eves the NRC staf f admits, "may not be particularly useful or neces-
sary la evaluating the overall safety of the plant." (See attatbeent for
details.)

Another program which consumes a significant amount of NRC staff and
Camaissiones time is esport licenslag. Chairman Ahearne is on record as.
saytag this consumes 15-20 percent of the Commission's time. This program
abould be shifted back to the Department of State.

la assessing the low priority which NR0 assigns to processing
licensias, it is significant to note that during Fiscal Year 1981 only 193,6 ior less than seven percent, of NRC's 3200 personnel ase assigned to reactor
license casework; in TT 1932 this is projected to drop to 157 casewerk
reviewers.

Of all the reasons for delay, our analysis suggests four leading
causes. The first is the Commission's suspension of its tenediate effective-
mess rule, which has added three or more months to the licensing process. The
second is staff delay la issuing the SLRs, without which a beartsg cannot
begia. llore staff ausy be assigned to this priority activity. The third
reason, and the one w*gch is growing the f astest, is delay in the bearing
process. Were there ar several contributory factors: (s) the Commission's
December la policy change which permits pest-Tft! requirements to be litigated

in the sua s rule, whichla each individual bearias; (b) the change
role; andTc) postet W essignment of-

ennecessarily enlarged the hearing boards'
mese bearing board acabers to as many as five on going proceedings. Tisally,,

the Casatssica has failed to previde fire direction and guidance to the
boards for overall espeditious conduct of bearings. The bearing boards are
ander the direct supervision of the Commission itself, not the staff, and it
has simply abdicated its responsibility for assuring erreditious bearings.
One addstional problea locains on the horizon la the sultiparty responsibil-
ity for approval of emergency plans. This is already delaying the gales
plants, and of fers the potential for adotantially delaying several others.

In conclusion, one gets the impression 1. reading the reports that
they are being treated by BC as a simple documevation process for the
benefit of the Subcommittee, and that the consissioners Save not used them as
en smalytical tool for seeking means to reduce licensi:3 delays, es, I
believe, the Subcomunittee intended. It would be interesting to bear from NRC
jest what consideration they have given to the reports' findings.

Attachments
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February 10, 1981

StMMART OF leACTED CP & 01 P1275

Constructies Permits:

Boley is calculated assuming on a historic high processing time of 40
esaths (Ref. NL3tEG-0380). This processtag time is considerably greater
than the NRO estimate of about 24 months (for contested cases) used to
detensine licenstag schedales and eenpower requirements. (Ter multi-unit

,plaats, delay is calculated for only the lead unit.)

PSAR Delay
Plant Docketed CP !ssue to date

*1. Allens Creek 1 12/73 N/S 45+
2. Black Toz 1 & 2 12/75 N/S 21e
3. Pebble Spsings 1 & 2 10/74 N/S 35+
4. Perkins 1, 2, & 3 5/74 N/S 40+
5. Pilgrim 2 12/73 N/S 45+
6. Skagit 1 & 2 1/75 N/S &

TOTAL: 218 sos.

5/S = Not Scheduled

Operatier Licenses:

Belay is based on the time lapse between NRC's current estimate for con-
struction completion, and the estimated date for issuance of a full power
license.

NRC APRIL 17 TESTIMO\T

Construction
Fleet Costlete OL 1ssue Delay

1. Summer 12/80 4/81 4
2. Diablo Canyon 1 5/80 13/80 5
3. San Onofre 2 5/81 6/81 J

TOTAL: 10 mos.

NOVEM?ta REPORT

*
Construction

Flant Coeplete OL !ssue Deh
1. Sumer 1/81 10/81 9
2. Diablo Canyon 1 1/81 5/81 4
3. Diablo Canyon 2 6/81 9/81 3
4. San coefte 2 7/81 5/82 10
5. La Salle 1 12/80 3/81 3

*6. Salee 2 4/80 10/80 6 ,
*7. Tarley 2 10/80 1/81 3

trnat . s a -.

*
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M CEMSER REPORT

Construction '
Flaat Complete OL 1: sue Delay

1. Sa m r 8/81 10/81 2
2. Diable Canyon 1 1/81 12/81 Il
3. Diablo Canyon 2 6/81 12/81 6
4. Saa coefre 2 7/81 5/82 10*- 5. La Salle 1= 6/81 4/81 0
6. - Zianer 11/81 1/82 2

' 7. McGuire 1/81 6/81- 5
*S. Sales 2 4/80 2/81 12*. 9. Farley 2 . 3/81 3/81 0,

TOTAL: 44 aos.

JANUARY REPORT

Construction
Plant Complete OL 1ssue Delay

1. Smr 10/81 06/82 8
2. Diablo Canyon 1 3/81 03/82 12
3. Diablo Canyon 2 10/81 03/82 5
4. San Caofre 7/81 04/82 9
5. Zimmer- 11/81 07/82 8
6. McGuire .

11/82 06/83 7
2/81 3/82 13

7. Sarico Terni 2
S. Susquehaana 1 03/82 11/82 8
9. Waterford 3 10/82 04/83 6

10. Shoreham 09/82 10/82 1'

11. Casmasche Peak 1 12/82 02/83 2
(12. Sales 2 4/80 - 03/81 11
(13. Farley 2 3/81 03/81 0

TOTAL: 90 mos.
.

O Flaats with TL/ZP licesses which are not listed as impacted plants by 3GtC.

4

e

80-323 0 - 81 - 8

L:
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y ert on the Status of WRC Eicenstat DelaysR
March 2 I951

*
Pursuant to a request from the Subconsittee on Energy and Water Develop-

meat, House Committee on Appropriations, the NRC is currently investigating
ways to eliminate the substantial and costly delays now being experienced in
the issuance of construction permits and operating licenses. A report is due
to be subestted to the Subcommittee on March 5. The report is to include not ,

. only the Ceemission'a recommended actions, but all actions which could be
I taken to eliminate . licensing delays. Both the House Interior and Insular

Af f airs Committee and the Seaste Environment and Public Works Committee have
also requested that the same taformattos be filed with them.

] As reported by NRC to the App ropriations Subcommittee in - Janua ry , 11
plaats scheduled for operation in 1981-1982 will be completed for a total of
79 sonths before an operating license will be issued. There are two addi-
tional plaats holding low power licenses which cannot 30 into roame rcial
operation until a full power license is issued. Including these two plaats
would raise the total to 90 mor.ths of delay. The current cost of these
delays is estimated to be betueer $2.7 and 3.6 billion. If this is projected
into Fiscal Year 1983, using the staf f's scheduling assumptions, total plant
delays la that year alone will increase by 162 months, for an additional cost
of about $5 to 6 billion.

The NRC staf f has presented a proposed recovery plan to the Coseission.
Briefly, the staf f has advised the Coseission that even if the addittomal.

; resources it is requesting are made available, so that NRC technical review
'

is taken off the critical path, the estimated 79 months of delay can be
reduced only to 69 montbs, which is due to delays in the public bearing

,

process. Clearly the burden is on the commissioners themselves, and through
them, on the bearing boards to devise a plan to eliminate these bearing
delays. The test of the consissioners' comelteent to do so can be measured
by the actions they may take on the staf f's recommended recovery plan, thetr

| willfogness to change policies which have esacerbated both the technical
i review and bearit.g process, the steps they take to introduce order and ef fi-

tiency into the bearieg procedures, and their willingness to support an
amendment to the Atomic Energy Act providing for temporary operating author-

! ity. A principal probles in this regard, as acted last week in testimony i
before the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, is the sub- '

stantial disagreement among the consissioners which results in more ways to
stop things than to get them done.

The Recovery Plas.

The recovery plan which the Director of Nuclear Regulation bas presented:

]. to the Coseission is designed to eliminate, beginning immediately, any delays
due to staff review. If there is no near-ters relief free bearing delays, to ,
issue as operating license coincident with the applicants' estimated date of
construction completion will require that the Office af Nuclear Reactor

! Regulation (NRR) be assigned the equivalent of 144 additional professional
; man years. This is more than twice its current complement of casework re.

%
!
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viewers. The increase could be reduced to 87 man-years if all but essential
safety significant work is deferred.- Forty-seven of the 144 man-years would
come from reassignment of personnel within IGtRi 52 fra other NRC of fices; 25
from new hiring; and 20 from mandated overtime. It should also be noted that
the EtR plan would require an additional 14 attorneys assigned to casework in
the Office of the Executive Legal Director, including five to be reassigned
from other activities, and nine new bites.

The NRR staff believes that if its proposal is apprs-ved there will be no
*- future delays caused by the technical rev.ew process. It is a good proposal t

- and deserves the support of the Commission. It is noteworthy that it can be
carried out without deferral of current NRC activties. Nevertheless, there
are certain possible impediments to its full implementation which must be
considered:

a
* The plan will require very careful prioritization, management and

monitoring of NRR casework.
'

* It will require fundamental changes to the staf f review process,
i such as elimination of the time-consuming second round of staf!

questions to applicants.,

* It requires the cooperation of the other NRC offices and the
Esecutive Director for Operations.

* The Administration's biring freeze must be removed.

* The NRC federal employees' union must be convinced to cooperate in
personnel reassignments and mandatory overtime.

* The allocation of more travel funds to casework reviewers
will be required.

By any measure, the NRR recovery plan is an optimistic- one, and
experience suggests that it is doubtful it will be successful in completely
eliminating licensing delays. Because of the tight scheduling it would
require, small errors in estimating workload or in assignments or availa-
bility of staf f could have a rippling effect across the board. Therefore, it,

j -is necessary to look elsewhere for coeplementary changes in the licensing
4 process.
4

Need for Changes in Commission policy

la addition to the NRR recovery plan, the Commission has been presented
with a number of possible changes by the Esecutive Director for Operations,
the Esecutive Legal Directar and the Chairman of the Atomic Safety and,

Licensing Board. It has also had the benefit of the views of the chairman of
the appeal board. These proposals are addressed to the changes required in
Commission policies, organisation and operation of the hearing and appeal
boards, and hearing procedures. Taken collectively, these are the issues
which must be resolved if the Commission is to eliminate the 69 months of
delay currently estimated to be due to reasons other than staff technical
review, and to prevent further delays due to these causes.

#
<
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I There are several present Comission policies which cause delays in the
issuance of construction permits and operating licenses. These were dis-
cussed to detail in our February 10, 1981, memorandum, a copy of which is',

attached. principal among these are the following:

(1) 1m ediate Effectiveness Rule

The Commission's decision to suspend its rule which provided for
issuance of an operating license or construction permit immediately uponi

' decision by a hearing board is adding up to three months to the licensing *

process. The NBC Ceneral Counsel has pointed out to the Commission that its
action to suspend this rule was taken at a time when the time allotted for
its review was not on the critical path, and that the cost / benefit equation
is now much dif ferent due to the high costs of delay. He has presented a
member of policy alternatives, ranging from reinstating the rule to modifying *
the respective roles of the Commission and the appeal board in the stay
process. Two things are clear at this time:

(a) This Commission policy is one of the principal causes of delay,

(b) The Commission is sharply divided on what to do about it.

At . least Commissioners Bradford and Cilinsky appear to oppose rein-
i statement of the immedaate effectiveness rule, and f avor some greater Con-

missien involvesent in the stay process. The General Counsel believes this
4 would require substantially more monitoring of proceedtags by the Caesission

and his office. Preliminary analysis suggests that unless the Commission is
willing to put steset time limits on its consideration stays, this modifica-
tion would not result in elimination of delays, and could possibly increase
them.

] The appeal board chairman's remarks to the Commission underline the
seriousness of this probles. He advised the Commission that holding up+

| issuance of a license pending the appeal board's review of the merits of a
; decision by the hearing board would result la seven or more months of delay,

rather than the 90 day period now being projected. He also advised them that
there are " precious few" cases where review by the appeal beard has resulted,

3 in substantive changes in the initial decision. This makes a pretty solid
, case for permitting an initial decision to become effective famediately.
| subject to subsequent examination by the appeal board, and/or the Commission
< - itself. Therefore, the Commission's disposition of this matter will have

3

particular significance in evaluating its commitment to eliminate licensing
delays. \ -

,

(2) lacreasedRulemaki(
The General Counsel has recossmended that the Commission make greater use

of rulemaking in order to i void litigation of Consission requirements ina
individual licensing proceedings. He suggested, specifically, that the,

pending decision of the Commission to issue the near-term construction permit
requirements as rules was a step in the right direction; he suggested the
same policy be applied to the near-ters operating license requirements. This
would require modafication of the Commission's December 18, 1981, policy on
this satter. He described the benefits of this approach as " expedition", and *

"less litigation".

4
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3. Policy on Expediting Cases

Both the Esecutive legal Director and the General Counsel have urged the
Consission to reiterate the existing policy in Part 2 of its regulations*

which calls for empeditious hearings. Necently, this policy has been evident
only is its breach. nihile it is probably a sced idea for the Commission to
do this, maless it is made clear to the boards that the Commission is cos-
mitted to vigorous enforcement it won't have acy impact. Also, such a policy
will need to be specific with respect to just how the boards are to translate

*
the policy into action.

A number of other possible policy changes have been presented to the
Commission, most of which are discussed in the attached memorandum. In
addition. Commissioner Gilinsky and others have raised the possibility of* eliminating certain non-safety matters free the public hearing process at the
operating license stage, including financial qualification, need for power,
and alternative site and power issues. Collectively, these changes eight
have some positive impact, but the real delay-savers relate to the immedaate
effectiveness rule and the December la policy statement on litigability of
the near-ters operating license requirement la individual proceedings.

Delays in Hearing Process

Delay associated with the hearing process is the area which is growing
fastest, and is the one which will be most difficult to resolve, even with
the best of intenticas. Here is a partial list of the problems

* A panel of only 14 full-time and 35 part-time lawyer / chairmen
to handle a current board of 62 active cases, a 40% decrease in
full-time pere w el since 1975

* The dif ficulty of scheduling hearings around the schedules of each
member of the three member boards, some of whom are full time and
others who are part time and have heavy commitments elsewhere.

* Nearing board members assigned to as many as five cases at the
same time.

* Nearings which have grown from a duration of days or w eks to
months and years, with transcripts stacked froe one to four stories
high.

* Rules governing hearings which have act been updated to reflect
the highly contested nature of current proceedings and which, is
any event, are largely ignored.

* Commission policies which have broadly espanded the scope of the
i bearings and the responsibilities of the boards without any con-

sideration of their impact on delay.

* Confusion on the part of the boards regarding Cosunission regula-
tions and policy, and second gueseing of the hearing boards by the

.

Commission and the appeal board.

I

1

I
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* Participatio's la public bearings of maqualified attornies who
would met be permitted to appear la federal courts, and who slow
down the proceedings.

*
* . Procedures, such as discovery and summary disposition, which are

designed to orpedite hearings, but instead are ased to such a
fashion as to proloog thee.

* Bearing board chairmen who believe they don't have all the author-
ity they need to control hearings, and who aren't encouraged to ,

esercise the authority they have.

The list goes on. One gets the impression free sitting through the Coe.
mission's recent meetings on bearing delays that the situation is out of
control, sad the prospects for turning it around in the short ters are not ,

good. Additional hearing esasiners are not readily available. Radical
! changes cannot be made la the eldst of ea-going proceedtags without causing

some problems. Nearing esaminers who have been operating in a particular
mode for years are not going to change overnight. Most ingertantly, the NRC
comissioners seen far from any consensus as to just what needs to be done to
straighten the situation out. This is not ta say that most of the changes
which have been recoamended to the Ceanission shouldn't be impleasated;
rather, that no short-tera payoff should be calculated in the current program
to seduce licensing delays. float of the 15 month delay now estimated by the
staff free start of the prehearing procedures to issuance of a license for
plaats scheduled to operate in Fiscal Tear 1983 is probably here to stay, at
a cost for that year alone of some 85 to $6 billion to utilities and their
rate payers.

The fundamental probles with the hearing process has been pointed out to
the Comunission by its Esecutive Director for Operations and others: There
needs to be a fundamental reemasiastion of its purpose, Rather than being
directed, like . courts, to resol *e matters in dispute among parties, the
beartog boards, as a result both of Commission policy and neglect, appear to
be becoming another layer of technical review. This is evidenced particu-
larly by the Commission's sua sponte rule which permits boards to raise
matters not put la contentioDy L7 parties, and the Consission's December
18 policy change which requires the bearing boards, rather than the Commis-
sion, to decide the sufficiency of Commission requirements. The Ccamission
has been presented with a lot of good recommendations for imprevements in the
bearing process, but none of them will make any dif ference natil the Comets-,

sten decides the fundasestal issue of whether hearing boards are supposed to
be judicial-like triers of disputed facts, or still soother layer of techni-
cal review on top of the staff and the Advisory Committee on Beactor Safety.
If the Casesission is unwilling to clarify its policy on this satter, no
improvement should be looked for la the hearing process.

Need for Temporary Operating Authority

It is clear that delay in the Itcensing process af ter completion of the
staff safety and environmental reviews, review by the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safety, and issuance of all staff documents, has become the critical

+ path ites la issuance of licenses. These delays are caused by the inordinate
time required for discovery and other pre-hearing procedures; start and com- ,

i
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plettom of the hearing; decision-writing; and the appellate process. As,

indicated above, for licenses scheduled for issuance la yiscal Year 1983,
these hearing-related steps are estimated to require 13 months to complete,
before as operating license can be issued. Since the prospect of materially '

'decreasing this time in the short-ters appear to be remote, and since it is
i ' name or all of these steps which are responsible for 69 sonths of delay on

the 11 currently impacted plants, action is required to remove them from thef'

critical path.
,

Recognistas this, the staff has presented a proposal to the Commission,
. to, ''Reguest Congress to provide statutory authority to issue an operating
license upon completion of plant construction, favorable staff review, and

' Commission approval when deemed essential". This, in effect, would allow a
plant to commence operation on a temporary basis, pending start or completton

g of a hearing, provided all safety and environmental reviews are completed,
subject to soy modifications which may be required as a result of the publici

hearing, or appeal process. Commissioner Bendrie has already indicated his
support.for such a ocasure.

Temporary operating authority is not a new idea and, in fact, the Com-
mission previously had such authority. This authority was contained in
Section >192 of the Ateeic Energy Act, which was added in 1972, and empired
automatically on October 30, 1973. Due to the rather cumbersome procedures .

'which Section 192 required to be followed, however, only one temporary
license was issued pursuant to it.

j , la evaluating the need for temporary operating authority, it must be
remembered that this is the first time is the 30 year history of commercial
nuclear power plants that a substantial number of completely built plants

.will be sitting idle for sooths on end waiting for operating licenses. This
+ -is due in large part to delay associated with the hearing and appellate

review process. The costs of this run int 6 billions of dollars, and are
growing every day. Weighed against this as the historical fact that hearings
at the operating license stage rarely result in substantive change in plant
design or hardware. As the Director of Regulation told the Consission on
yebruary 16:

3

~

Mr. Denton: Before we put that in (the proposal for temporary
operating authority) I did take a brief look at the last ten years
of decisions on eperating licenses just to see what sort of changes

i might have come about in the design of plants through that process
(operating licesse hearings). I think without esteption they

1 tended to be changes that required additional surveillance as !,

1 opposed to changes in the design of the plant. In other words, they
; tended to be conditions for additional sonitoring sorts of things *

which we would not be prohibited from doing if a plant had been in
y

low power at seee time of operation.

1 . And, as acted earlier, the appeal board chairman is on record as stating
that there are '' precious few" appeal board decisions which have resulted in'

- substantive changes in hearing board decisions. Considering the substantial
costs of delay to utilities and their rate payers, and the increased use of
oil which often results from a delay in starting up a reactor, it would
appear to be wise public policy for the Commission to seek, and Congress to'

,

:
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- esset, a temporary operating authority provision. It is significant that
such a provision would not ettelsate any required public bearing, or diminish
the rights of any party, but simply move the bearing off the critical

,

licesslag path. '

! It is important that enactment of teelorary operating authority not be
1 considered by the Congress, the NRC, or the industry, as an alternative to

making the required improvements to the technical view process, foemission!

policy and the public hearing 1rocedures. These chag es are absolutM y l -
,guired to brana order and stability to the licensing process and to eltatnate *

,

the inordinate costs which the current system imposes on utilaties and rate-i

payers totally apart from any consideration of tewporary creraties authority.

Conclusion
e

The Commission has been directed by several Congressional committees to
I report on the steps it intends to take to eliminate the estensive, growing

and costly delsys being experienced in issuing construction permits and
operating licenses. As a result of the recesmen'ations presented to the
Commission in the course of several Congressional hearings, and the proposal'

from its staff and others, it now has before it essentially all of the
possible measures which could be taken to achieve that goal. Now is the time
for the commissioners to make up their minds, since the situation continues
to deteriorate with each passing day. The commissioners' commitment to
eliminating delay can be sensured by their willingness to address the key ,

delay-causing factors described above, particularly the allocation of the
necessary resources to reactor casework; a revision of the Commission's key
policies which contribute to delay in the technical review process and the
hearing and appeal process; clarification of the purpose of public bearings
and the role of the hearing boards; and their support for en seendment to the
Atomic Energy Act providing for temporary operating authority,.
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_ , . LICENSING DELAY REPORT NO. 3
March 9, 1981

,

Subject:-NRC Consideration of Options
.- -to Improve the Licensing Process

The Commission has now had four, days of meetings to consider
options to accelerate the reactor licensing process. These options
are summarized in a memorandosi to the Commission dated March 3,
1981, from the Director, Office of Policy Evaluation and the General

' Counsel, and are covered in more detail in memoranda from the
-Director of NRR and the Executive Director for Operations. Two
meetings on this subject are scheduled .for this week. The
Commission's report is scheduled to be submitted to Chairman
Bevill's Appropriations Subcommittee this Friday, March 13.

The Commission has not yet made any decisions on the options which
are before them. In fact, as discussed below, several key items

-have yet to be discuss'ed. In addition, the Commission has not been
e.ble to reach a decision on issuing the rule .on near-term
construction permit requirements and Comis sioner Gilinsky has
requested more time to study it. Comissioner Bradford has
indicated that he will oppose it.

It is clear that the overriding problem facing the Comission is
that with respect to important policy issues it is almost always
evenly divided. One concern is that even if it is able to get a
majority for making a decision on any of the options pending before
t t, - the compromise required will result in less y than optimum
action. The Administration should give highest prWrity to the
tppointment of a fif th comissioner.

The principal problems before the Coenission this week, with
;i respect to expediting ' licensing, are decisions on increasing the

' staff assigned to reactor casework, whether to modify or. reinstate
'' the immediate effectiveness rule, and how to reduce the extensive

delays associated with the hearing and appellate process.
?

Reallocation of Staff to Licensing Casework

Mr. Denton .has ' prmated a plan to take the staf f review of f the
critical licensing path by increasing the casework staf f by 145
man years. This is about double the current manpower level, which
had been substantially reduced in the af termath of TMI. Mr. Denton

,

has also informed the Commission that.the additional 145 man-years

-
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could be reduced by about 30 man-years if the length of time to,

complete hearing is , reduced from 15 months to 11 months. Mr.
Denton believes that implementation of this plan would eliminate
come 130 scaths of delay now being projected for plants scheduled
for operating licenses during 1983. There would still be 69 months
cf delay for the 11 near-term impacted plants, since staff review
of them is already completed.

>.

The benefits of Mr. Denton's plan are very significant in terms of
reduced costs due to delay in issuing licenses which, during 1983
alone, would amount to between $4 and 5 billion. Moreover, its
implementation, at least in principal part, is within the authority *

of the Commission to immediately order, since about 120 of the 145
man years would cose from reassignment of personnel already on
board, and from mandatory overtime. Thus, the hiring freeze, or
the difficulty in securing authority for additional personnel, is
no excuse for putting off a decision on this plan. There is no
reason why the Commission cannot make the decision this week to
reassign the necessary personnel,

i Action on the Immediate Effectiveness Rule

The Commission's decision to suspend its rule which provided for
j issuance of an operating license or construction permit immediately
* upon issuance of a favorable decision by a hearing board is adding t

up to three months to the licensing process. After hours of debate
spread out over several meeticgs, the Commission has not yet been
able to reach any consensus on this important issue. Chairman
Hendrie and Commissioner Ahearne favor reinstating the rule.

*

Commissioners Gilinsky' and Bradford oppose it. Commissioner
Gilinsky has proposed, as an alternative, that the rule be modified
to give the Commission 10 days to review a board's decision to
issue a low-power license before it could go into effect, and 30
days for issuance of a full power license. While this appears to
of fer some potential for eliminating delay, substantial questions
about it have been raised by the staff and others . (See
discussion, transcript of 3/5/81 afternoon meeting, pages 4-26.)
For example:i

' * It would require monitoring of the hearing record by the
OGC and OPE staffs, which are inexperienced in such
matters.

' * ' It would require the comissioners to treat the staff as *

" adversaries", thus cutting the Conunissioners of f froe,

; the little expertise that remains available to them under j
their already overly restrictive ex parte rule.

,

* It could require additional hearings if the commissioners
relied on matters outside the hearing record.

- * It is unclear how the Commission's expedited review would
relate to the remainder of the Appendix B procedures.

_ - - _ . _ -- -__ -, . .
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* It is unclear how the Commission's review would interface
with the appeal board's review.

* It could give the process the facade of a review without
any real opportunity for meaningful review, thus
subjecting it to legal challenge.

*

Whatever the merits of keeping the consis sioners in the review
'

process, it is clear that Commissioner Gilinsky's approach raises
-tubstantial questions which will not be easily resolved. As an

* alternative, the General Counsel has proposed that rather than rush
-to a decision on what to do about it, that the Commission issue a
proposed rule that sets out the alternatives for public comment.
He believes this could be done quickly and, in any event, no case
which would be affected by its outcome will be before the
Commission until the en of the year.

A strong case can be made for promptly reinstaticg the tsunediate
effectiveness rule. The appeal board chairman has already advised
the Commission that there are " precious few" cases where appellate
review has resulted in substantive changes in the initial decision.'

The director of NRR has also told the Commission that the changes'

which result from hearings at the operating license stage have
historically not resulted in design changes but, rather, in

imposing conditions for additional surveillance, which are not
precluded 'by plant start-up. This makes a strong case for
reinstating the issnediate effectiveness rule. If the Cocenis sion'

. cannot agree on this, perhaps it should accept the General
j Counsel's recommendation for rulemaking.
4

~ Problems Associated with Public Hearings

The Commissioners spent a good part of several meetings talking
about how to shorten the discovery process in the pre-hearing stage
before it became clear that discovery is just one part of the
hearing problem. The staff, and especially Mr. Cotter, the
chairman of the hearing board panel, found the discussion on the
afternoon of March 5 to be particularly frustrating'

1

Mr. Cotter: Obviously, the more this is discussed, the
more you become aware of the morass you have thrust
yourself into (page 34).,

........

j Mr. Cotter: In general, my frustration level is rising as
,

|
I sit here and listen to you debate my business. Why do
you not just tell me to do my business and let me do it

j with my Boards (page 44).
|

| The staff's current estimate is that it takes seven months from
' ssuance of the last staf f document (the SSER) to the start of the| i

|
hearing. This includes 155 days before the hearing board even

i
|
!

|
i
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makes a decision as to what contentions will be allowed, which is
the decision which coassences formal discovery. The staff schedule
thows that an inordinate amount of time is wasted at each step in
the pre-hearing process. It suggests that hearing boards are being
over generous in granting requests for delays, and leisurely in,

establishing schedules. It suggests that the Commission's own
rules of procedure are being largely ignored, and that procedures
designed to expedite hearings, such as summary judgment and *

discovery, are, instead, being misused in such a way as to prolong
thee. Nothing short of a complete overhaul of the process will
reduce the delays now being experienced in the pre-hearing and
hearing process. *

So far, the Commission has only touched the edges of this problem.
The Commission is discussing issuing a policy statement which would
reiterate its policy that hearings should be held in an efficient,

manner, and it is talking about somehow reducing the seven month
pre-hearing stage to five months. Issuance of the policy statement

I may do some good, but one must wonder what inducements or sanctions
it must include to get the boards to abide by the rules they are
now ignoring. However, the effort to reduce the pre-hearing
process from seven months to five months is misdirected; there is

< no reason why, in mes t cases, it should take more than 60 or 70
days.

NRC should not establish a policy based on the assumption that
there will be new contentions and new discovery following issuance
of the SSER. Such a policy would have at least two harmful
consequences. First, it would enceurage intervenors to file new
contentions and new discovery at that late stage. And second, it
would encourage licensing boards to admit new contentions and
tolerate new discovery at that stage, regardless of such
requirements as good cause, specificity and basis. The Commission
should not establish in licensing boards or intervenors the mindset
that the SSER triggers a minimum five to seven month delay before
those issues can be decided. A policy statement such as is
contemplated will only codify the presently unsatisfactory
practice.

f

Rather, the Commission should set strict guidelines, and provide
fire guidance to boards, on admitting - new contentions. Firm
adherence to " good cause" requirements should be demanded, in
particular a showing that the information in the SER or SSER was in

'fact new. In this connection, an intervenor should not be allowed
to have a new contention admitted which merely alleges that the
applicant's resolution, or staff's review, of an issue is
" inadequate".

6

Even if the staff is to address a nominal schedule assuming new
contentions at the SSER stage, the time intervals discussed at the
Commission's March 5 meeting are unduly lengthy. First, there is
no reason why 30 days is required to formulate new contentions on
discovery; 15 days is more than adequate. A second pre-hearing
conference should be held at most two weeks later; allowing 65 days

_ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ . - -, ._. .
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is totally unjustified. Following the pre-hearing conference, the
board should issue its order in no more than one week. No time
thould be allowed for objections to the pre-hearing order; that
process, if it is to occur, should move concurrently. Suma ry
disposition motions should be allowed, but should not be included
cs additional time in the schedule. Neither the applicant nor the
staff would sensibly file for summary disposition if doing so would

* delay the overall schedule. There is no reason why the hearing
esuld not start 30 days af ter the pre-hearing conference order. If
these thanges were made, the time from issuance of the SSER to the
start of the hearing would be 67 days, instead of seven months
spelled out at the Commission meeting. These intervals would bea
nominal goals and would, of ccurse, be subject to adjustment in
unusual cases.

Even if the above steps are taken, it is speculative as to whether
there will be any shortening of the hearing process. The fact is
that the Commission has still not even discussed the core problem
with the hearing process which has been pcinted out to it by the
Executive Director for Operations and others: The need for a
fundamental reexamination of its purpose. Rather than being

directed, like courts, to resolve matters in dispute among parties,
the hearing boards, as a result both of Commission policy and
neglect, appear to be becoming another layer of technical review,
on top of the staff and ACRS review. If the Commission is
unwilling to clarify its policy on this matter, no improvement
should be looked for in the hearing process.

Conclusion

The Commission will meet this week to consider improvements in the
reactor licensing process. As discussed above, there are three

things of particular importance upon which it must decide:

* The decision to make the staff reassignments to reactor
casework, which it has the imediate authority to do?

* The decision to reinstate the immediate effectiveness
rule?

* The decision to clarify its policy on the purpose of
public hearings, and enforce the required procedural
changes?

,

Several of the matters discussed in this smemorandum are covered
more fully in the attached ANEC report, dated March 2, 1981.

,
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AMERICAN N UCLE AR ENERGY COUNCIL
att PsnST STnEET. SE e WaSM4860TO86. DC 30003

m asa 2are

Licensing Delay Report No. 4
March 16, 1981

*

RE: Analysis of NRC's March 12, 1981, report on Options to Improve the
Licensing Process

By letter dated March 12, 1981, the NRC reported to Chairman Sevill's *

Appropriations subcomunittee on possible sensures to eliminate delays in the
NRC lictasing process. This report analyses NRC's response, particularly
as to the actual improvements whict. may be expected.

By way of backgned, the estimated delays which are at issue are some
90 months of delay in 13 plants scheduled to receive operating licenses
during 1981 and 1982, and ten plants scheduled for operating licenses in
1983, for an additional 162 months of delay. The total costs to utilities
and their ratepayers caused by these delays is between $710 billion.

The NRC net for seven days over the past two weeks to consider the
various optiens set out in the March 12 report. The Commission was able
to reach a consensus on only a very few of the options. It is clear that
the differences of opinion among the come:issioners sakes it entremely diffi-
cult to reach a consensus on important policy matters. Thus, the March 12
report, when read carefully, and based on a detailed review of the transcript
of the Commission meeting, shows that the C waission has made only minimum
progress toward eliminating licensing delay. Reduced to its essentials,
here is what the report says:

1. The Coestission has made clear to the staff that a ~4ited
licensing decisions are a high priority - and that u is

already been able to eliminate some months of delay for .hree
of the impacted plants.

2. Further time savings for the 1981-82 plants can be gained
by increasing the efficiency of the hearing process and subse-
quent Cosumission review -- and proposed rules changes to acces-
plish this will be issued for public comments in she near
future.

3. For the 1983 and beyond plants, the Commission is considering
redirecting existing staff resources to casework, including seek.
ing help from the doe laboratories.

4 The Commission is considering a long term effort to review
the basic purpsses and functions of the licensing process.

5. Direct Commission inteivention in several of the most
severely impacted cases is being considered on a case-by. case
basis.

9

*
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6. The rwssion may support some variation of legislation
allowing interia operation in advance of completion of hearings.

Based on these measures, partlevlarly one through three, the Commission :

believes it can reduce the time required for the public hearing process (pre- |
hearing, hearing, and decision-writing) from the current 13 month average,
to about to months. This, it believes, would sutstantially eliminate most
delays, except for those cases already in the hearing process.

What the NRC report does not tell you is that there is an absence of ag
majority on the Coussission to actually make that happen. Here is what
really happened during the two weeks of Cosmaission meetings preceding
its report:

1. The Commission discussed, but did not approve, a proposed
,D policy statement directing hearing boards to eapedite hearings.

In fact, discusaons at the Commission meetings must have made
clear to the staff that the commissioners are not uniformly
committed to that goal.

2. No consensus could be reached on reinstating the immediate
effectiveness rule; instead, a proposed rule setting out the
options for it will be issued for public connent. There is no
reason to believe that at the end of the public comment period
the commissioners will still not be stalemated on the issue.

3. De rules changes required to achieve the staff's expedited
10 month schedule could have been maaie immediately effective.
There was no consensus for this; instead the rules changes will
be issued for public comment.

4. De Commission had before it a plan to reallocate to Itcensing
casework the 125 additional man years required if the staff review
is to L mapleted in time to accommodate the 10 month schedule.
The Commission could have approved this plan without further delay;
instead.it gave the staff the immediate go-ahead for only 50 or less
of the 125 man years.

5. There was only perfunctory discussion of severst important
Commission policies contributing to licensics Jelays, including
its rule which permits hearing boards to raise matters not put
la dispute by the parties, and its December 15, 1980, policy state-
ment pereitting litigation of post-TM1 licensing requirements in
individual license hearings.

6. The Comission again put off issuing a finst rule establishing
Itcense requirements for near-term construction permits; instead,
it seized on a technicality to issue the rules for a second round

-

of public comunent, because there was not a majority to do anything
else. This will result in about another 90 days of delay.

In short, what the Commission did is to cut forward a plan for improvement based
on an expedited 10 month hearing process, but failed to make the hard policy, rule,

4

4
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or staff s!!ocation decisions necessary to accomplish that objective. The
lack of a sense of urgency in making these decisions was apparent to all who
sat through the Commission meetings. The commissioners' indecision has simply
assured that it will be " rediscovering" further licensing delays three, siz
or twelve months from now.

The options for improvement set out in the CommissionN March 12 report
collectively could substantially contribute to eliminating licensing delays.
Most of them deserve to be implemented imeediately. However, for the reasons
set out above, there is reason to doubt that the Commission will act in time
to do much good. That makes doubly amportant the statement in its report

,

that the Commission may support legisistion allowing interim operations in
advance of completion of hearings -- hopefully, act as an alternativa to
making the necessary Leprovements, but as a necessary component in bring
order and stab!11ty to the licensing process and eliminating expensive and
unnecessary delays. As was emphasized at the March 10 eetting: *

Chairman Hendrb hell, I have no doubt that we are going to end
up, in far' . some munths of unavoidable delay, because I
think soms of the near term cases are just at a stage where this
(the expedited hearing schedule) isn't going to help all that mach.
Aad for those, I see if the Congress wanted to provide it, the only
remedy to en impact after construction would be an interim licensing
provision to be esercised by the Commission fnage 24-25).

BaseJ on the Consission's March 12 report it a difficult to estimate how
mJch improvement may be expected in the licensing process. The only improvement
that can be documented to date is the several msnths reduced from the three impacted
plaats listed in the Commission's February 29 monthly report. For the reasons
described above and in the attachment, the other improvements that the Con-
mission appears to be tentatively sneaking up on are more speculative. The
10 month empedited hearing schedule will be difficult to achieve without in-
proved management, even if the Commission is successful in getting a consen-
sus for the rules changes which would be necessary to implement it. So far,
the Commission has only speelfically approved reallocation of two-fifths or less
of the staff needed to support the 10 month schedule; moreover, that schedule
is based on the probably unrealistic assumption that hearings util always be
held on the tightest possible schedule, and that scheduling conflicts of
part tise hearing eamminers will not be a delaying factor. Whether the Com-
mission can schieve a consensus for reinstatement of the immediate effective-
ness rule remains to be seen. Therefore, whether some or all of the
months of delay estimated for licenses to be issued through 1981 will be
realized is still an cpen issue. The burden should be on the Commission to
demonstrate that it will be.

The hearings held before Chairman Bev111's subcommittee, the monthly
report which kRC in required to file with the subcowalttee, and NRC's March 12
report have been entremely helpful in identifying the causes and estent of
licensing delays. It is clear that NRC has just barely begun to implement a
pregram to e!!ainate, or even reduce, delays. Continued Congressional over-
sight by Chairman Sevill's subcopeittee, and the other committees of jurisdic-
tion is required if substantial improvement in the NRC licensing process is
to be realised.

Attached is a detailed discussion of several aspects of the March 12
For futher discussion of these and related matters refer to ANEC

report.

reports dated March 9. March 2 and February 10, 1981.
*

Attachment

a
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Attachment

Estimate for Completion of Construction

la devising a plan to eliminate delays the Bev111 subcommittee directed
NRC to use the applicants' estimated date for completion of construction,
rather than the hRC staff's estimate, which is usally later. The reason the
subcommittee directed this is that, historically, the NRC staff's later
estimate becomes a self. fulfilling prophecy, that is, licensing review and

86 construction are slowed down to meet the entended schedule. As the NRC
General Counsel said at the March 10 meeting, "...it is estraordinary that
things move faster than guideline schedules or sug2ested schedules, and
rather ordinary that they move more slowly." And, as Mr. Denton aJJed at the
March 11 seeting:

=
If we plan on the basis of the NRC dates, they will be self-
fulfilling, because in general once becomes known that they
are not going to get a license until some date, then that becomes
the pacing of construction (page 16).

..................

So, if you re.Ily want to get off the critical path cleanly, so
that we are not accused of the delay, it seems best to schedule
en their (the applicants') construction schedule (page 72).

In spite of this, in its last meeting on the subject (March 10), the
Commaission appeared to be edging away from use of the applicants' estimate.
This was evident in the Commission failure to approve reallocation of the
full 125 man years to reactor casework which the staff had requested:

Chairman Hendire: What I would propose we do free this side of
the table is to agree that the staff should begin to move forward
stong the lines of the proposition we have here, not carrying it
all the way, because we have some doubt about whether the 90 month
basis (the applicants' estimate) is quite the right one, but at
least beginning to move in this direction so we are beginning to
cover at least the order of half of that, that is about 40 months
(page 76).

Chairman Hendrie went on to say that the Commission would continue to consider
this matter, but it must be questioned whether in view of the substantial
costs of delay ($1 million or more per day per reactor) this half way measure
is a sufficient response to the staff request. It may be that a better system
of estimating when construction will be completed is needed, but until such
a system is devised, it would appear prudent to continue to schedule on the
basis of the applicants' estimates. As Commissioner Ahearne pointed out,
"I t is also a hedge that we don't get the improvements in the time of the
licensing process" (page 74). la short, use of the staff's estimate is a
classical example of what Senator Simpson referred to in a hearing before his
subcommittee as an application of the " Doctrine of Progressive Regression",
i.e., every effort to reduce licensing delays instead lengthens them.

e
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- Steps to Espedite Nearinas -

He March 12 IWIC report suggests that the time required for public
'

hearings (pre-hearing, hearing and issuance of the initial decision) can be
reeaced to 10 month.s from the presently estimated 18 months (Note that in
the January monthly report the estimated time was 15 months, not 18 acnths). >

'

his schedule should be achievable in most cases, and in some cases should
even be shorter. Mowever, none of the steps required to achieve it have
yet been taken (see pages 3-4, March.10 meeting): ''

r

The Commission has not issued a new policy statement directing the ' **

hearing boards to adhere to this expedited schedule.

-

.De Coennission has not yet agreed to the rules changes required*

to effect it.
e

. It depends upon the acquisition of additional hearing board*

maabers, reassignments of existing board members, and scheduling
'of hearings to eliminate delays due to the unavailability of
part time board members.

,

It depends on the evallability of staff which have not yet been --*
assigned to licensing casework.

It should be noted that there is an intimate r lationship between the
'longth of this schedule and the level of staff rese arces required to process
casework. De 10 month schedule assimes the ava!I4bility of an additional
125 caseworkers, of which the Commission has only approved 50 or less.

- 6: the other hand, if there is no improvement from the 1$ month schedule
reported in the January monthly report,154 additional caseworkers would.,

be required. If the schedule remains 13 months, as the Counission now esti-j
, - mates, or more, even more caseworkers would be required to keep staff review y

off the critical path. -herefore, it is significant that the Commission - t

does not yet appear to be prepared to reallocate all of the man power which
usuid be required unJer any of these schedules.

" la addition, the real problem of scheduling board seabers is indicated
by the following discussion at the March 10 meeting (Page 15).

Mr. Ilosenthat nat has considerable implications, particularly
] la terms of the part time members. Many of the part time technical
4 members are on university faculties, and in the past at least the

scheduling of hearings has been done with a view towards their emr
,

venience, scheduling them over the summer er during school j
recesses or the like. - And that is one of the things, I think,
that will have to be focused on, is whether it is realistic to ,

'-~ expect that part time seabers who are engaged in other pursuits.,

. such as teaching will be both able and willing to drop whatever
! else they are doing and come into the hearing or at the point on
I the schedale that the hearing is called for, or, for that matter,
t to be available for heavy participation in the decision writing process.

rc=esissioner tradford: 1.et se try and get a estter feel for the
scope of this. First of all, most of the hearings that this

" is a problem are in large measure underway. So, you are talning,
in order to get them all sorted out, about replacing esisting

,
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.

board chalvuom with other chaireen so as to minimite the conflicts.
And then same of those replacements will, la fact, be chaisten who
have mover tried a case before.

Mr. Cetters . This is a real barrel of eels.
~ In view of the foregoing, one must question how much improvement in the hear-

ing process will actually be realised as a result of the measures the Coe.
, mission now has o der consideration.

- b,
rurpose of Public Hearing

'

The Comission's March 12 report provocatively suggests the need for,
"...a careful review of the 11 censing process". In contest, it appears that the

- Causission is really referring to the public hearing process. tinfortunately,
"

J it describes this as "a long-term effort." It need not, and should not, be.
1

The need for a fundamental examination of the purpose of the hearing
process has repeatedly been brought to the Commission's attention by the NRC
staff. Rather than being directed like courts, to resolve matters in dis-
pute among parties, the hearing boards, as a result of both Commission policy,

1 and neglect. appear to becoming another layer of technical review, on top of
the staff and ACRS review. This important issue was only casually discussed

i.
by the Comission at its March 10 seeting (pages 45-58). Perhaps the essence

, of the discussion, which came to no conclusions, is caught by the fo!!owing
j remark:

Chairman Hei.drie: With regard to the kind of process it is, I amd

not sure how far one could go in looking at the fundamentals. It
seems to se, though, that part of what you have in sind lander that

1 title is that there have been occasions, at least in sections, when
some recent hearings have begun to very much resemble a de novo:

I technical review of some aspect of a plant, and that from the way
; 1 look at the process, has never quite been the intent (page 46),

i Whatever the intent of the Commission may be, it is clest that the boards
are increasingly becoming another layer of technical review -- not only the -'

'

hearing boards, but, amatingly, even the appeal boards, which have begun the
practice of directing the submission of new evidence on appeal. This is not
by happenstancel it is e direct result of the Commission's sua sponte rule,
nhich originally permitted boards to look into matters not raTsed oy the*

parties only in *entraordinary" circumstances, and which was broadened in
November,1979, to examine any " serious" mcontested matter. While it is1

difficult to see how there could reesin any " serious" uncontested matter after"

review by the staff, the ACRS, ud the intervenors, the rule clearly permits'

both the hearing and appeal boards to conduct fishing expeditions, a practice
,

which would be barred by appropriate hearing procedures.a

The solution to this does not require prolonged study. The Commission r

appears to have adopted and expanded its sua s to rule without excessive
study and it can sistlerly repeal it. If tWe - Tssion really believes such4

independent review by the hearing and appellate boards is necessary to assure
the safety of nuclear plants, it tells one a great deal about the commissioners'
opinion of its staff, the ACRS the intervenors, and of their own ability to

.
manage the licensing process. The sua sponte rule should be revoked without

( further delay,
'e
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1he problem with the bearing process is siso esemplified by the
Consission's inability to establish scue threshold for admisslan of contentions
la the hearings. 1his was raised repeatedly by Commissioner Ahearne during
the course of the Ceanissions' deliberations, but sever resolved. Clearly
defined Cennission policy on this metter would contribute enamously to
establishing a more efficient public hearing process.

Pinelly[oene bed ideas on the way hearings should be conducted never
. die. Thus, in spite of the fact that such a program has repeatedly been
' rejected by the Congress, and a specific prohibition against it was included .ein INIC's FY 1961 ApproFrietions bill, Commissioner bradford said at the
learch to moettag, *,..! would be mach more confortsbie with some of these pro-

. posals if they more done La a world that laciuded a sensible intervenor
funding program (page 44).

a
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STATEMENT
BY

MICHAEL 1. MILLER'

CHAIRMAN, LAWYERS COMMITTEE
ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL FORUM *

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR REGULATION

SENATE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND ENVIRONMENT
6

,

MARCH 25, 1931

:* NY NAME IS MICHAEL MILLER. I AM CHAIRMAN OF THE ATOMIC

INDUSTRIAL FORUM'S LAWYERS COMMITTEE, AND A SENIOR PARTNER IN A

' CHICAGO LAW FIRM WHICH REPRESENTS UTILITY COMPANIES IN NRC

LICENSING CASES. I AM PLEASED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY TODAY

TO SHARE SOME GENERAL DIOUGHTS WITH YOU ON THE STATE OF NUCLEAR

LICENSING, AND.TO BE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR QUESTIONS. DURING THE

PAST SEVERAL MONTHS, THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY HAS BECOME

INCREASINGLY DISMAYED OVLR THE NRR MONTHLY STATUS REPORTS TO

CONGRESS. THESE HAVE IDENTIFIED BOTH ACTUAL AND PREDICTED

DELAYS IN GRANTING OPERATING LICENSES FOR A NUMBER OF NUCLEAR

PLANTS WITH CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED. ACCORDING TO DIE LATEST

NRR REPORT, THREE PLANTS HAVE COMPLETED CONSTRUCTION AND ARE

READY TO BEGIN SAFE, RELIABLE AND ECONOMICAL GENERATION OF

ELECTRICITY. THESE PLANTS NOW. STAND IDLE AT COSTS TO THE

*The Forum is an international association of some 600 domestic
and overseas member organlaations interested in the peaceful

.appilcation of nuclear energy. These organizations include
electric ut' * ties, manufacturers architect-engineers,,- . consulting i cas, mining and milling companies, nuclear fuel
service companies, financial institutions, labor unions,
universities, legal firms, and others,

e
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AMERICAN PUBLIC WHICH APPROIIMATE ONE MILLION DOLLARS PER DAY

FOR EACH. BEFORE 1981 ENDS. THREE MORE NUCLEAR PLANTS ARE

EXPECTED TO JOIN THE RANKS OF THOSE HAVING COMPLETED

CONSTRUCTION BUT REMAINING IDLE FOR LACK OF TIMELY NRC

PROCESSES. THE DELAYS, IN OUR JUDGEMENT, DO NOT PROVIDE THE *

PUBLIC WITH MEANINGFUL PUBLIC SAFETY BENEFITS. INSTEAD, T11EY

MERELY WASTE MONEY.
,

RECENTLY, IN LARGE PART BECAUSE OF PROPER PRESSURES FROM THE

CONGRESS, NRC HAS SHOWN SOME SIGNS OF ABANDONING THE HELPLESS

POSTURE PORTRAYED IN THE NRR MONTHLY REPORTS, AND llAS STARTED

TO FORMULATE SOLUTIONS TO THIS SERIOUS PROBLEM. THIS IS

COMMENDABLE, BUT CONTINUED VIGILANCE FROM THE CONGRESS IS

UNDOUBTEDLY A NECESSARY INGREDIENT FOR THIS APPROPRIATE CHANGE

IN ATTITUDE TO FLOURISH. CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT MUST BE [
'

MAINTAINED TO ENCOURAGE THE CARRYING OUT OF ACTUAL EFFICIENCIES

CHICH ARE WELL WITHIN NRC'S MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY. RELATIVELY |

MINOR LEGISLATIVE CHANGES CAN ALSO EXPEDITE Tile LICENSING

PROCESS WITHOUT COMPROMISING PUBLIC HEALTil AND SAFETY OR

PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT.

LOOKING AT THE REASONS WHICH HAVE PRODUCED THE UNJUSTIFIED

DASTE TO WHICH NRC NOW ADDRESSES ITSELF, WE NOTE THAT TIIEY

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

e
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UNWARRANTED SUSPENSION BY NRC OF THE IMMEDI ATEe

EFFECTIVENESS RULE--

IN 1979, UlE NRC SUaPENDED 10 CFR 2.764 AND INSTITUTED

A PROCEDURE WHICH DELAYS ISSUANCE OF THE OPERATING

LICENSE IN CONTESTED CASES UNTIL THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND=

LICENSING APPEALS BOARD HAS RULED ON THE EFFECTIVENESS

OF THE LICENSING BOARD DECISION, AND THE NUCLEAR
,

REGULATORY COMMISSION HAS ITSELF HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO

PASS ON ISSUANCE OF 111E OPERATING LICENSE. Tills

PROCEDURE ALLOWS THE ASLAB AT LEAST 60 DAYS TO RENDER

ITS DECISION AND THE NRC AT LEAST 20 ADDITIONAL DAYS.

AT A COST OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS PER DAY, Tile

SUSPENSION OF THIS RULE WILL ADD AT LEAST 80 MILLION

DOLLARS TO THE COST OF EACH COMPLETED PLANT AWAITING

AN OPERATING LICENSE. Tills CHANGE IN PROCEDURE WAS

NEVER WARRANTED FROM A SAFETY STANDPOINT SINCE THE

PRIOR ONE ALLOWED ANY LICENSE TO BE HELD UP WilEN

CIRCUMSTANCES AFFECTING PUBLIC SAFETY W ARRANTED IT.

TO THE EXTENT THAT SUSPENSION OF Tile RULE W AS DESIGNED

TO INVOLVE Tile COMMISSIONERS DIRECTLY IN Tile LICENSING

PROCESS, OTHER EQUALLY EFFECTIVE MECilANISMS ARE

AVAILABLE. SUSPENSION OF TilAT RULE S110VLD BE

RESCINDED IMMEDIATELY.

e

e
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o FAILURE BY NRC TO ALLOCATE SUFFICIENT MANPOWER RESOURCES TO

CASEWORK TO AVOID CURRENT LICENSING DELAYS--

WE UNDERSTAND THAT LESS THAN 200 0F THE 3200 PERSONS

ON THE NRC STAFF ARE PRESENTLY ALLOCATED TO LICENSING

ACTIVITIES. DESPITE THE COMPLETE FAILURE OF NRC TO e

EFFECTIVELY PROCESS LICENSE APPLICATIONS, THE FY 1982

BUDGET PROJECTS A DECLINE TO ONLY 157 CASEWORK
,

REVIEWERS. ALSO IT IS OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT MANY

EXPERIENCED LICENSE REVIEWERS ARE ASSIGNED TO

NON-LICENSING FUNCTIONS WITHIN THE COMMISSION

INCLUDING AN APPARENTLY INORDINATE NUMBER ASSIGNED TO

DEVELOPING AND IMPOSING REVISED DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

ON OPERATING PLANTS, MANY OF WHICH, IN OUR JUDGEMENT,

RESULT IN QUESTIONABLE OR NEGATIVE SAFETY BENEFITS.

IT IS CRUCI AL THAT THE NRC FOCUS ITS AVAILABLE STAFF

RESOURCES ON CASEWORK AND INTENSIFY ITS EFFORT TO

BRING ABOUT NECESSARY REFORMS. PROJECTS NOT DIRECTED

TOWARD THIS GOAL AND NOT OF FUNDAMENTAL SAFETY

IMPORTANCE SHOULD BE GIVEN A L0 DER PRIORITY.

|

o FAILURE BY NRC TO UTILIZE GENERIC PROCEEDINGS MORE

EFFECTIVELY--

NRC SHOULD ACT MORE AGCRESSIVELY IN AVOIDING

DUPLICATIVE LITIGATION IN INDIVIDUAL LICENSING

PROCEEDINGS, AND RELY ON RULEMAKING REGARDING MAJOR,

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES WHERE APPROPRIATE.

.

l
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DETERMINATIONS OF HOW THE MANNER IN WHICH' INDIVIDUAL

~ PLANTS COMPLY WITH THE RULE, WHEN ISSUED, SHOULD BE

HELD IN ABEYANCE UNTIL THE CONCLUSION OF THE

RULEMAKINGS. 'IN UPCOMING MATTERS, FOR EXAMPLE ISSUES

e RELATED TO DEGRADED CORE CONDITIONS, ESPECIALLY THE
~

ISSUE OF HYDROGEN CONTROL, SHOULD BE ELIMINATED FROM

CONSIDERATION IN INDIVIDUAL ' PROCEEDINGS BY FORMULATING
e

AN INTERIM RULE 'ALONG WITH A CLEAR POLICY FOR ITS USE.

e ... FAILURE BY NRC TO ENCOURAGE LICENSING BOARDS AND NRC STAFF

TO EXPEDITE HEARING SCHEDULES--

THE NRC HAS RECENTLY PROPOSED CERTAIN CHANGES IN ITS

RULES OF PRACTICE WHICH PURPORTEDLY WILL SPEED UP THE,

ADJUDICATORY. HEARING PORTION OF THE LICENSING

PROCESS. THE SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ACCOMPANYING

THE PX0 POSED RULE SETS OUT AN EIGHT MONTH SCHEDULE FOR

ADJUDICATORY HEARINGS. FROM PUBLICATION OF THE FINAL

SUPPLEMENTAL SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT TO THE INITIAL

. DECISION BY THE LICENSING BOARD. UNFORTUNATELY, THE

PROPOSED RULE CHANGES BEAR LITTLE RELATIONSHIP TO THE

HOPED FOR SHORTENING OF THE LICENSING PROCESS. IN

THIS REGARD, WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING

COMMENTS ON THESE PROPOSED CHANGES AND WOULD BE

PLEASED TO MAKE THEM AVAILABLE TO YOU.

e~

e

e
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NRC SHOULD' ISSUE INSTRUCTIONS TO LICENSING BOARDS TO ,

MAKE AGGRESSIVE EFFORTS TO SHORTEN HEARING SCHEDULES--

AND SHOULD ALLOCATE INCREASED RESOURCES TO LICENSING

BOARDS TO FACILITATE SUCH SCHEDULE SHORTENING. IN
~

4- tADDITION, THE NRC STAFF SHOULD BE GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS .

TO ENSURE PROMPT READINESS FOR HEARINGS, AND

SUFFICIENT NRC STAFF RESOURCES SHOULD BE APPLIED TO
,- .

I- HEARINGS. - FINALLY, THE COMMISSION Sil0ULD ACTIVELY.

MONITOR 1HE PROGRESS BEING MADE BY BOTH LICENSING

BOARDS AND Tile NRC STAFF IN BRINGING HEARING PROCESSES

TO EXPEDITIOUS CONCLUSIONS AND, ON A CASE BY CASE i

BASIS AS NECESSARY,= ISSUE APPROPRIATE GUIDANCE TO

! ENSURE SUCH EXPEDITIOUS CONCLUSIONS. CONTINUED

CONGRESSIONAL SCRUNTINY OF' THIS GOAL WILL BE AN.

IMPORTANT INGREDIENT FOR ITS FULFILLMENT.

|

0 IMABILITY OF NRC TO RECOVER IN A TIMELY MANNER FROM THE
,

HIATUS RESULTING FROM TMI-

WHILE 1HI HAS UNDOUBTEDLY PRODUCED MANY BENEFICIAL

CHANGES, NRC CONTINUES TO STRUGGLE WITil EXTRICATING

ITSELF FROM THIS EXTRAORDINARY REGULATORY SITUATION;

| MORE THAN 1W0 FULL YEARS SINCE TMI HAS PASSED. Tills

f IS NEITHER REASONABLE NOR BENEFICIAL. ONE KEY FACTOR ,

! CAUSING Tile ESSENTIALLY STAGNANT SITUATION IS THE

SHARPLY DIVERGENT VIEWPOINTS OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY
9

| COMMISSIONERS. WE URGE TilIS COMMITTEE TO ENCOURACE

|

|
| =

t

!
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; THE- ADMINISTRATION TO NOMINATE EXPEDITIOUSLY A STRONG

NRC CHAIRMAN WITH THE PROPER QUALIFICATIONS, 50 THAT A
.

COMMISSION ATTUNED TO THE MANDATES OF THE ATOMIC

ENERGY ACT AND THE NEEDS OF THE PUBLIC CAN REGAIN
' * CONTROL OF.THIS IMPORTANT REGULATORY PROCESS.-

OTHER PARTICULARLY USEFUL NEAR TERM ACTIONS SHOULD INCLUDE:. oL
- e ELIMINATION OF DIVERSIONS,0F COMMISSION ATTENTION FROM

i LICENSING MATTERS - NRC SHOULD BE RELIEVED OF

FUNCTIONS. SUCH AS EXPORT LICENSING. WHICH UNDULY

DETRACT FROM ITS PRIMARY MISSION OF LICENSING DOMESTIC

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.
.

e ENACTMENT OF INTERIM OPERATING AUTHORITT - AFTER-THE
,

ACRS AND NRC STAFF SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS
'

ARE COMPLETED, COMPLETED PLANTS SHOULD NOT BE

' PERMITTED TO STAND IDLE DUE TO EXTENSIVE HEARINGS

WHICH, HISTORICALLY, HAVE NOT PRODUCED MEANINGFUL,

ADDITIONAL SAFETY BENEFITS. THUS, LEGISLATION OF THE L,

FORM OF OLD SECTION 192 WOULD SEEM SUITABLE DURING THE

PERIOD WHEN NRC'S IMPROVING PROCEDURES STILL RESULTS
,

IN A LICENSING BACKLOG. CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN IN THE
'

DRAFTING OF SUCH NEW LEGISLATION TO FORMULATE CRITERIA

FOR INTERIM OPERATION WHICH ARE REALISTIC AND

FEASIBLE, 50 THAT UNLIKE SECTION 192 THE NEWi

PROVISION WOULD FIND READY USE.
,

-

$
4

i
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l
e- NULLIFY THE SHOLLY DECISION -- THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

.

COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT |
IRECENTLY HELD THAT NRC MUST HOLD A HEARING. IF

REQUESTED, PRIOR TO ISSUING AMENDMENTS TO OPERATING

LICENSES, EVEN IF IT DETERMINED THAT THE GRANTING OF .

THE AMENDMENT INVOLVED NO SIGNIFICANT RISK TO THE

PUBLIC. . THIS DECISION IS, WE BELIEVE, WRONG, AND
, ,

REVIEW BY THE SUPREME COURT IS BEING SOUGHT. HOW EVER ,

THIS WILL TAKE CONSIDERABLE TIME, AND THE COURT MAY

NOT AGREE 70 REVIEW THE CASE. 1HE RESULT IS THAT EVEN,

TRULY INSIGNIFICANT AMENDMENTS MAY BE THE SUBJECT OF

i. WASTEFUL ADJUDICATORY HEARING, RESULTING IN DELAYS IN

THE OPERATION OF COMPLETED PLANTS DESPITE THE LARGE,

>

ATTENDANT COSTS. LEGISLATION TO REMEDY THIS SITUATION

IS PROMPTLY NEEDED.

o PROGRESS TOWARDS A QUANTITATIVE SAFETY GOAL - PURSUANT

.TO CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTION, NRC IS WORKING ON A STUDY
'

AS A PREREQUISITE FOR MEANINGFUL ACTIVITY IN THIS

AREA. CONGRESS SHOULD KEEP THE PRESSURE ON S0 THAT

NUCLEAR REGULATIONS OF THE FUTURE AND THE REQUIREMENTS

PLACED ON OUR INDUSTRY, AND THUS INDIRECTLY ON THE
"

PUBLIC WE SERVE, CAN STEADILY EVOLVE TOWARDS GREATER

- RATIONALITY AND COST EFFECTIVENESS AS WELL AS TOWARDS

GREATER PUBLIC PROTECTION.

1 *

< .

i>
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I WHILE WE BELIEVE THAT THE ABOVE ACTIONS CAN IN TIME REDUCE

LICENSING DELAYS AND ,THE ENORMOUS WASTE RESULTING FROM SUCH

DELAYS, WE CONSIDER THAT A MUCH MORE FUNDAMENTAL QUESTION

SHOULD BE ADDRESSED BY NRC, DIE INDUSTRY AND THE CONGRESS.

- * THAT IS, DOES THE CURRENT HEARING PROCESS PROVIDE A SAFETY

BENEFIT E THE PUBLIC COMMENSURATE WIDI ITS COST, AND IF NOT,-

f WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT ITt

*;
'

CERTAINLY FOR A COMPLETED NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, WHERE COSTS FOR

j DELAY DUE TO THE HEARING PROCESS CAN EXCEED ONE MILLION DOLLARS
e

i

PER DAY, IT IS OUR JUDGEMENT THAT THE ACCURATE RESPONSE TO THE

FIRST PART OF THE QUESTION MUST BE: NO. MANY CONSIDER THE

HEARING PROCESS, AS PRESENTLY STRUCTURED, TO BE SOMEWHAT

COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE TO SAFETY, IN THAT IT REQUIRES THE DIVERSION

OF IMPORTANT NRC AND APPLICANT RESOURCES FROM SAFETY EFFECTIVE

ACTIVITIES TO SUCH ACTIVITIES AS PREPARING RESPONSES TO

REPETITIVE CONTENTIONS AND INTERROGATORIES. WHILE THE BENEFITS

| OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE PROCESS ARE NOT TO BE IGNORED,

IT IS ALSO APPARENT THAT MANY INTERVENORS ARE NOT ABLE, NOR DO4

THEY ATTEMPT TO UTILIZE THE HEARING PROCESS AS A MECHANISM TO

BRING ABOUT IMPROVEMENTS IN SAFETY. INTERVENORS RATHER VIEW

j THE PROCESS AS PROVIDING A FORUM FOR EXPOUNDING THEIR OWN VIEWS -

| ON DIE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER AND AS A HECHANISM TO BRING

ABOUT ENDLESS DELAYS IN PROJECT LICENSING. SUCH DELAYS
$

.

INEVITABLY INCREASE COST. DIEREFORE THE HEARING PROCESS CAN
.

O

I

i
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HAVE THE COMBINED UNDESIREABLE IMPACTS OF DETRACTING FROM PLANT

SAFETY UHILE INCREASING PLANT COST. THIS IS A FUNDAMENTAL

ISSUE WHICH BEARS MORE SCRUTINY AND CONSIDERATION THAN IT HAS

PREVIOUSLY SEEMED TO WARRANT.

.

THE LICENSING PROCESS SHOULD HELP RESULT IN SAFE,

. ENVIRONMENTALLY COMPATIBLE POWER PLANTS. IT SHOULD HAVE
e

PREDICTABLE, ACHIEVABLE CRITERIA SO THAT RATIONAL TIMETABLES

FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION CAN BE ACHIEVED. FINALLY, IT

SHOULD ENGENDER PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE PROCESS AND IN THE

SAFETY OF THE POWER PLANTS IT LICENSES. THE PRESENT HEARING

PROCESS IS NOT SUPPORTIVE OF THESE GOALS.

THUS CONGRESS MIGHT USEFULLY INSTRUCT NRC TO RECONSIDER

THOROUGHLY AND REPORT ON THE BENEFITS, SAFETY AND OTHERWISE,

ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRESENT HEARING PROCESS, WITH A VIEW TO A

POSSIBLE MAJOR REWORKING OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT'S LICENSING-

SCHEME. THE COMMISSION SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO CONSULT WITH

AFFECTED PARTIES IN FORMULATION OF ITS VIEWS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS. AIF WOULD CERTAINLY BE PLEASED TO BE OF

ASSISTANCE.

MR. CHAIRMAN. THANK YOU AGAIN FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT

THESE SUMMARY VIEWS, AND I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWElf IN

GREATER DETAIL ANY OF YOUR QUESTIONS. ,

.

m_.
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My nase is Ellyn Weiss. I am a partner in a Washington

it.w firm and have been General Counsel to the Union of

Concerned Scientists for three and half years. My other

clients include the Natural Resources Defense Council and a
*number of local or regional citizen groups around the country.

Prior to joining my firm, Harmon and Weiss, I was an Assistant

Attorney General in Massachusetts for five years. I havo ,

practiced before the NRC and in related judicial matters for

seven years. I wish to thank the Committee for inviting me

to testify today on the variety of measures which have been

proposed or suggested by NRC to expedite the licensing of

nzw nuclear power plants. I will emphasize five points

before you today:

1. The hearing procese is the single most fundamental
protection that the public has to ensure the thorough-
ness and competence of NRC review of nuclear power.

2. We have seen no convincing evidence that the pur-
ported " delays" in the licensing of new plants are
due significantly to public participation in the
licensing process, yet this is where the industry and
NRC choose to target their proposed reforms.

3. While we would agree that there is room for
improvement in the efficiency of licensing, the admin-
istrative measures proposed by NRC are counterpro-
ductive to that goal. We will propose alternatives.

4. Fermitting low-power operation before hearings are
concluded is not justified under the current circum-
stances.

e

D
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5. Most fundamentally, this Committee should under-
stand that if NRC " expedites" licensing by limiting
the ability of the public or its own licensing Boards
to pursue baric safety questions, there is a price
associated with that action; a price measured in
increased risk to the public health and safety. The
syrtem cannot ignore the views of its critics without

a paying that price. That is a clear, perhaps the
clearest institutional lesson of the accident at Three
Mile Island Unit 2.

The Committee's questions to me begin by asking my
4

opinion of the " impact of the projected delays in NRC issu-

ance of operating licenses." With your permission, I will

begin a step or two earlier in an effort to address some of

the unspoken premises caloring this debate which are re-

flected in that question and those which follow. In particu-

lar, the use of word " delay" -- defined in my dictionary as

to defer, postpone or procrastinate - connotes the unjustified

waste of time. In my opinion, this word has been chosen

carefully to suggest that all remains between applying for a

license to operate a nuclear plant and receiving that license

are a series of ritualized formalities which neither increase

nor assure the safety of reactors. The implication which

follows is that these formalities can be dispensed with or

cut back without affecting safety. I believe it would be

unwise and dangerous for this Committee to accept these pre-

mises, particularly in the af termath of the TMI accident.

It is appropriate at this point to quote a key conclu-

sion from the Report of the President's Commission on the,

Accident a*. Three Mile Island (p. 9):

.

e4-323 0-88-7
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After many years of operation of nuclear
power plants, with no evidence that any member
of the general public has been hurt, the be-
lief that nuclear power plants are sufficiently
safe grew into a conviction. One must recog-
nize this to understand why many key steps
that could have prevented the accident at Three
Mile Island were not taken. The commission is ,

convinced that this attitude must be changed
to one that says nuclear power is by its very
nature potentially dangerous, and, therefore,
one must continually question whether the safe-

6guards already in place are sufficient to pre-
vent major accidents.

The licensing process is, in fact, the primary means by

which the public may participate in raising important ques-

tions about reactor safety. Congress wisely recognized this

when it provided for public hearings on license applications.

It is my experience that the hearing process is the single
most fundamental protection which the public has in attempting

to ensure the thoroughness, competence, and integrity of the

NRC review of this inherently dangerous technology. The

recognition that their assertions will be submitted under oath
and subjected to the public scrutiny of a Licensing Board is

e powerful deterent to sloppy technical work and unsupported
conclusions. I would be the last to say that the MRC review

is perfect. There is no question in my mind, however, that

it would be far worse without the check of an open public

hearing process. The NRC review, the licensing process, and

public participation in it, are not expendable formalities
and the time required to accomplish them is not ' delay.' On ,

the contrary, it is a prudent investment in preventing future

TMI's or worse. Both the Kemeny Commission and the NRC's own
a

_ _ - - - _ _
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special inquiry group prescribed more attention to public par-

ticipation, not less.

Thus, I would define delay as that amount of time which

is not legit!nately necessary for thorough staf f review and

open and informed resolution of contested issues through the*

licensing process. Applying this definition to the issue

immediately raises a basic question which nas been avoided
,

by the nuclear industry. How much of the time now required

for staff review and public hearings is unrelated to the

resolution of safety (and environmental) issues?

I would suggest on this point that the dubious statis-

tics I have seen provided by NRC and the utilities regarding

so-called " slippage" in the projected operating dates for now

plants are virtually useless for answering this question.

Putting aside the self-serving and historically grossly in-

accurate nature of such projections, the point here is - hat

they do not tell you why the operating date has slipped nor

help you to design a meaningful remedy to time delay. Let us

assume that Plant X was completed on January 1, 1981, but

that it does not receive a license to operate until September,

1981. If those 9 months were required, for example, to obtain

from the Applicant the information necessary to determine

whether the facility complies with post-TMI licensing require-

ments or for the utility to design and implement an acceptable

emergency plan for the plant, I do not believe that this,

Committee would consider that time to be " delay." On the

other hand, if the 9 nonths were attributable to schedule
.

_____-
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conflicts among Licensing Board members or the lack of suffi-

cient staff resources to perform a competent review, that would

be delay. Moreover, if the latter were the case, the answer
would clearly be for this Committee to provide NRC the means

necessary to increase its staff so that it can perform its *

job expediticusly. The answer is not to tell it to do its
job less thoraughly. To this date, we have seen no convincing ,

evidence that a significant portion of the time required for

licensing new plants is not legitimately necessary to ensure

the safety of those plants.

I would agree, however, that there are inefficiencies

in the licensing process which NRC can and should address.

In my opinion, by far the single most significant ineffielency
is the length of time which now passes between the docketing

of an application for a license and the issuance by the NRC
of its basic review documents, the Safety Evaluation Report

and the Environmental Impact Statement.

Much of the argument I have seen about the length of the

licensing process rests on statistics built around the number
of months from the docketing of an application until the

receipt of a license. These overlook the fact that the docket-
ing of an application and the issuance of public notice of

opportunity for hearing are not particularly useful milestones;
they indicate very little about the readiness of a case to go
to hearing. This is due to two interrelated causes. First, e

operating license applications are now being filed by utilities
when plants are little more than half completed. Second, the .

issuance of the basic NRC staff review documents typically

w- _ _ _ _ -
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does not take place until months after the beginning of the

hearing process. I do not mean to suggest here that this

cchedule is due to staff laxness. The process of obtaining

basic information from applicants takes some period of times
*

it is by no means all contained in the original application

filed by the utilitly. Only after staff review is completed

end documented is a case genuinely ready to move towardso

h;aring. Consequently, a good deal of the discovery, con-

tcntion-drafting and prehearing time prior to that point is

wisteful and unnecessary 'in the long run. It diverts

limited staff and Licensing Board resources and thus slows

down the progress of other cases which should take priority.

We are convinced that if the Commission required the Staff

review documents to be completed at or near (within one month)

of the time of issuance of public notice of hearing, months

would be, saved in the everall length of the hearing process.

If NRC requires additional staff to perform this job, this

Committee should support that.

Significant additional savings would be gained by
#

requiring applicants to make all of their documents, analyses

and data related to the application public at the time of

filing the application, in much the same way as the NRC staf f

does in'its public Document Room. This would reduce the need

to file time-consuming interrogatories and document requests
* Knd tend to remove the incentives to evasiveness which pervade

tha discovery process. Finally, all parties should be required

to identify their witnesses early in the process, followed by,
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in whichcn NRC-sponsored set of depositions of all witnesses,

all parties would participate. Depositions are by far the most
sffective and least time-consuming of discovery tools. This

procedure would focus the issues for hearing, greatly obviate
'

the need for voluminous interrogatories and result in shorten-

ing the cross-examination in the hearing itself.
In summary, we propose the following: *

1. At the time of filing an application,
the applicant files all documentation,
analyses and data related to the applica-
tion in the NRC's Public Document Room.

2. The SFR and EIS are issued at the time
of, or within one month after the issuance
of public notice of opportunity for hearing.

3. All parties identify their witnesses
at an early date and NRC spo7 sors deposi-
tions of all witnesses.

In addition, we generally endorse the sort of administra-

tive measures suggested by the Chief Judge of the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board Panel contained in a memorandum

from Judge Cotter to the Commissioners dated March 5, 1981.

Judicious use of the techniques outlined therein, including

particularly settlement conferences, cross-examination plans,

combining rebuttal and surrebuttal testimonyi would do far

more to expedite hearings on ongoing cases than the proposals|

recently issued for comment by NRC.

Let me now consider those proposals, contained in an

|
NRC notice of rulemaking of March 13, 1981, whose stated pur-

'

! pose is to " expedite" the licensing process. I am frankly
astonished that the primary means chosen by the NRC for

*

accomplishing this goal is the total insulation of the NRC

- ____ __ __-- - ._-
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staff from prehearing discovery. From the perspective of one

who has been involved in many NRC cases, I can assure this

Committee that tne predictable result of protecting the Staff

from discovery will be to necessitato many days of needless
a cross-examination at hearings, interruption of hearings so that

parties can respond to " surprise" information or highly

tnchnical data produced at the hearing for the first time and,

tr.e wholesale recalling of staff witnesses to present testi-
mony responsive to the examination of Intervenors which was

not included in its original presentation.

The net result will not only be a lengthening of the

adjudicatory process, it will make for a rocord which is con-

fusing and disjointed, thus complicating the job of the
decisionmaker and lengthening the time required to reach

decis!ons. It is disingenuous to seek to justify this action
as the Commission has on the grounds that "most of the dis-

coverable information can ultimately be produced at the
'

hearing on cross-examination." Without pre-hearing discovery,
parties will not be in a position to know what information

exists or what questions should be asked to elicit that

information at the hearing. Much of the staff's analyses
are never referred to in the formal testimony or SER, which

are largely conclusory in nature. Moreover, without the

ability to review the technical information before the hearing,
effective cross-examination is virtually impossible on the,

complex issues whieb characterize tiRC hearings. Cross-

examination is not a meaningful substitute for discovery,
a
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as anyone who has ever litigated an NRC caso should honestly

edmit. ;

Taken as a whole, the effect of these amendments would

be to prevent Intervenors from posing written interrogatories
to the NRC staff, from taking the depositions of the NRC staff *

or from uncovering the documentation and underlying data used

by the staff except what may be obtainable through the Freedom ,

of Information Act. (It is worth noting that any savings of

personnel time needed to respond to interrogatories must be

offset against the additional time required to respond to FOIA

requests.) Although the proposed rulemaking document does

not indicate in what way this will make for expedited hearings,

we infer that the reasoning is that the staff is unable to

respond to discovery and prepare its review at the same time. )

There are several responses to this. First, of course, all

other parties, including Intervenors with far less resources
available than the staff, are required to engage in pretrial

discovery in the overall interest of an efficient, intelligent
hearing. While exempting one crucial party (the staff) from

discovery may make it easier for the staff to prepare for the

hearing, that does not mean that the adjudicatory process
|will be shortened by one day or made one jot more " efficient."

On the contrary, as we have noted above, hearings will cer-

tainly be longer and interrupted more frequently if this pro-
* * I

posal is adopted.

Second, it is far from established that the burden of

responding to interrogatories or depositions is substantial ,
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enough so that removing that burden would effectuate signi-

ficant change. Depositions in particular are not at all

time-consuming they typically take only one day of the staff

member's time, yet they are by far the most effective means
. of discovery available to Intervenors. Thus, abrogating the

Intervenors' right to take staff depositions cannot arguablyo

be justified as a t.me-saving measure even for the staff.*

Indeed, it is thic sort of proposal which raises fundamental

questions about the notivat ion of these " reforms."
Third, even if the staff could make a case that it has

insufficient resources to respond to discovery and perform

its review at the same time, these considerations would at

most extend up to the time that the SER is issued. After

that, the staff should certainly be in a position to disclose

the basis for its judgments without straining its resources.

If it cannot do so, this raises troubling and serious questions

about its competence.

Finally, it is questionable whether the agency may law-

fully abrogate in a blanket way a party's right to depose the

staff or to engage in any pretrial discovery against the

staff. See Recommendations and Reports of the Administrative

conference of the United States, Jan. 8, 1968, June 30, 1970

at p. 571: "[Plairness requires that private parties have

equal access to all relevant, unprivileged information at some
.

point prior to the hearing." (emphasis added) See also

Harvey Alumir um, Inc. v . tLL.R.A. , 335 P.2d 752-755 (9th Cir.

* 1964).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -
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Once again, the theme which implicitly underlies

both these proposals, as well as others to abolish the

authority of Licensing Boards to independently inquire

into safety issues for example, is that meaningful public
.

participation and thorough Licensing Board scrutiny are

expendable luxuries unrelated to safety. This is a falso

*
premise. Just a few examples of the type of safety issues

raised by the public and Boards will demonstrate the point.

Some time before the TMI-2 accident, intervenors in the

proceedings to license the Black Fox plant in Oklahoma

raised the issue that the failure of equipment classified

by NRC as not related to safety could cause serious accidents

and interfere with the ability of safety equipment to bring

tha plant to safe shutdown after an accident. Their con-

tention was disputed by the NRC and the Applicant, and

in fact reje ted by the Board on the ground that it postulated

incredible sequences of failures. Yet on March 28, 1979,

ths TMI-2 accident was begun and aggravated by a series of

failures in precisely such so-called non-safety equipment,

including the famous valve which stuck open. After the

accident, both the Kemeny Commission and NRC's Special

Inquiry Group identified as one of the key safety problema

demonstrated by the accident the lack of attention given

.

4
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by nuclear plant designers, operators and the NRC to

equipment it classified as unrelated to safety.II If
the Black Fox intervenors had been heeded, nuclear plants

would be safer today.

* For years prior to the TMI accident, intervenors,

including interested states, had sought through licensing

proceedings to force utilities and NRC to design evacuation,

plans for the populations surrounding nuclear plants. I

represented the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the

Seabrook case. Led by the Attorney General of New Hampshire,

we sought assurance that the close to 60,000 people who

pack the beaches adjacent to the Seabrook plant on a summer

day could be safely evacuated if necessary. The response

from the NRC was that evacuation would never be necessary,

hence our concern was misplaced. As you know, TMI has

changed all thats evacuation plans for at least a 10-mile

radius are now supposed to be required prior to licensing.

However, Seabrook is now well on the way to completion

and the states of Massachusetts and New Hampshire still

have no assurance that their citizens can be protected.

If the intervenors in Seabrook had been heeded, evacuation

plans might have existed in Pennsylvania at the time of

the TMI accident, averting much of the chaos and traumatic

!* Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at
Three Mile Islan'd, p.52-53.

e
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confusion which attended that accident.

Lastly, I ask you to consider a case that is going on

right now involving the McGuire plant owned by Duke Power.

You may have heard that the licensing of that plant has

been delayed, but have you learned why? The McGuire plant *

is one of a very few in this country designed with an ice-

condenser system and a thin containment. If an accident no ,

more sevene than THI occurred at that plant, involving ignition

of the same amount of hydrogen mixed with oxygen as was

generated at TMI, the design pressure of that containment

would be exceeded, raising the possibility of rupture and

release of radioactivity into the environment. This is

the issue that has been raised by the intervenor in that

proceeding and is presently being considered by the Board.

.I do not mean to suggest to this Committee that the

technical issues involved are open-and-shut. Both sides

have a point of view. I do suggest that there can be no

serious dispute that the issue is an extremely important

one and that it should be fully resolved before that

plant goes into operation.

The authority of Licensing Boards to raise issues

independently is also very important. Each Licensing Board
I

:ontains two technical members, one trained in engineering i

and the other in environmental sciences. They are there

.

&
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out of recognition that it is the Board's duty to do more

than umpire a game between parties. If the Board members

learn of significant safety issues which have been ignored

or mistreated, I cannot believe that this Committee would

a
recommend that they turn a blind eye.

The NRC has proposed to you a draft bill to amend the

Atomic Energy Act to permit testing at 5% power before*

hearings have been conducted, much less completed, if

such action is deemed by the Commission to be "in the

public interest." The Commission's discretion is to be
virtually without limit, since no standards whatever are

offered in the legislation to define the "public interest",

although the accompanying analysis provided by the Commission

states that the public interest finding will be based

solely on a consideration of costs. This bill would reverse

25 years of AEC and NRC policy that safety is not to be

compromised by financial considerations. It is not needed
and it is an extremely unwise precedent.

This bill in its sweep and lack of standards should

be compared against the amendment which Congress passed in

1972 when the nation was faced with a genuine emergency

caused by the Arab oil embargo. Congress provided in Pub.L.

92-307, 86 Stat. 191, that for an 18-month period of time,

e
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operating licenses could be granted prior to the completion

of hearings if 1) ACRS review was complete 2) the staff

SER and EIS were complete and the commission could find that

the public health and safety were protected and that oper-
.

ation of the plant was " essential toward ensuring" an

adequate supply of power.

That bill represented a balanced and responsible -

approach to a true national problem. No such problem

exists today, yet the Commission seeks to short-circuit

the licensing process on economic ground alone without

even a modicum of the protection afforded by Congress

in 1972.

We realize that the proposed bill would only permit

operation to 5% power. However, once the reactor goes

critical and the plant passes into the operational phase,

changes become more difficult to make.I/ However, the

most dangerous and objectionable aspect of this proposed

bill is that, for the first time, it gives NRC unfettered

discretion to consider economics first and safety after.

I also urge this comnittee not to be stampeded

by untested assertions that billions of dollars will be

lost due to delays in licensing. There are two points

that must be kept clearly in mind. The first is that

/ Subcritical testing and fuel loading take the bulk oE~the*

time; ascension to 5% power produces insufficient time-
saving advantages to justify the action.

e
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most of these claims are based on projections of completion

of construction. These projections are historically

highly unreliable, due primarily to slippages in construction

schedules. This is clearly documented in information

provided by the NRC in response to questions posed by,

tha Subcommittee on Energy end Environment of the House

Interior Committee. Both NRC and the utilities
.

compared their projected completion dates as calculated

in 197R with their best current projections today for

the same plants. The difference in projections ranged

up to 45 months by the utility's reckoning. By far the

majority of this change was simply due to construction

delays er voluntary changes in construction priorities by

the utilities. Today's projections are fraught with the

same uncertainties. There is no question in my mind

that many of the months now calculated by the industry

to be post-construction but pre-licensing will *. urn out

to be pre-construction months. For these montha, added

consumer cost cannot be attributed to the licensing process.

Second, it is our understanding that calculations

have been made purporting to show the gross cost to the

ratepayer of each month of idle capacity. Although we

have been unable to obtain copies of these calculations,

o

e
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we understand that approximately 2/3 of the cost or some

41.6 billion is attributed to extra interest charges

necessary to carry the construction debt for the additional

time required until the plant is placed into the rate

base. Such figures can be extremely deceptive because ,

they do not appear to account for the fact that the increase

in capital cost due to higher interest charges is largely
.

offset by the fact that the ratepayers will not pay for

the plant during the period that it is awaiting a license

to operate. Let me offer a simplified illustration from

the ratepayer's standpoint. Assume that Plant X, costing

$1 billion, is completed in January, 1981 but does not

go into operation or into the rate base until January,

1982. The ratepayer pays nothing for Plant X in 1981.

The utility however, needs additional funds - let us assume

$100 million - to cover the added cost of financing its

construction debt. Therefore, the plant will be capitalized

in the rate base at a value of $1.1 billion in 1982. The

ratepayer will pay off some percentage of that cost each

year for the 30 years starting in 1982. However, this

would largely, perhaps even entirely, be offset against

the benefit in current dollars which he gained in 1981

from having to pay no part of the cost of the plant. It

*

h
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must be noted that the extra dollars in the consumers

pocket 4r 1981 must also be compounded over 30 years to

make a reasonable economic comparison. This example

illustrates the crucial point that the cost of the licensing

process to the consumer can be and in my opinion has,

been seriously exaggerated.

In closing, I thank the Committee again for inviting
.

me to testify before you today. The final thought that I

would like to leave you with is a simple one, but one that

can be overlooked in the debate over " expediting" the

licensing process. As I discussed earlier, there are

methods which NRC can and should use to make licensing

more efficient. We do not sanction delay for delay's

sake and we would fully support this Committee in encouraging

the measures we and others have suggested and in socing

that NRC is provided the manpower and technical resources

to do its job well and expeditiously. However, proposals
to speed licensing which focus on curtailing the public's

ability to raise and pursue safety and environmental

issues carry a serious price. They can be adopted only

at the risk that the issues not raised and not resolved
will lead to the next TMI.

e
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Good afternoon. I as Jay 511 berg, a partner in the law

firm of Shaw, JPittman, Potts & Trowbridge here in Washington,
D.' C.

i ,

Among other clients, my law fire represents some twenty -
electric utility companies with nuclear power plants in

k: operation or under construction. In addition to other ac-.

| i tivities,.we represent these utilities in federal and state
. regulatory and licensing proceedings as wel'1 as in' court cases.

. Three' of these utilities are Metropolitan Edison Company,

|. , Jersey Central Power & Light Company, and Penns' lvania Electricy
-

i| Company, the co-owners of the Three Mile Island Nuclear. '

. .

Station. On their behalf, we have been participating in Sholly

( v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.1
(
.

The November 19, 1980 decision of the U. 's. Court of |

| Appeals for ' the District of Columbia circuit in Sholly

overturned twenty years of consistent administrative practice e
i

by the NRC and its predecessor agency, the Atomic Energy
- Commission. Since 1962, when Congress amended section 189.a of ..

e

i

t & Sholly v. United States Nuclear Regulatory
| Commission, - F.2d , No . 80 -16 91
| (D. C. Cir. T9so).
\.
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' the Atomic Energy Act to reduce the number of hearings which

the ABC was required to hold,2 the Commission has consistently

esercised its discretion to issue amendments to reactor

., , operating licenses without prior notice and without prior
* bearing where it has determined that the amendment had, in the

,

language of the statute, 'no significant hazards considera-

tion." - The Sholly decision held that Section 189.a requires
,

MRC to hold a hearing prior to issuing a license amendment

whenever an interested party requests one, even if the
,

Commission has properly determined that the amendment involves

no .significant hazards consideration. This ruling was not,

however without its critics on the court. Four of the eleven

sitting judges oA the D. C. Circuit sharply dissented f rom the

Sholly decision, charging that it * ignored logic", ' distorted

the legislative history', and ' eviscerated the Congressional"

mandate'.3 According to these judges:'

i

The panel's interpretation of Section 189(a),
taken as a whole, renders it virtually
impossible for the NRC f aithfully to follow

the Laplicit cor-gressional directives found
in that sectior .

2 Pub. L. 87-615, 76 Stat. 409 (1962).1

3 Sholly v. United States Nuclear Regulatory,

Commission, Statement on Denial of Rehearing
En Sanc (March 4, 1981) (Judges Taan, MacKinnon,
Robb and Wilkey).

slip op. at 11.,'' 4 Id2,

i -
-2-
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I would request that a copy of the Court's decision and the

Ctatement by the four judges be included in the record of this

proc eeding .

While the Sholly case purported to decide a number of *

interesting issues (including soms which were not even briefed

by the parties),5 the most important immediate impact of the
,

: decision--should it go into e'ffect--is that it could result in

lengthy and costly hearings precipitated by a simple request

and having the potential for shutting down many of the nuclear

gewer reactors now operating in this, country. These shut downs
could easily last for nine months or more. The economic Lapact

of these shut downs on utilities and their customers would be

dramatic--typical costs for replacing the power generated by a

nuclear plant range between $250,000 to $500,000 per day.'
'

over nine months, this would amount to $67.5 to $135 million.

Equally significant would be the ef fect on oil imports. In

- some parts of the country-particularly the

5 For example, the Court decided that patitioners
in Sholly had requested a hearing notwithstanding
the fact tha t this issue "was not argued by the
parties." Slip op. at 19, fn. 25.

6 Affidavit of . Roger S. Boyd, dated December 3,
1580, attached as Exhibit A to Metropolitan

. Edison Company's Petition for Rehearing and
Suggestion for Rehearing En Banc (December 3, 1980)
( * Boyd Af f .") , p. 14. Mr . Boyd is a forme r Dir ec to r
of NRC's Division of Project Management, with,

18 years experience in the NRC and AEC licensing'

process.j ,

-3-
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Northeast-replacement puwer comes in large part from imported

oil--abo ut 30,000 barrels each day for a 1000 megawatt nuclear

plant.7

How could a license amendment which does not involve,

significant hazards consideration bring about the shutdown of a

nuclear power plant? To understand this, some background in

*
NRC licensing practices is helpful. An NRC license typically

includes a number of license conditions. It also includes what
are known as Technical Specifications. For current plants,

these are some 400 pages of very detailed technical require-

ments,' including plant design features, safety limits, safety

system settings, limiting conditions for operation, surveil-

lance req sirements, environmental technical specifications, and

administrative controls.8

Because they are so detailed, Technical Specifications and

other license provisions aust frequently be modified. All of

these amendments require NRC approval. As of last December,

there were some 750 to 800 license amendment actions pending

before NRC. Many of these would be expected to be approved

based upon a no significant hazards consideration finding.

7 Boyd Aff., p. 14.

8 Boyd Aff., p. 2; NRC Motion to Stay Issuance of
Mandate (December 10, 1980) (*NRC Stay Motion"),
pp. 3-4.

+
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Over the past 4 years, NRC issued 1500 to 1600 license

amendments involving no significant hazards considerations.8

While most of these license amendments are not needed for

continued plant operativi, some are. The NRC has estimated
9

What if license amendae s,' involving no significant hazards
considerations are not issued in a timely manner , over the next

few months some twenty nuclear power plants would either have *

to shut down or operate at reduced power levels.10 g gypgg,g

case alght involve a reactor's annual refueling. In many

cases, ainor adjustments need to be made in the Technical

Specifications to reflect the characteristics of the new f uel.

Even though these changes may meet the tests used by the NRC to

determine whether there are significant hazards considerations,

i.e.

-- is there significant new safety informa-

tion not previously considered;

-- is there a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an

accident

-- is there a significant decrease of a

11safety margins

9 Boyd Aff., pp. 3 NRC Stay Motion, p.2.

'10 NRC Stay Motion, pp. 2-3.

11 Boyd Aff., p. 3.

e
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a license amendment is still required. If that amendment is

d: layed because of a hearing, the plant cannot be ref ueled and

it remains shut down.

*
I would request that two documents which set for th many of

these facts be included in the record of this hear ing--first

the December 3, 1980 Af fidavit of Roger Boyd which was part of,

Metropolitan Edison's Petition for Rehearing to the Court of

Appeals. And second , the NRC's Motion to Stay Issuance of

Mandate, filed with the Court of Appeals on December 10, 1980.

Getting to the substance of the issue presented by the

Sholly decision, I do not think that this hearing is the proper

forum to argue whether the Court of Appeals was right or wrong .

That question will be presented to--and we hope decided by--the

U. S. Supreme Court. Suffice it to say that it is our opinion

tha t the Court of Appeals misinterpretted the intent of Con-

gress and ignored the Commission's consistent interpretation

over almost twenty years of its governing statute. The Co ur t's

opinion quo tes--and then ignores--the legislative history which

ctates that the 1962 amendment adding the 'no significant

hazards consideration" lang uag e

in no way llaits the right of an interested
party to intervene and request a hearing [and
these are the key words] at some later
stage.. 12

e

12 Sholly v. CSNRC, slip op. at 19 (emphasis added).

o -6-
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The policy issue whirn this Committee should consider is

whether the NRC should be able to issue license amendments

having no significant hasards consideration eithout a prior

hearing. ~ Let me focus on two questions

e
.

1. Are more hearings in and of themselves a
good . thing? and:

2. Should Congress allow the technical -
~

*

. staff of the Commission to apply its
expertise to determine whether some
activities are suf ficiently routine that
they may be allowed to proceed without a
prior public hearing?

~

As to the issue of more hearings, there can be no argument

that evidentiary. hearings and . their associated trappings can

take significant periods of time. The Commission's request to

Congress last week for authority to issue. low power operating

licenses while hearings are still underway is ample testimony
that NRC hearings tend to be prolonged.13 It.is difficult to
conceive of a hearing being completed in less- than nine months

citer the request is made, even if the issue is a fairly narrow

ene.14 Certainly where a license amendment it needed quickly

13 NRC Press Release bo. 81-46, "NRC Proposes Interia
Licensing Legislation" (March 19, 1981).

14 The kRC's recently proposed amendments to its
rules of practice use eight months as the goal
- for the period of time . from the issuance of the
last Staf f document to the initial decision
in an operating license proceeding. 46 Fed . Reg .
17216 (March 18, 1981). That eight month period
excludes most of the prehearing procedures. '

-7-
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and can not be applied for far in advance--as is of ten the case
with amendments needed for refueling--a hearing would force the

reactor out of operation.

The"NRC is already having dif ficulty staf fing its esisting
e

hearing load.15 There are shortages of Staff lawyers and

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board members. More hearings will

only aske matters worse. Bearings on matters of no safety*

significance will necessarily detract Staff ef forts f roa
matters which do have safety significance. While it is

1sponsible to predict how many hearings alght result each year
from the Sholly decision, there is no reason to believe that
the number would not be significant. I would espect this to be

tne case even though there were few requests for hearings on no

significant hazard consideration amendments before 5 holly.

Should the sholly decision go into ef fect, the word will soon

go out that there is now an easy way to shut reactors down.

mile some might welcome the idea that more hearings would

further delay NRC licensing or cause plant shutdowns, I do not
,

believe that this result is in anyone's best interests. It is

certainly not a result which Congress could have intemted in
1962 or should intend today.

15 S_ee letter from Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman,
NRC, to sonorable George H. W. Bush, President
of the Senate (March 18, 1981) transmitting
proposed legislation for interia licensing.

,
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Nor is there any evidence that prior hearings on the kind
of marrow technical issues involved -in no significant hazards

amendments are likely to produce useful results. What are

involved are specific technical matters--such as adjustments to

. masimum average planar linear heat generation rate, changes to
e

minimum critical power ratio, and variations in moderator
coefficients.16

a

seatings with all the judicial trappings are not necessar-
11y the best way to reach decisions on highly technical issues.

Despite a lawyer's natural inclination to think that his or her
s' kills are crucial to the search for the truth--as it may

~

arguably be in personal injury litigation or criminal

cases--there is a much smaller likelihood dhat this is the case
where purely technical questions are involved.II And where the

issues involve 'no significant hazards conalderation", there is
Owen less of a chance that a hearing would serve a useful
purpose.

It is perhaps ironic that the issue of prior hearings for
this category of license amor.dments arose in the content of the
Crypton venting at TMI. That activity had perhaps more public

36 See NRC Stay Motion, p. 43 Boyd Aff., pp. 4-$.
17' see International sarvestor Co. v. Buckelshaus,

478 F.2d 615,631 (D. C..Cir. 1973).

e
-9-
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comment and input tha't any other license amendment the

.Commisalon has ever issued. MRC published a draf t environmen-

tal assessment and solicited public comments.l' ' Some 800

written comments were received." NRC held public meetings and

', met with citisens groups. .It consulted or received comments -

from six federal agencies, the Commonwealth of Per.nsylvania,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the National Council on
et

Radiation Protection and Measurements and the Union of

Concerned Scientists.18 NRC then issued 'a final environmental
20assessment and considered it in two public meetings and a

meeting with the Advisory Coenittee on Reactor Safeguards. All
I this occurred before the orders which led to the Sholly -

decision were issued. It is hard to imagine what additional

public participation-was necessary.

Even in a more typical case, the absence of a prior

. bearing does not foreclose public input. Our position has not

been that Section 189.a prohibits hearings on no significant

hasards consideration amendments--only that it authorizes those

i

18. NUREG-0662, Draf t Environmental Assessment for the
Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2
' Reactor Building Atmosphere (March 1980):
45 Fed. Reg. 20265 (March 27,1980).

19 NUREG-0 662, Final Environmental Assessment for
Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2
Reactor Building Atmosphere (May,1980), vol. II.

20 & , vol. I.,

e
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amendments to be made ef fective before a hearing. Most of

these amendments ere reversible. A surveillance interval which -
bas been shortened can be lengthened. A calculational tech- I

. nique which is modified can be returned to its original form.

.

For these amendments, a bearing which takes place af ter the .

license amendment is ef fective would be more than adequate.

Even for the (sceptional, irreversible amendment like the TMI
i

.
v nting, an af ter-the-fact hearing would let the NRC Staf f know

that an outside party was looking over its shoulder.

Other methods besides prior hearings are available for

providing input on license amendments involving no significant '

htzards considerations. Of course, the application for the

amendment and the Staff's disposition are all on the public
j r: cord. Interested persons can communicate their comatnts to

the Staf f; they can file requests for orders to show cause 21

they can seek reconsideration from the Commissions and they can
ack the courts for inj unctive relief.22;

|

-_.

1
i 21 10 C.F.R. $2.206. Denial of requests for

orders to show cause are judicially reviewable.
M , e .g . , Porter County Chapter of
Izaak walton League o f Amer ica, Inc. v.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 606 F.2d 1363
(D. C. Cir. 1979).

22 The Sholly petitioners sought to stop the
krypton venting at TMI by filing for injunctive
relief in the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit as well as the D. C. Circuit.
These attespts were denied.

.
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I think that we must reasonably conclude that additional

hearings on these types of amendments are not necessarily

desirable as an end in itself.

'

,- The second question which I posed is whether Congress

ought to allow the technical expertise of the NRC to determine |

that some amendments can he made lamediately ef fective notwith-

"
standing a request for a bearing. Congress has charged the NRC

with responsibility for regulating the nuclear power

ind us tr y. 23 The NRC Staf f routinely oversees the highly -

technical questions surrounding the design, construction and

operation of power reactors. The Commission has shut plants

down when it felt that safety so required.24 It has ordered

design changes and procedural modifications.II This is not to

say that NRC is free from criticism in the way that it has

carried out its mandate.26 But these criticisas hardly justify
the creation of a " shadow * NRC Staff to duplicate the Staf f's

,.

work.

23 See Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, secs.
IUT(f) , 203(b) , 42 U.S.C. 555841(f), 5843(b).

'

24 533T,g. , Order to Show Cause, NRC Docket No.
See e.

44 red . Reg . 16505 ( Mar ch 19, 1979).

25 See , e.g. , ceder for nodification of License ,
5RC Docket ho. 50-321, 46 red. Reg. 9279 (January I
28, 1981) (modification to BWR containment system) .

26 See, e.g., Report of The President's Coa-
mission on the Accident at Three Mile Island
(1979)s Nuclear Regulatory Commission Special

e Inquiry Group, Three Mile Island s A Repor t to the
Commissioners and to the Public (January, 1980).

-12-.
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.
* If the NRC can not be relied upon to categorise those

license amendments which raise significant safety questions

from those which do not, then there is no basis for respecting

the NRC's judgments on any questions involving the public

health and safety. I know that some would argue that the
e

Commission's technical expertise should not be trusted. These

individuals can rattle off a laundry list of accidents,
ebnormal occurrences, and the like. Nonetheless, when the *

tctual record of the nuclear power industry is examined and

compared with the alternatives 27 (or indeed with any other

technology), the end result of the NRC's technical judgment is
s

difficult to criticine.

With this review of the impact of sbolly and the under-

lying policy issues, there can be no question that the decision

thould be reversed. But is legislation appropriate? Since the

Court purported to interpret what Congress intended in 1962, it

is certainly appropriate for the Congress to correct the

Court's conclusion.

If legislation is called for, what should that legislation
1

say? The NRC has proposed a bill to Congress which would

reverse sho11y.28 The operative language would simply add a

27 See, committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy
Systems (CONAES) of the National Research Council,
Energy in Tra.sition, 1985-2010 (1979).

o
28 Letter from Joseph M. Bendrie, Chairman, NRC,

to Honorable Alan Simpson, Chairman Subcomm.
'

(continued next page)
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new sentence to Section 189.a authorizing the Commission to

1: sue and make insediately ef fective a license on a no signifi-

cant hazards determination, notwithstanding the pendency before

it of a hearing request. This language would make it clear

'd that no prior hearing was required, but would allow for

- hearings af ter license issuance. This language is reasonably

straightforward and would accomplish its purpose.

The NRC's proposed legislative would also add a second new

ctatence to Section 189.a which in NRC's view would clarif y

that Section 189.a does not limit NRC's authority to take

immediate action where necessary to protect the public health,

cctety and interest. It is not clear that any such clarifica-

tion is necessary. The NRC has told the Court of Appeals that

it does not interpre t the sholly decision as interfering which

its authority to act when the public health, safety and

inter est requires.II I would agree with the NRC that this is

(continued)
on Nuclear Regulation, Senate Cona . on Envi-
consent and Public Wor ks. (March 11, 1981).

29 In a December 10, 1980 filing with the C. C.
Circuit, the Commission discussed its

authority to issue immedia* sly ef f ective
orders where the public he alth, safety
and interest so requires. We do not read
the Court's decision as restricting that
authority or the Commission's rulemaking
authority.

Motion to Stay Issuance of Mandate, p.2.,

-14-
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the proper reading of Sholly. If that is t. hase, the second

sentence is not needed.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today,
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The Honorable Alan K. Simpson
Chairr.an, Subcommittee on

Nuclear Regulation
Corsnittee on Environment and

Public Works
United States Senate
washington, D. C. 20510

Ret Sholly v. NRC

Dear Senator Simpson

In respr.inse to your letter of April 1,1981. I would
first like to thank you for the opWrtunity to testify
before the Subcosur.ittee at the March 25, 1981 hearing. Your
interest and concern with the very important issues raised
by the Sho11y case are greatly appreciated.

Your letter poses key questions concerning the Sholly
decision. I will attempt to answer each one.

'1. On the average, how long will it take from'the
time such a hearing is requested until issuance by'
the hearing officer of a final decision?

G
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In my prepared testimony (p. 7), I estimated that it
would be difficult to complete a hearing on a license amend- *ment in less than nine months. As I noted, the NRC has
described a schedule for the final stages of an operating
license hearing which covers 240 days from publication of
the final supplement of the Staff's safety Evaluation Report
to a Licensing Beard decision. 46 red. Reg. 17216 (March
18, 1981). It most be borne in mind that this purports to a

be an expedited schedule and that nost of the early stages
of the hearing process are not included. I have developed
the following schedule for a hearing on an operatinq license
anendment which I consider quite optimistic.

Tvent Time Flapsed

1. Filing of petition 0
2. Filing of answers to petition

by utility and ERC Staff 20
3. Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board appointed 25
4. ASLS order on petition 45
5. Prehearing conference 75
6. Prehearing conference order 90
7. Discovery

a. Pequests filed 110
b. Answers filed 130

8. Testinony filed 160
9. Start hearing 175
10. Conclude hearing 180
11. Prcposed findings

a. licensee 200
b. inte rvenor 210
c. ERC Staff 220
d. Licensee's reply findings 230

12. Initial Decision 260

This schedule only has five days for hearings and does not
allow time for any delatory tactics by intervenors, schedule
conflicts, discovery disputes, or similar problers which
have prolonged hearings in the past.

2. Would such a decision be subject to appeal to the
Cerrission? If so, how much additional time would
the appeal process add?

Any decision authorizing the amendment of a license is
appealable under NRC regulations. These appeals are generally
to the Atamic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, although

e
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the Comnission regulations can be read as allowing the
e Commission to hear the appeal directly. These appeals would

not ordinarily stay the issuance of the license amendment.
Under $2.764 of the Commission's rules, decisions authorizing
operating license amendments are immediately effective
unless good cause i , shown. The Commission's suspension of
the immediate effectiveness rule (Appendix B to 10 CFR Part'
2) does not apply to operating license anendment proceedings.

3. Does the Sholly decision require the NRC to pub-
lish notice of "no significant hazards consideration *
license amendments? If so, how much additional
time would this add to the hearing process? If
not, should notice be required?

The Fholly decision does not explicitly require that
NRC publish prior notice of "no significant hazards considera-
tion" license amendments. The decision clearly points out
that the fourth sentence of Section 189.a of the Atomic
Energy Act explicitly dispensed with the prior notice require-
ment for such amendments. However, the decision alludes to
the possibility that some notice might be required notwith-
standing the clear statutory language.

As the NRC conceded at oral argument,
there may be some type of notice re-
quirement -- although perhaps not 30
days' notice and publication in the
Federal Register -- implicit in the
opportunity to seek judicial review
of determinations of "no significant
hazards consideration." Moreover,
our decision today does not reach
the question of whether some notice
of the NRC's intention to amend a
license is required under the due
process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment or the Administrative
Procedure Act notwithstanding a
finding of "no significant hazards
consideration."

Slip op. at 16, fn. 20.

The four members of court who dissented from the denial
of rehearing en bane rightly criticized this decision-by-
innuendo.

e
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4'

If the panel meant.to imply by this
tantalizing suggestion that notice e
and publication were in tact con ."<
.stitutionally required in this case,.

- we believe it should have made that
. point explicitly so that that find-
inq could properly have been the

,
subject of further review.

.

This repeated evasive tactic
' by some panels of this court has
not gone unnoticed . . ..

I-
;- statement on Denial of Rehearing En Banc, slip op, at 12,
; fn. 9.
!. - .-

:If notice were required, this would extend the hearing
process by whatever period of time was mandated for notice.t

I

("
.

As for the question of whether notice should be required.
|^ I fully support the clear direction of Congress in 1962 when
L - it added the fourth sentence of Section 189.a. For this
js category of license amendments,. involving no substantial
-

-safety issues, there is no rational basis for requiring
either notice or prior opportunity for hearing.

4. What NRC actions, other than direct amendment of a
license, constitute a "significant change in the
operation of a nuclear facility."

. It is not at all clear What the Court had in mind when
it stated that -

Congress apparently contemplated that
interested parties would be able to,

!- intervene before any significant change
in the operation of a nuclear facility.

*i. Slip op. . at 23. As in the case of tho' issue raised by the
" .- previous question, the sho11y panel has, in the words of the

h four dissenting judges, left us with another 'tantalisingi-

|
suggestion.'

'It is clear that the NRC is continually requesting
' licensees to mnke changes affecting the operation of their
' nuclear facilities. ' These changes include hardware modifica-
- tions, procedural changes, new analy,ses, and additional

e
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surveillance requirements. The requests come in many forms --

D'.
new regulations, orders, bulletins from the Division of
Inspection and Enforcement, and letters from the Division of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. If the requests to all operating
reactors are totalled, there are certainly many hundreds of
these changes each year. These is, of course, ao way to
predict which of these changes a court might deem significant.

4 However, it would not be surprising if a court such as that
which decided Shelly would set a very low threshhold for
this determination, thus maximizing the number of hearings.

5. To what extent, if anr, does the court's decision
also affect the NRC's authority to issue immediately
effective amendnents or orders which can be justi-
fied on public health and safety or cormon defense
and security grounds? (i.e., the NRC's emergency
powers).

The NRC's authority to take immediately ef fective
action where required to protect the public health, safety
and interest is based not on Section 189.a of the Atomic
Energy Act, but on Section 9(c) of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 5558(c). This authority is codified in
NRC rules. 10 CFR 552.202, 2.204. Since the Sholly decision
did not purport to examine NRC's authority under the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act er under these regulations, NRC's
emergency powers are not affected by that decision. As
pointed out in my testimony (p. 14 and fn. 29), the NRC told
the Court of Appeals in its December 10, 1980 Motion to Stay
issuance of Mandate, that it did not read the decision as
restricting the Commission's authority to issue immediately
effective orders where the public health, safety and interest
so requires.

6. What sort of " expression of interest * would be
suf ficient to constitute a request for a hearing?

As in the case of several of the previsus questions, we
are left to perale over cryptic language in the sholly
decision. When read by itself, the Sholly language seems to
suggest that ' expressions of interest", not a very rigorous
requirement, are enough to convene a hearing.

In Brooks v. Atomic Fnergy Comn'n,
476 F.2d 924, 926 (D.C. Cir. 1973)
(per curiam), this court held that

4
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expressions of interest may be sut-
ficient to constitute a request for

*a hearing.

Sholly slip op. at 19, fn. 25. In fact, the Brooks decision
did not adopt any such standard. The only language in
Brooks which seems to relate to this statement in Sholly is
that the Brooks ' petitioners had already formally expressed a
their interest in the continuation or modification of the
construction permit by requesting intervention in the section
C [to 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix D] proceedings . . ..' 476
F.2d at 927 (emphasis added). The Brooks petitioners "forrally
expressed their interest" when they

filed a timely response to this
. notice [of opportunity for hearing]
requesting leave to intervene, and
an opportunity for hearing, with
respect to both the continuation,
rodification, or termination of the
construction permits and the issu-
ance of the facility operating
licenses.

476 F.2d at 925-26. In other words, the " expression of
interest" in Brooks was no less than a routine request for
hearing submitted in response to a routine notice of opportunity
for hearing. Thus, the Fholly decision seems to be trying
to create new procedural rules by misreading the Brooks
decision.

If ' expressions of interest" are intended to reach any
showing of " continued interest in -- and opposition to --
the actions of the MRC" relating to a particular facility,
Shelly, slip op, at 19, fn. 25, then virtually anything can
constitute a request for a hearing. As the four dissenters
pointed out,

By finding such facts to constitute
a hearing request, the ter curiam
opinion has virtually read out of
the statute the requirement that a
hearing be requested.

Statement on Denial of Rehearing En Banc, slip op. at 10-11.

e
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At the very least, the Sholly decision's language, on a
natter which the court admitted "was not argued by the

O parties', slip op, at 19, fn. 25, raises questions about
existing Commission requirements. The langusoe is all the
core puzzling since it is at odds with an earlier decision
by the Court of Appeals, RPI v. Atenic Pncrgy Ccenission,
502 F.2d 424 (D.C. Cir. 1774), a decision which Sholly did

s not even cite. In BPI, the court interpreted Section 183.a
as permitting the CEEEission to specify what a " request" for
a hearing must include. The Sholly language simply ignored
the well-reasoned holding in EPI.

While legislative correction nay not be recuired of the
dictum in Sholly that continued interest in and opposition
to a facility constitutes a request for hearing, especially
in view of the explicit holding in BPI, it would not be

-

inappropriate for Congress to point out that the DPI inter-
protation is the appropriate reading of Section llTTa.

7. To what extent, if any, will the Sholly decision
affect those extraordinary situations, such as the
TMI-2 cleanup, where the degree of NRC involvement,
particularly in the area of approving actions to be
taken, is much greater?

It is highly likely that the Fholly decision would have
a major impact on the TMI-2 cleanup and will result in
further delaying its completion. In large part this is due
to the very detailed Technical Specificati-ns which now
govern activities at TMI-2. FURFG-0432, '?see Mile Island
nuclear Station Unit 2 Technical specifica* tons, Appendix
"A" These requirerents: issued in Februa y 1980, were
obviously written before the details of the TMI-2 recovery
program were known. And they will certai*, need to be
modified during the course of the recoves o efforts. Even
though recovery cperations are still at s; early stage, the
TMI-2 license and the Technical Specifica. tons have already
been amended a number of times since thes aew Tewanical
Specifications were issued. Other amer 3nant recuests are
pending. It is anticipated that many af the changes which
will be needed in the future, like tbase already issued,
will be accompanied by "no sienificent hszards consider-
ation" findings. See, e.g., Notice of Issuance of Amendment
to Facility Operating License, 46 /ed. fieg , 11747 (February
10, 1981) (reservation of waste water tankage for TMI-2
rather than TMI-1) .
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We would assume that hearings would be requested on at
least some of these changes. In this connection, it is ,

worth noting that four separate hearing requests were filed
in connection with the adoption of the February, 1990 Tech-
nical Specifications. Any hearing would necessarily delay
the effectiveness of an amendment. And amendments will
certainly be needed at nany points during the cleanup.

#Therefore, the Sholly decision will clearly delay the cleanup
process.

8. Where the URC is unable to arrange for amendment
of a license sufficiently far in advance to avoid
an unnecessary shutdown, as in the case of a
refueling, what are the potential consequences of
the 5 holly requirement that a hearing be held
prior to plant restart?

This information is set forth in the Af fidavit of Roger
S. Boyd, dated December 3, 1980, attached as Fxhibit A to
Metropolitan Edison Company's Petition for Fehearing and
Suggestion for R& hearing in Banc, and is summarized in my
written testirony at pages 3-4.

I hope that these answers are helpful in your consider-
ation of the Sholly case. I would be happy to furnish any
additional i. Tormation that would assist you in these ef forts.

Sincerely,

/ e

. ' r Silberg

JES/rf
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NUCLEAR POWERPLANT LICENSING DELAYS
AND TIIE IMPACT OF THE SIIOLLY v. NRC DE-

*
CISION

' TUESDAY, MARCil 31, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PusLic Woaxs,

SuscountrrEE oN NUCLEAR REGULATION,
Washington, D.C

The subcommittee met at 9:15 a.m., in room 4200, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Ilon. Alan K. Simpson (chairman) presid-
ing.

Present: Senators Simpson, Domenici, Symms, Stafford, and
Hart.

OPENING STATEMENT OF llON. AIAN K. SIMPSON, U.S.
SENATOR FROM Tile STATE OF WYOMING

Senator SIMPSON. Well, I do apologize. I think it was just one of
those days in Washington when everyone came to work, which is
extraordmary because I left at 8:15. I owe you an apology and
convey that.

I think it appropriate to just make a comment, I am sure that
- our prayers wmg out to our President and to Jim Brady today and
agent McCarthy and officer Delahanty. God bless them and their
frmilies and love them.

We meet today to continue hearings on these two important
issues regarding the regulatory process The first of these is the
projected delay in the NRC issuance of operating license for plants
that are expected to be completed withm the next several years.
The second of course is the impact of the November 19, 1980,
decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit in the Sholly v. NRC

As I pointed out especially to you at the table on previous occa-,

sions, the growing delays in nuclearpower plant licensing are a
matter of deep concern and some frustration to me. When the
Commission last appeared before this committee it projected that
of the 13 plants expected to be completed in 1981 and 1982,12,
plants would likely experience licensmg delays totaling some 90
months. Subsequent reports from the Commission now indicate
some improvement for several of these plants, totaling reduction of
about 20 of the oripnal 90 months of projected delay. That is due
to the increased hRC staff work already in progress but those

~ reports have also indicated potential licensing delays for a number
of other plants expected to be completed in 1983 and beyond.

033)
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During the past month the Commission has taken a number of
actions intended to address the licensing delav problem. At least
some NRC staff resources have been redirected to the work of the
licensing caseload. The Commission has held several meetings to
explore these various options for administrative and legislative
action to expedite the licensing progress and process. Those options
have been set forth in a report to the Congress submitted earlier
this month.

The Commission has also of course submitted a legislative pro- *

posal that would authorize the Commission to permit interim oper-
ation of new nuclear plants upon a determination that, one, such
action is necessary and in the public interest in order to avoid the
consequences of unnecessary delay in the operation of the plant; '

and two, that in all respects other than the completion of the
hearing the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act are met. Inter-
im operation under the Commission's proposal would be limited to
not more than 5 percent of full power and the Commission's inter-
im operation authority would expire at the end of 1983. In addition
to these measures the Commission has issued for brief public com-

| ment a series of proposed changes to its rules of practice that are
I intended to expedite the licensing hearing for these plants. A pro-

posed rule has also been issued to incorporate post-TMI changes to
! the Commission's requirements for construction permits, merging
| those changes into the NRC regulation.

The witnesses here last week provided widely differing views on
the actions taken thus far by the Commission as well as on the
other options identified by the Commission to assist in addressing
the licensing delay problem. Some witnesses are of the view that
much greater commitment of staff resources to licensing and broad-
er NRC discretion to permit interim operation of these plants at
power levels above 5 percent are needed in order to deal effectively
with the license delay problem. Other witnesses argued that the
Commission's legislative proposal, even as presented, and portions
of its proposed rule on hearing procedures represent an unneces-
sary infringement on the public s opportunity to participate and
the NRC licensing proceedings may not result in shorter licensing
time. So, of course, that issue of public participation is a very key
thing that I believe must be preserved at each instance.

So, our hearing today should provide an opportunity to explore
with you members of the Commission both the extent to which

! these various measures can be expected to reduce the anticipated
licensing delays, and the likely impacts these measures will have'

| on other activities of the agency and upon opportunities for public -

participation in the licensing process. And, of course, we will exam-
me here this morning the impact of the recent Sholly decision
which held, of course, that the NRC may not issue a license amend-
ment even if there is "no significant hazards consideration" until -

the completion of any questioned hearing. The Commission in its
| proposed legislation to overturn the Sholly decision argued that if

hearings are requested in many of these cases, "there is the pros-
pect of curtailment of nuclear plant operation for reasons unrelat-
ed to protecting the public safety."

The Commission also contends that a series of such hearings
would " severely tax the already strained resources of the Commis-

i
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rion's staff and divert its attention from more pressing matters."
So there are serious concerns as well and we look forward to
discussing with the Commission the NRC legislative proposal on'

the Sholly decision during the hearing this morning, and we are
f:rtunate indeed to have all of the members of the NRC with us
this morning. Senators Hart and Symms will be here shortly and I
will place their statements in the record at this point.

. * - STATEMENT OF HON. GARY HART, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
" STATE OF COLORADO

Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you again for
s

the effective leadership you have shown es chairman of this sub-, ,

committee and for your willingness to explore several difflicult
! issues that have emerged from the shadows of the Three Mile

Island accident. We are addressing one such issue today. I would
frame the issue as follows: Whether unnecessary delays in the ,

NRC's licensing process will prevent the NRC from disposing of an
op? rating license application prior to, or within a reasonable time

'

rfter, completion of construction on the powerplant.;

Before we hear from the Commission on this issue, I want to
make three comments. First, I am concerned that inefiicient use of

,.

available staff and resources, in addition to the general inadequacy
of resources, has resulted in unnecessary delays in license applica-

i tion reviews and in additional costs to ratepayers. The lack of
resources stems, in large part, from the overall limits on Federal
spending that affect the NRC as well as the rest of the Federal
Government. It seems unlikely the Congress will remove those

, limits, at least while the current economic climate prevails. The
Congress can, however, do something about the inefficient alloca-
tion of available resources within the NRC, and I will consider

,
- czrefully any proposal to improve the efficiency of the licensing

process.
' At the same time, however, the two legislative proposals submit- "

ted by the NRC-one to overturn the decision in the Sholly case,'

the other to grant the NRC interim licensing authority-seem for..

the first time to inject economic factors into the NRC's licensing4

process. Since the beginning of the U.S. commercial nuclear power'

program, the NRC and its predecessor agency, the Atomic Energy
Commission, have had a clear statutory mandate to protect "public,

health and safety, and the common defense and security." Now, the>

NRC has asked the Congress to enact legislation that would broad-.

en this mandate to include protection of the "public interest."
The phrase "public interest is like a chameleon-its definition'

changes to suit the issues of the moment. It could mean anything'

to anybody. The subcommittee should scrutinize the two NRC pro-
j - posals and determine whether the phrase "public interest" lends ,

1 *- itself to an unchanging, consistently applicable definition. If not,
I we should reject it.
! The public interest presumably includes economic considerations,

such as the additional costs to the ratepayer if a completed plant
stands idle or, perhaps, even the financial consequences to the
nuclear industry if the public perceives extensive licensing review

,; as an indication of the uncertainty over the safety of nuclear-

' powerplants. I am concerned that legislation permitting the NRC

1
a
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- to balance these economic considerations in its licensing reviews
will compromise the NRC's efforts to protect public health and
safety.

A second comment: Persons on both sides of the nuclear debate
have commented recently that the NRC has an obligation, duty, or
responsibility to issue operating licenses. I would emphasize that
the primary mission of the NRC is not to issue operating licenses
but rather to conduct health and safety reviews of license applica-

- tions. The issuance of an operating license for a plant that meets *

health and safety requirements flows naturally from that review.
But it is not necessarily the ultimate purpose of the NRC's activi-
ties.^

'
; Finally-as my third comment-I have the feeling that some of

_" the urging for a streamlined NRC licensing process rests on the
premise that hearings and public participation are mere adminis-
trative burdens that add little of substance to license application
reviews. This notion suggests that the NRC and the industry know
best, and that they need not concern themselves with the public's
viewpoint.

This is a worrisome notion for two reasons. First, because it is
- very hard to prove a negative, no one can say precisely how many,,

Three Mile Islands have been avoided because intervenors raised.

. substantive health and safety concerns that the NRC may not have
fully considered. If the lessons of Three Mile Island have taught us
anything, it is that the licensing process should allow for more,
rather than less, public participation.

Second, the chances that nuclear power will survive as a viable
a energy alternative depend, in large part, on whether the public
; perceives that the NRC adequately protects it from the hazards of

nuclear power. That perception will become increasingly more neg-a
ative if the public is denied the right of meaningful participation in
licensing decisions.

Mr. Chairman, I reiterate my concern about the problem of
unnecessary licensing delays and my willingness to entertain any
proposals that will make the licensing process more efficient. At
the same time, however, I intend to insure that the public con-

i tinues to enjoy the right of meaningful participation in the licens.
Ing process."

I look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, in developing
; an appropnate response to this problem.
_

E STATE 3 TENT OF IION. STEVE SY3131S, U.S. SENATOlt Fit 031 TIIE
,F STATE OF IDAIIO

s Mr. SYMMs. Mr. Chairman, I have just a few, brief comments as
T we continue these important hearings on nuclear powerplant li-
[ censing delays and the impact of the Sholly decision. -
- I would certainly agree with the Commission's characterization
_ of the licensing delay problem as an " extraordinary situation." For
-

the first time in the history of the commercial nuclear power
= program, we face a situation in which literally dozens of plants will-

-

sit idle awaiting completion of the licensing process, at a staggering
cost to the utilities and their ratepayers. The Commission has
identified a range of options for reducing these delays, as you point

=
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out Mr. Chairman, but progress does not yet seem to be assured. I
have several concerns here.

First, although many possible changes to the licensing process
have been identified by the Commission, it appears that few of the
decisions needed to move ahead with these changes have yet been
made by the Commission. Until those decisions are made, the
somewhat optimistic projections of reductions in these delays may
not take place.

Second, the low-power testing restriction in the Commission's*

legislative proposal for interim operating authority may unduly
restrict the efTectiveness of the proposal in actually reducing the
present licensing delays.

With respect to the Sholly decision, it appears that the Court's l
'

decision would require that NRC hold hearings before instituting
'

even the most trivial and technical types of license amendments
simply because a hearing is requested. I am concerned that such a
requirement stands as an open invitation to those who might seek
to use the hearing requirement as a means to hinder or halt
operation of plants for nonsafety reasons.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing the views of the com-
missioners on these issues.

Senator SIMPSoN. Without further ado, I believe Chairman llen-
drie, you have a statement on behalf of the Commission.

STATE 3 TENT OF JOSEPil 31. IIENDitlE, CilAlltalAN NI'CLEAlt
itEGULATOltY CO313tISSION, ACCO3tPANIED IlY VICTOlt GI.
LINSKY, CO31311SSIONEll: PETElt A. IlitADFollD, CO31311SSION-
Ell: AND JOlIN F. AllEAltNE, CO31311SSIONElt
Mr. IIENDRIE. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I do. T1.ank you very much.
We are pleased to be here with you today to urge enactment of

two pieces of proposed legislation. The first of these is an amend.
ment to section 198(a) of the Atomic Energy Act to overturn the
principal adverse ruling in the recent decision of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Sholly v. NRC,
which you have referred to. That proposal was submitted to you by
letter of March 11 and I ask that the letter and the supporting
memorandum be included in the record.

The second proposal which was submitted by letter on March 18
would authorize the Commission to issue an interim license for low
power operation and testing in advance of any required hearing.
Again I would ask that the letter be included in the record.

Senator SIMPson. Without objection it is so ordered. [See pp.183.

and 191.]
Mr. IIENDRIE. I would like to discuss these two legislative propos-

als in turn, drawing principally from the prepared statement that I
brought down today. In order to have all the glorious prose of thato
statement here in the record, I might ask that it just go in as a
chunk, Mr. Chairman, and I will divert from it occasionally as we
go along here.

Senator SIMPSoN. Without objection it will be. [See p.170.]
Mr. IIENDRIE. With regard to the proposed legislation on licens-

ing amendments involving no significant hazards consideration,
that is the Sholly legislation, the situation that requires it is that a

i
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three-judge panel in the District of Columbia circuit has ruled,
erroneously in our view, that:

The Commission must hold a prior hearing on demand from any interested person
before it can issue any license amendment, even if that amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration.

Now that phrase went into the law in section 189(a) back in 1962
when the Congress enacted some amendments to the Atomic
Energy Act. Their specific purpose as we understood it was to allow

'the Commission to act on matters that had no significant hazards
consideration, to amend a license for such actions, without requir-
ing the completion of a prior hearing when it was requested, if one
was requested.

'The District of Columbia circuit presumes in Sholly to tell us
that we are wrong. I understand that a copy of the court's original
decision as well as a copy of the recent statement of the four judges
of the circuit bench who disagreed with the majority on a rehear-
ing petition was supplied to you and I would expect that would
make a useful object for the record as well.8

The Solicitor General has filed a petition to the Supreme Court
to take the case up and we will supply that to you too if we haven't
already.

While we certainly believe that our view of the law is correct,
whether or not the supreme Court will take the case and whether
we will ultimately prevail is uncertain. In any event that is a year
or more away. In the meantime the Sholly decision raises the
potential for real havoc with the regulatory process, and that is
why we seek legislation at this time.

The main problem with the Sholly decision for us is that the
I ruling is that NRC must hold a hearing on request before it can act
! on an amendment involving no significant hazards consideration.
| Now obviously if we do have an amendment that does involve a
( significant hazards consideration, then we agree that a hearing
I must be offered and if requested it must be held before we act on

it. But we are dealing here with a class of amendments that,

I involve no safety questions in our view of any significance.
Now our practice is and our rules require that if the hearing is

held it's an adjudicatory hearing and we seem unable to get
through those things in much less than a year. I suppose on a,

: fairly low key amendment you might manage it in 6 months if the
| people who wanted the hearing didn't litigate too fiercely. But if

they do, why you are looking at a process that can run a year or
more.

The practical effect of the cou.t's ruling is really to make it -
,

| questionable whether we can contin e to regulate in a sensible way
i the operating reactors that are out tr. ee. Over the past 4 years we
| have issued something like 1,600 ament ients to operating licenses

based on a determination that no signifiant hazards consideration e

i was involved. Over the past few months we would have had 20
plants out of the 70 or so with operating lic(,se down for indefinite'

periods of time if this ruling had been operative.
| And they would have been down for reasons which have little or

nothing to do with safety in our view. The large number of license

'The matenals referred to have been rueived and are retained m the committee files
!

,

i |
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cmendment actions of this kind which the Commission must act
upon each year, something like 400 a year, comes about because of
the kind of detailed license that we prescribe for these plants. A ,

Ilicense like the one that the court looked at in the Sholly case for
instance is hundreds of pages long, highly detailed technical speci- I

fications. Any changes anywhere in those hundreds of pages is
considered a license amendment, and you just run a number of

,

|

those every year. A refueling for instance, the composition of the
core changes slightly with the fresh fuel that is added, shuffling of*

the old fuel, the technical specifications may contain say for in-
stance some flux ratio to limit operation to a safe region, and the

; ratio may be 1.17 in the current license. You refuel, you do the
same calculation and find in a perfectly straightforward manner*

the ratio should be 1.15 for the next operating cycle. That is a
license amendment. It is not a safety consideration, there is no
significant hazards consideration involved but under the Sholly
decision you would have to have a hearing-if anybody doesn't like
the plant, they may request a hearing and you can litigate 1.15
from 1.17 for a year or more, together with all of the other issues
that a clever counsel can bring into the case to extend it.

It is a result, the court decision is a result which upsets 20 years
of standard practice and acceptance throughout the business in
terms of interpretation of the legislation, and is going to leave us if
it stands darn near unable to operate. We just don t believe that
the Congress intended nuclear regulation and the operation of
these powerplants to be subject to unpredictable interruptions

time the NRC receives a hearing request on a matter that
every't have much to do with safety.

.

doesn
If that is the case, then we can t have this industry and if you

apply the same rule anyplace else I would suggest in this society
you can't have any other industry either. Yet such consequences
are plainly possible under the court's ruling. Of course we don't
know how many hearing requests we will get if the ruling stands
but the court's opinion clearly provides an incentive for such rul-
ings and for people with some reason not to like their local power-
plant it is a tool to be used to keep it shut down.

Another option that we might take to try to get out of the
j situation is to take all those license documents, detailed technical

specifications and say well, we now declare those not to be the
license, the license is a piece of paper that just says " Smith Power
Co. you can operate this powerplant," and that is the only thing
that is the real license. Well in that case we wouldn't amend it
very often I will agree and this wouldn't be a problem.*

; On the other hand we would also lose enforceability of all of'

those detailed technical specifications that we now propose for a
plant and that we think are useful in closely defining the accept-
able limits of operation of the plant, and thus m our view encour-*
aging safe operation.

N,w what we vould propose in the amendment here to deal with
,

*

the Siefly case is simply to amend section 189 of the Atomic
,

Energy Act to make it clear that the Commission may in fact issue
a license amendment which involves no significant hazards consid-

i
eration and to do it without first holding a hearing. It would also,

clarify section 189 in the sense that it would make clear that the

1

[
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act does not limit the NRC's authority, or that section doesn't limit
the NRC's authority to take immediate action by amendment or
order to protect the public health and safety and interest or the
common defense and security.

I would like to note on Commissioner Gilinsky's behalf that he
would prefer the standard to be limited to public health and safety.
He believes the addition of public interest tends to broaden NRC
authority and that his proposed language of public health and
safety more precisely reflects the standard NRC actually employs. *

But the Commission unanimously believes that the legislation is
needed to overturn the adverse effects of the Sholly decision an our
ability to regulate nuclear energy.

So let me turn now to the second piece, because there is another *

area in which we fimd we have to come to you for legislative help
with the problem we have. The second piece of legislation is that
asking that we be given authority to issue an interim operating
license for fuel loading and low power operation testing. This piece
of legislation is a temporary cure for an extraordinary and we
hope, temporary situation, namely the licensing bind that we have
found ourselves in after Three Mile Island, the delays you have
already referred to, Mr. Chairman.

As you know, we can't issue an operating license under the
Atomic Energy Act unless we have completed a hearing if there
has been a request for a hearing from any person whose interest
may be affected. In the past we have managed to keep the reviews
coming along at a rate that a hearing could be held if requested
and the plant still would not be completed, constructim would not
be completed, the hearing would come to an end, an imtial decision
would tssue about the same time or before completion of the con-
struction, so we managed to keep the licensing procew, however
long it may have taken for the operating license stage, it wasn't
holding anything up in terms of the ability of the plant to go ahead
and operate.

Now however, after Three Mile Island we have gotten ourselves
into a situation where there are a group of about a dozen plants
that are either now in hearing or are about to go into hearing in
the coming months and in spite of the things that we are trying to
do within our present authority to reduce the delays that seem
sure to occur, I think it is clear that we simply don't have the
capability to relieve the delays for all of those months.

The public interest impact of those delays has been discussed
pretty extensively and for whatever one thinks of such points as to
where the interest charges should lie, it is clear that quite apart -

from those arguments the costs to consumers of these delays are
going to be vert, very large, in the order of tens of millions of
dollars a month in many cases.

Now the prrposed amendment that we bring to you to aid in this -

situation would allow the Commission if it finds such action is
necessary and in the public interest in order to avoid the conse-
quences of unnecessary delay in the operation of a completed plant
to issue an interim operating license authorizing fuel loading and
low power operation and testing in advance of the conduct or
completion of any required hearing. In all other respects except the
completion of the hearing the requirements of the Commission
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would have to be met. That is the public health and safety require- i

ments would have to be met, the common defense and security
requirements, the environmental findings, and then we would have
to make a finding that it is in the public interest to avoid the
unnecessary delay that might otherwise occur. Furthermore, what-
ever hearing was requested would still be held and any terms and
conditions deriving from that hearing ould certainly apply to the
plant when the hearing was complete-

The proposed amendment would sanply allow us to issue a li-*

cense for the operators of the plant to go ahead and load fuel into
it. They could then do the zero power testing, move on to low
power testing and get at least that much of the operation, the
startup operation of the plant underway before the hearing was'

completed. We think that it would be reasonable to limit the appli-
cation of this sort of temporary cure to the group of plants which
appear to be impacted under our current schedules, and we put a
termination date then on this authority of the end of 1983. That
covers the group of a dozen plus a few months' latitude after that,
depending on when Congress might act on this bill.

Now the gain from the legislation is obviously going to depend a
little bit on the individual case. My own assessment is that it is
worth an absolute minimum of 2 months in the operation of a
plant because I don't see how you can get through the work that
would be authorized under this legislation in less than 2 months.
My guess is that for most plants it would be more like 3 months.
And then you may save a great deal more time in any given case
because inevitably if you start up operations, as you go from one
level to another you will find things out about the plant that you
really couldn't test until you reached that level of progression in
the startup. And if you come along and you start your 5 percent
testing and you discover something that you didn't know before,
that you have to take out valves or put new seats in them or
whatever, that is it is going to have to go back to the manufacturer
and will take a couple months, this provision could save you that
time by getting you started on that process that much earlier. So
there is the opportunity for really substantial time saving here.

We think that, speaking for the collegial body we have come
forward with this proposal with a 5. percent limit, 5 percent of
normal full-power limit on it, on the basis that that limitation to
low power together with the termination at the end of 1983 so it
just covers this group of plants represents really a minimal intru-
sion on our normal review, licensing, and hearing process. We
recognize it is in fact an intrusion because in cases where it is'

apphed why you are letting the plant go ahead to these low power
thmgs before you have completed the hearing. But it is my view in
this situation the alternative is consumer costs that are going to be
very high.*

I should note that my colleague, Commissioner Ahearne, while
he supports this low power interim licensing at this time, thmks
that full power interim licensing may be necessary if significant
improvements aren't made in the reactor licensmg process. In par-
ticular Commissioner Ahearne believes the Commission should
direct the licensing boards to decide only issues of substance that
have been raised by the parties and manage the proceedings with a

,

4
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ctrong' hand. He recommends raising the threshold for admitted
contentions and limiting the sua sponte authority of the boards,
cnd without such changes he feels that at some time in the future
we are likely to be back here requesting full power interim licens-
ing authority.

I should add my own comment that first the proposition from the
Commission which we all support for the low power interim licens-
ing authority I think is a very important one and will have a very

,

vcluable saving, very large savings to consumers. For myself I
would have been willing-and am willing-to ask for interim au-
thority for full power operation, having in mind that my best guess
is that out of the group of plants we talked about there are only ,

about six which would need that, and the number might be a
couple smaller than that. But I think there is a sort of hardest hit
group within the dozen or so for which even if low power interim
licensing authority will not keep them from having substantial
d: lays and the people who buy their electricity will incur substan-
tial additional cost.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for your time and atten-
tion here and we would be glad to answer questions as we can.

Senator SIMPSON. I thank you very much, Chairman IIendrie. If
cny member of the Commission would like to comment briefly,
very briefly, then we will get into questions and you can each
respond if you so desire.

Yes?
Mr. BRADFORD. I do have a brief comment, Senator.
Senator SIMPSON. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF PETER A. HRADFORD
Mr.'BRADFORD. I do support the interim 5-percent licensing meas-

ure and proposed so-called Sholly amendment procedure before you
today, and I join in the written Commission statement on those
points. I want, however, to take a moment though to speak on the
importance of the hearing process itself, and to respond briefly to
the question why we undertake these time-consuming inquiries
that are sometimes imprecise and often expensive. If we are to
tamper with hearings without doing violence to their pur e and
their benefits, real and potential, we must remind curre to just
what the purposes and benefits are.

The fact is that nuclear power is a uniquely favored industry in
terms of its relationship to local fears and concerns. All of the
operating plants and all of the plants whose delay we are con.
cerned about today were exempted by the preemptive sections of *

the Atomic Energy Act from any sort of State or local regulation of
a radiation hazard that could force the plant's neighbors to evacu-
ete their homes or that could in the most unlikely case, render the
homes uninhabitable for decades. *

In terms of basic American tradition of State and local govern.
ment, this was a breathtakingly radical step, one that could prob-
ably only have, been taken in an era in which public faith in the
benign omniscience of the Federal Government ran much higher
than it does today.

Furthermore, as if present concerns weren't enough, the two step
licensing process postponed the hearing of many serious safety ,

I
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questions until the operating license hearings, after the plant wasi

already built and an immense financial and social commitment
made to its operation. While even the more enlightened representa-
tives of the industry would prefer more thorough construction
permit hearings today, the fact is that the historic process was set
up to suit the needs of the rapidly developing technology, and the
plants in the operating license hearings today received construction
permit reviews that were not only pre-Three Mile Island, but were,

often the Atomic Energy Commission's equivalent to a lick and a,

promise.
Against this background, the NRC hearing process can be under-

stood as the Federal side of two bargains. First, all effective State
,

and local scrutiny of radiation hazard was preempted, but those
concerns could be raised and examined in depth in Federal hear-
ings. Second, plants could be built on the basis of relatively flimsy
construction permit reviews on the understanding that at least the
operating license hearing and review will be thorough. While the
proposal before you today can be reconciled with these commit-
ments, others now under discussion in the Commission and in the
parts of the Congress would go back on both of these commitments

.
by making the hearing process even more of a sham in terms of
effective safety review than it may be considered today.J

We look to public hearings to serve two purposes. They should
provide a strong and skeptical independent check on the NRC's
internal reviews, and they provide the only avenue for citizens to
resolve concerns about a new and serious hazard being introduced
into their communities. When we talk of streamlining them, we
must keep these purposes and the bargains that underlie them in
mind.

To curtail discovery or to limit contentions or to impair the
boards abilities to inquire into serious safety concerns is to break
this bargain. To seek to preempt hearing rights through sweeping5

rulemaking action is equally unfair unless the Commission is not
only empowered but instructed to assure that skeptical public
voices are effectively heard from during rulemaking procedures.

As you proceed to consider changes to our process beyond those
presented in the Commission testimony, I urge that you keep in
mind that the need for serious public concerns to be effectively
heard is every bit as urgent as the need to issue a few more
licenses per year. Without this balance, both the public's confi-
dence in nuclear power and the thoroughness of our own licensing
reviews can only go downhill.*

Senator SIMPSoN. Thank you very much. I assure you we will
keep in mind those concerns.

Well, the February report to Congress on the expected licensing'

delays projected an improvement for several of the plants expectede
to be completed in 1981 and 1982, and a total improvement for the
12 impacted plants of some 20 months. Now your next report is due
today, is that correct? I think that is so.

Mr. IIENDRIE. Let me look over my shoulder and see if the
keepers of the report are here.

Senator S MPSoN. Check with the keepers of the report. That
would be fine.

f
t
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Mr. HENDRIE. I see nods back there, Mr. Chairman. I take it that
it is indeed due today.

Senator SIMPSON. Could the nod be converted to figures? Can you
tell me what your forecasts are for this month?

Mr. HENDRIE. I think I can do that at least in a rough way |
because I am not unaware of what has been circulating in drafts. '

For the group of plants, the ones we call the impacted plants, the
| ones for which delays appear likely, the group to get operating

license from now until mid-to-late 1982, that group of a dozen, the l
*

report which is due today will not show any particularly useful l
changes in the scheduled dates. In fact I think they don't show any l

changes of the decision dates at all. |

The reason for that is that the potential time savings from some "
'

of the measures under consideration by the Commission will not
have been worked out yet into this set of schedules, in particulari

| because most of these cases are already apparent in terms of the
individual characteristics of the issues. In order to make decent,

I schedules one needs to know at what time a Commission action )will become effective, if we take an action, and so the schedulers
| have not felt able for this group of plants to include these things in

ylt.

So if you look at the February report I think you are very close
to, with maybe a couple exceptions you are very close to havmg the
current table. However that current table will mdeed change as we
come to grips with some of this assortment of things that we have
under consideration that we have written you about. We have had
a long series of meetings on these subjects, as a matter of fact we
have another one up this afternoon, and we will be getting back to
these things, seeing what the sentiment of the Commissioners is on
vcrious points.

Senator SIMPSON. We will be looking forward to those forecasts
| because that is our only way of determining whether these admin-

istrative changes are being made.t

Could you summarize briefiy what actions you have taken to
,

redirect NRC's staff resources to the licensing casework, specifical-!

ly, I think I would appreciate knowing how many people are now
performing work on operating license reviews, on construction
permit reviews. Of those how many have been redirected from,

| other efforts, what were those efforts, and what will be the impact
of this action upon those other functions?

Mr. HENDRIE. We have had a discussion with staff a couple
weeks ago, Mr. Chairman. On the basis of schedules which were
then being used, it looked like we needed to shift something like *

i

| 125 additional professionals into the licensing activity, and some-
thing like $5 million this year and $7.5 or $8 million next fiscal
year to add to the forces that had already been programed into
those areas in the base budget. *

Now this additional increment of staff resource and people and
funds was calculated on the basis of trying to meet applicant
projections of completion dates for plants in 1983 and after that.
There is some question about whether those were exactly the right
dr.tes and we are working with applicants where we disagree on
completion dates to see what the best date to use is for resource
scheduling purposes. )
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We haven't then committed the whole 125 people and additional
funds, all of the funds to NRR. What we have told the Executive
Director and Mr. Denton to do is to start moving people into the
effort to cover about half, to get about half-way because the differ-
ence in apparent need for forces between our dates and applicant
dates was just about half of this force. So we have started to
implement those staff redeployments but they don't go all the way
to the full number that we are projecting here based on one set of
assumptions. We are trying to find out if that is the best set of*
assumptions to work on.

What I would like to do now is turn and ask Mr. Dircks and Mr.
Denton and Mr. Bickwit, singly or jointly to supplement my scat-
tered summary and to bring you up-to< late as to where we are.'

Senator SIMPSON. If they could, I would appreciate that, and also
perhaps they would respond not only to the issue of redirecting of
resources but reassignment of other NRC staff members to work on
operating license and construction permits and what has tran-
spired with regard to that. Please, if they would.

Mr. Dracxs. I would start off by saying how we move people from
other activities in the agency into Mr. Denton's oflice and he could
pick up how he is assigning those people within his office, if that is
satisfactory.

Senator SIMPSON. That is satisfactory. I would appreciate your
doing that.

Mr. Dracxs. We made a proposal to the Commission several
weeks ago to move the equivalent of 125 professional staff into the
licensing process. When I say the equivalent, we are talking about
not only moving people from one part of the agency to the other,
we are talking about moving projects from the impacted licensing
office to other offices to make more people available for Mr. Den-
ton's work.

We have not gone all the way with that proposal because the
Commission doesn't want to look at impacts as we go along. We
have some 30 additional people in the process of moving to Mr.
Denton's office because we picked up some economy in staffing
when the Commission approved, the merger of the Office of Stand-
ards and the Office of Research, and we were able to pick up some
additional positions in that respect.

We are also looking at the new hires that are now coming into
the agency as a result of the lifting of the personnel freeze, and we
are diverting those people, where qualified into the licensing proc-
ess We are also talking about contracting out some parts of the
technical reviews to laboratories which have the skills that wee

need. I think as Mr. Denton will get into, we are not only limited
in staff numbers, we are limited in terms of skills and discipline.
Some of these skills represent bottlenecks in the process and we
are looking around at outside agencies and outside facilities toe

supply those skills to us.
W e are talking also about moving funds around, to the extent we

can, to allow the contracting out of work-not only the, parts of the
licensing review or the analyses that go into the hcensmg review-
but also work that had ordinarily been carried out by the Reactor
Regulation Office. We are talking, in terms of fiscal 1981, about
approximately $2 to $3 million of funds that we could possibly
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reprogram into this activity, and we are also talking, in terms of
additional 1982 funds and when we can pin down those funds more
exactly we will be coming back to the Commission and to the
Congress to ask for a new program.

I think with that point, Mr. Chairman, I will let Mr. Denton say
how he is reallocating those within his office.

Senator SIMPSON. I would appreciate your comments on that, Mr.
Denton. And thank you, Mr. Dircks.

*Mr. DENTON. Our basis for reallocation assumes that we will be
able to maintain or improve the schedules that were in the Febru-
ary report to Congress and avoid all delays to the plants in 1983.
So that was how we arrived at what sort of resources were neces- ,

sary to achieve those objectives. About 80 percent of the realloca-
tion is coming within the office that I have and about 20 percent of
the resources are coming in from the outside. We have mandatory
overtime, for example, in the pay period the staff was working
about 12 percent overtime. The hiring freeze is lifted so we expect
to be able to hire up to ceiling. We are farming out, through
contractual assistance, as much of the operating reactor work as
we can. We are farming out technical assistance and resolving
unresolved safety issues and generic issues to the extent we can
and taking those people in who would be working on reactors and
assigning them to case work. We are deferring about 10 man-years
of effort all together, things that just won't get done. These are our
lowest priority activities, they are ones we feel comfortable defer-
ring during this crunch. They are things we want to do some day
but they don't have to be done today. The other offices have agreed
to take on some items they are umquely suited to do being out in
the plants themselves. So over all we are trying to find the equiva.
lent of 125 man-years but it is coming in at a slow rate. The items
that we defer make people immediately available. People being
transferred in become immediately available. Spending the dollars
tr:nsferring responsibility though is slow. So far though we have
been able to maintain the schedules that we gave in February.

I can go into more details on how we split it dswn but I think
the key is we are actually deferring very little of the activity that
had been scheduled, and none of what I consider essential safety
activity. We are getting those jobs done through contractual dollars
or through other offices.

Senator SIMPSON. So you feel very strongly that you are not
impinging on anything that would have anything to do with the
public health and safety? *

Mr. DENTON We are not cutting back at all on unresolved safety
issues-the TMI action plan items-and I concur in the statement
you made, that we are not cutting back on essential safety activity.
We have included in this budget the staff we need to process the +

expected remaining construction permit applications that are still
awaiting final Commission decision. We also budgeted for a lot of
upcoming workloads that are not normally very visible-a number
of license renewals coming up for research reactors, the Indian
Point hearing coming up-so it is not just budgeting for the OL
workload. We are trying to project the total number of activities
that we might be involved in over the next month.
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One interesting number, by the end of the year there could be as
many as 60 hearings thet we had been involved in in one form or
another, either OL's or spent fuel pool ameadments or license
renewals. So it is a potentially large amount of work that we have
to do over the next few years to handle all of those plus process
expeditiously all the OL applications.

Senator SIMPSoN. What further improvements beyond those pre-
dicted in your February report to Congress can we expect from

' further NRC staff increases on this licensing casework, both for the
plants to be completed in 1981 and 1982 and those to be completed
m 1983 and beyond? What further improvements do you see
beyond those predicted in the February report?,

Mr. IIznonts. The reallocation, redeployment of staff resources,
Mr. Chairman, has its main effect on the longer term problem. The
problem kind of comes in two pieces, the short term problem, the
long-term problem. The short-term problem is a group of plants,
about a dozen of them that come up for completion in the next
year roughly, where we are simply behind because of Three Mile
Island, behind by up to a year or more, maybe even a year-and-a-
half in some cases. But as we look at schedules for plants that will
be completed in 1983, 1984 and on out, we find that if we don't
move now to put more staff resources than we thought, say, last
fall when we made up the budget we are now considering, on those
cases and redeploy now, why we won't bring those cases along in a
timely way and they in turn will begin in due time to show that
no, we are not going to complete the licensing process until after
construction is done. So if we don't act now we are Just going to
profgate this impact problem on down the line in the future.

how we don't want to do that. The agency has always in the
past, for however much we have been criticized for being slow
moving in hearings we have at least managed to do operating
license reviews and hearings, in a timely way, and we had our
license decisions ready to go when plants were done and could use
them. And we want to get back to that situation.

Now the staff reallocations then are primarily to deal with that
long-term problem. There is some help but only a limited amount
for cases that are already in hearing, the short-term cases, the ones
already in hearing. The bulk of the staff review work, preparation
of the safety evaluation reports, the supplements, the ACRS
review, all of that is already done so there is no way you could
double the forces and get back any time on it.

With regard to the long-term plants then, the scheduling im-*

provements that we project, and I think not unreasonably project,
are that we simply aren t going to have any delay out in 1983,1984
and beyond. It's the aim of our present redeployment efforts to get
to that situation so that-1 am not quite sure, it seems to me the.

February report shows delays out
Mr. AHEARNE. But it just covered 1982. It picked up a little in

1983.
Mr. lirNoars. If we hadn't done the redeployment our in house

schedule suggested we were going to be in deep trouble. So the
redeployment is to put us in a position so we don't have this
problem past the immediate group of plants.

_ _ . _ _ _ __
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| Senator SIMPsON. That is in essence what I was inquiring of and
| Harold Denton addressed. You have pulled it back together for me.

About when we see the corrective action taken on the impact of
pl:nts in the present and in doing that and reallocation and reas-
signment we will have effectively then reached a point that those
long term plants 1983 and beyond will not suffer the same deficien-
cies and delays that have been suffered at the present time. ,

Mr. HzNDRiz. That is correct, barring obviously in any given case !
|
' some untold circumstances that we just don't anticipate. !

.

Senator SIMPsON. I might ask Commissioner Bradford, since you
and I have discussed this, are you concerned about this redirection
cf staff? You had indicated to me previously your concern about
that. ,

Mr. BRADFORD. Yes, I am, and I remain concerned about it. one
of the virtues of the proposed interim 5 percent operating license is
it seems to me it relieves some of the pressure to solve the problem
exclusively through staff reallocations. The process of reallocation
is such that at the moment it would be very hard to tell whether
there were significant impacts. That is, what has been done is for
the staff to commit itself to issue a series of safety evaluation
reports for particular plants by particular dates. Granted the ge-
n.ric issues may not slip, or TMI action plant items may not slip, i

Ithe fact is giving the issuance of these SER's top priority means
that inevitably some programs, certainly the updating of the stand-

'
crd review plans and in all probability some of the related evalua-
tion of the plants, will slip and we may not be aware of it until
Commission deadlines for these items have come and ,gone.,

! I would be much more comfortable with this entire exercise if i

together with this table and the impact on plants you had also
before you the table of whatever, four, five, or six safety programs
you considered to be the most important, together with the impor-
tant milestone dates that the Commission had established on those,
cnd that both you and we at the same time we examined the
pt nts, examine slippages in those areas.

Senator SIMPSoN. Thank you. The Commission has requested
public comment on the proposed rules to modify the hearing proce-
dures that are intended to expedite the hearing process. Let me
just inquire if those programs are adopted by the Commission how
effective they really will be in expediting the hearings? What type

i cf results do you believe we will see in that?
Mr. HENDRIE. The ones, particular parts of those rule changes

|
which people have commented on most vigorously I think have to

| do with the part of the process in which the parties try to gather .

I together and get focused on the particular issues that will be
! crgued about in the hearing itself, that ir the preevidentiary hear-

;

! ing phase of the process which starts when the staff files its last
! supplement to the safety evaluation report and presumabl/ is then <,

| ready to write its testimony and go to hearing. Between that time
! cnd the time the evidentiary hearing formally opens, that period of
| time appears to be running, well we haven't had enough operating

license hearings in the laa 2 years to give us a very good statistical'

base you understand, but looking back it appears to have run all
over the map, even as long as a year in some cases. Now it just

| seems to everyone that it ought not to take that long after a casei

;

,

|
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has been in process so to speak for a couple of years, for everybody
- to gather their forces together, get organized and get into the

hearing. And what we are hopmg to do is to get that time down toy

a' something on the order of 5 months maybe.
Now, the rule changes that we have put out for comment are

_
just that. They are out for comment and there is not a commitment

- on the part of the Commission to adopt any of the changes. And as
- you may detect as the day goes on there are obviously substantial

differences in the views the Commissioners take about these prob--

,

lems. The discovery rules probably are the ones which raise the'

most heat.
Senator SIMPSON. Let us come back to that. That will be the most: . controversial one, with regard to the elimination of formal discov-

ery by the NRC staff. I will come back to that but at this point let
m

me ask Senator liart if he wishes to participate in the questioning,2
and certainly he has made some extraordinary contributions to thisg
subcommittee.a

Senator Hart.
Senator IIART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman IIendrie, let me see if I can understand what the

Commission is proposing in terms of changing the way in which it
will go about issuing licenses, because it seems to me it has the
potential to be fairly dramatic.

You are suggesting two statutory amendments as I understand
it, one which would permit you to issue license amendments with-
out a public hearing if the Commission determines the amendment
would involve no significant hazards consideration, whatever that
means. And then would also grant you the authority to take imme-

}' diate action by amendment or order to protect the public, health
safety and interest. What I would like to pursue first of all is what;
those two phrases mean to you individually, perhaps each of you"

individually, and whether or not this may be a fairly significant
departure in the history of nuclear licensing in this country. ..

What does no significant hazards mean in practical terms?
Mr. IIENDRIE. It means no significant questions of public health

and safety.
Senator IIART. As determined by whom?
Mr. IIENDRIE. The Commission.
Senator IIART. Without public participation?
Mr. IIENnRIE. Without hearing.
Senator IIART. Which is to say without public participation.
Mr. IIENDRIE. People can always write us letters to petition or,

whatever and present arguments that they may have one way or
another and submissions to the staff and to the Commission, but
without hearing.

Senator IIART. Ilow will they know that you are considering an* e

amendment so that they can write these letters? Will there be
public notice?

Mr. IIENDRIE. We don't present notice on these things, that is
right.

Senator IIART. What is going to cause somebody te sit down and
write a letter?

.

_

.

:
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Mr. HENDRIE. If it is a trivial change it seems to me people are
unlikely to write letters, unless of course their aim is simply delay
f:r delay purposes and unrelated to public health and safety.

Senator HART. That didn't answer my question. My question is if
there is no public notice what is going to trigger someone to sit
down and write you a letter? How are they going to know you are
considering amending the license?

Mr. HENDRIE. I daresay they may not.
,

Senator HART. So they can't obstruct the process by writing a
letter because they won't know the process is underway.

Mr. HENDRIE. They may or may not know. There woub not be
f:rmal notice published in the Federal Register. In most of these .

cases people who are interested in them simply watch the flow of
documents on the docket file which is maintained in the local
public document room as well as here in Washington at the NRC
public document room. They will see letters coming in from the
cpplicant asking for a license amendment, some adj'istment to the
technical specifications perhaps on the occasion of fuel loading,
something like that. So that they will know from the applicant's
request to the Commission for amendment-would you mind please
moving out of the line? I am trying to talk to the Senator and you
ere flashing that light squarely in my eyes.

Senator SIMPsON. If you would please, remain out of the line.
Senator HART. Let me try to put a finer point on the question.
Mr. HENDRIE. The point is you watch the docket file and you see

en application come in from the applicant saying look, I need my
techmcal specs amended and then following letters and indeed that
is not a Federal Register notice but it is not precisely operating
secretly either I suggest.

Senator HART. And there are not an awful lot of citizens who sit
cround reading those dockets either.

Senator DOMENICI. You would be surprised.
Senator HART. Let me explore the philosophy of the Commission

| itself and tell me here if I am wrong, or Commission counsel can
tell me if I am wrong. Is there a precedent in the law for the
Commission to make rather threshold judgments about what is or
is not a hazard? Or has it not been the history of the Commission
Lince its inception to have determinations of that sort made in
public hearing with notice and with the right of any individual or
group to participate to indicate whether it thinks there is in fact a
hazard involved? In other words would this statutory amendment
not give the Commission an authority that it has not had in the '

past?
Mr. HENDRIE. No, to the contrary. The Commission has always

had that authority and in the case of license amendments has had
it specifically since 1962 when the Congress made it explicit in *

section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act. What we are asking for is an
cmendment which makes clear to all what in fact the law has been
end the way we have operated for 20 years.

Senator HART. You are saying you already have this authority
and the amendment would Ise redundant.

Mr. HENDRIE. I am saying that at least there are three judges on
the court of appeals that need more explicit language.
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Senator IIART. Well now, Mr. Chairman, what the court needs
and does not need it seems to me is a determination for Congress
and not for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Mr. HENDRIE. I guess that is why we proposed this legislation
instead of offering it for comment as a Commission rule, sir.

Senator IIART. Ilow would you interpret the public interest, as
used in this proposed amendment?

Mr. IIENDRIE. I think there are times when questions of reliabil-
* ity of the power supply, stability of an electrical grid and so on

offer some considerations that ought to be taken into account in
the Commission's ability to order a licensee to shut down or do
other things. I think it would be helpful to have that aspect there.,

Senator IIART. Well it might be if one understood what it meant.
Mr. IIENDRIE. Iset me remind you. Senator, of the fact I can

remember not all that long ago when I was down here and you and
the members of this committee were suggesting to this Commission
the importance of the number of barrels of cil involved in the
shutdown of five plants because we thought the seismic design
wasn't as good as it should be, a consideration we were told we
were pretty cavalier about.

Senator IIART. You didn't hear it from me.
Mr. IIENDRIE. I certainly heard it in this committee room and in

my view it was a legitimate consideration in that instance, and
would come under the public interest thing.

Senator IIART. I want to hear from Commissioner Bradford or
any other Commissioners that want to comment, but I sense, re-
gardless of your reading of the history of the Commission, a poten-
tial significant departure here in terms of the Commission's au-
thority and apparently some members of the court believe so.

Commissioner Bradford.
Mr. BRADFoRD. In terms of giving some content to the phrase

public health, safety, and interest, I am most comfortable referring
back to the case that in fact gave rise to this amendment, namely
our effort to vent krypton at Three Mile Island last spring. It is
that case in which a hearing was requested and we did not provide
the hearing because we felt we had done a thorough assessment of
the process already and there was a significent public interest
incluSng a health interest, but not exclusively a health interest in
getting on with getting the krypton vented so we could get on with
other aspects of the cleanup, and also getting it vented at the
particular time last summer when for several reasons it seemed

. best to do so.
In a situation like that I am not uncomfortable with this public

health, safety, and interest test being applied. For my own part I
would be much more loath to go on and to apply it in a situation
where the consideration was purely in barrels of oil, although I.

suppose it is not inconceivable that there might be some situation
in which the barrels of oil weighed so heavily and the public health
and safety so lightly that one might go down that path.

Senator SmPSON. Excuse me, Senator Ilart.
Senator Domenici has to leave at 10:30 and has a few questions.
Mr. IIART. I can wait. I would just like to complete this one

question.

|

|
, - -. - - - ._
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Senator Simpson. Do you want to do that? When do you have to
i. leave?

Senator Douswict.-1 can stay until about 10:35 after. I only have!

5 minutes, Senator.
Senator HAaT. I only have one followup here.

. Senator SIMrsoN. Please go ahead.
Senator HAaT. Commissioner Bradford, do you believe that

| eMina the phrase "public interest" does not therefore statutorily
d the Commission's authorit

y and economic considerations? y beyond public health and
*ex

i

. Mr. BaADFOaD. It would Certainly make more explicit our author-
ity to weigh economic considerations together with public healtht

and safety. My own concurrence in this is very definitely in the ''

t total phrase public health, safety, and interest, so we are not free
to go off and make up some definition of the public interest that is!

! m' dependent of the public health and safety and apply that. If the
phrase were public health, safety, or interest that would not be'

acceptable to me. I consider the three, public health, safety, and
interest to be in effect a cumulative test and not one in which the

I - Commission can base a decision on any one of those three. '

| Senator HAaT. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask the committee staff
! counsel or whomever to advise us on the precedent for the NRC in

effect to become an economic regulatory commission. I think the
potential is there.

I Smator Seursow. You certainly have that opportunity.
! Senator Domenici, I appreciate your participation.
' Senator DouRNici. Ijust have a few questions.
| As I understand it one of the recommendations that you have
| made, Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, has to do

with clarifying the Sholly decision. As I understand it for almost 20
years, you have been actmg on the kinds of decisions

Mr. Hawomix. Precisely in the way we would propose to act if our
legislative proposal were accepted and passed.

1 Benator Douswici. And as a matter of fact the Commission's
I decision that was litigated was a unanimous decision by the Com-

mission, wasn't it?
Mr. Hawnanz. Our agreement to bring this legislative propos- 1

cl !

Senator Douzwici. I don't mean that. The decision that was I

taken up in Sholly was not anything you all disagreed upon.
Mr. Hawnanz. As I recall it that is correct.
Senator Dourwici. Therefore, when you ask for this change have

you asked for any authority that you didn't have before? *

. Mr. Hawonis. I don't believe we have.
Senator Dourwici. And the only reason you don't have it now is

because there is a court decision which is on appeal to the U.S.
! Supreme Court that for the first time challenges that authority +

that you have been using; is that correct?
Mr. Hawonia. Yes, sir, that is exactly correct.
Senator DouRNICI. And how long might it take in the typical

|
cppeals process to the U.S. Supreme Court for a decision to be
forthcoming?

: Mr. Hawoasu. My guess is a year or more but let me turn and
! ask the General Counsel, Mr. Bickwit.

1
i
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Mr. BIcxwrr. I think most probably the Court would not get to
the decision on whether to take the case until October. If it chose
to take it at that point, it would be several months beyond that
before a final decision would be rendered.

Senator DoMENICI. And this Commission didn't have any trouble
in making the decision that was appealed from regarding the
public health issue involved. You must have found that the deci-
sion was a rather clear one and if you didn't,you could have voted
not to do it I assume. Is that not correct? And that is the kind of.

authority you would retain under your proposal. You would be a
ilve-member collegial Commission which would decide on each
amendment including
complied with the law.your process of evaluating whether or not ite

So that authority would be retained in a vote 3 to 2 or 5 to 0 not
to make one of these decisions that Sholly now puts in doubt.

Mr. HENDRIE. Yes, sir.
Senator DoMENICI. That would be a collegial decision on your

part.
Mr. HENuRIE. That is correct.
Senator DoMENICI. The last time we had a hearing, at least when

I was here, you were going to bring us up some recommendations
that concerned themselves with the fact that we are going to have
a dozen or so plants ready for operation and their operational date
is going to be delayed varying from 8 months to 12 months. As I
gather it you have not reached any maiority consensus on recom-
mendations to us about those kinds of tilings that might expedite?

Mr. HENDRIE. Well, we have come to you with a unanimous
proposal for legislation which would allow us for this limited group
of plants that are impacted by the licensing delays after Three
Mile Island, would allow us to issue an interim operating license,
covering fuel loading and low-power testing and operation. So we

,

have agreed to this and we have come up to you with a letter dated
March 18 with this legislative proposal, which is one of the propos .
als that we speak to this morning.

With regard to other measures, in particular those that lie
within the Commission's present authorities, we have had a serias

,

of discussions over the last several weeks and there are several P

measures which are either out for public comment where a rule
change might be considered, or are about to go out to comment or
something. There are a series of those but none of those, or onl,y a
few of those have become final in the sense of the Commission
deciding to do that.

Senator DOMENICI. Let us assume the consumers that are out.

there in one of these plants that is going to be delayed 12 months
and they have the investment, the utility company has the invest-
ment on the ground. How much time will your 5. percent interim
operating authority save for them?,

Mr. HENDRIE. Save on that impact? The way I have been charac-
terizing it is it is a guarantee.d 2 months, more likely 3 in the
average case, and there is a possibility if you find something during
that testing that has to be fixed that you wouldn't otherwise have
found until down the line, there is the opportunity for substantial-
ly more saving. But I would say something like 3 months in the
cvurage case is probably a prudent guess. Now that clearly doesn't

- __ - ___________ _ _
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- get you the whole 12, where a plant has a projected impact of 12
months. I think some of the other measures that the Commission

_
has under consideration would pick up another 2 or 3 months.

Senator DOMENICI. If the Commission does them.
Mr. IIENDRIE. To be sure.
Senator DOMENICI. And while you have proposed them, there

isn't unanimous support for all of those. There is for the 5 percent
interim.

*
Mr. HENDRIE. There is unanimous support for the legislation that

- we propose to you, and I think there is another measure which is
- going to be very useful because it applies to every case that has a

hearing, and that is one that has to do with the immediate effec-
,

tiveness rule where the present procedure is that the Board issues
its initial decision and if it is favorable, that decision is stayed and
is not implemented by the issuance of a license for a period of-

= about 3 months while the Commission with the assistance of the
_ Appeah Board takes a look at the case.

Senator DOMENICI. What is the feeling of the Commission on the
immediate effectiveness rule?-

Mr. HENDRIE. Well, we have two alternative changes to it. One of
-

them saves you the 3 months, the other saves 2 months of the 3,
- and I don't have a vote on it yet, Senator, but my feeling from

. discussion with my colleagues is that there is a very high probabil-
ity we will be able to agree on one or the other. So for my own

E purposes I have been counting on a 2-month saving out of that
. aspect. I would be glad to have the Commissioners tell me I am
-

wrong but I can just tell you what my sense of the Commission is.
Senator DOMENICI. Are these savings cumulative? If you save

three under the immediate effectiveness that is 3 and if your 5
percent works that is another 2 and possibly 4?

- Mr. HENDRIE. Yes, sir, I think so.
l- Senator DOMENICI. Besides those two, proposals what other ones
L would have a chance of saving cumulative time?

Mr. HENDRIE. The othcr possibility is in pulling down, that is
tightening up the hearing schedule for these dozen cases. Now that,

is a less certain matter. These cases have already become individ-
-- ualized by the contentions filed in them. It is not that they are just
_

a case down the line where you do not know the specific features.
-

Senator DOMENICI. I understand but that will have more effect in
- the future than it will on these 12.

Mr. HENDRIE. So the kind of changes we have talked about and-

published for comment might take as much as a month of some of
these hearing schedules, but it is a very individual proposition. *

Senator DOMENICI. My last question, if you have the 5-percent
rule on interim licensing, what would the Commission think about_

flexibility to go beyond that being invested in the Commission, with
some criteria for exercising it? *

Mr. HENDRIE. Well, for myself I believe that we are going to
come down to a group of perhaps half a dozen, maybe slightly

_

smaller, but a group of about half a dozen of these impacted plants
- for which all of the measures we have talked about, even including
- the proposed legislation for low power just is not going to save the

day for them and they are still going to end up with impact periods=

that run from a couple months to maybe as long as 6 months. And
_

-

1
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for that very limited group I would suggest if you want to relieve
those costs about the only way I can see to do it is to allow us to
have authority to issue for that small group an interim full power
operating license. In my view that would be a reasonable proposi-
tion in view of the extraordinary circumstances flowing out of
Three Mile Island and the fact that otherwise there are going to be
very substantial additional costs to the consumers.

Senator DOMENICI. I will address the Commissioners on that and
* I will yield.

Senator SIMPSON. Thank sou very much.
Senator DOMENICI. May tbey just Comment,
Mr. BRADNRD. I feel less than enthusiastic about going beyond 5

* percent, Senator. At 5 percent I am satisfied that the danger to the
public in compromising the hearing process beyond the compromise
that already exists because of the $2 billion facility is virtually nil.
Therefore I am fully comfortable with that. Whether I am willing
to go a few percent beyond that is perhaps worth discussing but
when you talk about going up to full power, it seems to me it is
worth remembering the few incidents we have had occurred rela-
tively early in the plants at which they occurred, and I just
wouldn't go to 100-percent power on an interim basis.

Mr. GiuNSKY. Senator, I would stick with the proposai for 5-
percent power. I think that proposal, if put into legislation and
applied by the Commission together with some of the other things
that we are doing, ought to deal with the bulk of the problems that
we are facing here. There will be a fe v plants, possibly as few as
three but it may be more than that, whose problems will not be
dealt with with the collective proposal that we are coming up with.
I hesitate however to put into effect an interim full power licensing
scheme just to deal with those plants. I think the cost in terms of
the hearing process would be very high. There are probably
changes we want to make in the hearing process but I think this
isn't the way to do it. We have to face that directly.

Senator SIMPSON. Commissioner Ahearne.
Mr. AHEARNE. Senator, I would oppose going above 5 percent and

the reason is I think it would take the pressure off the Commission
from reviewing the hearing process itself. I think there are some
substantial improvements that could be made in that. So I think it
would be bad practice to go to a full power interim and bad public
policy also. I recognize that there might at some point be a nation-
al emergency in which those plants would be needed and granting
perhaps getting rapid congressional authority for that would be
difficult, at the present time I would much rather reserve that.'

Senator DOMENICI. I want to thank Senator Hart.
Senator HART. I would just like to pursue that last line of ques-

tioning for a moment. If I understood the testimony correctly,
Chairman Hendrie would prefer a statute that perr.iitted the Com-*

mission to authorize plants to go to full power before the final
licensing authority, is that correct?

Mr. HENDRIE. The way I phrase it, if you ask me to outline for
you the draft proposal, I would frame it in terms of the low power
authority that we have asked for for the period through the end of
1983, just as it stands, and I would add to it words along the line
that further, for a limited group of plants, and I suspect we could

_ . _ . . _ _
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even name them if one wanted to really limit it, that full power
operation before the completion of a required hearing would be
permitted upon a finding by the Commission that all other public
health, safety, environmental, and defense and security findings
have been made.

Senator HART. I take it if I understand Commissioner Ahearne's
position, it is that he would support the same thing except it takes
too long to get through Congress?

Mr. AHEARNE. No, you misunderstood completely, Senator. I +

would definitely oppose going to a full power, and the reason is I
think it is bad public policy and I also think it would be bad
practice because I believe part of the problems we have in our
hearing process are an inefficient structure and we have to review *

that. If we had the interim full power licensing authority I think it
would remove the sense of pressure that right now the Commission
feels for that kind of examination. But I think it would be bad
policy to do it.

My point about the Congress was I recognize one of the argu-
ments that sometimes may be raised in favor of that is if there is a
n~.tional emergency and we need those plants. I would rather, even
though it might take Congress time to act, I would rather that
situation come to Congress and say here is a national emergency,
we need this authority.

Mr. GIUNSKY. May I answer, Senator? I agree with those re-
marks. I think if we approve a general scheme for interim operat-
ing license we may find ourselves dealing with many more plants
timply because the whole system will slide. Of course if it were
done the way Chairman Hendrie suggested, actually naming
plants, that would cure the defect.

I have some other remarks that pertain to your earlier question.
I wonder if I could take a moment to address them.

Senator HART. Please.
Mr. GruNSKY. You were asking about the amendment to deal

with the Sholly decision, I think it doesn't extend the Commission's
ruthority except in possibly a small way, which is why I prefer to
1: ave off the " interest" in the finding part of it. Generally the
unendrr.ent brings us back to what we are doing now. I think that
is preferable to letter the Sholly decision stand. However there are
some problems with the way thmgs are done now.

You asked about the "no significant hazards" finding. It doesn't
exactly mean, the way it is interpreted, that there isn t an impor-
tant safety question. It tends to be interpreted to mean that what-
ever is bem, g proposed would not lower the safety of the plants -

being modified, which isn't quite the same thing as there not being
r.n important safety question. I think we have got to go back and
deal with that definition so it really says there is not an important
safety question. .

There is also a problem with who makes the finding. In practice
it is made by the staff, not by the Commission. And the staff
becomes a party to the hearing should there be a hearing. I am not
sure I know how to cure that but it is something that has troubled
me.

Senator HART. Well, I guess what I would like each of you to give
me as specifically as you can is your definition of what "and
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interest" means because you are proposing changing the law.
Future courts if challenged will want to know how Con in-
tended to change the law by language of this sort. Frankl I don't
know if we were to adopt this amendment today what "a d inter-
est" means. What we are giving to the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission is a big blank check. I think we have a responsibility to
define for future courts if challenged what we meant when we gave
that blank check, or at least put some limits on the check, and I

* don't have the foggiest idea what this means. I gather each of you
has in your minds what the phrase "and interest" means but if I
were a judge sitting in h court looking at the congressional record,
if this committee were to that amendment today and take it to
the floor and get it p so you could get on with this, I would be*

mystified as to what Congress intended by giving you that authori-
ty. So I hope you will give us your ideas, each of you, what an
interest means, as specifically as you can.

Mr. AHEARNE. For myself, I would agree entirely with what
Commissioner Bradford earlier described, with the stress on the
end. For an expansion of it I would like to submit, if I could, a
short, letter which was submitted by three out of the five Commis-
si:ners last April to the chairman of the Senate Appropriations
Committee, which at that time was proposing a modification of
policy for the Commission. As it said, this was not intended to in
their view expand the authority but confirm authority NRC now
has to make prudent and sensible safety and national security
judgments based upon safety or security as a paramount considera-
ti:n, but also giving some consideration to appropriate public inter-
est factors. In the definition it expanded that to indicate considera-
tion to economic impacts and to meeting energy needs. If I could
submit that.

[The letter follows:]

.
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The Honorable J. Benr+tt Johnston, Chairman
,Subcomittee on Energy and Water Development

Cemittee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On February 27. 1980, the Comission testified before your Subcomittee
c:t NRC's FY 1981 appnpriation request. During the hearing we discussed
with you and Senator Schmitt the desirability of amending the Atomic

, Energy Act to provide NRC explicit authority to allow for public interest
considerations in setting safety standards.or resolving safety questions.
You invited draft language that would establish such a requirement and
resolve the present ambiquity on this point in our statutory charter.

As $enator Schmitt pointed out, the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) is similar to NRC in that its primary responsibility is to regulate
a potentially hazardous industry. However, the FAA in regulating civil
aviation is permitted by statute to consider the public interest in
setting safety standards. We believe it highly desirable that NRC be
provided similar explicit statutory authority to take into acce nt
pub.lic interests in assuring that the civilian nuclear industry operates
safely. Accordingly, we have enclosed draft statutory language which we
believe will accomplish this result.

Under the Atomic Energy Act, activities involving nuclear facilities and
caterials are regulated in order to provide adequate protection of the
health and safety of the public and to assure that such activities are
carried out in a manner that would not be inimical to the comon defense
and security. It is clear that these statutory standards do not require
zero risk and, so long as some risk may be tolerated censistent with
these statutory standards, decisions on "how safe er secure is enough"
may prcperly entail some balancing of safety or security risks against
public interest factors, specifically energy needs aff econcmic ir@ acts.
Thus, we view this draf t legislation as confirming authority the hRC now
has, authority to make prudent and sensible safety and national security
judgnents based upon safety or security as a paramount consideration,
but also giving some consideration to appropriate public interest factors. *

!
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However, there has been some confusion on this point, and legislation
would be highly desirable in order to help avoid future confusion and to.
make explicit 1n the Act what is at present only implicit.

,

Finally, we eidhasize that this preposal is' not intended to reduce the
current standards of protection but rather to permit future depisions to
be taken on a more rational basis with all considerations explicitly
sta ted.

Please do not hesitate to call' on us if we can be of further assistance*

in this matter.

Sincerely,
e

-W r~ , ,

eseph M. Hendrie
Cocinissiener

*d
'

*
.-

Comissioner

&' v

Victor Gilinsky
Comissioner

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: Sen. Mark O. Hatfield
Sen. Harrison Schmitt
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CRAFT BILL, _ , ,
- + -

, , .

peAtomic nergy Act of 1954, as amended is amended by revising the

title of Chapter 2. to read " Definitions and Policy." and by adding a
3. ; -

new section 12 to read as follows:
.

-. . *

"Se c. ,1,2. Policy,f- In the domestic licenshg and regulation of '

faci 1[ ties and materials under this Act the Comission shall
m,

regard}sinimizing risks'to public health and safety and the comon ,

,defens$ and security as the paramount consideration, but the

Commission shall recognize that absolute safety or security may be

unattainable as a practical matter and give appropriate consideration

to economic impacts and to meeting energy needs. This policy shall

guide the Comission in applying the domestic licensing and regulatory

standards of this Act, including the standards of adequate protection

to the health and safety of the public in section 182a. and non-

inimicality in section 103d."

Senator HART. That would be very helpful. Any others want to
take a crack at this?

Mr. GiuNsKY. I had suggested leaving out
Mr. HENDRIE. You and I are on John's letter, the letter John

cubmitted, so we get a little credit for that.
I am sorry, go ahead.
Mr. GiuNsKY. It isn't that I don't think the Commission ought to

be able to take economic factors into account. But because this
proposed amendment is drafted to deal with a very specific prob-

* lem, I thought we should limit ourselves to the narrow question in
the Sholly decision and not use this as a vehicle for modifying the
basic Commission finding.

Senator SIMPSON. But I wouldn't quarrel it does modify the basic
standards.

Mr. Git.rNsKY. Which is why I would leave off the "and interest."
Senator HART. Commissioner Bradford.

*
Mr. BRADFORD. I Would intend the type of situation I could imag-

ine using to be like the actual situation that occurred in TMI last
apring, in which we were reluctant to say that the public health
and safety in and of themshes required the immediate venting of

*the krypton, but in fact i. id seem to us to be a good idea. Also
there was no significant hazard involved and one could use the
first sentence of this amendment alone to cure that problem. But it
seemed that the public health and safety would not be adversely
affected and that there were a variety of public interests to be
served by getting the krypton out of the plant and getting ahead
with the cleanup.

I
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So it wasn't the kind of situation in which one could say the
public health and safety absolutely required that the krypton be~ ' -

vented at that time because there wasn t an imminent hazard if it
weren't. But it did seem that the longer term public health safety
and interest added up to a decision to go ahead and vent it and this2

standard would make it easier to do that. As I indicated before, I
wouldn't separate the word interest out and use it as a basis for a
specific economic interpretation.

Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, thank you. As you will recall, onee

of the first rules you hear when you go to law school is hard cases
make bad law. It is an old saying that is designed to put lawyers, I
guess, or legislators on notice that in an effort to correct what are
apparent deficiencies in the law under various specific circum-*

stances, you are also creating a situation in which totally unpre-
i dictable uses of that law can be made in the future. Here I think

the word conservative has meaning. I can premise, for example,10,
20, 30 years from now a Commission that may be very much
cpposed to nuclear power and could use a phrase of this sort to
deny amendments, deny licenses willy-nilly. I don't think the nu-
clear industry would like that very much and I hope when we start
tampering around with this law we are looking not only at the
immediate situation but at totally opposite circumstances that
could arise when all of us are gone and a whole different set of
players are on the field.

Senator SWPsON. I thank you very much. I must admit that the
part of this process that interests me is the diversity of this Com-
mission, and yet there is this sense of unanimity in this particular
crea that something must be done. I recall that old law school
phrase. It might be like the one we had in the legislature which
was hardheads make bad legislation.

Now let me recognize the presence of the chairman of the full
committee. I value his stability and his interest in all issues that
come before the committee. I know each member of this subcom-
mittee including Senator Hart recognize and appreciate his partici-
pation.

Senator Stafford.
.

COMMENT OF HON. ROBERT T. STAFFORD, U.S. SENATOR,

FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for

your gracious words. I regret that due to the unusual situation the
country is facing since yesterday afternoon I wasn't able to be here,

at the outset of the hearing this morning. I had hoped to be
because I am, like everybody else, very much interestad in nuclear
power.

I have no formal opening statement to place in the record here*
cr earlier, Mr. Chairman. I simply want to comment very briefly
that in the last several years when I have been involved in various
environmental issues I have become acutely aware of the fact that
no source of energy that we use very largely in this country is free e

of problems. We have them almost everywhere in terms of oil and
coal and even hydroelectric power where new dams are built to
threaten some environmentally valuable areas.

._ _-
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I must say, Mr. Chairman, the more I look at all our major
sources of power, the better nuclear power seems to look to me. For
example,in the middle of our environmental studies I notice that ifc
we try to sharply increase the use of coal or oil with a higher
sulfur content that we are producing a lot of contaminants in the
atmosphere that play havoc with the human system, with some of
our crops and some of our animals and forests and forestlands. For
example, nuclear powerplants have their problems and we want
them to be as safe as they possibly can, but they don't produce any *

,

nitrous oxides or sulfur oxides that are beginning to cause some
# anguish not only in their own light but in terms of acid rain. The

nuclear plants don't produce any carbon monoxide or carbon diox-
'ide or any ozone chemicals or any particulates or any hydrocar--

i bons. So as I say, I have to conclude, Mr. Chairman, that the more
I look at the difficulties we have with other major sources of power,
the better nuclear power looks to this Senator. And I am glad the

| Commission is here this morning. I think it is important to get on
with the business of reviewing and issuing license where that can.

properly be done.
Thank you.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre-

1 ciate those comments from you. You have an extraordinary back-
ground in environmental legislation and a deep interest in it
indeed.

] .I have some questions with regard to the Sholly decision. In
'

reaching that determination that a particular license amendment
involves "no significant hazards consideration," what criteria has
the Commission employed in the past and how do these criteria
differ from those that the Commission had published in proposed
form and was in the procet o' completing at the time of the Sholly
decision?

Mr. HENoais. Could I ask the General Counsel to trlk about this
definition matter, Mr. Chairman?

Senator SIMPSON. Please.
, Mr. HENDRIs. Mr. Bickwit.
j Mr. Bicxwrr. The proposed rule is helpful because it is in effect a
' codification of the practice that staff and the Commis:: ion have

been using in reaching decisions on these issues. What the pro-
posed rule would say is that the Commission will consider in
making a no significant hazards consideration finding whether the
proposed amendment would one, involve a significant increase in
the probabdity or consequences of an accident previously evaluat- .

ed; two, create the possibility of an accident of a type different
from any evaluated previously; or three, involve a significant re-,

duction in a margin of safety. And those have been basically the
! criteria the Commission has been using. .

I Senator SIMPSON. And those would remain the principal criteria?
Mr. Bicxwrr. This is a proposed rule for which the comment

,

j period has closed. The Commission will now consider comments j

and decide whether this is the practice that it will continue to
adhere to.

i Senator SIMPSON To what extent if any will the Sholly decision
impair the NRC's supervision cf operating nuclear powerplants?

;

i
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Mr. HENDRIE. Well, if the decision were to stand, Mr. Chairman,
then we would very rapidly begin to have very grave difficulties.
We undoubtedly are going to be in hearing on some fraction of
those 400-odd amendments a year that have no significant hazards
consideration associated with them. We very rapidly are going to
saturate in terms of the ability of the staff engineers and staff
lawyers to deal with those hearings, let alone the ability of the
licensing board panel to provide boards to hear them.

What you will then have are plants that have operating licenses*

that are shut down for extended periods while these hearings work
their way along. It is not a very practical sort of an outcome it
appears to me. It furthermore has the peculiar aspect that it would
leave us having to decide between not making license amendments,

in order to avoid the possibility of plant shutdowns for extended
periods on the one hand, and on the other, having license amend-
ments where we think the technical specifications ought to be
adjusted to account for that and so on. And now we are hung. Do
we do it in a safe and workmanlike way and end up without
meaning to with the plant being shut down for some extended
period, or do we shrug and let that one pass and let it operate?

Senator SluPsoN. I think you are coming to an area that con-
cerns me, almost a catch-22 situation, wondering to what extent
the Sholly decision encourages technical specifications of a more
general nature, thereby reducing tne number of routine license
amendments which would be subject to the hearing requirements
of the section.

Mr. HENDRIE. Well, if Sholly were to stand ' think what we
would have to do is to face one major amendment to all operating
licenses, that is, create a vulnerability in each operating plant to
have a hearing on a general amendment to each license m turn,
which would simply cut back greatly on the amount of detail in the
license itself, and try to reduce the license to a general statement
with the proposition this plant has permission to operate at some
power level, up to some power level. Then you take your lumps on
the hearing that will probably be requested on that one amend-
ment but thereafter you are able to adjust the technical specifica-
tions where there is a need. And we have to downgrade the techni-
cal specification to some sort of a companion document which
would not have the enforceability that a set of license conditions
would.

Senator SIMPSON. There is an issue. Would that hinder the entire
enforcement capabilities of the NRC?

Mr. HENDRIE. I think it would throw us considerably in doubt*

because that would leave us trying to enforce what had been an
infraction of what are now less formal conditions, leaving us trying
to enforce on something that wasn't a license condition. I don't
know, it is a good question.*

Senator SIMPSON. Yes, Commissioner Bradford.
Mr. BRADFORD. I was just going to reinforce both the point the

chairman made the answer and your question. I would be very
much in favor of expanding specificity m the technical specifica-
tions. One of my concerns about the impacts of the Sholly decision
is that that it goes against that and would undermine +'4 enforce-
ability of a number of specifications because once they <e out of

'
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the formal documents into the informal documents it becomes very
much harder to use them as a basis for enforcement action. My
only difference with what the Commission said is I don't share the
view of a community out there that is prepared to pounce in on all
70 plants. For me the possibility of one or two plants to be held up
in hearings that don't involve significant hazards is sufficient, but I
wou'in't urge you legislate on the basis that the industry would |
somehow be shut down or even 10 or 20 plants being shut down if I

the Sholly decision became final. I would like to avoid the possibil- *

ity of even one plant being delayed unnecessarily.
Senator SIMPSON. Commissioner Gilinsky.
Mr. GruNSKY. I think it is worth saying that this analysis of

what may happen, which may in fact be correct, is based on the *

notion that the law requires that a hearing on an amendment, no
matter how minor, has to be a full adjudicatory hearing. That is
what our lawyers seem to be telling us. I am not myself sure that
is right. |

Senator SIMPsON. We have all had those suspicions.
Mr. GruNSKY. Even then I would say it is an unreasonable

burden that there should have to be hearings on matters which are
i truly not important.

Senator SIMPSON. One of the interesting things to me in review-"

ing the Sholly decision was you developed that, that really there
was ever any advance notice required under previous consider--
ations and now we are going to come up with what might be4

termed blanket request for hearings, and also this nebulous phrase
" expression of interest." The Court rules in that case that there
was a hearing required before a license amendment involving, and
then this key phrase "no significant hazards consideration" be-

,

comes effective if there is a request for a hearing or " expression of
| interest which is sufficient to constitute a request for a hearing."

What sort of expression of interest would be sufficient in your
mind to constitute a request for a hearing?

Mr. HENoars. Well, it is always hard to know when the judges
write an opinion, even when the Commission writes an opinion if it
doesn't speak to a particular point you can speculate on what they
had in mind. It sounds to me however as though the court leaves
open, if it doesn't outright declare, that there is a very broad classi

of expressions of interest which would have to be regarded by the
Commission as either requests for hearir.gs m advance sort of just
generally in advance of th: 6.ue, or at least put us in a position

i where we feel it necessary to go and query those specific parties ,

each time one of these no significant hazards amendments came
up.

.

It is possible from a reading of the decision to infer that a party,

say at the initial licensing of a plant could send a letter to the NiF'>

.

saying I hearby request a hearing on all license amendments that
may come up in the future on this plant as long as it operates or I
am around. Then that is on file and the kind of language the court
has used here, it is conceivable that could be regarded as a formal
request for a hearing, which would automatically trigger a hearing
every time one of these amendments came up. If that were the
case, I don't know whether I am stretching here too much or not.

-
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Let me look over my shoulder and see what General Counsel has to
say.

Mr. Bicxwrr. I think the hypothetical the chairman posed is a
little unlikely.

Mr. HENDRIE. Unlikely or not in accordance with the decision?
Mr. Bicxwrr. I think it is unlikely that it is in accordance with

the decision.
Senator SIMPSON. Mr. Bickwit, I have heard the chairman recall

against the brethren of the bar and I will leave it at that, and then.

see him turn and call upon you for the answer to the question. A
terrible anomaly.

The court decision too stated that this phrase "any significant
changes in the operation of a nuclear facility in itself consummates*

a license amendment." What in your view constitutes such a "sig-
nificant change in the operation of a nuclear facility?"

Mr. HENDRIE. There doesn't appear to me to be any reasonable
boundary to that. If the court says that a thing is a license amend-
ment even though the specific language of the license document

does not change, it is not proposed to be changed in any way,is left
then

where do you draw the line? If the operator decides to put h
hand on the panel for the second half of his shift instead of his
right hand, I guess at some level of detail that is a change in mode
cf the operation of the plant. Now you know I trust I have carried
the court's language to a ridiculous extreme, but I don't know
where between that ridiculous extreme and a substantive matter
you draw the line.

It seems to me that the license is a set of pieces of paper, they
have things written on them and if you don t change any of the
pieces of paper and any of the things that are written down that
you haven t changed the license, you haven't amended it.

Senator SIMPSON. I appreciate that, I do, but I would like to wind
down here as soon as possible.

But we see the Sholly decision rising out of the emotionalism of
Three Mile laand, and justifiably so. I have no comment basically
about that, with the national interest and human beings' interest.
But to what extent if any will this Sholly decision affect those
absolutely extraorcinary situations which are still before us with
regard to the cleanup of TMI-2 where the degree of NRC oversight
is complete and pervasive? Where are we then?

Mr. HENDRIE. I guess it opens the opportunity for an adjudica-
tory hearing on each successive stage of the cleanup. Whether
some consolidation is possible, there is a question. Generally we
won't have in hand all of the details of a stage of the cleanup until.
people get ready to make it and can supply us the details of what
they propose to do. So I suspect consolidation is not very likely and
if Sholly stands we are likely to do a separate adjudicatory hearing
on each step of the cleanup down the line. The first one to come up,
is processing the water in the containment building. I guess the
second one will be a general cleanup within the containment build-
ing to get radiation levels down so you can work around the
primary. The third would be opening the primary system and
taking the core out. There is another one, a question about what do
you do with the damaged fuel and the higher level waste. I can see
the opportunity for somewhere between three and five perhaps
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full-scale adjudicatory hearings to allow these individual steps to
occur.

Senator SIMPSON. That is to me a grave problem to have.
Mr. HENDRIE. Well, you Couldn't get it done. In your lifetime and

mine we won't see the blasted thing cleaned up if these are the
administrative procedures we have to go through.

Senator SIMPSON. I will have to think about that. But that is the
problem as I see it, Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission,
that that is something that will go far beyond what is interpreted .

by the court in the Sholly decision, and must be I think corrected
by legislation.

I mentioned during earlier questioning and before Senator Hart
inquired when we were talking about the discovery proceeding,, if .

I might go back to the operating license issue and delay, witnesses
before the subcommittee for both the industry and the Union of
Concerned Scientists at the hearing last week criticized the provi-
sion about the elimination of formal discovery against the NRC

, staff, saying that it had the potential for actually lengthening the
license hearings by leading to a protracted type of cross-examina-
tion to obtain information that would otherwise be available
through discovery. I would like to know what your assessment is of
that possibility, how would that measure in particular expedite the
licensing process, what effect would that particular measure have
in terms of restricting information available to intervenors in those
proceedings, and even the possible hindering of their ability to
present their case?

Mr. HENDRIE. Well, you saw both the Union of Concerned Scien-
tists and the industry witnesses didn't like this proposition, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator SIMPSON. In different ways. That is true.
Mr. HENDRIE. That encourages me to think there is even more

merit in it than I had thought when I voted to put it out for
comment.

The proposition at the present time is that I think in some cases
discovery privileges and rights are being abused and are being used
as a delay tactic. Problems of this kind with discovery in general in
the legal proceedings, I find there is quite a lot of literature on the
subject, it is not just NRC proceedings where there is concern
about the abuse of discovery privileges.

In particular the relief of the staff from having by rule to reply
to any and all discovery requests would remove the possibility that
at a late stage in the proceeding on the publication of its final
supplement to the safety evaluation report, the staff is then hit by ,

a great number of discovery inquiries which just take time and
staff resource to answer and which are more in the way of trying
to create delay and use of staff resources than they are to seek
information. how the staff tries to put substantive matters that it ,

has t.t hand in its review on the public record. There is a docket
file maintained in public document rooms and I think a good part
of what people want to discover is already in the public document
room. But discovery is very handy because it makes the staff go
and round up the particular documents and relieve people of doing
it. You know if you are preparing a case you don't have to go and
read the docket file.
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So on balance I am inclined to think it is a good thing. It would
go along with an admonition from the Commission that the staff is
to voluntarily supply information and try to respond to discovery
requests, but by not making it mandatory for the staff to do it it
does give them the chance in those particular cases where discov-
ery may be being abused to say no. But you will want to hear from
others along the bench.

I must say, I guess this is a poor time for me to think of it, after,
I made my argument in favor of the proposition and before others
get to make their arguments against it, but we do have to all
recognize that it is up for comment and obviously no matter what I
feel now, I will want to see what the comments are and then we.

will have another discussion about it. So I make no commitment
here to vote one way or the other. I just tell you what my thoughts
are at the moment, and I am sure my colleagues would want a
similar disclaimer.

Senator SIMPsON. Commissioner Bradford.
Mr. BRADFORD. I am leery of this provision, Senator. I must say I

am surprised to see that the AIC was not in favor of it, but it
doesn't have the same effect on me as it does on the chairman.

I will turn now to the point I made at the beginning, that I am
reluctant to tinker with the hearing process outside of a more
balanced appraisal that is designed on one hand to perhaps provide
expeditious but on the other also to strengthen the ability of con-
cerned citizen groups to participate efTectively. In specific on the
discovery provision, the weakness seems to me that it depends on
the Commission's good faith in instructing the staff to make full
disclosure on its own anyway. The elimination of discovery might
work reasonably well if in fact everything proceeds that way, but it
is perfectly possible that the informal appeal process, the discovery
provision could be turned around with no formal proce(ding at all
by another commission in the future, or in fact conceivably by staff
action in individual cases, and then there would be no recourse,
there would be no discovery and the Commission having revoked
its guidance to full disclosure wouldn't be compelled to make full
disclosure and at that point the effects of discovery might be very
serious.

Senator SIMPSON. I do appreciate very much your all being here.
I have other questions and I am going to submit them in writing. I
note that we have our newest member of the subcommittee, Sena-
tor Symms, of Idaho, who is making a fine contribution, former
ranking member of the House subcommittee in this particular,

similar area.
Senator Symms, did you have any questions?
Senator SvMus. Mr. Chairman, I apologize to you and Mr. Staf-

ford and the commissioners for my absence. I have been tied up
, with another meeting.

I will not belabor your hearing by asking questions that are
probably redundant. I will be brought up to speed by you and staff.

Senator SIMPSON. Senator Stafford?
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I had

one question occur to me for my better understanding of the over-
all picture. As I read the statement this morning I gather there are
some 72 operating nuclear powerplants in the country and that

1
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your concern this morning is over 13 additional plants that will
complete in 1981 or 1982 and getting them licensed. Would it be
possible to tell us how many plants additionally to those two totals
c.re under construction now and will probably be completed in the
n:xt few years after 1982?

Mr. HENDRIE. Yes, sir. There are something like 70 more after
the two groups that you mention that are in the pipeline under
construction. Now I think it is fair to guess in this turbulent world
that not all of those 70 projects may necessarily come to comple- '

tion and apply for an operating license but I think a good number
of them are far enough along so that I think utilities face pretty
substantial costs in cancellations. So I think the bulk of that other .
70 will in fact come in for an operating license.

Then beyond that there is a much smaller group of about 11
units for which application has been made for a construction
permit but a construction permit has not been granted yet, so they
are not on construction except the limited amount of work you can
do, in at least one case under a limited work authorization from
the Commission. And I think it is hard to guess how many of those
11 units will turn out ultimately to be projects that are completed
and come on line, but I suspect a few of them at least.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Svuus. Mr. Chairman, if I could just ask one question,

and it may have been covered and if it was I apologize to all of you.
But what is happening with respect to the good unit up at TMI, the
one that was not involved in the accident? Is there a possibility
that that will be relicensed and restarted so that horrible $12 to
$20 million a month can be removed from those ratepayers?

Mr. HENDRIE. That is Three Mile Island Unit 1, Senator Symms,
and there is a hearing going on at the moment. The plant was
down at the time of the accident and a show cause order was issued
as to why it should not stay down, asking the licensee why they
should be allowed to operate since they had an accident with the
No. 2 unit, and we made the shutdown order immediately effective.
So the plant is shut down, this hearing has been going on. It is
running considerably beyond the projected times we had in mind

,

| back when we launched it, but it bids fair to complete this summer.
Then there would be some time for the Licensing Board to write its
initial decision and recommendations to the Commission and then,

! in this case the Commission will make the tinal decision and we
! will try very hard to act within 35 days of receiving the Board's *

recommendations.
Now I guess a sort of round number projection on when that

might occur is this fall, and I think we may not be all that far
behind, actually behind the rate at which Metropolitan Edison *

could now get the unit ready to operate because there are a
number of things they still have to work into the plant-Three
Mile Island-related to requirements, and because the unit has
been down for a while they have to do a fairly extended checkout
of all the systems. We have recently issued an order that allows
them to do nonnuclear testing while the hearing is going on. This
is with nonnuclear heat but lets them get the system up to full

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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temperature and pressure, check all the seals. So they have some
months of work before they would be ready to roll anyway. i

Senator Svuus. So we are talking about another $175 million in
oil purchase?

Mr. Hawomia. This ia the first of April and I don't see a decision
to restart much before October. So it is a chunk, yes, sir, and it has

4 come along at $15 million a month, something like that, purchased
power cost.

Senator Svuus. Down in Chairman Simpson's State they have a -:.,

saying if you ever get thrown off a how:, the best thing is to crawl
back on. So I hope the NRC and the pow er company

Mr. Hawnanz. If we have another accidd we will think about
; *- that.

Senator Svuus. Can we get CUs horse restarted so we don't have
this continued fear cast on ti e news all the time about it.

Senator SluPsoN. Well, sometimes you have to chew an ear off
the horse. You don't want ta do that.,

I4t me present the res+ of the questions in' writing, and some of
them I think are rathe: important because they have to do with
the sWled Beckwit hand.to-hand memorandum, which to me was
a very provocative document. I thought that was very interesting

; matenal for us, to observe it. So some of those questions will have
to do with intervenors and affirmative evidence and burden of

,

proof and burden of going forward. They are legal questions and we
certainly will appreciate your lawyer's response to those, and
others with regard to the Sholly decision will also be included

'there.
' I do thank you, again apologize for my being somewhat late. I am

j. impressed by the unanimity of the Commission; that has not
; always been. It is a most extraordinary thing to see, and yet with

the exception of the issue and comments of additional public inter-,

est, there is a good deal of unanimity and I think you all. I see I
think a new sense of congeniality between and among you, perhaps,

occasioned by the lack of a fifth member. But whatever it is, it is'

productive I think. I also look forward to our communications
! ' together or at the hearing room.

' I have nothing further and the hearing will now be concluded.
' Thank you.-

; Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
Mr. Hendrie's prepared statement, additional material submit-

ted for the record, and responses to written questions follow:]

*
,

i *
!
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STATC1ENT CF JOSEPH H. HENDRIE
. . .

CHAIRMAN, U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMttISSION

Mr. Chairman and Hembers of the Subcommittees
e

2 am pleased to be before you today to urge uactment of two

pieces of proposed legislation. The first is the Commission's ,

proposed amendment to Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act of

1954, to overturn the principal adverse ruling in the recent

decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia Circuit in Sholly v. E . Wat proposal was sub-

mitted to you by letter of March 11, and I ask that the letter,

which includes t su >p .rting memorandum, be included in the

record. The second proposal, which was submitted by letter on

March 18, would authorize the Commission to issue interim

licenses for low-power operation and testing, in advance of any

required hearing. Again, I ask that the letter be included in

the record. I would like now to discuss the two legislative

proposals in turn.

Proposed Legislation on Licensing Amendments
j Involving No Significant Hazards Consideration

The situation prompting submission of the first legislative

proposal may be surmarized as follows. In the Sholly case, a

three-judge panel of the D.C. Circuit ruled -- erroneously, in
e

our view -- that the Commission must hold a prior hearing on

demand from any interested person before it can issue any license

.

|
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amendment, even if that amendment involves 'no significant -

hasards consideration." . Since 1962, when the Congress enacted4

4

the amendments that added that statutory language, the Commission#

~ has interpreted Section 189a to mean that the NRC could issue an

-amendment that was insignificant from a public health and safety,-

standpoint without a prior hearing. The Sholly decision over-,

(. turns that consistently applied agency practice. In order to
'e:'

permit a full appreciation of the impact that the court's deci-
sion will have, unless it is overturned, let me review some of

the background of the case.
.

]

!

In 1962, Congress amended Section 189(a) to add the following

, languages
,

[T]he Commission may, in the absence of a request
[for a hearing) ... by any person whose interest may
be affected, issue an operating license or an amend-
ment to a construction permit or an amendment to an
operating license without a hearing, but upon thirty

3-
.- days' notice and publication once in the Federal
Register of its intent to do so. The Commission may

{~
dispense with such thirty days' notice and publica-

| tion with respect to any application for an amendment
to a construction permit or an amendment to an operat-

'
i

ing license upon a determination by the Commission-
+

; - that the amendment involves no significant hazards '

-

cons id era tion. [ emphasis added].*

._

We think Congress intended, by this amendment, to ratify the AEC

f practice under milich the AEC approved license amendments involv-
,

ing no significant hazards' consideration without conducting or

..

O
i

4
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cffering a prior hearing. The legislative history on this point
is explicit that congress intended to adopt the " criterion ...

being applied by .the Consission under the terms of AEC regulation

50.59.*- [S. Dep. No. 1677, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. at 8 (1962)]

That regulation specifically provided: e
t

If the Commission determines that the proposed change
.... does not present significant hazards considerations *

I ... -it may authorize such change ... without a prior
-- public hearing." [10 CFR 50.59(e)(2), 27 Fed. Req.
5491, 5492-5493 (June 9, 1962)] '

,
-

|
>

The short of the matter is that we think Congress -in 1962 created

I -a category of license amendment actions -- those considered -

|-
| insignificant from a safety standpoint - to which the require-

f ment of a prior hearing did not attach. That was a reasonable

[. policy decision for Congress to make and it is a reasonable

! ~ . interpretation of the Act reflected in current NRC regulations at
t

I: ~10 CFR 50.58(b). The NRC and its predecessor agency have adhered

to that practice for nearly two decades.

I
l

:The Shelly lawsuit arose over efforts by the utility and the NRC

t to remove radioactive krypton gas from the containment building
i

'

at the severely damaged THI-2 reactor - a necessary preliminary

step to cleaning up the facil?ty. No one seriously disputed that

| the krypton had to be removed. However, there was a good deal of

f

,

I *

!

.

I
1
4
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. debate about the method and the speed by which it should be

accomplished. After a public process extending over many annths,
,

' the Commission decided to vent the gas to the atmosphere. His

action did not require a license amendment because the licensee
'

already had authority to vent radioactive gases under its operat ,e

ing license. Rather than have the process drag on, which could

have produced adverse public health consequences, the Commission
e

decided to vent the krypton at a faster rate than ordinarily

permitted under the license. His involved a modification of the
license technical specifications to substitute a direct measure-

I ment of the radiation levels offsite for the method specified in

the license - which was to set release limits based on calculated

offsite doses. . Se Commission determined that this minor amend-

ment - permitting a fast purge of containment gases, while

keeping doses to the public at or.below levels which the super-

seded release limits were intended to assure - involved no
significant hazards consideration. Herefore, the Commission
concluded the amendment could be made immediately effective.

Aarng other things, the court in Sholly said that this NRC con-
!

closion was wrong. I understand that a copy of the Circuit'

Court's original decision'and a copy of the recent statement

by four judges of the Circuit Court who disagreed with the deci-
sion of the Court's full panel of elcven judges not to rehear the

1
;

1 -g
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case have already been included in the hearing record. The

Solicitor General has filed a petition for writ of certiorari

in the Supreme Court on behalf of the Commission and the United |

States and I ask that a copy of that petition be included in
the hearing record. While we believe our view of the law is '

correct, whether the Court will decide to hear the case and

._ whether we will ultimately prevail is uncertain. In any event,
,

._. no final court action would be erpected until some tine next
-

year. In the interim, the decision raises serious policy ques-
tions and clouds the future course of the regulation of nuclear
plants. This is why we seek this legislation now.

's The principal ruling of concern to the Commission is that NRC

must hold a hearing on request, before it may act on an amendment

involving no significant hazards consideration. In NRC practice,

.

this hearing would be an adjudicatory hearing, and could last

many months. The practical adverse effect of the Court's ruling

_
is substantial.

s

- Over the past four years . the Commission has issued more than 1600

amendments to nuclear power plant operating licenses based' upon a
- determination that no significant hazards were involved. Over

-- the past few months some 20 of the nation's 72 nuclear power

plants would either have had to shut down or operate at reduced

L
-
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power if they had net been accorded the authority sought in
license amendment requests that involved no significant hazards.

If, as the D.C. Circuit has held, hearings are necessary before

this authority can be granted whenever an interested person

requests one, there is the prospect of a substantial curtailment
t

of nuclear power plant operations for reasons which, in the
Commission's view, are unrelated to the safety of the nuclear

o power plants.

The large number of license amendment ' actions which the Com-

cission must act upon, reflected in the yearly aver.'e of better

than 400 amendments, is directly attributable to the k.. a of

detailed regulation of nuclear power plant operation that the

Consission and the Congress has demanded. A nuclear power plant

operating license, like that issued for Three Mile Island,
. Unit 2 -- the power plant involved in the Sholly case -- is

hundreds of pages long, and consists of highly detailed tech-

nical specifications. Any change in the license itself, or in

any of those hundreds of pages of technical specifications, has
been considered a license anendment. Changes in the operation

of nuclear power plants are frequent. For example, whenever a

nuclear power plant refuels (usually at about 18-month inter-
vals), the technical specifications of ten need to be adjusted

to reflect the physical behavior of th. fresh fuel placed in the

O

o
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reactor core. : The consequence of the Sholly holding could be to

keep a nuclear power plant shut down or prevent its operating at
full-rated capacity, whenever the power plant refuels. This

result could follow in spite of a Commission judgment that there

is no significant hazards consideration Lnvolved in adjusting the
e

technical specifications to secount for the behavior of the fresh
fuel. That result lacks practicality.

.

The Commission does not believe that Congress intended nuclear

regulation and the operation of nuclear power plants to be
'

subject to unpredictable interruption every time NRC receiven
!' a hearing request on a matter not significant for safety. Ye t,
|- such a consequence is plainly possible under the court's ruling.
|

| The NRC, of course, does not know how many hearing requests, if

any,' might be filed in connection with future anendment applica-
tions. The court's opinion, however, clearly provides an ir.cen-
tive for such filings. :Nor does the Commission think that

Congress would want the Commission to attempt to mitigate the

unreasonable effects of the Sholly decision by eliminating or
grossly simplifying the detailed range of technical specifica-
tions which govern the operation of nuclear power plants,

|. - although this would be one way to minimize the number of license
t

amendnent actions that NRC would have to confront. Siith such|

I staplification would come a loss of governmental control, a loss

e

|
;

|. *

i

|

I
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of enforceability, and a loss of detailed assurance in a power
1

plant's method of operation. Acceptance of those kinds of i

uncertainties would not advance the public interest in assuring

safe operation of nuclear power plaats.

s

The proposed legislation, if adopted, would amend Section 189 to

clarify that the Commission may issue a license amendment which
e

involves no significant hazards consideration without first I

holding a hearing. The bill would also clarify that Section 189

does not limit the NRC's authority to take immedia*e action by

amendment or order to protect the public health, s.fety, and

interest or common defense and security. I would like to note

here that Commissioner Gilinsky would prefer the standard to be

ILmited to the public health and safety. He believes the addi-

tion of "public interest * tends to broaden NRC authority and that

his proposed language more precisely reflects the standard URC

actually employs. The commiss.on unanimously believes that

legislation is needed to overtt.rn the adverse impacts of the

Sholly decision on the regulation of nuclear energy. Unless

ove rtu rned, this decision will likely mean frequent and lengthy

'

interruptions in operation of nuclear plants for reasons that

have little or nothing to do with safety. He do not believe

that prospect to have been intended by Congress in enacting

Section 189 and urge prompt approval of the proposed NRC

legislation.

e

e
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.c

Proposed Legislation on Interim Operating. Licenses
for ruel Loading and Low-Power Operation and Testing .

'
!

IJ The'second piece of proposed legislation would amend the Atomic-
!

|' Energy Act 1954 to authorize the Commission to issue an interim '
. ,

operating license permitting fuel loading and low-power operation,

|

| and testing '.n advance of the conduct or completion of any re-
1

.

y quire". hearing. We proposed legislation is designed as an ''

t

i extraordinary and temporary remedy,to an extraordinary and
temporary" situation,' which has its roots -in the Three rtile Island

| accidcat and the reallocation of Commission resources which that[

| - accident compelled.
;

l'
|
|

| By way of background, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
l

provides that no person may operate a nuclear power plant without

. first obtaining an operating license from the Aclear Regulatory
Commission. Under existing law, a formal on-the-record eviden-

tiary hearing must be held, and a decision rendered on the basis
s

of that record, if there is a request for a hearing from any

person.whose interest may be affected. The Commission cannot

{ - authorize issuance of an operating license until any required i

hearing is complete and the decision has been issued. 1

i

:

In the past, . the scheduling and processing of licensing reviews

has typically provided suf ficient time for the hearings to be
,

I
'

. .

,

>
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completed and the license issued by the time the plant is com-

pleted and' ready to operate. For the first time, however, it
appears that the hearing process, for a significant number of

plants, will last beyond the date when construction should be

complete and the plants should be ready to operate. wis is a
i >

consequence of the thorough reexamination of the entire regu-

latory structure which was necessary in the aftermath of the

* Three Mile Island accident. For a period of a year and a half

after that accident, the Commission's attention and resources

were fo.cused on those plants which were already licensed to

operate, and on the preparation of an action plan specifying a

set of discrete TMI-related requirements for new operating

reactors. During this period, utilities that had received con-

struction permits continued to haild the authorized plants.

The severe public interest impact of dalays in the operation of

completed plants has been discussed extensively before this

Committee and others of the House and Senate. Though opinions

may differ as to the precise impact of the delays, as well as of

the dollar costs involved, the cost of delay is now generally

estimated as being in the range of tens of millions of dollars

per month for each completed plant.

The Commission is making every ef fort to see that available re-

sources are devoted to the completion of its licensing reviews

o

9
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of these plants, and that unnecessary delays in these hearings
are avoided. Under existing law, however, the Commission lacks

the authority to authorize fuel loading and low-power operation
and testing on the basis of its safety and environmental evalua-

tions it must instead avait the completion of the hearing pro-
e

cess. The result for the plants most af fected by mI-related
actions is likely to be delays of at least several months in

ultimate operation of the facilities, absent remedial action by '

the Congress.

The proposed amendment to subsection 189a of the Act would

authorize the Commission, if it finds that such action is

necessary in the public interest in order to avoid the conse-

quences of unnecessary delay in the operation of a completed

nuclear power plant, to issue an interim operating license

authorizing fuel loading and low-power operation and testing of

the plant in advance of the conduct or completion of any required

4 hearing. In all respects other than the completion of the hear-

3.
ing, the Commission would have to find that the requirements of

all applicable-law have been met prior to allowing such interim

operations. Thus, the public health and safety, common defense

and security, and environmental findings would still have to be

made, even though the public interest finding is made. Further-

more, a hearing would still be held if requested by an interested

,
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'

person under sectica 189 of the Act. The proposed amendment

would simply provide that in such a case, the requested hearing
could be held or completed af ter issuance of the license authoris-

ing fuel loading and low-power operation and testing. Moreover,

any interim license issued under this authority would be subject -

to any subsequent findings and orders of the Commission after the

conduct of any repired hearing. The authority to issue such
it'erim licenses would expire on December 31, 1983.*

,r'

The ef fect of this proposed legislation would be to advance by at

least several months the date of operation of the plants most

affacted by the TMI-related actions, where issuance of the

operating license is contested. The savings of time could be
. ,

more substantial in cases where testing showed the need for

modification and further testing. By placing a time limit of

.. December 31, 1983 on the Commission's authority to issue such

interim licenses, the proposed legislation would assure that the

relaxation of licensing requirements would be confined to those

plants which have been most directly af fected by the Commis-

sion's post-TMI actions. Since the risks associated with low-
_ .

power operation and testing ere much smaller than those asso-
' ciated with normal full-power operation, we believe that this

authority, limited to the relatively few plants likely to be;

most affected by our TMI-related ef fort, represents a minimal

> - .
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I

4. intrusion on our usual review and hearing process. The com- |
1

mission cannot under existing law, take these measures to

| reduce the delay in the licensing of the affected plants. The

proposed legislation would result in very substantial cost '
'

. savings for consumers in the service areas of the affected
4

-- plants.

f .

' .( The Commission believes strongly that prompt passage of both ]
'

I.

\

.l,these legislative proposals is in.the public interest. -

'

9
} .-

,

I would note that commissioner Ahearne, while agreeing that low- ]

j. power interim licensing is desirable at this time, believes that

[' full-power. interim licensing may be necessary-if significant |j

I improvements are not made in the reactor .icensing process. He *

has stated that fundamental reforms are needed in the role and

|- practice of the. licensing process. In particular, Commissioner

Ahearne believes the commission should direct the licensing 4

boards to decide only issues of substance that have been raised

j by the parties, and to manage proceedings with a strot.g hand.

[ He recommends raising significantly the threshold for admitted
i
' conter:tions and limiting g sponte authority. Without such.

( changes, Commissioner Ahearne expects that at some time in the
r

[- future, the Commission will request full-power interim licensing
I

|-
authority.

I

_

I thank the Subcommittee for its interest in this matter, and

~ would be' happy to answer any questions at this time. .

.

,
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y
- The Honorable George H.' Bush

President of the Senate
-Washington DC - 20510 r

JD- Dear Mr. Presidents

Transmitted herewith is a Nuclear Reguistory Commission legislative proposal
in the form of a draft bill to amend the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

' amended, to clarify that the Commission may issue a license amendment, dere
' no significant hazards consideration is involved without holding a prior

hearing and for other purposes. A draft bill is in Enclosure 1 An analysis
of the proposal is in Enclosure 2. A memorandum explaining the need for
the proposal is in Enclosure 3.

This proposal is in response to and seeks to overturn the decision of the
- U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Sho11y. et al.
v. NtC. et al.. No. 80-1691 (November 19. 1980). The court held that the NRC

' say not issue a license amendment even if there is no significant hazards
- consideration when an interested person has filed a request for a hearing
under Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act. 42 U.S.C. 2239(a). The deci.

- sion could also implicate the Commission's authority to issue immediately
effective license amendments and orders when the public health, safety, and
interest ce the common defense and security requires. The court's decision
candating a prior hearing on demand on natters insignificant to the public
health and safety seriously and immediately encumbers the regulation of
nuclear power, and puts at risk a substantial number of nuclear power plants
which would eithee have to be shut down or operate at reduced power if they
are not accorded the authority sought in pending license amendment requests.
The nweber of power plants affected will fluctuate over time depending upon

- which plants have license amendment applications cending and the nature of
the license amendment requests.

The proposed legislation if adopted, would amend section is9 to clarify that
the Commission may issue a license amendment which involves no significant

' hazards consideration without first holding a hearing. The bill would also
.

clarify that Section 189 does not limit the NRC's authority to take immediate
action by amendment or order to protect the public hesitt safety, and :nterest

.or common defense and security. This legislation is needed to overturn the
adverse impacts of the $ holly decision on the regulation of nuclear energy.
Unless overturned. this cecision raises the prospect of a substantial curtall.

. Pent of nuclear power plant operation for reasons whtCh in the Commission's
view are unrelated to the safety of the facility. We do not believe that
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prospect to have been intended by Congress in enacting Section 189 and urge
approval of the proposed NRC legislation.,

.

Sincerely,

si

W ~ sbd
' Joseph M. Hendrie

Enclosures: 4

1. Draft Bill
2. Analysis
3. Memoranden

,
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A BILL

To amend the Atomic Energy Act to clarify that no prior
public hearing is required for applications for amendment which
involve no significant hazards consideration and for other-
purposes.

'

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives.,

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that:

Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, is
, , * amended by adding the following new sentences at the end of

paragraph (a) thereof:"

"The Commission is authorized to issue and to make -

immediately effective an amendment to a license upon a

determination by the Commission that the amendment

involves no significant hazards consideration, not--

withstanding the pendency before it of a request for a

hearing from any person. The Commission is authorized

to issue and to make immediately effective any amend-

ment to a license, or any order to govern any activity

subject to this Act, as it may deem necessary upon a,

i determination that immediate effectiveness is required

to protect the public health, safety, and interest, or

,the coreson defense and security."
..

a

9
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Section Analysis

%.
The purpose of the amendment. is to overturn the decision' of

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
^

in Sholly v. NRC, November 19, 1980. The amendment provides

that the Commission may issue a license arenament' upon a deter- ' '

. mination that it involves no significant hazards consideration

without holding a prior hearing. It also clarifies that nothing
,.

in the Atomic Energy Act limits the agency's exercise of its
powers' to issue immediately effective license eaendments or

orders to protect the public health, safety, and interest or the

common defense and security. This amendment does not affect

the opportunity of an interested person for a hearing af ter

the amendment has been issued.

,

8

e
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Legislative Memorandum
in support of Proposed Bill

This memorandum sets forth the views of' the U.S. Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission in support of a proposed amendment to Section 189(a)
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2239(a),
to overturn the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit in Sholly, et al. v. NRC, et al.
(Novembe r 19, 1980). That decision seriously and immediately

D encumbers the regulation of nuclear power, and puts at risk a
substantial number of nuclear power plants which would either have
to shut down or operate at reduced power if they are not a? corded
the authority sought in pending license amendment requests. The
number of power plants affected will fluctuate over time depending

O upon which plants have license amendment applications pending and
the nature of the license amendment requests. The Commission urges
enactment of this amendment.

Statement of raets

The lawsuit arose over the Commission's efforts to take necessary
preliminary steps for the cleanup of the March 28, 1979 accident
at Three Mile Island. As a result cf that accident the TM1-2
containment building atmosphere held approximately 43,000 curies
of radioactive krypton-85 which had been released from the
nuclear fuel danaged during the accident. That radioactive
krypton posed a barrier to progressing with the cleanup. There
was no serious dispute, by anyone, that the krypton had to be
removed. After a multi-month extensive public process, the Com-
mission decided to vent the krypton to the atmosphere and amended
the license to permit the venting at a faster rate than that per-
mitted under the license's technical specifications while at the
same time keeping radiation doses to the public at or below levels
which the superseded release limits were intended to assure.

Court of Appeals Decision

In an opinion handed down November 19, 1980 the D.C. Circuit de-
clared that the Commission's refusal to hold a hearing on its
venting orders violated petitioners' statutory right to a hearing
under Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2239(a).
Shelly v. NRC, F.2d , No . 80-1691 (Nov. 19, 1980). The
court rule 3 That even where a license amendment involves no
significant razards consideration (such as the substitution of
dose Itmits for release limits that allowed for the venting to be
completed within two weeks rather than months) an interested
person who requests a hearing is entitled by Section 189(a) of

6
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the Atomic Energy Act to a hearing (before the amendment becomes
effective. The proposed amendment addresses this ruling.1/

Importance of the Court of Appeals Decision

The principal ruling of concern to the Commission is the D.C.
Circuit's holding that even where an amendment to a nuclear power
plant license involves no significant hazards consideration, an
interested person who requests a hearing is entitled by Section
189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2239, to a hearing g
before the amendment becomes ef f ective. The practical effect of
that ruling is substantial. Over the past four years the Com-
mission has issued more than 1600 amendnents to nuclear power
plant operating licenses based upon a no significant hazards
censideration determination. Over the past few months some 20 ,
nuclear power plants would either have had to shut down or
cperate at reduced power if they were not accorded the authority
sought in no significant hazards license amendnent requests.
If, as the D.C. Circuit has held, hearings are necessary before
this authority can be granted whenever an interested person re-
quests one, ther, is the prospect of a substantial curtailment of
nuclear power plant operations for reasons which in the Commission's
view are unrelated to the safety of the nuclear power plants.
The large number of license amendment actions which the Com-
nission must act upon, as is reflected in the yearly average of
better than 400 amendments, is directly attributable to the kind
of detailed regulation of nuclear power plant operation that the
Commission has demanded. A nuclear power plant cperating license,
like that issued for Three Mile Island, Unit 2, the power plant
involved in the Shelly case, is quite literally hundreds of
pages long, and consists of highly detailed technical s pe ci fica-
tions. Any change in the license itself or in any of those

1/ The court also ruled that the Commission's approval of
venting the TMI-2 containment was itself a license amend-
ment even though not characterized by the Commission as
such. This ruling should not prove onerous for three
reasons. It is applicable only to a situation whern the
relevant authority under a license has been revoked as the
court mistakenly thought was the case with regard to the TMI-2
license. Second, the Commission does not consider itself
bound to follow the court's misreading of the Commission's
intent. Third, even prior to Shelly the granting of sig-
nificant authority where none existed previously would have
required a license amendment. Thus the Commission ir not
proposing to legislatively overrule the court's erroneous
ruling with regard to the TMI-2 license.

e
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hundreds of pages of technical specifications is a license
amendment.

Since changes must of ten be made - , for example, whenever a
nuclear power plant refuels, which usually occurs at about 19-
month intervals, the technical specifications of ten need to be
adjusted to reflect the physical behavior of the fresh fuel
placed in the reactor core -- the consequence of the court's
holding could be to keep a nuclear power plant shut down or
prevent its operating at full-rated capacity, whenever the power

y plant refuels: and this despite the fact that in the Commis-
elon's best judgment there is no significant hazards considera-
tion involved in adjusting the technical specifications to
account for the behavior of the fresh fuel. A variety of other
kinds of license amendment actions, such as extending the time
for imposing a new requirement, or relieving the licensee of a* particular maintenance check, could have similar results. For
example, as the Commission moves to inplement a whole host of
new eperating license requirements developed in response to the
TMT-2 a ccident. any fine tuning of those requirements involving
a delayed effective date or the subs.itution of one kind of
7 Acensing requirement for another cos'd under the court's
ruling, prevent or impede a new power ,, ant from coming on line
or impede the operation of a nuclear power plant already in
service until the issue was resolved af ter a hearing. And this
despite the fact that the Commission thinks the license or
technical specification amendment involved is not of safety
significance. That result lacks practicality. The Commission
does not think that Congress intended nuclear power regulation
and the operation of nuclear power plants to be as episodic and
dependent upcn happenstance as the frequency of hearing requests
en mincr matters. Yet such a consequence is plainly a possible
result of this Court's ruling that Section IS9(a) of the Atomic
Energy Act cbliges the Commission to hold a hearing on a no
significant hazards consideration licens on request,becomes ef fective.17 amendment,before the anendment Nor does the Com-
mission think that Congress intended the Commission to eliminate

E The NRC, of course, does not know how many hearing requests,
if any, might be filed in connection with these license
amendment requests. The Court's opinion, however, clearly
provides an incentive for such filings.

The Commission also has as an alternative b:t not co-
extensive source cf authority to issue immediately effec-
tive orders where the public health, safety or interest so
requires. There is language in Shelly which could be
interpreted as requiring a bearing on request prior to the
NRC's exercise of its power to take immediately effective
action. The second sentence of the prcposed amendment
cla rifies that that is not the rase, and the Commission is
empowered to take such immediate act.on despite the gendency
of a hearing request.

4
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or grossly simplify the vast bulk of technical specifications
which govern the operation of nuclear power plants in order to
minimize the number of license amendment actions that must be
dealt with.1/ Uith simplification comes a loss of governmental
control, a loss of enforceability, and a loss of detailed assur-
ance in a power plant's method of operation. It is questionable
whether acceptance of those kinds of uncertainties best advances
the public interest in assuring that nuclear power plants are
operated safely. It is just as questionable that sue a reading
of Section 199(a) is the one that Congress intended.1

,
,

Preposed Amendment

The Commission believes that the court's interpretation of Sec-
tion 189(a) was erroneous and that the decision seriously encumbers
the regulation of nuclear power by providing leverage to block, ,
through hearing requests, needed ' license amendments which involve
no significant hazards consideration. The Commission proposes
to correct this situation through an amendment to Section 189(a)
which, if adopted, would confirm the Commission's interpretation
that there is no right to a prior hearing before an amendment may
be made effective, if it presents no significant hazards con-
s ide ration. The amendment would also clarify that Section 189(a)
does not limit the Commissien's authority to issue immediately
ef fective amendments and orders when the public health, t.afety,
and interest or the common defense and security requires. As to
' this latter point Commissioner Gilinsky believes that the pro-
posed amendment should delete the words 'and interest * and empower
the Commission to take immediate action only when required by the
public health and safety or the comron defense and security. ,
Commissioner Gilinsky believes that his proposal more accurately
reflects the standard the Commission currently employs and that
this is not the occasion to broaden the Commission's immediate

~

effectiveness powers.

The amendment urged by the Commiss*on would ef fectively and the
adverse potential impacts of the Sholly decision. For the reasons
described in this memorandum, the Commissien urges adoption of the
proposed amendment.

2# of course, any simplification of technical specifications
would itself be a license amendment that under the Sholly
decision could not be placed in ef fect until the completion of
whatever hearing or hearings are requested by interested
persons.

1# The court of appeal's decision takes no account of these
realities in its interpretation cf Section 189. Beyond
this, in the NRC's view, the court's decision seriously
misreads Congress' intent in passing the 1962 amendments to
the Atomic Energy Act and erroneously refuses to give
deference to the Commission's consistently held interpreta-
tion of its governing statute -- that no prior hearing need
be held when a finding is made that a license amendment

,
involves no significant hazards consideration.

7
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The Honorable Gecrge E. W. Bush
President of the Senate -

'' . Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Preside'nt:

Transmitted herewith is a Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposal
in the form of a draft bill to amend the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, to authorize the Commission.to issue an interim
operating license for a nuclear power plant, authorizing fuel
loading and low-power operation and testing, in advance of the
conduct or completion of an on-the-record evidentiary hearing on
-contested issues. The proposed legislation, which represents an
extraordinary and temporary cure for an extraordinary and temporary
situation,-is set forth in Enclosure 1. An analysis of the
proposed legislation is set forth in Enclosure 2. Enclosure 3
sets forth the proposed legislation in the form of a comparative
text.

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, no person may -
operate a nuclear power plant without first obtaining an operating
license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Under existing
law, a formal on-the-record evidentiary hearing must be held, and
a decision rendere(. on the basis of that record, if requested by
any person whose interest may be affected, before the Commission
may' issue an operating license.

In the past, the scheduling and processing of lice.4 sing reviews
has typically provided sufficient time to enable the hearings to
be completed and the license issued by the time the nuclear pla
is completed and ready to cperate. For the first time, howeve.
it appears that the hearing process for a significant number of
nuclear power plants will last bevond the date when construction
should be complete and the plants are redly to operate. This
situation is an indirect consequence of the Three Mile Island
(TMI) accident, whien required a reezamination of the entire
regulatory structure. Af ter TMI, for a period of over a year-
and-a-half, the Commission's attention and resources were focused

:on plants which were already licensed to operate and to the
. preparation of an action plan which specified a discrete set of
TMI-related requirements for new operating reactors. During this

L.
.

.tinued to build the authorized plants.
period, utilities that had received construction permits con-

4
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The severe public interest impact of these delays has been
discussed extensively before interested committees in the House
and Senate. Although there may be differences of opinion on the
precise overall impact of these delays, as well as in the dif-
forent estimates of the consequences for each of the plants, the -
delay costa now are generally estimated to range in the tens of
millions of dollars per month for each completed plant.

The t waission is making every effort to see that available
resout 's are devoted to the completion of its licensing reviews *

'
of thess plants, and that unnecessary delays in these hearings
are avoir. d. Under existing law, however, the Commission lacks
the author. ty to authorize fuel loading and low-power operation
and testing u the basis of its safety and environmental evalu-
ations it must instead await the completion of the hearing

'process. The result, for the plants most affected by 'DtI-related
actions, is likely to be delays of at least several months in
ultimate operation of the facilities, absent remedial action by
the Congress.

The proposed amendment to subsection 189a of the Act would
authorize the Commission, if it finds that such action is in the
public interest in order to avoid the consequences of delay in
the operation of a completed nuclear power plant, to issue an
interim operating license authorizing fuel loading and low-power
operation and testing of the plant in advance of the conduct or
completion of any required hearing. In all respects other than
the completion of the hearing, the Commission would have to find
that the requirements of all applicable law have been met prior
to allowing such interia operations. Thus, the public health and
safety, common defense and sec.rity, and environmental findings
would still have to be made, eyes though the public interest
finding is made. Furthernore, a hearing would still be held if
requested by an interested person under section 189 of the Act.
The proposed amendment would simply provide that in such a case,
the requested hearing could be held or completed after issuance
of tra license authorizing fuel loading and low-power operation
and testing. Moreover, any interim license issued under this
authority would be subject to any subsequent findings and orders
of the Commission after the conduct of any required hearing. The
authority to issue such interim licenses would expire on Decem-
ber 31, 1983.

The effect of this proposed legislation would be to advance by at
least several months the date of operation of the plants most
affected by the TMI-related actions, where issuance of the operating
license is contested. The savings of time could be much more
substantial in cases where testing showed the need for modification

e
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and further testing. By placing a time limit of December 31
1983 on the Commission's authority to 4ssue such interin li-

' conses, the proposed legislation would assure tnat the
relaxation of licensing requirements would be confined to
those plants thich have been most directly affected by the
Commission's post-TMI actions. Since the risks associated
with low-power operation and testing are much smaller than
those associated with normal full-power operation, we believe
that this authority, limited to the relatively few plants
likely to be most affected by our TMI-related effort, represents

p a minimal intrusion on our usual review and hearing process.
The Commission cannot, under existing law, take these measures-
to reduce the delay in the licensing of the affected plants.
- The proposed legislation would result in very substantial
cost savings for cons.amers in the service areas of the

9 affacted plants.

The proposed legislation deals essentially with matters of
licensing procedures and, as indicated, would not alter any
of the substantive standards and requirements of the Atomic
Energy Act pertaining to the protection of public health and
. safety and the common defense and security or of trEPA. In
light of this, the Commission has concluded that the proposed
legislation would not significantly affect the quality of
the human environment.

Additional comments by Commissioner Ahearne and myself are
-enclosed.

Sincerely,.

i s s- - i

Joseph M. Hendrie

; Encio ures:
1 1. ba.!t Bill
' 2. Analysis of Proposed Legislation
4 3. Comparative Draft Bill

'

4. Additional Comments of Commissioner
| Ahearne and clairman Hendrie
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Enclosure 1

DRAFT BILL

To amend the Atomic Energy A:t of 1954, as amended to

*
authorize the Commission, upon determination that such action

is necessary in the public interest, to issue an interim

operating license authorizing fuel load ing, low-power opera- ,

tion and testing of a nuclear power reactor in advance of the

conduct of a hearing:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives Of

the United States of America in Congress Assembled, that

subsection 189a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

is amended by adding af ter the final sentence in the subsections

notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act,

the Commission may, upon determination that such

action is necessary in the public interest in order

to avoid the consequences of unnecessary delay in

the operation of a nuclear power reactor, issue

for such a f acility an interim operating license

authorizing fuel loading, and operation and testing

at power levels not to exceed five percent of rated

full thermal power, in advance of the conduct or com-

pletion of any required hearing: Proiided, that any

*
operating license so issued shall be subject to any

b

i

!
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subsequent findings and orders of the Commission

after th e conduct of any required hearings and

provided tur * 5er, that in all other respects the

requirement f the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended, shall be met. Prior to the issuance of
e

any such interim license, the Commission shall l

publish in the Federal Register a notice of its

4 intent to issue the license, and shall provide an

opportunity for parties to the proceeding to

comment on whether such action is necessary in the

public interest. The authority to issue such an

interim license for a nuclear power reactor in

advance of the conduct or completion of a hearing

shall expire on December 31, 1983.

c
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Enelosure 2

Analysis of Proposed Legislation

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, no person may

operate a nuclear power plant without first obtaining an operating
'

e
lictnse from the commission. , Onder existing law, a formal on-

the-record public hearing must be held before issuance of any

operating license if requested by any person whose interest may e

be affected. The proposed amendment to subsection 189a authorizes

the Commission, under the circumstances specified therein, to

issue an interik operating license authorizing fuel loading and
operation and testing at power levels not to exceed five percent

of rated full thermal power, in advance of the conduct or completion
of hearings on the issuance of the full-term license.

This authority could be used only if all legal requirements

applicable to a license for fuel leading and low-power testing
and operation have been satisfied, with use sole exception of the
requirement that in a contested proceeding, operation can be

authorized only af ter a decision based upon the record of a

completed hearing. These legal requirements include the Comnission's

findings as to public health and safety, the common defense and

security, the environment, and antitrust considerations, as

mandated by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the National

Environmental Policy Act, and other applicable statutes.

O
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Under the proposed legislation, the commission may exercise the

authority to permit fuel loading and low-power operation and

testing if it finds that such action is necessary in the public

interest in order to avoid the consequences of unnecessary delay

in the operation of the facility. This public interest fLiding

8 would be based on the consideration of the costs, ultimately borne by

consumers, of having a completed nuclear power plant sta nding

idle while awaiting the completion of the hearing on the full-
9

term license. These costs include the dollar costs of delay and

of obtaining replacement power, and may also include the need for

power from the f acility and die energy equivalency of fossil

fuel.

Any interim license issued under this authority will be subject

to any subsequent findings and orders of the Cercissicn af ter the

conduct of the required hearing.

The proposed legislation regaires the Commission, be fore authorizing

issuance of a license for fuel loading and low-pnwer operat ion

an$ testing, to publish nctice of its inter 194 action in the

Federal Register and to afford an opportunity fer parties to

aorment on Whether the intended acticn is .~eces sary in the public

inte est.

Any final action of the Comnission under this subsection is

sab3ect to judicial review.

a

9
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The authority granted by the proposed legislation will expire on

December 31, 1983. For a significant number of nuclear power

plants - those most affected in the review process by Commission

ef forts to respond to the Three Mile Island accident - this time

period should permit the commission, with the full cooperation of

'
prospective applicantei *o schedule licensing reviews and proceediegs.

so as to avoid, wherev.w possible, situations in which completed

plants stand idle while evaiting completion of licensing proceedings.
*

1
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Enclosure 3

Comparative Text Draft Bill

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, As Amended
,

,a

sec. 109. Hearings And Judicial Review. -

a. In any proceV.ing under this Act, for the granting,

4
suspending, revoking.. or amending of any license or con-

N
struction permit kh application to transfer control, and in
any proceeding for the issuance or sodification of rules and

regulations dealing with the activities of licensees, and in

any proceeding for the payment of compensation, an award, or

royalties under sections 153, 157, 186 c., or 108, the

Commission shall grant a hearing upon the request of any

. person dose interest may be af fected by the proceeding, and

shall-admit any such person as a party to such proceeding.

The commission shall hold a, hearing af ter thirty days'
notice and publication once in the rederal Register, on each

application under section 103 or 104 b. for a construction

permit for a facility, and on any application under section

104c. for a construction permit for a t sting facility. In

cases where such a construction permit has been issued

following the holding of such a hearing, the Commission may,

in the absence of a request therefor by any person whose

interest may be affected, issue an operating license or an

amendment to a construction permit or an amendment to an
a

operating license without a hearing, but upon thirty days'

notice and publiestion once in the Federal Register of its

.g intent to do so. The Commission may dispense with such
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thirty days' notice and publication with respect to any

application for an amendment to a construction permit or an

amendment to an operating license upon a determination by

the Commission diat the amendment involves no significant

hazards consideration. Notwithstanding any odier provisions
e

of this Act, the Commission may, upon determination that

such action is necessary in the public interest in order to

avoid the consequences of unnecessary delay in the operation e

of a nuclear power reactor, issue for such a facility an

interim operating license authorizing fuel loading, and

operation and testing at power levels not to exceed five

percent of rated full thermal power, in advance of the conduct

or completion of any required hearing: Provided, that any

operating license so issued shall be subject to any subsequent

findings and orders of the Commission af ter the condact of

any required hearingt and provided further, th a t in all

other respects the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of;

1954, as arended, shall be net. Prior to the issuance of
|

any such interim license, the Commission shall publish in

the Federal Register a notice of its intent to issue th e

license, and shall provide an opportunity for parties to the

proceedirg to comment on whether such action is necessary in

the public interest. The audiority to issue such an interim

licen*e for a nuclear power reactor in advance of the conduct

er completion of a hearing shall expire on December 31,

1983.
e

6
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Enclosure 4

Additional Commencs of Commissioner Ahearne

I accept the desirability of low-power interim licensing,
a

given the problems we new face. If improvements in the

licensing process cannot be made, then full-power interim

*- licensing may be necessary. Ecwever, it is time for fandamental
reforms in the role and practice of the hearing process. In

particular, the Commission should direct Boards to serve to
decide only issues that are raised by the parties, and of those,

only those of substance. The threshold for admitted contentions
should be significantly raised, sua spente authority should be

limited, and the Boards should be authorized to manage the

proceedings with a strong hand. Failing these changes, I expect
another Ccmmission will be requesting full-power interim licensing

legislation.

.
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Additional Comments of Chairman Hendrie
' J ;h. ,,
:.

<

.,. .h +''

:.
~. : n, .-
;- , I strongly support the legislative proposal made here<

* -. e
s .-.+ ] for authority to issue interim operating licenses for fuel

...
,.

. f loading and low-power operation and testing. It would, in
-/ o

.. effect, advance the operating schedules of the affected units -
-

$1.$ jI by several months and result in substantial savings for
3 ,-

- #?- consumers.
7

j '
. But it is also my view that the autr. rit Qr interim [, ' ' ;

; . licensing could reasonably be extended to include full-power 4
, .-, ..

- { .[ operation, with a further substantial reduction i . :ost i. '

- M,' impacts. niis authority would be needed with regard to only 5

~

.G A'tr a small number of units, I estimate nine at most and more
f7 e

' .e:

9 ,.

f,Je probably no more than six, that are particularly severely !{

4k. affected by the licensing delays following the ':hree Mile f:
i, g
b'1 Island accident. For these units, even the low-power

. 4. e . .-
interim license authority, together with all the measures '

,,

. . . ,
r,

' +2 3 the Commission can take under existing law, will probably
... h. *
,;

~, ' ;- not be enough to avoid licensing decision delays. Indeed, ;
,

. . ':gg one of these units is already experiencing such a delay. '

~ b. The full-power interim licensing authority would remedy that .

. ,'_ h
. N

situation fer most of these units and would minimize the
.|

, . ,

- ' 4, . ;- [ * delay for ths unit already affected. -
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1

OUEST!0M 1. The Cornission has issued for brief public coment proposed
rules to modify its hearing procedures that are intended to -

expedite the hearing p-ocess. The NRC propossi includes an
Advisory schedule for licensing proceedings. Given the
proposed changes. is this a realistic schedule. and should
the direc. ion to licensing boards to follow the schedule be
more than advisory?

ANSWER.
e

A realistic sched'ule based on the possible changes cannot yet be prepared.
The Comission does not believe that the schedule should be made binding
on the Licensing Boards because the varying circumstances of individual
proceedings could well dictate either shorter or longer time periods.

,
He doubtsComissioner Ahearne believes t*e schedue is very optimistic.

that a schedule alone, without fundamental changes such as raising the
level for contentiens, will do much good.

QUESTION 2. The Comission has recently issued 45 a proposed rule its
post-TNI requirements for construction perrits. It appears
that this will have the effect of resolvirg these issues on
a generic basis and therefore, it will not be necessary to
litigate the sufficiency of these reouirerients in each indi-
vidual licensing proceeding. The hPC dic _not follow this
approach for operating licenses. It appears that post-TPI
requirerents, including emergency planning, are issues
where hearings are to be held on the plants to be completed
in 1981 and 1982. Is the rulemaking approach still a useful
one for the operating license cases, and if so, should it be
pursued now? !$ the Comission doing sof

ANSWER.

The rulemaking approach could well be pursued for operating licenses, and
the Comission is currently considering a proposed rulemaking prepared by
the staff along the lines of the one proposed for construction permits.

e

9
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QUEST!ON 3. The NRC report to Congress on measures to address the
delay problem included a March 3,1981, remorandum for
the Consission from NRC's General Counsel and Director
of Policy Evaluation. This memorandum included several
options for modifying the hearing process beyond the
changes already proposed by the NRC. What are the Com-
mission's views on each of the following options included
in the Bickwit/Hanrahan memo, and does the Comission
plan to implement any or all of these?

,

(a) The Connission could establish a firm discovery
schedule and require that it be adhered to,
absent a showing of substantial prejudice to
an affected party.

,

. ANSWER.

The Comission is presently considering issuing a policy statement which would
direct the licensing boards to supervise the discovery process and encourage
the boards, in consultation with the parties, to establish time schedules for
disc ove ry.

f0ESTION. (b) The Comission could establish that normally
hearings will start within 30 days after the
pertinent staf f documents are available.

ANSKER.

After much discussion of hearing schedules it is apparent that it would not be
realistic in some cases to start hearings 30 days after issuance of the last
staff document. This does not provide for sufficient time for discovery, for
filing of revised contentions based on any new information contained in the
staff document, holding a prehearing and settlement cun'erence, obtaining a
licensing board ruling on the revised cortentions and, filing of testimony.
In its March 18 Federal Register notice which proposed several rule chinges
aimed at expediting the licensing process, the Cornission sought public
coment on a schedule under which hearings would comence aporoximately 95
days af ter filing of the last pertineet staff document. Public corrents have
been received and are being evaivated.

OU!STION. (c) The Corr ission could encourage presiding boards
to meet guidelines for rendering timely decisions.

ANSWER.

When the Ccreissien adopts a proposed schedule for hearings the schedule
will include a suggested time period for issuance of the 11 ceasing board
decision.

e

d
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00ESTICM ?. (d) The Canmission could eliminate all possible
licensing and appeal board schedule conflicts.

AN%ER.

The Chief Administrative Judge, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel,
has recently made several changes in licensing board assignments in order
to eliminate all possible schedule conflicts. Scheduling conflicts have
not been a problem for the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Panel. |,

1

00ESTf 04 3. (e) The Commission could censolidate identical, TMI-
related. issues into a single proceeding.

ANSiiER.

Chairman Hendrie and Comissioner Ahearne believe that NRC's experience with
this approach (litigating the redon issue) suggests it is inlikely to save
time. Consequently the Comission did not adopt this suggestion.

Comissioners Gilinsky and Bradford state the following:
i

Following issuance of NUREG-0737, which suygested that certain TMI-related
recuirements be imposed on facilities, the Commission on December 18 issued
a policy statement on the treatment of TMI-related issues in MC proceedings.
Because the items listed in NUREG-0737 were merely guidelines, the Comis-
sion indicated that the applicant could challenge the necessity of imposing
the requirement and that other parties could argue that the proposed reouire-
ments did not go far enough. The Corission has directed its staff to prepare
proposed regulations which would turn the NUREG-0737 guidelines into binding
regulations. Should the guidelines becre regulations, parties to the pro-
ceeding would not ordinarily be able to challenge the necessity for nor the'

sufficiency of the requirement.

QUESTION 3. (f) The Comission could use infomal hearings as
a treans of separatiag out those particular
factual issues that require fonrel examination

and cross-examination under the Administrative
Procedure Act.

! A N'W EO .
*

The Corriission believes that this propesal would introduce substantial com-
plexity into the proceedings without clear benefit.

Comissioner Ahearne believes that substantial impruvement would be made in
NRC procedures were the Comissic, to use more informal public meetings to
clarify issues,

e

i

e
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QUESTION 4 The Bickwit/Hanrahan memo also identified the cotton of
placing the burden on intervenors to show af ter discovery,
prior to hearing. a penuine and substantial issue of
material fact by au "lable and specifically identified

, reliable evidence.
1

(a) Are intervenors now required to cresent any
affirmative evidence to have their ccntentions
admitted for hearing?

.

ANSWER.

Nc. The present rule on intervention in NRC proceedings parallels the
requirement in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in that it does not
require an evidentiary showing as a condition to intervention or to #

admission of contentions. E.g. Mississippi Power and Licht Co. (Grand
Gulf Nuclear Station. Units 1 and 2). ALAS-130, 6 AEC 423, 1973).

Comissioner Ahearne notes that although it may parallel the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure to some extent, the crese.it rule does not contain a

| provision equivalent to FRCP 12(b)(6) which permits a :oort to dismiss
| a complaint on the merits.

QUESTIC'4 (b) If not, why shouldn't an intervenor be required to
come forward with direct evidence that. if true would
prove its contention, before such contentions are

; accepted for hearing? In essence, this would place
i the burden of gnie" fceward with an issue en the

intervencr. although the final burden of croof would
still rest on the license acclicant.

ANSWER.

To recuire a would-be intervenor to core forward with direct evidence
sufficient to prove his or her cc".tertion would be to require that

| intervenor to present a prima facie case at the outset of a proceeding,
many ncnths before any hearing wou d be held. The staf f would likelyl

not be prepared to satisfy the burden at that time assu~ing, hypothetically,
it were required to do so, and there is a legitimate ccncern that such a
burden would be too substantial for the would-be intersenor to bear.

Comissioner Ahearne notes that sutstantial imcrovemnt in the hearing
process could be made if the threshold for admitting contentions was
raised, although it need not reouire the " direct evidence" referred to here.

CUESTION: (c) Some of the pending ccerating license hearings include
issues that the NPC staff, the Advisory Corrittee on
Reactor Safeguards and the Cerrission itself have care-
fully considered in connection with other acolications.
Hydrogen centrol in containment is one example.
Particularly in this type of situation, why shouldn't
the intervenor in the later case be required to com
forward with evidence at the outset that, if true, would *

show the earlier Comission detemination to be incorrect?

ANSWER.

As a general matter NRC cannot curtail substantive review of an issue on e

license proceedings unless NRC's esperience and/or technical understanding
is sufficient to resolve the issue generically 1.e. a ruleN king with
opportunity for public coment.

|
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QUESTION 5. Two issues that appear to be in contention in two of
these pending proceedin;s are the issues of (1) the
financial qualifications of the utility, and (2) the
need for the power to be generated by the plant and
alternative energy sources. Why shouldn't both of
these issues be resolved once-and-for-all at the con-
struction pennit stage? Particularly with respect to
need for power how is it possible that suct an issue
can be raised at the operating license stage? For
that matter, since virtually every State has a mechanism.

for determining the power needs of its 61ectric service
areas, why shouldn't the law be changed to make those
State findings dispositive of the issue before NRC7

4 AYSWER,

heed for power and financial qualifications issues can, under current NRC
regulations, be raised at the operating licer.se stage enly in matters which
dif fer from, or which reflect new information in addition to those matters
discussed at the construction cermit stage. The Conrission is moving in
the direction of reducing, or eliminating entirely, the financial cuali-
fications recuirement fee operr *ing licenses. Propesed rules on this
matter are planned for the nea- future.

The attached papers (SECY-81-69 and SECV-81-208) esclain in some detail
how and why need fer power issues are raised at the operating license stage.
The Commission recently agreed that a rulemaking $bould te initiated as
discussed in SECY-81-69. The law could be changed so that State findings
on need for ocwer would be bindirq on and not litigable before the NRC. and
NFC h:s in the past suggested legislatien along these lires. However the
attached paper (SECY-81-2CS) suggests t*at it is the broader 'need for
the plant" issue as opposed to the carrewer " reed for cower" issue that
underlies most contentices at the cperating license stace.

9

e
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In fulfilling our responsibility under the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). fiRO is required before Itcensing a
nuclear power plant to consider the need for power. In my view.
this responsibility can and should be satisfied by relying heavily
on the State deter:1 nation in these areas. In t'iose situations
whe-e a State does not provide certification or where the State
review is determined in the hearing process to be inadequate, the
MO would have to rely on another Federal agency, such as the
Federal Energy Regulatory Comission (FERC) or would itself have
to perform the review. An Appeal Board decision (A1.AB-490. 8 RRC,

234. 1978) concluded that NRO could place heavy reliance upon the
jud;Fnent of local regulatery bodies in making need for power
assessments. I note for example. FIRC in licensing hydroelectric
projects does not parft,rs an independent forecast of the need for
power but evaluates the data submitted by the States utilities.,
intervenors and othee available sources.

Keed for power forecasting is sutject to a wide range of variance.
Accordf rgiy. I as wary of the NRO rely 1eg primarily on its own
a*a?ysis as a basis for de*ying a c0*st*uctio9 pt*mit. In fact, a
licerse has never teen denied (pcst t!?A) based on failure to
comonstrate a need for power. Even thougn current analytical capa-
bility of some States to inde:endently review need for power has
been cuestioned (see previc. sly referenced ;AO report), the States
t*e t'e aest ap;*a;riate t:dy *;* suen a cecision. The States set
and control the economic and develcDment policies for their geo- g

graphic area. The State has first-hand knowledge of the residential,
comercial. and industrial development that is crojected for the
futu*e. The State is the rest logical source o' information for
the energy needs associated with tre projected develcpment , In
addition, the State is in a good position to evaluate alternative
energy sources to meet the energy needs of the projected cevelop-
ment. A State may consider in addition to the cost comparisons
of different energy generation, other State needs and policies.
For example, a State confrented with difficulty in cortplying with
the Cleai Air Act may evaluate the energy alterr.atives dif ferently
than a State without the air quality prooles. Some need for power
determinations must te multi-State in scope. Studies have shown,
however. t*=at States can wc-k t:gether effectively on such joint
efferts. hRC can also rely en such agencies as FERC to provide a
regional perspective,

bet *e* si;-f'itart ceaside-stica is t*e p-ic-i*y o' M8C review of
need for power in the centext of our primary *esponsibility to
orotect puolic het i ano sa fety. Both the Kemeny Commission and
the |JC Special In ry Orcup believed that ERO should mini:f re its
effcrts in areas tf - are n:t directly germane to safety. In view
of the limited ava te resources. NRC should focus staff effort
and management attention on areas having the highest payoff for
public health and sa fety. To the entent that we can place greater
reliance on State et regional authorities or other Federal agencies
for need for power and alte* native caergy sources analysis, this
will allow us to focus attention on higher priority safety-related
issues.

e
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Given the above, it is desirable from both a policy perspective
and a nuclear safety perspective to place greater reliance on
$ tate, regional. and other Federal au*horttles for need for pcwer
analyses. Additional discussion of the need for poner detarmina.
tion issue is provided in Apper.dta A.

Issue 2
Rulemaking can improve current NRC practices by 11stting tre scope
of review of need for power and alternative energy sources assess.
ments at the OL. FTOL. reactor restart stages and for other *

licensing actions where a completed plant exists or is near comple.
tlon. It is easy to demonstrate on economic grounds that a nuclear
plant once constructed is a far superior alternative that, all
fossil baseload units which have act yet been constructed. The
likelihood is low that sufficient low-cost caseload capacity asists e
on the system to eliminate the economic aavantages of operating a
new nuclear plant once corstructed. The principal cbjective of
rulemaking woule ce to orecluce, in the acsence of new and signtf t-
car.t 1*fo"ation. *"e rectesideratice at **e OL stage o' need *or
pc.er and alternative energy soweces trie*. were considered in the
CP stage.

This is a well defined area that could be fairly aestly treated by
a rulemaking and one ihece it is unitkely tr.at a strong case could
be made agstest it. There will te a large nur ter of CL licensing
actions over the next several years and timely action on a rule.
making could save Comission (or State) resources as well as
resources of parties to liceasing. A r' ore de* ailed discussion is
provided in Appendix 8.

pecort eadation: (i) As a matter of policy, the Cornistica should endorse greater
reliance on State assessment of need for power, energy
cceservation. and alternative ener;y source aralyses te *ul-
fill %RC's NEPA responsibilities. 59tsequeatly, the staff
will develop procedures to solicit State and FERO teput for
the licensing El$ and for testimony before licensing bearcs.

(2) Rulemaking should be initiated to pre:1ude. in the absence
of new and significant information, the re:orsideratior at
the CL stage of need for pc er and energy alternatives.

' :Q .'L K
' ,i t ,

hilliatrJ. Dircks
Executive 01 rector for Cperations

Enclosures :
Appendix A - Additianal discussion of

need for power
Appendix 8 . Detailed discussion re .

limiting the scope of
review at OL stage

o
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Comissioners' cmnts should be erovided directly to the Office of the Secretary
by c o.t. becaescav. FeSeusev 11,1981

Comission Staff Office coments, if any, should be submitted to the Concissioners
NLT Wednesday. February 4.1981. with an information copy to the Office cf the

If the paper is of such a nature that it requires additional time forSecretary.
analytica? review and coment, the Comissioners and the Secretariat should be
apprised of when coments may be expected.

.
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_'el'anee ca $ tate er 8ecional Autheetties. Creater reliarce on State or

re;ional authorities (e.g., Public Service Cornissiens) wnich either, prepare
*t.tttric load' forecasts or develop positices on this issue locked quite promis-

ing during the preparation of $ECT 77-255. Since that time the staff has ,

conducted a number of studies and investigations which confirm that greater

reliance on State sad regional authorities is feasible and practical.
e

A pilot study performed by Southern States Ener2y teard (51 SIB)*under contract

' to the NRC C'fice of Standseds Devele: rent, dewstrated the atility cf States

(South Catclira M:rth Carelina, and Virginia) to develc; reed f:r pewer

forecasts and t: work 1:;ethe* t: develer %1ti-!! ate 'cretasts, which correspcac

to the service area of a given utility company. The forecasts of electricity

consumption =ere developed and information c:mpiled on ".tce gro th c'

residential, careercial, and industrial sectors, by State and by service area.

De multi State need for power forecasts we e develeted independently :f the

utility fore:asts utilizin; e:enometric m cellin; techniques. De comrercial

sector forecasts of the region's two major utilities (ake Power Com:ary and

Carclina Power and tight Compary) were used in a com; arisen of eccnoretric and

non.econemetric technicp.es for ceterrining reed f:e pc.er forecasts fsr several

time frames. The results of the two 'cre:asti*g te:hnices s ;;;rted one

another. The pilot study demonstrated a te:haide and pro:ed ee for States to

cellectively devel p a re;i:nal reed *:t ; wer ":*e:ast, . Hle rairtainir;

irdivid a1 decisien-eeking autmerity. t*e e-::et.ee teve' :ed was revie=ed.

by tre re-de- States c' !!C3 a-d was *t'iaed s: " s *t :an te e;ah ed in

culti. State forecasts in cthe* re; ices Fe*' r ar:t sta .:a*ds were iceatified

and acceptance criteria were established fcr the procedure.

*A Multi $ tate Procedure for Cettemining heed for Power, by Gerald R. Hill, A .

Report to the U.S. Nclear Regulatory Commission Cffice of Standards Cevelop.
ment. October 1979.

e
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1

In 1977 the staff investigated possibilities for cooperation with a number of - |

States. A cooperative agreement with the State of New Ycrk was being developed

which would have re- itted the State to do a need for power review. Exchange

of letters between NRO and New York resulted in a set of guidelines being pro-

posed for handling need for power. ' An extensha list of items were provided
.>

^ .hich required an in-depth review of a larger numeer of likely causal factors

of demand growth, other factors which cause need for aeditional capacity, and
'

e . recognition of uncertainty in fprecasting. (H. A. Denton to Lawrence A. Go11 amp, |

State of NY PUC, March 28, 1977, quoted in NWIS-0398, pp 58-59). Subsequently,

the State of New York ceased action on nuclear licensing and withdrew from

further participation. The NRC also has a General Memoratten of Uaderstanding }

witn the States of Oregon. *.'ashingt:r., and :ndiana w':ich wculd allow us to rely

on them to treat issues such as need f:r power.

The Office of State Programs in 1977 and 1978 conducted studies on irproving ;

regulatory effectiveness in State-Federal licensing actions. The need for power
'

issue was an important part of the overall study. The reed for pcwer studies

are reported in NGIG-0195 and NUP.I2/ R-0022. These studies found there is ;

no prevailing set of accepted criteria for determining need. Thus, it would be

desirable for NR to publish generally acceptable guicelines for need for power
>

. analyses. The extent of consideration of need for power by States ranges from

ncne to comprehensive (see % TRIG /CR-0022 p 8). Cete-mination of adeouacy of

analysis to make a need for facility finding is mainly done by aestnistrative

discretion. Atout ose-foueth of the States provide erolicit guidance in need

*:r facility decisions through listing statutory re:;uirements. A lesser nutter

of States have' criteria outlined in regulatory procedures, rules, or informal

guidelines.1 Ya-ious factors were consid'ered by more than inree'-fourths of

g the States, including (1) the geographic area, (2) economic and population

growth, (3) dividing demand into residential, commercial, and hdustrial.

* '
' A.g.

a

i
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(4) demand projections ($) eserve margins, (6) p$asing out cider plants.

(7) costs of conventional alternative eaerty sources, and (8) forecasted trends

in fuel prices. Factors considered by less than half the States aret (1)

conditicns in the electric reliability region, (2) a:pliance saturation, (3)

use of sclar, ge:trenal, et:., (4) peat lead refac-i:ss, (5) price elasticity
.

:n rate structure er rate level changes. (6) petettial exchanges outside the

power pool or region, and (7) adverse impacts outside the service area of not

having the capacity. ,

The above review, on its face, appears to show a substantial capability in need

907 pcwee evaluaticq by racy States. Foweve*, the referity cf States, 28,

rely sola1y on forecasts done by the applicant or a pc.er pcol. Cthers rely

heavily cn a;;11: ant forecasts even tr.:.;h they ray rett se.aral cf the .riteria

Peaticned above. Cersisteet with this, the GAO study also found that ide

reed f:r power ferscasting by States s*ould be iw;mved bee EM-80-ll2, esp.

pp 20-23).

An i ;eal Scard decision (ALAB 490, E %A* 234,1575) :on:1<te: that f;RC couldt

rely en State fceecasts to satisfy NEFA mandates. tre decision stated:

"We do net wish to be understood as sug;estirg t'a* in all cir:urstances
the electricity demand forecasts of a State pu lic utilities commission
must te presured to be reliable and thus perforte to ;*cvice an accepteDle
foundation fcr reed fcr poner de*e Tination;. Oes:ite that such
cc:rissiens might be ex;ected to possess c0rside*able familiarity with the
primary fac*ces bearing upon preseet and future emani, they are no
mere entitled to be treated as infallible than are etter g:vernment agencies.

,

If treeef:re must always te ::en to a carty *: eae c' cur ;*cceecir,s to l

establish tha*, f P ene reason * ar:t'e*, the a*alysis uade-lying tre
utility c:enissien's predictior.s of fut.re ce ard is in ee :r. By the 1

same t:ke9 a 11ceesing :: art must te f ee *: :t s e; art .t'ity : --ission |
preetc-urs which it is ::-vi :ee est .o: a <a any ce ee em:a-io- ;

1

%t .here a utilities c -missi:n 1: recast is neit*" sh:w* ce a:; ears )
on its face IC be sericusly deft:tive, MC atfitati:9 C N80 *es:tMsitilities#

results from a:ccrdir2 cenclusive effect to that fore:as- F.: ancther
i=ay, althcugh the fiational Ervir:ntertal Policy Act candates that this j

d
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Comission satisfy itself that tN power to be generated by the nuclear
facility under consideration will be needed =e do met read that statu*e
as fe'eclesime the clace-ent of heavy reliaece urea t*e juSeemt of local
recciet:ey t::ies w*i % are rearre: att$ t*e :.tv # 'asarte: **at t*e

utilities witmin taeie _'v isciction *ul fill tae le el etH cetion te eeete

custo*e- ee-ames tertpnasis ac:ec). ints is so at least one's, as nere,
tne utilities commission not merely has spread on the record a detailed
development of the reasons for its c:nclusices tut. as well. P.as made
available for examination by the parties to cur ;r:ceeding cne of the
principal participar.ts in the lead forecast undertaking.'

,

The Exe:vtive Le;al Oirecter agrees with the A;;eals Scard Cecisien that hRC

can place heavy reliance on the judgmert (forecasts) of local (or State)
0- regulatory bodies responsible fo'r insuring that utilities meet their customers'

dema nds.

If the NRC ac:;ts a policy of relying on State ferecasts, the technical staff

would disseminate guidelines along the liees of these given in the 1979 51I3

cont:act or the Centon-Gallomp letter cited ateve. The $tates would then be

asked to provide certificaticn for use in the V.0 !!! whi:5 c:wfierec t*.at the

apprc;riate analysts were conducted. Primary relia 9:e c:ald te placed en this

certification to serve NEPA requiremer.ts. States would aise te asked to

provide expert witness for li:ersing hearings.

De pr:s and cons of State reliance are summarizec belew:

D*?s (a) Irvolveme*t by the States .-d re;icnal planntrg t ?ies in the nuclear

licensics process is coesistent with rec:*reedaticas f-ce a rumber

cf sources.

(t) This will re:u:e da 11catioa c' ef #c- .9e-e t*e State analysis is

f0 # d sufficien* f0r an 7 0 'ict'si*g de ili:' .*:e* N!?A.

( ) It cay 'edu:e Charges c# 'E0 tias in r.eed #:r ::=e* essessee*ts.

(d) Staff effert could te recaces by accacxima:ely cre staffyear anc

more will be saved if licensing activity increases in tne future.

O' .
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' ~ Mr (a) If States do not provide certification of the need for power
' review. the NRC would have to rely on another agency. such as the

.

Federal Energy Regulatory C'ammission,' to provide the review or would

have to perfom the review itself. *

i(b) If State reviews are detemined in the course of the hearing -*

process to be less than seequate the NRC would have to rely on - *'--

another' agency, such as the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

to provide the review or would hahe to perform the review itself.'-

* p
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Limitation on scope of review of need for power and alternative energ'y source

'' assessment at the CL.' FTOL. reactor restari stages and for other licensing

actions wnere a completed plant exists or is near completion could improve
* ' current NRC practices

This option is essentia11'y similar to the one preposed in Enclosure '8* of

SE Y 77-355, pp 68 to 70. That document pointed out that demand growth may.,

no longer be relevant, since it can be demonstrated that the sum of fuel plus

cperating and maintenance costs (i.e., variable costs) of a nuclear plant

once constructed is a less costly source of electricity than most baseload

units in the applicant's system. Thus, the principal objective of rulemaking

. on the need for operat*en of the constructed baseload facility at the CL

stage would be.to develop the test for reasonableness that could be used to

define areas of importance for analytical treat:nent at the OL stage which

4 would, as a minimum, provide a rationale that rules out analysis of the need
1

for demand growth analysis and all its related issues, focusing instead only

on an analysis of the.least costly variable cost alternatives among the

,
existing baselcad units *a the applicant's system and the newly constructed

- unit for which an CL is applied.

'dhile the primary benefit of licensing a nuclear plant at the CP stsge is

usselly the potential additional electrical output to meet cemand growth,
4

the benefit at the CL stage may instead by that electricity from the existing

nuclear plant will be les's costly to generate than from other available
'

means.

<

t
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Sin:e SICY-77-!!5 was prepared [ petition was re:tived by NRC and sub-

sec.uently denied whi6h would have limited the s:cpe cf envirennental i

review a* the c;erating license stage to *... these matte-s cf environ -,.

mental significance which hava net been res:1ved in the enviremental. I

review :endu:ted at the constru:tica pemit stage." h us, the prepesed
..

amendma:ts would have excluded free consiceratien at the coerating license

stage such matters as, "need for power, alternatives to the plant (such as

alternative sites and aternative fuels) and ether matters which are e

detemined before issuance of a construction pemit." (SeeSECY-79-406,

Attachment D, PRM-51-4 pp.1 and 2.) The petitien was denied, a primary
,

4 reason being that the petitioner clesely tied the argument to scope of

safety reviews at the cperating license stage. (45F.R.1:432,E:st:n

Edison Cor ;a y, et al., Denial cf Petition for Rulemaking D :ket No.

??M-51-4, February 15, 1980.) I as argued by the petitioners in this
iregard that issuance cf a c nstn: tion permit required that the Cco-

. cissica eventually issue an c;erating li:ense up:n making enly limited

additional fiadings. Furthermere. the ;etiti:ners a;; eared to seek

to f:re:1cse'Co= mission ::nsideration cf even new significant infomation.
_

In its denial, the Commissicn did n:t ferec1cse res:nsideration of pr:per

s:cpe of review at the CL s' age, but censicered PR."-51-4 to be an inadequate

basis for d:ing se. ne NRC staff bas re:: sended that the C:Imissi:n

undertake a rulemakir.; p-oceeding to is;reve li:ensing effe:tiveness in

NI?A c;trating license revieid by differar.tiating tet. ten issues that (1)

could affe:: an c;erating license de:ision anc are, therefore, a;peceriate

for review, and (2) issues U.at are nct likely to be cf significan:e in an

.

0

.

'

*
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- . ..
cperating license proceeding and, therefore might be excluded from considera-

tien under NEPA. (See SICY-78-4!5, Preliminary Statenent on General

Policy for Rulemaking to Im; rove Nuclear Pcwer Plant Licensing August 29,

1978 Enclesure 0 !ssue No. 7; and Interim Stata[ent cf General Policy and

- 71ar.s for Rulemaking to Impreve Nu: lear Power Platt Licensing 43 F.R.
'' !!377, Ce:t.ter 14,1976). Twelve of the fifty-eight cements re:eived on.

this interim statement specifically mentioned the pecpesal to clarify the

scope of the liEPA review at.the CL stage. Mest of ee coennenters believed,

i clarification cf the issues to be considered at both the CP and OL stages

to te a higi priority item. The thrust cf ue c=trnents was that dupli-

cation cf effer. should be arciced and issues resc1 red at ce CP stage

sheuld, in ce absen:e cf new and signific:r.: inf:r=ati:n, net te rec:n-

sicered at ce CL stsge. Duplication is net eur ently required by NRO,

i he=ever, the c:-r en:s suggest eat the regulattens ce ?: clearly make

this peint. Verk en this prefect (res;ceses to 9e Interim Statement) was

deferred until early 1980 because :f *M: (II:Y-77 a25). It has now been

res=ed and ce public coernents en this issue have been evaluated.

. _

t

It is re:ormended tat rule =.aking ;receed en this issue. ithile in SE Y-78-

! - 4!! it was re::= ended that certain issues,.inclucing need for po-er anc

altamative fuel be excluced fr:m ::nskerati:n at ce OL stage, ce

criteri:n should be dire:ted rcre toward relevan:e cf te rew infermatica

- t: the decisica. A* Oe 0* stage, reed f:P ;:.e* and a*te- ative e,er y-

, seu :es c:114;se int: ene issue., f.e., is ::eratien :f tre nuclear facility
4

lower c:st (including envir raental cests) tran cther availatte gent sting

systems? If this is true, and it w uld indeed be rare if it were other-

g wise, the tenefits cf De pec;csed actica (issuan:e cf an CL) would itave
.

.

1
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$ . -y . . m.
- been shown. Thus forecasting growth in demand and co=; arisen of energt

alternatives would not need to be treated at the OL stage to have estab-

Itshed benefits for ;;r;cses of NI?A. These issues would not be precluded

[ . by rule, but rather the rule should clarify that only significant new infoma.

tien te cor.sice td. The ;rcs and cor.s cf lirittn; the sec;e of review'of
*' ted for power and alternative energy sources at the CL stage are sumarized 4

below.

Pres: (a) Staff and protably Comission resources would be saved, as - ,
*

= ell as reseurces of parties :: liters 1 ; a:tices.

(b) This is a defir.able area fcr a rule, one that is fairly easily
2 treated, and one where it is quite unlikely that a strong case can be made

.i

against it. It s .ould te stacle, i.e., t.$e staff d:es not fereseea

that changed circutstances would negate the rule as a public

' benefit.

- (c) 'The e will be a large su::er ef OL 11:n sir; a:tiens for the

3 ext several years. Timely actict ca. .'s altertative mill te cf,.

'
t=ediate benefit.

C,jL s :_ (.) Such a rule t.ay be perceived to be unestratty restrf etive by

j. intervenors .

. \

i

t

!
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IN RESPONSE REFER'[, b (* TO S01*0s>.,* uuttsp STATES

l',,7 ' I
m asamaton. o.c. aossa

~
'~ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM:S$10N

j %-:f, f.

\ '.u.../ April 20, 1981 REVTSED
*

osecs os vi.e
svenstAav

MEMORANOUM FCR: William J. Circks, Exerutive tire tcr
* for Operations e

A
FROM: Samusi J. Chilk, Secreta

SUBJECT: SECY-81-69-RECCNS10ERATIh4CFALTERNATIVE
g APPROACHES To NRC'S PREdENT PRACTICES IN

T1tIA* MENT TF NEED FOR POWER AND EhTRGT
CONSERVATION

"his is to advise you that the Comission (with all Comis-
sioners approving, except as acted belcw) has approved the
f ellowing in regard to SECT-81-69:

1) As c p.atter of policy the Cen=issica endorses
placing substantial reliance on State assessments
cf need f or pcwer, energy censarvatica, and alternative
energy scurte analyses to fulfil' ERO's NEPs.
responsibilities he staf* should develc; procedures
to solicit State and FEPO input fer the licensing
IIS and for testimony before licensing beards.

2) Rulemaking should be initiated to preclude, in the
absence cf very sign.f; cant new infernation, the
recensideration at the CL stage cf neef for power
and energy alternatives.

C=m=issioner Bradford wants public cot:nents as to the eerrect
thrssheld when the need for power and energy alterr.atives
should be considered at the CL stage. Iie dees ntt enderse
*very significant new information" as the right alternative
nt t" tina.

c. Chairnan Hendrie
Co aissioner Gilinsky
Co=nissioner Eradford
ccr.1 ssicrer Ahearce
ccmassion Staff Offices

CONTAOT:
A. Bates (SECY)
4:410

e

7
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RULEMAKING LSSUG
(Notation Vote)

.

g The Commissioners
*Leonard Bickwit, Jr., General CounselFyn

Subioet CENERIC ROLEMAKING

Discussions OGC, OELD, NRR, the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Panel, and the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel have considered some thirty possible
topics for generic rulemaking to reduce OL hearing
litigation and agreed that the topic discussed
below deserves further serious consideration by
staff. It is our intention that the final decision
on initiating rulemaking would await further staf f
study to confirm that the tradegff between time
and resources required for rulemaking and OL
litigation time and resources savings is favorable.
The topic is the comparative environmental effects
of nuclear and coal-fired plants.

NEPA requires that environmental impact statements
be prepared for * major Federal actions signifi-
cant 1{ affecting the quality of the human environ-
ment. These statements must include both the
costs and benefits of the proposed action and the
costs and benefits of reasonable alternatives.
Moreover, the statement must be considered in the

Contacts
Martin G. Malsch, OGC, 41465

e

E
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agency review process. calvert Cliffs v. Afg, 449 )
F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971). Issuance of an operat-

Jing license for a nuclear power reactor is clearly
a major Federal action significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment. Thus under NEPA
the costs and benefits of the proposed issuance of
an operating license and reasonable alternatives to
that license must be discussed and considered in
the NRC review process. However, at the operating
license stage the NEPA review may be different
from the review at the construction permit stage,
because of the fact that the plant is coepleted.
The law is clear that the capital investment in
the plant and other sunk costs may be considered.
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution v. NRC,
582 F.2d 47 (1st Cir. 1978): Calvert Cliffs v. ~

4 AEC, supra. Thus, in considering the costs and
Eefits of the proposed action and alternatives
at the operating license stage, the financial and
environmental costs associated with plant construc-
tion may be ignored, with the result that the
costs and benefits of the proposed action are
merely the environmental and economic costs and
benefits of plant operation, and reasonableness
of alternatives is judged with reference to a
proposal that entails no additional capital or
other construction related ecsts and offers near-
term on-line availability.

In considering the costs and benefits of the
proposed action under NEPA at the operating license
stage, the environmental and economic costs of
plant operation are weighed against either the
benefit of providing needed electrical energy (the
so-called need for power benefit) or the economic
and/or environmental benefits associated with
retiring cider plants from base-load service (the
so-called substitution benefits). This weighing
comprises the so-called "need for the plant * issue
discussed in every impact statement. The NRC has
a clearly established principle that failure to meet
electrical energy demands would be * unthinkable".
Vermont Yankee Nuetear Power Corp., A1.AB-179, 7 -
AEC 159 (1974). Thus, if it can be shown that
refusal to allow plant operation would 3eopardize
reliable electrical service, then a favorable NEPA
cost-benefit htlance is established conclusively.
Contentions which simply assert that the plant
should stand idle in the face of blackouts or
brownouts can be rejected at the outset without

a

f
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! - any litigation on the merits. However, because of
declining electrical energy load growths, many, if
not most, plants now at the operating license
stage are justified under the substitution theory.
Under this NEPA benefit theory need for power as
a benefit is irrelevant.

4

In considering the costs and benefits of reasonable
i - alternatives under NEPA at the operating license

- stage, the first task is to select the reasonable-

alternatives. Because of the sunk costa, alterna- .
tives requiring large capital or environmental
construction costs are seldom proferred. The
alternative of abandoning the plant and construct-
ing the same plant on a different site is not per
se a reasonable one, and, as far as we are aware,

. no intervenor has ever proferred such an alternative - a
at the operating license stage. On the other hand,.
the alternative of deferral of nuclear plant
operation in favor of increased energy conservation,
or use of existing coal or oil-fired units or other-
capacity available in the short term is not per se
unreasonable. - Indeed, many, and perhaps most.
* alternatives * contentions at the operating license
stage are of this type. These * alternatives * -
contentions are attractive to intervenors because
initial operation of a nuclear plant usually
results in significant consumer electric rate
increases since it is at this scint in time that
the plant usually goes into the rate base.
Deferral of nuclear plant operation is seen byt

!
. intervenors as a way to avoid both environmental
and economic costs -- at least for the short term.

|
'

we understand that the staff is currently working
on possible rulemaking to establish some threshhold
for need for power contentions at the opersting
license stage. However, given the widespread use
of the ' substitution" benefit theory at the
operating license stage, which renders need for
power irrelevant as a benefit, rulemaking on
alternatives would seem to have the most impact in

. terms of reducing hearing litigation. As discussed,
the alternatives involving most hearing litigation
appear to be those with small capital or construc-
tion costs and short-term availability. Thus
consideration of possible rulemaking candidates
should focus on currently available options, such
as oil and coal-fired plants, geothermal, energy
conservation, and the like. Further, the rulemaking

e
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would need to focus on either short-term feasibility
or the environmental and/or economic effects of
the option as compared to nuclear plants. Staff
believer that most of these alternatives, including
oil, geothermal, and energy conservation, either
require resources incommensurate with the benefits
of rulemaking or are too region-specific for
rulemaking. However, the staff presentation on

- differer.tial artvironmental ef fects of coal-fired
and nuclear plants is fairly standard, and could
be the subject of rulemaking,

e
- A number of other topics which the group believed

~'
appropriate for some rulemaking consideration are
already the subject of papers being prepared by
staff for the Commission's consideration. These
are hydrogen control, TMI-related OL requirements,.'0

* alternative sites at the OL stage, and (as noted -
1 abovel need for power at the OL stage. Any further

comments on these matters.will need to await
completion of staff studies. Rules on two other
rulemaking topics considered worthwhile, ATW5 and
financial qualifications, are already pending
before the Commission.

.

r' m. ~ .. ',"
*.. %

% % t

"c Leonard Bickwit, Jr.
General, Counsel

SECY NOTE: The General Counsel recowends that the NRC staff prepare a paper for Ccemiission
consideration which more thoroughly analyzes the desirability of coal-firee vs. nuclear plants
as a subject for rulemaking.

Cornissioners' coments should be provided directly to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b.
he@esday. April 15, 1981. -

Comissfon Staff Office coments, if any, should be sutweitted to the Caemissioners NLT
April 8,1981, with an information copy to the Office of the Secretary. .f the paper is of
such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical review and ctvent. the
Cassissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when coments say bs expected.

' C!$Ta f 80T10N
Canaissioners
Commiission Staff Offices
Secretariat

,
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QUESTION 6a. Comissioner Ahearne has recomended that licensing and
appeal boards be limited to the issues raised by the
parties to the proceeding.

What are the views of each of the Comissioners on the
need for, and the benefit to be obtained by, licensing
and appeal boards raising issues not raised by parties
to an operating license proceeding?

ANSWER: (Chairman Hendrie) =

In my view, the Boards should have some limited authority to examine issues
not put in contention by the parties. I would return to the 1975 formulation:
" Matters not put into controversy by the parties will be examined and decided

aupon by the presiding officer only in extraordinary circumstances where he
determines that a serious safety, environmental, or conrion defense and
security matter exists. This authority is to be used sparingly."

I think it reasonable that the Boards, acting for the Comission in hearings,
should be able to examine an issue on their own motion "in extraordinary
circumstances." But the Scards should not attempt a de novo review of the
application, particularly at the operating license stage and, as the 1975
rule put it, such a spente authority should be used sparingly.

Questien 6a Commissioner Ahearne has recommended that
licensing and appeal boards be limited to the
issues raised by the parties to the preceeding.

What are the views of each of the Commissioners
on the need for, and the benefit to be obtained
by, licensing and appeal boards rai;ing
issues not raised by parties to an cperating
license proceeding?

ANSWER (COMMISSIONER GILINSKY'S RESPONSE)

In addition to deciding the disputes between the parties,
the Licensing and Appeal Boards act as the Ccmmissien's
delegates in reviewing the adequacy of the application and
the staff's evaluations. The boards should conduct such
review as the Commission directs or authcrizes.

,

k
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Peter A. Bradford

Ouestion 6a.

Commissioner Ahearne has recommended that licensing and appeal
boarcs be limited to the issues raised by the parties to the p.oceeding.

e What are the views of each of the Commissioners on the need for,
and the benefit to be obtained by, licensing and appeal boards raising
issues not raised by parties to an operating license proceeuing?

Ans wer
0

As agents of the Commission, the Licensing and Appeal Boards must
have the authority to examine serious safety issues which have not been
raised by any party to the proceeding. Whether the issue is raised in
the hearing context, or forwarded to the Commission, this aJtherity is
important and is not burdensome.

In this regard, I have enclosed a portion of a recent memo from
Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Panel, to Commissioner Ahearne on the licensing process. The enclosed
portien specifically addresses the question of the sua sponte authority
of the boards. I share Mr. Rosenthal's views on thii subject.

3
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Ccmmissioner Ahearne

None of the above is intended to irply that the adjudica-
tery boards are er could be guarantors cf safety and envircn-
mental protection. Manif es tly , the hearing process does not
allow for any such guarantee. The boards have neither the
assigned duty nor the available resources to embark upon an
independent examination of every saf ety and envirgnmental as- ,

pect of reactor construction and cperation. To the contrary,
they must reach' their decisions on the basis of what is placed
into an adjudicatory record by the parties. If what is before
it suggests the existence of a serious safety or environmental
issue not specifically raised or addressed by a party, the 8

board is empowered by the present rules to inquire into that
issue on its own initiative. But even in such circumstances,
the outcome cf the inquiry will hinge upon what is then pro-
vided the board en the record. And, needless to say, many po-
tential prchlems will simply not come to the attention cf the
board at all. Thus, in the final analysis, the safety and en-
virenmental acceptability of a particular reactor depends upon
the centribution of every link in the regulatory chain. The
adjudicatory boards are but one such link -- even though, we
would sex 't, an important one.

C. It is with the foregoing considerations in mind that
the present authority of the adjudicatery boards to raise new
" serious" issues sua sponte in operating license proceedings
should be appraiseQ/

As I understand it, the principal pragmatic cbjections to
that authcrity are (1) that it has been premiscuously e= ployed;
(2) that, when invoked, it constmes incrdinate amounts of staff

--4/ Much has been made by at least one industry spokesman
cf the November 1979 amendment cf 10 CFR 2.760a and
2.78 5 (b) (2) . Prior to that amendment, those Sectiers
authorizec licensing and appeal beards to exercise
their sua sponte authcrity "only in exceptional circum-
stances" and went en to direct that the " authority is
to be used sparingly". The amendrent deleted that re-
strictive language. In the acccmpanying statement of
considerations, however, the Commissien stated that the
" amended rules eli=inate an apparent constraint on
boards as well as core accurately reflect current NRC

19 7 9) t e=phasis supplieE) . peg. 67056
adjudicatory bearc practice" . 44 Fed.

And it does(Novencer 23,
not appear that there has been a significantly greater
resort to the sua spente authority since 1979 in reli-
ance upon the aEendment. Both before and af ter the o

ame ndment, the boards have invoked that authority if and
" serious" safety or environ-when, in their judgment, a

- mental issue existed. (The requirerent that the issue
be a " serious" cne had been contained in the pre-1979
version and was retained.) ,
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time which could be' better devoted to other pursuits; and (3) its
use has produced no substantial contributien to safety. Of the
'three, it seer:.s to re that only the last might, if valid, provide
a sufficient reason for eliminating or significantly curtailing
the authority.

As to the first, I am personally unaware of any clear-cut
tbuses by boards of their sua sponte authority (although reason-

-

able ninds might well differ as to the degree of seriousness of
* any particular bor.rd-raised issue) . Be that as it may, I am

quite confident that there are means of controlling any real abuse
problem that may exist without eliminating or gutting the sua~
sponte authcrity.

e
As to the second cbjection, en April 13 the Executive Legal

Director furnished the Commission with a memorandum listing the
cases in which (since 1975) adjudicatory boards (licensing or ap-
peal) have raised new issues on their own initiative. rhe memo-
rendum went en to estimate, inter alia, the tire spent by NG and
ELD staffs in respending to those issues. With due respect to
the persons responsible for these estimates, I must note that, on
their face, several of them seem grossly inflated -- possibly by
as much as an crder cf magnitude. For example, it is most diffi-
cult to credit the estimate that (00 professional staff hours
(i.e., a tetal cf 15 full weeks) were required to deal with two
exceptionally narrow and uncomplicated questions raised by the
Diablo Canycn Appeal Board which is considering the adequacy of
the applicant's security plan. I might add that the merbers of
that Board were very surprised when their attention was called by
me to that estimate. Eased upon their intimate knowledge of both
the scope of the two questions which they had posed and the nature
and extent of the staf f 's eventual presentation on them, they are
unable to corprehend why or how mere than a total of 60 hours of
technical and lawyer time was expended.l/

Nctwiths tanding these risgivings, I am prepared to accept
the propositien that, depending upon its nature and scope, the
preparation and presentation of the staff's rerponse to a board-
raised issue may require the expenditure of considerable effort.
But the same is to be said with regard tc the fulfillment of the

-5/ It is t y understanding that the ELD is in the process of
revising some of the estimates contained in his April 13
memorandum. I have been told, however, that the 600-hour
estimate for the Diablo Canyon Board-raised security plan
issues will be but modestly reduced (to 540 hours),

e
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staff's obligation to develop and present its pcsition on these
issues raised by the parties to the operating license proceed-
ing -- issues which very well may be of much less significance
in terms of safety or environmental prctectien. It seems to me
that the ultimate question is not whether adjudicatien is time-
censuming fer all concerned; for mest issses at 1(ast, it mani-
festly is. Rather, tne focus should be et whether tne time is
worth spending.

Thus, I come to the third, and crucial, objection. It '

would, of course, be fatuous to assert that every sua sponte
exploration produces a safety er environmental improvement
ecmmensurate with the time or resources utilized in making the
explcration. But ence again, I do not believe that the worth ,
of inquiring into a particular issue (whether raised by A party
er by the board sua spente) is to be measured either exclusively
cr primarily in terms of whether the end result is scme altera-
tien in the proposal under review. To the contrary, a sua
,sporte inquiry should be thcught to make a suf ficient ce nir ibu-
t cn to the fulfillment cf this agency's weighty statutcry re-
sponsibilities even if it dces no mere than enable the Scard to
satisfy itself -- before giving appreval te the issuance of an
cperating license -- that a perceived pctentially serious sz fety
er environmental prcblen has received adequate applicant and
staff attentien and has been dealt with satisf acterily.

The implicatiens cf stripping the bcards cf their current
sua spente authority are brcught inte particularly sharp focus
EF a consideration cf the security plan phase of the Diablo
Canyon operating license proceeding. As earlier menticned, in
that proceeding the Appeal scard raised gia spente two issues
bearing upcn the adequacy cf the Diatic Canycn security plan
which had not specifically been placed inte centroversy by the
parties to the proceeding themselves. Although narrow in secpe,
these issues were critical to an everall assessment of the ade-
quacy of the plan (indeed, as understand it, they went to
whether the plan conf erred to cutstanding Ccamission regula-
tions). . Surely, it cannot be seriously maintained that thi
public interest in insuring a secure (and thus safe) facility
would have been furthered had the Appeal Ecard sirply igncred
the possible deficiencies in the plan. Further, hcw could the
Ecard members have been fairly called upcn to pass judgrent on
the adecuacy cf the plan and, at the same time, deprived of the
right to consider all aspects cf it having a bearirg upon that
adequacy? Cn this score, what is invclved is not merely the
integrity cf the cuteeme of the adjudicatcry process but, as
well, the Board members ' sense of personal professional respon-
sibilltf as principal participants in that process.

,

9
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As Mr. Shapar noted at a recent Cc=missien meeting, even if
it were precluded from injecting a new issue into an operating
license proceeding, a board would retain the right te bring its
cencerns to the staff's attention for the latter's censidera-
tion. E/ We regard that alternative as entirely unsatisfactory.
Among other things, the board's concern may bring into question
some prior action, inaction or determination en the part of the
staff. In such circumstances, there would be no reason for a
high degree of confidence that the staff would take the same
fresh and penetrating look at the issue as might be expected ofe

independent adjudicatcrs not put in the awkward position of hav-
ing to reexamine (and possibly overttrn) previously formulated
conclusions. Insofar as the public is concerned, that confidence
would likely be total lacking. While the hearing process may*
not enjoy universal respect, rightly er wrengly it is generally
thought to produce mere trustworthy decisions than are made in
non-adjudicatory centexts. If ncthing else, an adjudicatery
board must both act upon the basis cf a fernal reccrd and assign
reasons fer the conclusiens it rea ches. The staff is not so
cbligated.

Fer the foregeing reascns , the Appeal Fanel urges the re-
tention of the adjudicatery board's existing authority to raise
"sericus" issues en their cwn initiative in cperating license
proceedings. It has no objection, however, to the institutien
cf safeguards against the abuse cf that authcrity (a s suming
that abuse is deemed to be a real cr pctential prchlem) . Al-
though we do not advocate its adoptien, one such safeguard
might be a requirment that the board first cbtain Cennission
approval to raise and pursue the new issue or issues. Unless,
however, the Cctrissicn were able to act prceptly upcn requests

--f/ Mr. Shapar alsc suggestec that, befcre reving forward
itself en the new issue, the beard might be required to
briag it to the attention of the Commissicn (which cculd
then decide whe ther it wanted the scard to pursue the
matter). This alternative is addressed later in this
rercrandum.

9
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f3r such approval, the result of a requirement along that line
might be undesirable delays in the completion of the proceed-
ing. y .

|
^

<
. . . . .

-Attachments: . . .1

1. 4/15/81 memorandum- (Dr. Buck)
2. 4/10/81 memorandum (Mr. Cho)

*ces w/ attachments: .
1 Chairman Benarie
Comunissioner cilinsky .
Commissioner Bradfordf "

B. P. Cotter, ASLBP
*'

L. Bickwit, OGC
;B. K. Shapar, ELD
S. Chilk, SECT
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y This memorandum is not addressed to any extent to the other
; 'sua sponte authcrity routinely exercised by. appeal beards:

I e., she authority to review those portions of a licensing
board initial decision -(and the record underlying it) which.

have not been challenged on any appeal which may have been
| taken from that decision. As I understand it, that quite
'

distinct sua sponte authority ~is net under current Cor::nis-
sien reevaTEation. I mention the point only bees .se the
ELD's April 13 memorandu:n includes a reference to the punp-

. . .
' house settlement aspect of the 1; orth Anna operating license

!. . proceeding. The Appeal Board did not, however, raise that
' issue ab initio. Rather, it was first addressed by the

'LicensUig Board. Appeal Board consideration of it was ini

. the context of a sua sponte review of the Licensing Board's'

, initial decision TwEich was not appealed). See ALAB-491,
8 NRC 245, 247 (1978). In contrast, the still-pending
turbine missile issue was raised by the Appeal Board under -

the sua sponte authoriWnow under consideration (i.e.,

|-
that'Tssue has not been considered by the Licensing Board

i at all). M .', at pp. 247-50.
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QUESTION 6a. Commissioner Ahearne has recomended that licensing -
and appeal boards be limited to the issues raised by
the parties to the proceeding.

What are the views of each of the Comissioners on
the need for, and the benefit to be obtained by,
licensing and appeal boards raising issues not raised
by parties to an operating license proceeding?

O

ANSWER: Comissioner Ahearre's response it attached.

O

l

o

O
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John F.<Ahearne.

April 1, 1981

Purpose of NRC Hearings

In my limited experience, I have seen our hearings described or
justified as having any or all of the following purposes: e

1 To satisfy the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and of
the Administrative Procedure Act.

2. To contribute significantly to insuring adequate protection of *

Che public health and safety.

3. To build public confidence in and understanding of NRC licensing.

Assuming these purposes, my estimate of their.being satisfied is as
follows:

1. Yes -- by design, i.e., the hearing process is designed to satisfy
these statutory req &sents.

2. There are several arguments offered to support this view:

(a) Plants are safer because of items identified in hearings and
subsequently corrected. But: this may be true, but I know of no case.

(b) Contested plants are safer because the NRC staff works more
thcroughly when they know they will be tested in a hearing. But: are
uncontested plants less safe? Are the 461/ plants that receMd
operating licenses without a hearing less safe than the 25 If plants
that went through hearinge?

(c) All plants are safer because staff review is toughened by
Qxposure to hearings, causing the staff to articulate their assumptiers
and their logic, which assures sound reasoning. M: these benefits,
even if true, are umeasurable, and this is a very costly and indirect
approach to improving staff practice. Improving staff practice requires
clear guidance and g od management.

(d) The staff and applicant are not sole possessors of tr.th. The
hearing process allows others to raise significant issues and to challenge
the staff and applicant. The Board will discover the tr;th. But. aside
from the question of significance of the issues, tre current pEess is
not well geared to accomplish this objective. Standing is essentially a

,residence requ rement, not an expertise test. Our practices on contentions i

i
|

.

If Preliminary data,
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and discovery seem to invite participants to come and look for issues -
rather than requiring identified concerns be a prerequisite for participation.

IThe adversary court model presumes cpposing sides which have a j

direct personal interest. The courts do not recognize the dispute when '

a party represents a public as opposed to a private interest (i.e., j
Sierra Club v. Morton). But the NRC hearing process supposedly focuses <

on legitimate issues rather than personal interest, i.e., on public
rather than private interests. For a person with ar. issue to reside -

O near the plant may be entirely fortuitous.

Unless the objective is to delay, the parties should be looking for
a mechanism which assures their issues will be given serious attention
and provides a response which describes disposition of the issues and3 makes clear the basis for tnat resolution. There should be a better
alternative than our current process, which exhausts a,,ll parties (e.g.,
Seabrook seismic pleading).

3. If this is the purpose it obviously is not working and may not be
authorized (nor funds appropriated).

The process could be defended as educating the public, particularly
those who live near a plant: (1)if
you are entitled to understand it; (you have a plant in your backyard,2) the hearing provides a mechanism
to get the attention of tha hRC and the applicar.t to get answers; (3)
the bureaucracy is often unresponsive. Bat; this is a very costly way
to achieve objectives that could be met BTmore informal public meetings
to air issues and educate the local public.

Other Problems

The process as it now exists is unable to distinguish between
trivial and significant issues. This is due in large part to (a) a
st*::ct::*e Wch recely rawartis arwt nf ten ounithes attemots to control a
proceeding and (b) a failure to provide clear, consistent, timely, and
rational guidelines which can be applied by a Ecard with confidence in
ac individual proceeding. The first is inherent in the nature of the
appeal process. Since interlocutcry appeals are ciscouraged, review
almest always takes place from the perspective of a completed hearing.
Complaints that contentions. discovery, or testimory were improperly
excluded can be effectively raised at this stage. The affected party
argues that it was prejudiced in that "i f only X were included, the
decision would be different." Complaints that too much was included
will be academic -- the prejudice lies in the delay which already will
have occurred. 1.icensing Board mer.ters are incif red to te "censervative"
in allcwing issues to enter the hearing. Errors in excluding items
might lead to remand, while errors in including items seem to have
itttle consequence.

e
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The second' aspect flows from the Comission collegial decision-
making process. Collegial decisions are the result of compromise. A1

final Con-ission document is the result of a slow process of coordinating' -

( ~ and negotiatin; different views. ~ Unless the Comission devotes great
. effort, the product will .te imprecise. .

Proposed Changes

i If hearings are not necessary to assure public health and safety,
'

i then fundamental reform is needed. The current process has high costs.
t- If there are few benefits, we should look for a more efficient, effective
'' alterrsative. It is realistic to expect we can provide significant

improvements in the process without radical change to the framework.
= However, any approach which begins and ends by establishing an envelope ,

schedule or by setting time limits for individual pieces is largely a
- stab in the dark. . The logical approach is to (1) understand the major
components of the process, (2) identify at least in qualitative terms
the major problems, and (3) thin address those problems. Recognizing
this is a complex process, we must be prepared to make decisions with

Fimperfect understanding.

A significant amount can be' accomplished even without radical .
Change to the current hearing process. Although I agree with the

| .

Chairman of the Licensing Board Panel that Boaro members aust be given'

' responsibility and authority to make judgments for individual proceedings,
the Comission has the responsibility for setting the general rules.

In light of these considerations ! propose that the Comission take
the following actions:

-- Support use by the Beards of current authority to control
proceedings.

.

L+ Raise the threshold for admitting contentions.--;
,

Clarify responsibility of the Leards.- - - -

o- Modify or eliminate sua_ sponte authority

o Strengthen deference given to judgment of a Board in an
individual case

.

'
I o , Support sanctions

s

A. Emphastre current authority of the Boards. We should issue a
policy statement wnich gives strong support for the Boards to use existing
authority to control proceedings. The primary utility would be to stem

I

|

.
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the trend of the past few years. A policy statement would have a positive
effect because we would clarify cur expectations of the Beards. We also
must be prepared to support Boards when they follow our guidance.

The statenent proposed in the March 5th Cotter memorandum is good.
ority by Boards could significantly shorten and

Use of existing a'.focus proceedicgs

B. Raise contention threshold. This very important step is relatively
simpTe, feasitie, could be implemented quickly, and directly addresseso
the failure to distinguish between trivial and significant issues.

We must develop better mechanisms for selecting real issues.
Regardless of whether the Allens Creek decision was correct or not
(i.e., whether it merely continued a body of practice which originated*
in 1973 or constituted a departure from past practice), this issue reeds
to be addressed. (Summary disposition is not a reasonable substitute
for adequate screening of contentions. Sumary disposition motions
require a dispropoetionate amount of resources and accelerated schedules
will make them virtually impractical.)

OGC should work with the various Licensing Board members who
txpressed concerns in connection with the Allens Creek decision. OGC
should also specifically consider Costle v. Pacific Legal Toundation (63
L Ed 2d 329). That cecision in combinaticn witn vermont Yanee should
be analyzed to help formulate an apprcpriate, higher threshold.

C. Clarify resconsibility of Boards. Is the primary responsibility of
a Licensing board to resrive disputes presented by the parties or to
perform an independent technical review? I believe it to be the first
but perceive an increasing shif t towards the second. I would narrow and
strengthen the focus of the Boards or. contested issues by the following:

1. Modify or eliminate sua spente role. Under the current rule a
hard is to raise an issue on su van in u OL gecccdk; teen it
determines "that a serious safety, environmental, or corrion hfaase and
security ratter existc." The " serious" threshold has been lowered.
Boards have read Comission and Appeal Board decisions over the last few
years as defining a brcader responsibility for them, which increases the
pressure to build an all inclusive record. We could take action to
counteract the recent expansion of the sua spente role (e.g., see
at* ached excerpt from my February 23, lHT memorandm) and reinforce the
" serious" threshold.

E uncontested plants are safe enough, only admitted contentions
should be debated. I would eliminate the g .sponte role. The hearing

4
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Should examine only contested issues. i.e., the ones that make the case
different from uncontested cases. The threshold should be high. Public
ces.fidence would then be based on real issues being debated.

If there is no support for deleting the M sponte role, we should
rostructure tre process by which these issues are raised. In particular,
a Board should certify to the Comission a question it believes should
be raised before requiring parties to address it in a hearing. This
would serve to emphasize the unusual nature of such inquiries.

_

At the very least we need to reemphasize the boundaries which were
Qstablished in the original articulation of the g snonte rule:

"The fact that the Boards may inquire into matters that concern
them should in no way be construed as a license to conduct fishing ,

expeditions. As a general rule, Boards are neither required nor
expected to look for new issues. The power to do so should be
exercised sparingly and utilized only in extraordinary circumstances
where a Board concludes that r serious safety or environmental
issue remains. Normally thert is a presumption that the parties
themselves have prcperly shapea the issues, particularly because
the hearing follows comprehensive reviews by the regulatory staff
and the Advisory Comittee on Reactor Safeguards."
Consolidated Edison Co. (Indien Point Unit 3), CLI-74-28, 8 AEC 7
9 (1974).

2. Stren;then deference civen to a Board's fudoment in an individual case.
No Board is going to agg*assively manage a process if it is concerned
that it will be second guessed at a later date. Given guidelines, such
as those in the Cotter March 5th meacrandum, a Board's judgment should -
be given creat ceference. Application of general principles to specific
cases will usually turn on the details of .he circumstances. The Board
is most familiar with those details and has the advantage of personally
participating in the ongoing proceedings. A paper record is no substituta
for actual presence.

This does not iaean we should not follow closely individual cases.
I will suppert efforts to develop better ways to monitor the hearing
process .

3. Give sanctions re 1 content. Although authority clearly
exists to sa% tion parties wno do not meet their obligations, as a
practical matter a Board cannot make a credible threat of sanctions.
For example, a Board has no control over the MC staff. Obviously, the
staff has a nuder of competing priorities. Although in some cases its
hearing work should slip, the staff should be prepa-*d to justify those
slips,

e
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We sho ld expand the concept suggested by the Appeal Board in OPS,
i.e., corrsnication by a Board when the staff does not meet its hearing
responsibilities. The EDO should be tuld of aach scheduled corr'itment
by the staff in a proceeding and of any failure to meet such a comitment

The applicant already has an incentive, in that delay can be very
cos tly. However, if the applicar.t does not meet deadlines, it should
not be heard to complain about the ultimate delay in the process. We
should document contributions to delay by the applicant.o

With respect to other parties, the penalties described by Cotter
should be used. Focusing the hearing on more important issues will help
avoid dissipation of intervenor resources as well as staff resources,
In addition, clarifying the responsibility cf Boards to pursue issues ona their own will help make the threat of throwing out a contention more
realistic. It is not very effective to strike a contention and then
adept it as a Board question (which has happened).

D. Interim Licensing Lecislatien. Interim licensing legislation is
the wrong solution. The licensing impact problems are due to (1) TMI
having deflected staff resources and (2) an inefficient process. Going
for interim licensing authcrity neglects the first and accep the
s ec ond. It significantly undercuts public credibility, introduces the
least efficient part of the licensing process (the Comission) directly
into our ongoing proceeding, but, worst of all, accepts all the problems
with the current system If the majority concl' des they are unwilling
or unable to acdress making substantive changes to the process, cr that
such changes would ta e too long to affect the near tem problems. I
would net oppose a legislative proposal for low power interim licensing.

Conclusions

Although I question whether the adjudicatory femat is appropriate
for tne rewivuvo vi ted ;i::c.1 i::vc: *~t 9f M = 1=rra rianvae of
professional judgnent I recognize tnat a fundamental change in the
process will net occur without extended debate. We can significantly
im; rove the process without radical change to the framework. The
participants in the process are entitled to guidance, and it is the
Co r:ission's respersibility to provide it. A prcnounce~ent that "we
want the tearing process shcrtened - go and do gaod" is not enough. It
fails to address fundamental cuestions. By not addressing the parposes
of the Hearings and the details of the process, we can reither estimate
wretber the schedule will really be sh0-tened, r.o* the cost? of shorteriirg.

O
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EXCERPT FROM F(BRUARY 23. 1981 MEMORANDUM TO THE COMMISSIONERS FROM
MR. A4EA % E, SUBJECT: HEARING 155UE5 REQUIRING C0%tSSION ATTENTION

. UNRESOLVED SMETY ISSUES

7. The Comission should clarify the Licensing Boards' responsibilities *

in OL and OL amendment proceedings concerning unresolved safety
issues, to make it clear that litigation and findings are required
in.this area only if a Board determines that a " serious safety
environmental or corrion defense and security. matter exist." See
10 CFR 2.760a. e

Discussion

I did not object to the Appeal Board decisions in Monticello and
ttorth Anna because I expected they would be interpreted as simply
cautioM boards to be particularly sensitive about possible issues
relating to unresolved safety issues. In other words, resolution of
unresolved safety issues inherently is more likely.to contain a
serious issue. I never thought there was danger that they would be
interpreted as an independent mandate to consider those issues since
that would be contrary to Section 2.760a. However, apparently the
Boards have not seen it my way.

For example, the September Zimer decision ccntains the statement
(p. 3): "Recent Appeal Beard decisions have also re-emphasized the
obligation of Licensing Boards in operating license proceedings to
make findings concerning the resolution cf unresolved generic issues
applicable to the particular reactor, whether or not the issues are
the sub.iect of cententinnt," in N*. cat MsM. ct=ct t: fir.d ;41, .
responsibility even in an amendment proceeding (see the ASLB decision
issued January 26, 1981 in the Dresden spent fuel pool proceeding).
That Board sua sponte ordered: " Based on a review and analysis of
the varicus generir unresolved safety issues under continuing study,
wbst relevance is there, if any, to the proposed spent fuel poci
modification? Further, what is the potential health and safety
implication of any relevant issues remaining unresolved?"

To avoid further expansion of the already unwieldy hearing process,
I recomend we clarify this matter.

.
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OLTSTION 6. (b) Is the Comission aware of any instancet in which
licensing or appeal board sua sponte review ..- that
is, exploring issues not rIIsed by the parties - ,
particularly at the operating license stage, has
resulted in major safety design changes or other
major safety improvements to the plant?

ANSWER.

The Office of the Executive Legal Director, which provides legal advice'

and services to the staff, including representation in adminstrative
proceedings involving the licensing of nuclear facilities and materials.
has provided the Comission with the following view:

O
A review of operating license proceedings completed since 1975 in which
safety issues were rasted sua sponte by the Corriission's adjudicatory
boards indicates that in aWcases except Duquesne Light Company, et al.
(Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No.1) Docket ho. 50-334, the a3jUTi.
catory board raising the safety matter was eventually satisfied that the
matter had been adequately considered and accounted for in the application
and/or in t$e $+aff's review of the application. Accordingly, no license
condition pr ding for major safety design changes or other major safety
improvements to the plant has been imposed relating to a safety matter
raised sua sponte by a board. The sole exception involved a concern of
the licEsing board regarding operation at various power levels (ranging
from 5% to full power) during a one-year period of time until an aaxil-
iary river water system was installed. In granting the full power
license, the board included license conditions providing for an interim
alterr. ate cooling system (portable pumps) until the auxiliary river
.ater system was installed. This interim alternate cooling systen
provided an added measure of confidence during the interim period
although it should te noted that the board found that the postulated
accidefit requiring the installation of the auxiliery river mater
system wn %.; 4.li'.cly" . 5 -"erae tip+ r w ny, ,t .1. (Reaver
valley Power Station Unit No. 1) 4 hRG 55 at 56-60 (TI7ET. ~

<
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The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel, which conducts public hearings
cnd makes such internediate or final decisions as the Comission may
authorQ: in proceedings to grant suspend, revoke, or amend ARC Licenses,
has provided the Commission with the following information:

'An April 13, 1981 study disclosed that sua sconte cuestions have been asked
in only 12 proceedings since 1975. The W questions tock up 1.5 oercent or
less of the staff preparation time in contested proceedings during that
period. Sua sponte questions have had one of three results: (1) the Board's
concern is satisfied and no further action is taken; (2) the parties modify '

their position or the application as it relates to the concern; or (3)
the Board imposes conditions on the license.

In at least three cases the Boards have imposed license conditions:
,

In Beaver Valley 1, the Board raised two issues: (1) the probability that
a gasoline barge might explode and destroy the cooline water intake; and
(2) whether steam generator tubes could ' ail in an accident. As a result,
special pumps were ordered to be kept available until an alternate
cooling water structure could be built, and special restrctions were
ordered regarding primary leak rite and tube plugging. In revis-Besse 1,
the Board questioned the accuracy of dose estimates and imposed the following
requirerents; (1) expanded preoperational monitoring; (2) review of
operational tech specs before operation; and (3) espanded operational
monitoring. In Fitzpatrick, the Board cuestioned the adetacy of ecological
monitoring and required Staff and Applicant to agree on a monitoring pro-
gram before the licose issued.

The 'mportance of sua sponte review in cperating liciese cecceedings relates
directl, to the nature of tne construction pertrit Dro eeding. In the latter,
the Board reviews a preliminary cesign before anything 's actually built.
Some five er six years elapse between issuance of the constructien permit
and the cperating license. Significant variance between the preliminary
design and the plant actually constructed, and new developments,
seivic information or tne neee for nycrogen control icent fleo as a result
of the TMI accident, are but two examples of major changes requiring
thorough operating license review. The SuoreN Court recognized this
safety concern 20 years ago, stating that " nuclear reactors are fast oeveloping
and fast changing. What is up tc date now may nct, protacly will not, te
acceptele tonorrow." Power Reactor Develonrent Co. v. International Union
of Electrica. Radio and Pecnire Workers, ML-CIO, 357 U.S. 3W, 408 (Hfl).

In f act, the sua sponte authority freuently reduces litigation by causino
cases or issues to be settled prior to beaeing. This benefit to the
licensing crocess occur < more frec ently than Ecard ideetification of
issues which result in Board imposition of conditions on a liceese. The
application is amended or revised prior to hearing, a fact not usually
reflected in the Initial Decision. A recent illustration of the effect of
QN rd questions is described in Attachment 1

,
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A. UNITED sT ATas*
.,

i y>j NUC. LEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
AfDAMC $AFETV AND LICEN51NG BOAAD PANEL{ f

e use.cm.. o c. rosesg *- j
**** April 28, 1981

O VE%CRANDUM FOR: B. Paul Cetter, Chief A*inistrative Judge
ASLBP

FROM: Oscar H. Paris, Administrative Judge
ASLBP

g

SUBJECT: REDUCTION OF LITIGATION RESULTING FROM SUA SPONTE QUESTIONS
RAISED BY LICENSIhG BOARD

In the Turkey Point Steam Generator Repair Proceeding the Intervenor alerted
the Licensing Board to the pctentially hazardous method propcsed by the
Licensee for stcring the old, radicactive steam generator assemblies on the
plant site. Briefly, the Steam Generator Re; air Report preposed to store
the assemblies in an earthern-floor "cortpound" located in the lay.down area.
The Bcard detericined from the FSAR that the elevation of the lay-down area
was approximately 5 feet MLW (Mean Low Water), and that tu predicted maximum
stcrm surge to be espected darir; a herricane at tne site is 18.3 feet MLW.
Ceeseauently, in the Beard's Order Ruling on the Petition of Mark P. Oncavage,
dated August 3,1079. Judge Paris asked a series cf safety-related cwestions
atest the prep:st. stcrage inethod (10 NRC 123, 203-204; see Attachment).

In Fevision 7 to the Steam Geaerator Repair Feport swbritted in March 1980
the Licensee substaettally revised its pecpesed storage method. It now plaas
to store the radioactive assettlies in a concrete-flocred bsilding foJnded
on engineered fill with a finished grade of 17.5 feet MLW; further, the
storage building will comply with the design recuirements cf the Code cf
P.ct m :14taa nade rnunty. Florida. with respect to hurricane wind loadings.

Ste#f, with the sgpport of Licensee, has moved for surmary disposition if
a cortentien which relates to the storage of the steam generatcry assemblies.
Because cf the action taken by Licensee subsequent to the issuance cf our
ceder ir. Asgast,1979, the Board is granting the motion for suvary dispost-
tion aad will indicate in that order trat its own concerns about stora;e cf
the radioactive assenblies have been satisfied, also.

Thus, because cf t'e questions raised by the Bcard in the Order a$ritting
t*e Intervenor, t*e Licensee voluttarily laccified its plars so as to elini.
nate tre hazardous situ 4tico which concerned the Board, and the time and
arcense cf highly technical * stimcry and litigation associated witt it tas
been avoided. This develcoment is cf sigri'icance with regard to avoidirg
delay in the Turkey Point pr ceeding tecause Licensee neers to get a decision
in time to complete the repair, if it is allowed, before t*e 1982 peak lead
and hurricare season.

e
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ATTAC RENT

Moreover, Petitioner referred to-The Licensee's use of the 10.1 foot storm
tide during Hurricane Betsy in 1965. "in his Supplemental Submission (at p.
3, fn. 2). Licensee responded by pointing out that the histcrical 10.1 foot storm
tide was mentioned in the FSAR, not the SGRR nor SER, and went on to 1

indicaic that the design of the plant gfety systems is based on a predicted ,
maximum flood stage, resulting from the rnaxirwn probable hurricane of
15.3 icet MLW. (Licensee's Response to Sepplemental Submission at 13.fn.
9; see Safety civaluation for the Operating License, dated March 14, 1972,
Section 3.4).' With a surge !cvel of 183 feet, wave runup to above 22 feet is a ;
predicted. (/bidJ The FS AR indicates that sustained winds exceeding |

-humeane force (75 mph) can be expected on an average of once es cry ? years, I

and winds greater than 100 mph can be expected once every 25-30 yes:s |

(FS A R. Sectinn 2 6.6)3
The proposed storage compound for the steam generatorlowerassembbes

will be located in the laydown area at the plant. (SGR R. App. A " Responses
to NRC Questions of !!9/78"at A46-lb The elevation of thelaydown arca is

|5.0 feet. (FSAR, FL I.2-1). The storage facility will be constructed of
|

reinforced concrete walls which are designed as radiation shields, and it will
hase a watertight concrete roof. One end of the compound will beleft open,
piesumably to previde access, and this end is to be closed with interlocking |
"itop loss "(SCR R. App. D," Responses io NRC Questions of 12|15/7S"at !

D-I 1 and Fig D.1-1). The dimensions of the facihty will be i10 feet bi 60 feet j
by 17 feet high. (/d., Fig. D.1-1). There is no indi:ation that the stcrage i

corr. pound will be watertight te floods or that it wi!! be desi;ned to withstand I
stresses of storm surve. wave runuo. or the imn.c es.' ntnim. Aae.. ...,w .. |

legs and broker timbers Fmal y,I nme that Licensee p!arstc siorethe steam |
~

generator lower assemblies for apprcximately 35 years before disposing of
them off-i.te. (SGRR, Section 3.4.4) i

The foregoing information causes rne to believe it reasone .. .pect
that the steam generator assembly storage compound with the enclosed |

radioactive assemblies would be subjected to hurricanes about five times
during its functional life, and I would further expect at least one of thme
sierm, to have winds in cuent of 100 mph. Con:civably such a storm could
produce the projeried 183 foot tidalsurge with wave runup to about 22 feet.
1he scenario generated by these considerations in that the storage comnound
would he inundated in 13 feet of monns water with waves possibly breaking I

o ser its roof. This scen .rio brirgs ma ny '!uestions to mind. Would the storage {
compound be watertight, or wouM the asscrnblies also be immersed in 13 feet
of sea water? Would the walls withstand the stress imposed by moving water ,

and wne ac. ion? Would the walls withstand the impact of Coating debris
thrown against them by waves? How bouyant would the scaled sicam
pneraturn be9 Mi;;ht they rnove and consequently impact the wall from
within the compound? If the walls should collapse, could the wind driven

*
water move the assemblics away from the compound?The ability of the steam
generator storage compound to withstand stresses imposed by hur icanes is
not addresod in the SGR R,the SER,or the Environmental!mpact A ppraisal
(E!A)* -

10 NRC 183, 203-204, footnotes omitted (1979)

1
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CUISTION 6. Conrissioner Ahearne has recommended that it.ensing and appeal
boards be limited to the issues raised by ti.e parties to the
p roceeding ,

c. Does the Commission belitve that this sua sponte review by
the licensing and appeal boards constiWtes a necessary,
additional layer of technical review beyond that performed
by the NRC staff and the ACRST

'O d. Particularly given the fact that no hearing at all isq
required at the operating license stage for uncontested
cases, is there any raason why the licensing and appeal
boards should have the authority. and in fact be encouraged,
to pursue issues not raised by the parties in the contested

O cases?

ANSWER.

In estatlisHng 'icensing and appeal boards it was never the intentionc.
to create an additional layer of technical review in the sense that de novo
review of the ap-lication would be conducted. However, giving the IT~ censing
and appeal boards the authority to raise technical questions not raised by the
parties does A vide a check on the quality of the staff review process.
The boards have always had this authority and therefore it is not possible
to compare the results of a review system with this autherity with the results
of a review system without it. Thus, the question whether the exercise of
sua sponte review is necessary is a difficult one to answer.

d. A number of reasons can be offered for mainta'ning this authority in the
licensing and appeal boards. First, as noted in the response to c. above, such
authority provides an independent check on the staff review. This independent
check could spot issues not included by the staff in its review. Suggest incorrect
resolution of issues when that occurs and generally encourage thorough review
on tne cart of Ow d.TT. 1.. ;dditie . . W taiaiaa +hh antharitv would oreserve
the sense of professionalism on the part of the technical board metbers. It
would be difficult to expect a technical member to simply sit back and ignore
technical defect in the presentations made before the board.

Comissioner Ahearne refers to I.is paper attached as the answer to Question 8.

O
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QUESTION 7. The Comission's report to the Congress on cctions for~

reducing licensing delays identifies two optices regarding
the "imrediate effectiveness" issue. Ore would reinstate
licenses, ar.d the ether would allow the operating license
to issue af ter a brief cppertunity for direct Cornission
review. What are the views cf the Coy issioners on these.
two cptions, anc with regare to the seccnd. what, realistically,
could the Comissior, expect to accomolish during the brief
review period?

4

ANSkTR:

Answer (Chaiman herdrie). My preference is for reinstatenent of the
4

immediate effectiveness rule, with the present Appendix E,10 CFR 2,

procedure to go in parallel with fuel loading and plant startup. This

option minimizes the potential celay due to Corrissica review. However,

the other cption coes save aMut two renths nf the three that I estirate

the Appendix B ereceaure would take, and is roch to be oreferred tc oc

change at all.

Questien 7 The Corr.nission's report to the Congress on
cptions reducing licensing delays identifies
two options regarding the "immediate effectiveness"
issue. One would reinstate the immediate
effectiveness rule for creratang licenses,
and the other would allow the operating
license to issue after a brief opportunity
a o.. -- >- >. . - ,;;_ _ , g;,
views of the Commissioners on these two
opetions, and with regard to the second,
what, realistically, could the Commission
expect to accomplish during the trief review
period?

ANShTR (CCMMISSIONER GILINSKY'S RESPONSE)

The Commission should decide whether a power reactor license
is granted. Such license decisions are the most important
decisitns made by the NRC. Like any other organization,
the agency runs better when top management takes direct
respcnsibility for majcr decisions.

e

e
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Peter A. Bradford

Ouestien 7

The Comission's report to the Congress on options for reducing
licensing delays identifies two options regarding the "imediate effec-
tiveness" issue. One would reinstate the imediate effectiveness rule
for operating licenses, and the other would allow the operating licensen
to issue af ter a brief opportunity for direct Comission review. What'^'
are the views of the Commissioners on these two options, and with regard
to the second, what, realisticallv, could the Comission expect to
accomplish during the brief review period?

b
Answer

Both the Kemeny Comission and our own Special Inquiry Group strongly
criticized the Comissinn's remoteness from the licensing process and
consequent lack of responsibility for its results. This brief direct
review compels the Comissioners themselves to assume a direct respon-
sitility for the sabsequent safe operation of the plant.

Question 7. The Comission's report to the Congress on options
for reducing licensing delays identifies two options
regarding the "frediate ef fectiveness" issue. One
would reinstate the imediate effectiveness rule for
operating licenses, and the other would allow the
operating license to issue af ter a brief opportunity
for direct Comission review. What are the views of
the Comissioners on these two options, and with regard
to the second, what, realistically, could the Comission
expect to accomplish during the brief review period?

Answer. Comissioner Ahearne: s

If the Comission has provided clear guidance to the Boards as to
what kind of issues they should address and the Comission's positions
on, and interpretation of, dif ficult regulations, and then a Board
reaches a positive finding on the outstanding issues, I do not believe
that Comission review in a short period of time woulo be anything other
than a mechanism to provide the appearance of Comission involvement.
If the Comission has not provided such guidance to the Boards, then a
short review will not suffice for reaching a Comission conclusion and
we should expect a lengthy period to elapse between Board decision and
Comission decision. Consequently, I find little real value in main-
taining a version of the Appendix B procedure which requires the Comission
to formally grant the license based on a brief review. On the other
hand, I do believe that since the Comission has now reached a decision
on what the TMI requirements will be, it is our obligation to provide

o clear instructions to the Boards. In case the guidance proves insufficient,
we should also put in place a procedure which allows the Comission to
reverse the Licensing Board decision, although I see no reason why a
plant should not be allowed to operate or begin operation in the interim.

e
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OUESTION 7 The Commission's report to the Congress on
options for reducing licensing delays identi-
fies two options regarding the "immediate
effectiveness" issue. One would reinstate
the immediate effectiveness rule for operating.licenses, and the other would allow the
operating license to issue after a brief
opportunity for direct Commission review.
What are the views of the Commissioners on
these two options, and with regard to the gsecond, what, realistically, could the Com-
mission expect to accomplish during the brief
review period?

ANSWER.
4

[Part I calls for views of the Commissioners]
The brief direct review period contained in the second
option is intended to provide the Commission with an oppor-
tunity to review significant safety issues before operation
begins. Commission staff offices will have been monitoring
the licensing proceedings and will direct Comnission attention
to issues of particular importance and dispute. Comission
review will be limited, then, to significant safety issues
and will ensure that the application is in cor*pliance with
pertinent legal requirements and policy directives, operation
would be authorized only upon Commission af firmation of the
rssolution of such major issues. Detailed review of these
a;nd other issues by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Boards would continue as before.

OUESTION 8: Corrissioner Ahearne has noted in his views on the
Conmission's legislative prcposal that full-power
interim operating authority will be nereuarv nalatt
improvements in the litersirg process can be rade.
What specific charges would Connissioner Ahearre
rake? What are the views of the other Connissioners
cn these proposals?

ANSWCp:

Answer (Ctairman . .ndrie). There are about six units that are completed

er are close to completion, with hearings under way or about to start,

that are going to be delayed unless the Cornission is authorized to issue

interim full power operating licerses in advance of the conpletion of

hearings. I believe this will be the case even with the proposed Icw
D

power opera 6 ton authority we have recuested and with all of the improve-

nents in the 1. ersing process ! can foresee the Corrission being able
to agree upon.

*
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C"ESTION 8: Commissioner Ahearne has noted in his viewson the CorrJrission's legislative proposal that
full power interim operating authority will be
necessary unless improvements in the licensing
process can be made. What specific changes

would Commissioner Ahearne make? What are
the views of the other Commissioners on ther.e
proposals 7

O
ANSWER: COMMISSIONER GILINSKY's RESPONSE

The Commission is developing a series of proposals to reduce
6 the time during which plants might stand idle unnecessarily.

These, together with approval by Congress of proposal for
interim fuel loading and low power testing licenses, should
make it possible to eliminate most of the projected idle time
and associated economic cost. At the same time they would
not undermine the hearing process in the way that granting
interim full-power licerses would.

Feter A. Bradford

Question 8

Comissioner Anearne has noted in his views on the Corsnission's
legislative proposal that full-power interim operating authority will be
necessary unless improvements in the Itcensing process can be made. What
specific changes would Comissioner Ahearne make? What are the views of
the other Comissioners on these proposals?

* ,:;ar

As an end in itself, expedited licensing is wrong and has little to
do with tr.e real problems of nuclear power. I would tsot approve any
such effort which jeopardized or delayed a significant NRC safety program,
or which affects the integrity of the hearing process. We are already
seeing slippages in a number of projects (the standard Review Plan, the
definition of what constitutes construction permit conditions, and the
Systematic Evalution Plan) that have a potentially significant impact
on safetf. Of coarse, expedited licensing alone will do little to help
nuclear power and ray, if done in a manner that compromises safety or
inspires public distrust, do considerable narm.

Other improvements should flow froer a study of the type comitted
to in the 1977 National I- ergy Plan (p. 72), but never conducted. Such
a review. involving dive se participants would lessen controversy and
assure balanced change.

e
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Question 8. Commission Ahearne has notad in his views on the
Commission's legislative proposal that full-power
interim operating authuvity will be necessary unless
improvements in the licenstng process can be made.*

What spe.ific changes would Commissioner Ahearne
make? What are the views of the other Commissioners
on these proposals?

Answer. Commissioner Ahearne: 4

Attached is the latest version of a set of my proposals. I
believe the Commission must address the fundamental question: Wha t
is the proper role for the hearing process?

4

&
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John F. Ahearne
April 1, 1981

Purpose of NRC Hearings

In ry limited experience, I have seen our hearings described or
justified as having any or all of the following purposes:

O
1. To satisfy the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and of

the Administrative Procedure Act.

2. To contribute significantly to insuring adequate protection of
b the public health and safety.

3. To build public confidence in and understanding cf NRC licensing.

Assuming these purposes, my estimate of their being satisfied is as
follows:

1. Yes -- by design, i.e., the hearing process is designed to satisfy
these statutory requirements.

2. There are several arguments offered to support this view:

(a) plants are safer because of iteas identified in hearings and
subsequently corrected. BA: this m;y be true, but I know cf no case.

(b) Centested plants are safer becease the NPC staff wcrks more
thoroughly when they know they will te tested in a hearing. But: are
uncentested plarts less safe? Are the 46 y plants that receTvid
operating licer.ses without a hearing less safe than the 25 If plants
that went throssh hearings?

(c) All plants ar( safer because staff review is toughened by
exposare to hearings, causing the staff to articulate their assumptions
and their logic, which assures sound reasoning. But: these benefits,
even if true, are unmeasurable, and this is a veriTostly and indirect
apptcach to improving staf f practice. Improving staff practice requires
clear guidance and good management.

(d) The staff and applicant are not sole possessors of truth. The
Fearing crocess allows others to raise significant issues and to challenge
the staff and applicant. The Ecard will discover the truth. But: aside
from the question of si;nificance cf the issues, the current process is
r.ot well geared to accomplish this cbjective. Standing is essentially a
residence requirement, not an exper*ise test. Our practices on cententices

4

y Preliminary data,
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and discovery seem to invite participants to come and look for issues
rather than requiring identified concerns be a prerequisite for participation.

The adversary court model presumes opposing sides which have a
direct personal interest. The courts do not recognize the dispute when
a party represents a public as oppcsed to a private interest (i.e..
Sierra Club v. Mortoni. But the NRC hearing process supposedly focuLes
on legitimate issues rather than personal interest. i.e., cn public
rather than private interests. For a perscm with an issue to reside
near the plant may be entirely fortuitous. g

Unless the objective is to delay. the parties should te looking for
a me;hanism which assures their issues will be given serious attention
and Drovides a respense which describes disposition of the issues and
makes clear the basis fer that resolution. There should be a better 4
alternative than our current process, which exhausts al parties (e.g.
Seabrcok seismic pleading).

3. If this is the purpcse it cbviously is nct working and : y not be
authorized (nor funds appropriated).

The process could be defended as educating the public particularly
those who live near a plant: (1) if you have a plant in your backyard,
you are entitled to understand it; (2) the hearing provides a mechanism
to get the attention of the NRC and the applicant to get answers; (3)
the bureaucracy is often unresponsive. Ed: this is a very ccstly way
to achieve cbjectives that could be met by more informal public meetin9s
to air issues and educate the local public.

Mer Proble+s

The process as it now exists is unable to distinguish between
trivial and significant issues. This is due in large part to (a) a
structure which rarely rewards and of ten punishes attempts to control a
proceeding and (b) a failure to provide clear. consistent, timely, and
r.t*w..el pidelinn wi.isi. sei. Le applied by e Everd i u. suniioerce in
an indivicual proceeding. The first is innerent in the nature of the
appeal process. Since interlocutory appeals are discouraged, review
almost always takes place from the perspective cf a completed hearing.
Complaints that contentions, discovery, or testimony were improperly
escluced can be effectively raised at this stage. The affected party
argues that it was prejudiced in that "if only X were included, the
decision would be dif ferent." Complairts that too much was inc1Lded
will be academic -- the prejudice lies in the celay which already will
have occurred. Licensing Board fre-bers are inclired to te *cca.servative"
in allowirg issues to enter the hearing. Errors in excluding items
might lead to remand, while errers in including items seem to have
little consequence.

.
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The second aspect flows from the Comission collegial decision-
making process. Collegial decisions are the result of compromise. A
final Commission document is the result of a slow process of coordinating
and negotiating different views. Unless the Comission devotes great
effort. the product will be imprecise.

Proocsed Chances

If hearings are net necessary to assure public health and safety,
m then fundamental reform is needed. The current process has high costs.

If there are few benefits, we should look for a more efficient, effective
al terna tive. It is realistic to expect we can provide significant
improvenents in the process without radical change to the f ramework.
Hewever, any approach which begins and ends by establishing an envelope

6 schedule or by setting time limits for individual pieces is largely a
stab in the dark. The logical approach is to (1) understand the major
coeponents of the process, (2) identify at least in qualitative terms
the major proble s, and (3) then address these problems. Recognizing
this is a complex process, we must be prepared to make decisions with
1:rperfect understanding.

A significant amcunt can be accomplished even withoct radical
change to the current hearing process. Although I agree with the
Chairm.an of the Licensing Ecarj Fanel that Scard members must te given
respnsibility and authcrity to make f.dgnents for individual proceedings,
the omission has the responsibility for setting the generel rules.

In light of these consideratiers I prepcse that the Cvnissien take
the following actions:

-- Support use by the Scards of current authority to centrol
proceedings.

-- Raise the threshold for admitting contentiens.

-- Clarify retpcnsibility of the Boards.

o Modify or eliminats sg s;0nte authority

o Strengthen deference given to judgment of a Eoard in an
individual case

o Support sanctions

A. Emphasize curree.t authority cf the Ecards. he should issue a

policy statemer.t which gives streng support fcr the Boards to use existing
authority to control proceedings. The primary utility would te to stem

O

4
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the trend of tha past few years. A policy statement would have a positive
effect because we would clarify our expectations of the Scards. We also
atust be prepared to support Boards when they follow our guidance.

The statement prcposed in the March 5th Cotter memorandum is good.
Use of existing authority by Boards could significantly shorten and
focus proceedings.

B. Raise contention threshold. This very important step is relatively g
simple, feasible, could be implemented quickly, and directly addresses
the failure to distinguish between trivial and significant issues.

We must develop better mechanisms for selecting real issues.
Regardless of whether the Allens Creek decision was correct or not 4
(i.e., whether it merely continued a body of practice which originated
in 1973 or constituted a departure from past practice), this issue needs
to be addressed. (Sumary disposition is not a reasonable substitute
for adequate screening of contentions. Sumary disposition motions
require a disproportionate amount of resources and accelerated schedules
will make them virtually impractical.)

OGC should work with the various Licensing Board me .bers who
expressed concerns in cor.necticn with the Allens Creek decisien. OGC
shculd also specifically censider Costle v. Facific Lecal Fcundation (f3
L Ed 2d 329). That decision in contination with Vemont varmee should
be analyzed +4 help fctmulate an appropriate, higr.er threshold.

C. Clarify responsibility cf Ecards. Is the primary responsibility of
e Licensing Ecarc to rescive disputes presented by the parties or to
perfcrm an independent technical review? I believe it to be the first
but perceive an increasing shif t towards the second. I wculd narrow and
strengthen the fccus of the Boards en contested issues ty the fol'oming:

1. Modify or eliminate sua spente role. Under the current rule a

Ecard is to raise an issue o'. its own in an CL proceeding when it
detemines "that a serious safety, environmental, or comen Jefense and
security matter exists." The " serious" threshold has been lowered.
Scards have read Corr:ission and A; peal Ecard decisions over the last few
years as defining a brcader responsibility fcr them, which increases the
pressure to build an all inclusive record. We could take action to
counteract the recent expansion of the sua sporte role (e.g., see
attached excarpt from my February 23,192T mencrandum) and reinforce the
" serious" threshold.

JJ uncontested plants are safe enough, enly admitted ccetentiens
sh0uld te debated. I would elirinate the m spente role. The hearing

e
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should examine o,nly contested issues, i.e., the ones that make the case
different from uncontested cases. The threshold should be high. Public
confidence would then be based on real issues being debated.

If there is no support for deleting the sua sponte role, we should
restructure the process by which these issues 7e raised. In particular,
a Board should certify to the Comission a question it telieves should
be raised before requiring parties to address -it in a hearing.' This
would serve to emphasize the unusual nature of such inquiries.g

At the very least we need to reemphasize the boundaries which were,

established in the original articulation of the sua sponte rule:

g "The fact that the Bear = may inquire into matters that concern
them should in no way be construed as a license to conduct fishing
ex peditions. As a general rule Boards are neither requiret nor
expected to look for new issues. The power- to do so should be
exercised sparingly and utilized only in extraordinary circumstances
where a Board concludes that a serious safety or environmcntal
issue remains, hermally there is a presumption that the parties
themselves have properly shaped the issues,Jarticularly because
the hearing follows comprehensive reviews by the regulatory staff
and the Advisory Comittee on Reactor Fafeguards."
Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point Unit 3), CLI 74-28, 8 AEC 7,
9 (1974).

2. $trencthen deference given to a Board's judement in an individual case.
No Beard is going to aggressively manage a process if it is concerned
that it will be second guessed at a later date. Given guidelines, such
as those in the Cotter March $th memorandum, a Board's judgment should
be given great deference. Application of general principles to specific
cases will usually turn on the details of the circumstances. The Board
is most familiar with those details and has the advantage of personally
earticioatino in the ongoing proceedings. A paper record is no substitute
for actual presence.

This does not mean we should not follow closely individual cases.
I will support efferts to develop better ways to monitor the hearing
prccess.

3. Give sanctions real content. Although authority clearly
exists to sanction parties who do not meet their obligations, as a
practical matter a Board cannot make a credible threat of sanctions.
For example, a Board has no control over the NRC staff. Obviously, the
staff has a number cf competing priorities. Although in some cases its
hearing work should slip, the staff should be prepared to justify ttose
slips.

e
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We should expand the concept suggested by the Appeal Board in OPS,
i.e., corimunication by a Scard when the staff does net meet its hearing
responsi bili tie.- The EDO should be told of each scheduled comitment
by the staff in a proceeding and of any f ailure to meet such a comitment.

The applicant already has an incentise in that celay can be very
costly. However, if the applicant does net meet deadlines, it should
not be heard to complain about the ultimate celay in the process. We
should document contributions to delay by the applicant.

4
With respect to other parties the penalties described by Cotter

should be used. Focusing the hearing on me e important issues will help
avoid dissipaticn of intervenor resources as well as staff resources.
In addition, clarifying the responsibility t f Boards to pursue issues on
their own will help make the threat of throwie; out a contention mere O
realistic. It is not very effective to strike a contentien and then
adopt it as a Sc,ard question (which has happened).

D. Interim Liceasino legislation. Interire licensing legislation is
the wrorg solution. The licensing impact prcblems are due to (1) TFI
having deflected staff resources and (2) an inefficient process. Going
for interim licensir.g authcrity neglects the first and ac .epts the
seccnd. It significantly undercutt pdlic creditility, introduces the
least ef ficient part of the licensing process (the Comission) directly
into our engoing proceeding, but, wcrst cf all, accepts all the peoblems
with the current system. If the majcrity concludes they are unwilling
er unable to address making substantive changes tc the process, or that
such changes would take too long to affect the near term pr blem, I
wculd not cppcse a legislative prcpesal for low power interir licensing.

Cenclusions

Although ! question whether the adjudicatcry format is appropriate
fer the resolution of technical issses involving a large deg ee of
P 'e:t erf h t;mcr.t. ' rcccgr.'ce t!.4; . T. 4.me del U cosei

e r. uie

precess will not occur without extendec debate. We can significantly
1 prove the process withcut radical change to toe framework. The
participants in the process are entitled to guidar<e. and it is the
Corrrission's responsibility to previde it. A pronouncement that "we
cant the hearing prccess shcrtened -- go and do good" is not enough. It
fails to address fundamental cuestions. By net aedressing tre purposes
of ,te Fearings and the details cf the process, we can reither estimate
whe %r the schedult will really be shortened, ror the costs of shortening.

.
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DOIRPT FRM FEE 2"aRY 23, IcSI PEwCUCN TO N[ COviss:0yes rey
W. A-E Abi, SECT: +EN IKII1TMtN cc c E CITTp;i}N

t'NREs0tvE0 sutn Issuts
O 7. The tornission should clarify the Licensing Ecards' responsittlities

in OL and OL aweent creceedings cencerning unresclied safety
issues. to make it clear trat litigatien and findings are required
in this area cnly if a Ecard detemines that a "sericus safety

6 enviremental or corren defease and security r4tter exist." see
10 CFR 2.76Ca.

Discussien

I did rct object to the Arceal Ecard cecisicas ir Mc*t cellC and
Ncrth Area beca se I espected tSey w uld be inte*;eeted as simply
ca.ticM boards tc be particularly sensitige abc.t possible issues
relating to urresclved sa'ety issues. In other =crds. resclution cf
unresolved sa'ety 'ss.es inhereetly is rcre If hely to centain a
se"i a s iss.e. I never thcught tr.ere was darge- trat t6ey would Le
interpreted as an 1"ct;endent randate tc ccesider 15cse issues since
that we lc te cc trary ic Secticn 2.760a. be.e.er, a;;arently the
Ecards %e Nt seen it ry may.
ec r en ;1e. the Se;te-ber I"r-er decision cortairs the 1*Jtemert
(p. 3): "Recent *;;eal Ecard cecisions *;ase also re-e ;tasi:ed the
ctligation cf Licensir; Ecaecs in operating licerse ;*.ceeciegs tc
rake findings ccecer91r.g the resclutter c' veesclved Se'eric 1556es
a?;11catie tc tre ; articular reacter. = tetter cr ret t*e iss.es see
the s.tject c' conterticas.' In fact. cee Ecard see ed tc find svch a
resscesitility eve 9 in an aM'ctnt ;"cceeding (see the AsLE de:ision
issued Jar ary Ef 1951 in tFe Crescen s;ent f.el recl preceeding).
Tra t Scard M sMete creered: ' Eased en a review and aralysis cf
the varicss ge*eric weresclvec sa'ety issues under ceatinwir; st cy,
what relevarce is tre e, if cry, tc the preposed spect fuel pcci
rcci'tcaticn? Fette , what is the pote"tial health and saf ety
Te;licatic9 cf arj relevart iss.es reeaining vresclied?"

Tc ascic f.rtner ex;arsten cf the already unwieldy hearing process.
I recevead we clarify this e.atter.

<
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CUESTION 9 Our witnesses last week, both for the nuclear industry
and for the l% ion of Ccacereed Scientists, advocated
t%e use of a caabined construction pemit and operating
license -- the so-called one-stop litersing option -- as
a means of resolving issues at 15e construction stage
and avciding the kinds of coerating license hearing
delays r3w tving experienced.

(a) WPat are the C09 mission's views on this option?
4

S NSW ER .

The Commission generally favors the concept of eae-step licensing for nuclear
powe* plants, recogniting that this sculd require suteission of final designs #
at the construction penrit stage.

CUESTION. (b) What can the agency do to pursue this option
under existing 1a=?

ANSWER.

Under current las the Commission could not go completely to a one-step
licensing regime. Section 155 of the Ataric Energy Act mandates a two-step
liceesir; process. He we v e r , if fir.al design irformation were to be submitted
at the construction permit stige, then the operating license revie could
focus only on new infor=ation since the coestruction peamit review. Thus
current law would allow a narrowing, but not a carelete elimination, c' the
operatinc liceese review stage. This cereeal accreach =as included in as
advaaced nctice c' rulemanie; or a related subject whica the Canrissien
iss,ed in Dece-ter. 193C. (Attached)

.
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0;ESTIO', 4. c . N$a t legislative changes, and =*.at impreveme' ts in the

stacility cf liceastrg recuire-ents, are aeed 4 te pursae t*is
C; tic 9'

)

c. sert

Tre Atamic Energy Act is uneaaivocally framed in terms of a t c-stage process
for nuclear reactor licenses. Theref ore, an aner.dment of the A:t would be a
retessary to autncrite the Conmission to grart roebiaed construction permits-
o;eratirg licenses.

Tre Atoric Energy Act's t=c-stage requirement is rooted in the cortent of a
re*iod ="ee raclear technolcgy mas still in its infancy ard was evolving 4
racidly, and m*en every fa:iltty involved a cos*0m desist, nct availatie in
fi*al f0rm at tre corstruc tion germit stage. The ccccept cf !*e contired
CF/CL reflects the f act t>.at. in a nere matore technology, a;plicarts Fay te
atle t0 sebmit the final design at the CP a; plication stage, thereby sigeificantly ]
re .:ia; t*e importance cf a principal par pc s e tf hi nd t he OL re v i ew . ine
rati * ale is trat if tre CDnrission caa name a cetermi*attan ce tre firal !

cesigr> cf a plant early in tre licersieg ;rocess, it sbc.id d; so, ard should
et te re;.1 red t; perf0-m the same exercise a second tise. Ir addition tcr

CC*Ce"*$ Cf efficie*Cy a*d reds:T rg urrecesiary Celay, t*e c3rt dSed CF/DL ras
teer seen 4 5 8 Rears Cf e*CO ragieg t*e use Cf stardardiZatiO" a*d early site
review. Cf CCgrSe, subs tartial t1P4 savings ia reactCr liceP51Pg schedules
m:.I; CT,ly be ;O551tle unde" t"e CE / CL if 8;Cl1Caets are Ere;ared 10 s obri t )
sitt ally fi*al react 0r desig9s at the COP $tr6CIiC* Eer?it Stale. AdditiO"al
*' e Ca9 te S ave-d j a *>e \E[ review if tre curreet tractice C# devel001r0 )
a ;.St>m fitted Ol49t Cr ea-r a:ElicatiOr 15 DISCO"tirued. As the C e$tiOr |#

5.??tSt$, Faminum te*.efits in tire Savirg5 allC wesid rec,tre NGC 11Ce911eg I

re:.iPe* eats 10 Per. air Statie tPPOughout the lis** sir 0 crOCest. he believe
t*at s ct statility can te a;*ieved. Aaain, bemever, the esse 9Ce cf.

a;*ievin; $.ch a 9 Cal is the early Sube4551Ca Cf a rea*1y Concleted reac'Or
Ceifca early in t*e lite"Sieg proces5

.
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G|EST!04 10. The Cornission's legislative preposal for interim cperating
authority is limited to low-power cperation -- not ecre tnan
5 percent of full-pcwer. At least two of the Comissioners

* appear to believe that 'nterir operating authority at greater
than 5 percent levels ray well be necessary.

(a) for what period of tire would the low-power testing
limitation be useful for a plant?

b ANSWER.

For the average plant. the authorization to test and coerate at low Dower
levels should reduce by about two months the delay due to the licensinq

> review. Sheuld the low-power testing reveal prcble*s requiring corrective
' action and further review, the time savings could be as mch as sin months.

OLESTION. (b) Will this a thority, togeteer with the et*er acticas

; taken thus far ty tne Corrission, te suf ficient to elirir. ate
the presently-en;ected delays fcr the clar.ts in 1961,1982, and
19837

A'is nER .

hc. 'Jsing indsstry's estirates for construction corcletion, this astherity
would eliminate licenstag delays altogether for cae of t*.e tea af'ected
plants. Hewever, about 2 months would te redated f rom each of the otrer
licensing schedsles, totaling a 19 monte redation in licens1rg delays.

CUESTION. (c) W9y shoeldn't tre Corrission be given the discretice, on
a case-ty-case basis, to allow interi.e c;*ratten at levelt
ateve 5 percent of full-power?

ANSWER.

A majority of the Commission does not tresently believe t*at astrierizatter cf
coeration and testing abcre the 5 gertent level she,1c te cemitted ir advance
cf the completion of any required hearing.

O
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Or[$ TION !O, (d) For those Contrissiceers mko cppcse giving the
Corrissicn ciscretion te allew interim creratioe. at
higner ecwer levels, eat is the basis fce this
c!jection?

ANsw[R.

Gala 9cing the desirability of reducing delay against the desirability
of minimizing the intrusion on the Co r ission's usual regalatory process.
and the rights available to particicants in that peccess. Corrissiorers g
Gilinsty and Bradford do not believe that cperation beyend tre 5 perceet
c7 full power level should be Demitted in advance of the completioe of
any required hearirg.

4

Ccerissicner Ahearre: As ! stated in ry answer to Question 8: "Interia
Itcensing legislation is toe wrcng sclation. The liceesing ircact erctlees
are dae to (1) M having deflected staff resovrces and (2) an inefficitet
p rocess . Gcing for interim 11cersing authority neglects the first ara
accepts the second. It significaatly u-dercats putlic credibility. intrc-
dsces tne least e'ficient part cf tre liceasieg process (the Corrissien)
directly into cue crgeir; pecceeding, tut, worst t f all, acce::ts all the
peculers with the current syster. If the majc*its c3*cluces they are
unwilling or unable t0 address makieg sLtstartive (*.a%es to tee peccess,
or that such chaages w%Id take too 10rg to af'ec e the rear ter- crctlees.I would ret c;pese a legislative Orccesai 'or 'ow pc=ce inter " 11ceas1%
Full Dowe* licensing legis14ttcr wcula te bad C.tlic ;clicy.

Cuesticn l od f or the se Ccmissic er s wh cypese g i v 2 r c: the
Ccmmissicr discreticr te alluw interim
creration at higher rewer leu ls . . hat tr **e

~
.

tauis for this ct ecta

ANShT R (CCM.MISSIONER GII,INFFY 'S REffCNEE)

The intern. fall power license pr c posal wt old ur.de rmir e the
hearing process to a degree t t.a t is cut o f p r t pc r t i e n to the
possible gain. If we are t c mod i f y the hearirq process, we
sh:uld do so directly ar.d r.ct ty rear.s cf prcycsals such as
this one.

e
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Qu e s t t'n 10(d ) .

Fcr these Commissioners who oppcse givin; the Conrission ciscretien
to allew Interim creration at higbee power levels what is the basis for
this objection?r,

O
Arswer

MY principal corcern is safety: toth tee fire at Bro.es Ferry and
g the accident at T*ree Mile Island occurred early in the It'e c' tacse

plants. Furthermore, authorizing f ull-?cwer operatica pending final
resolution of safety matters would make hRC's 'iceasirs recceedings
appear a s ham.

C;T5?!ON 11 The Co1,rission's prc:csai calls f cr a ter-tratica e' tee
f ata-tr crerating autScrity at tre er: c ' 19E 3. New
cca'icert a re yce t *,a t tre rec t-ca.sas c f * *e l ic ens t ec
delay pectiet. caa really be ccreected by tee e 4 o' 1983,
tt s Cbviating tP.e eted fee fortter 1* temp opera' '7autocrity teycnd that da te ?

AhT ER.

The CCnrission reccgrizes that to elimirate licersing delays, th* aJtb0rity
to grant interir icw-ec=er crere'ing lice"les e.st te cc plec with.

intereal reforms in tte Cerrission's processes. Ir. a ditica, it stosld te

reted trat the Comrissica's request fer taterim licersieg astberity entendia9
thrc.gh "ecenter, 1953 was based on the ass vertior that ro v 'creseen evertse

d rtrg that tine wcwlc eetessitate rajcr reallocatice c' rescu ces ande

therety create a en;ected delays- If the autherity is e.eeded t-eyend thatc

date. esteation shculd not be difficult.

Conmissiceser A*earce believes that the Comristica's ret.ctante tc a$1ressthe mere fo rd&Feetal Gsesti rg makes it ve.likely that the pecblees willC
disa;; ear,

O
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QUESTION 12. In car hearing last meet, incastry =1teesses advocated
extending the Correission's legislative proposal for
1rterim operating authority to inc1wde crerattag Itcense
areedrents.

(a) Two years ago, the Comission cescrit.ed a growing
backlog in processing license amer @erts. Mat is the
entent of the operating license arnendeent delay probier.
apart from the SN111 situation? g

ANSWER.

Th:re is stili a backlog in processing license amendreats, although reduced
froe the levels of two years ago, ad for the most part involving relatively (einer alterations in facility fechnical s.aecificatices. The NRC staf f. in
reviewing reqsests for license madrents, gives higaest priertty to these
with a pcteetial for req 41 ring shutdcwn of an cperattag reacter er for delaying
restart c' a shut dc.n reacter. I">e result is that the backlog of oceratiag
license awn? cats dces Pct have a significant effect on actual reactor c;eration
(asseing that SPelly does net req. ire a prior Pearing).

7 ES'IM. (t) Do e face the pctertial fcr frequent shst-$c=es cf
c;erattag reactors as a resilt of delays te processtag
c;erating liceese atenrents?

D.S .E R .

F.c. f0r t*e reasces indicated abcve weder (a).

0 ;E P MN . (c) Is tFere a reed to esteed the Corristicn's grcDesal to
f acluce a*endrerts as well? sr td the sa e justi'icatice
a;;1y me*e as well?

AZ .!R.

In view cf the may the syster freseetly creestes, as indicated above under (a).
we do ret believe teere is a Creseet need to estead tre Comission's prcpesal
tc include cperatin license a*eMwats (agaie, provMed t*at a *eartag is not
required under 5%1 ). However, the Comission is setting legislative relief
f ro= the po tee tT rsects of the Snelly decision,

a

e
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M5 TION 13. As part of the FY 1980 h40 Author 1 ration bill eracted last year
(Public Law 96-295) the Corgress eeouired a detereination that
there exists acequate off-site ere gency preparedness prior to MC's
issuance of a new power plant operating license. Principal respon-
sibility for workins with the States localities, and utilities on
off-site planning seems to rest with FEVA in accordance with the
arrangements worked out by the two agencies. It appears that
FEPA is now charged with the responsibility to erk with the
States and localities, and to assess the adequacy of their3,

! plans. At the saee tire, emergency planning is c9erging as an
issue in many of these operating license proceedings. his
seees to be an issue in the licensing hearings for 9 of the 13
plants espected to be completed in 1981 and 1982.

)
(a). If FEMA empletes a review and detereinetion on the ade-'

quacy cf the 5 tate a>d local plans, ey should this be an issue
in @C's licensing proceeding -- in esseace, why shouldn't the
FEMA detemination be binding on the VC?

A 45= E R

The 420 must detemine #etaea the prcposed plant satisfies its requirveents
be'ere it *ay be liceased. Unlike site-related issues #ich see principal
cor:eens at 19e CP stage, emergency preparedaess is importa''t for an ope ating
f acility and tnat cetemination is made at the C" stage. That detemination
coesists of two parts: NGC findin;s en-site and FEMA findings o'f site,
followed by an MC everall detemtnation on compliance with its rules. 10 CFR
50.47(a). In its final rules on emergency planning, the u; af fords FtxA's
findings and deteminatio*s presseptive validity, that is, u less treone cann

show ery the FEwA findings should not be follo=eJ. the findtags will con-
stitute the final word on the adegaacy of off site preparedness. 10 CFR
50. A 7(a )(2).

i

| Cowissf oaer Ahearce believes the FEM determination shoult! te binding and
! should net te an issue in MC's licenstog proceecin; ($1eiler to treatant

cf (PA's dter1Pir.atiers under the f ederal heter #cllution Coetrol ACt).

Oi

|

1
i

|
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Carstica 13(t). Last wear, the Conmission forwarded to this Corrittee proposed
legislation to clarify t9e respective roles of MRC and FEMA for
cf f-site eeergency planning. Is legislaticn needed to resolve

,

i this problee, and is 19e Comission's legislative proposal
still appropriate?

AGER

hat legislative proposal ass intended to transfer all MO authority over of f.
i

| site emergency preparedness to FEMA dile, at the same tiw. not providing
FE*A a de facto veto aut%ority over M; licensing decisions. > Jer the pro-
posal. TTMA findings aculd be binding on the MC tut M w3.1d still sake the
overall detemination. Bis differs ocly sliptly. in the VC's view. fram
the present sitaation. At this time the MC and FE*A have concluded several IP'eNranda of Understanding on areas of responsibility and cooperation fte
ewrgency planrting. Pe . 5847 (January 24, 1980), as enteaded 45
,F,_el. fe;. 82713 (Decembe7T6,45 Fed. N80).e hese %ranta are consistent with tre
a;proach of both agencies on emergency plant.ir; and indicative of close
cooperation. The MC believes that no new legislative initiatives are
necessary at this time.

C0missiocer Aheatre believes that the treccsed legislatice is still reeded
(cccy attached) and that, if eracted, the sitwatice weald te dif'ertet.

I

I
i

e

e
f

|
l
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At FEWS request. the Graft legislat10n gives TEMA discretion to Prescribe the
Cablit f articipation grtceCheet fer iti eyelwatt0* anc a;P*Cwal cf $ tate and
ICCal & a*s a*.a Cregarecness. Unde * ht* PClicy, a me-de* cf 'Pe pdliC w%?

interveaed in a licensing p*oceeding te ceatest tre adeg.acy of a State er local
plan wow 14 receive an adJwdicatory Pear.ng. If the tecposed legislation me*e
enacted. tre issue of p*ocedgres would be o to FIFA. The Coreission takes no
pcsition on the owestion of FDM procedwees.

If me may be of fet%r assistance, please do not Festiate to call en us.
4

Si nc erely,

ud
Jche T. Abnerne I

Enc 1:swee: Dra*t Legislation

cc: Tre *:4 ratie Ga y Maet

e

e
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*ransfer of Functient to FEMA

The Energy peerganisatien Act cf 1974 as amended (42 C.S.C. Stol

G syg,.) is a. mended -

1. By redesignating subsecticn 2Cl(fl.as paragraph (1) of

sabsection 201(f): and

2. By adding a new paragraph (2) to subsecticn 201(f) to

read as fellews:

*(2) There are transferred tc the Oire:ter cf the Federal
Emergency Management Agency all functicas cf the Cornission

with re spect te state and local radielegical anergency

respense planning and preparedness fcr effsite energency
respense in c:nnecticn with facilttles and a:tivities which

are require te be liter. sed under inis A:t and the Ato*1c

Energy Act cf 1954 as anended and snach the Cc.missicn deter-

eines te have the pctential fer significant a:cidental effsite

raficlogical releases. Sach functicns shall be exercised in

ae:crdance with Sectier. 276 cf the Ate ;e trergy Act cf 1954

as arended. The transf er cf f uncticr.s under this paragraph
shall be effective en Octcber 1, Ift .*

Chapter 19 cf the Atcric Energy Act cf ;954 is a ended by adding
the felicwing new section at the end thereeft

O

O
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*$ec. 275. AOTRORITY ANO RISPONSIBILITY OF TEMA

AA': NRC PILAT:N TO RA.ICLOGICAI. tw_IPOIN Y FLANNINO

AND PP,IPAF.EONISS. --

*a. In acccrdance with the transfer cf f.nctions La

Section 2:l(f)(2) ef the Energy Recrgar.iration Act of 1974 (

as amended, the Director cf the Federal Energency Managemer.t

Agency (hereinafter La this secticn referred to as the

fDirecterl sha!! have the exclusive authcrity and respe si-

t:11ty te carry cut functier.s under this Art relating e

State and local radiclogical a-ergency res; nse planr.it;
and prepareiness fcr c!faite e-ergency res;;rse ir. ccnnee-

tien with f acilities and a:*;vities stich a:e re;. ired tc

te licensed under this Act and tre Energy Ferrgar.iratien

Act cf 1974 as a erded and sni:t t?e 0:- ;ssien deterranes

tc have the pctantial fcr saq..f.:at* aer;ie-tal :*ft;te

radic!cgical releases. Saet feretices shall te carried cut

in censultatien w;th the C:-~;ssice ;n 4 ::rdarte w;th

interagen:y agree-ents entered art; ty th e t.- ager ;es.

Se:n interagency agreerents shall fact;; tate ec :d nat.en

te: ween the tw: agencies a-d ave:d d;;;iceti-- cf o!*crt te

the naxing.- ex*ent pract: cal;e. .c acta:* cr de:ister cf

the 01 rect:r shall be sui;ert t: rev;es r'e the 0 m*;ssicn

er in any Ocmeissict prc:eedirg.

*t.(1) The rirecter shall, in carrying cut the functicr.s

under satsection (a), condae: a progra* fer effsite emergency

e

6

I
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i
.

respense planning which shall include, hut net be 11 mated |
,

,

to, the following a:tivities --
)
1

1*tA) premalgate regulattens ccr.taining criteria ter
,

i

state and lecal ra*1ctogteal energency response plans

and preparedness to the extent that such plans and

preparedness relate to c!! site e*ergency respense,

*(B) evaluate the adequacy of such plans and prepared-

ress fer prctection cf the public health and safety in
the event cf an e~erger.cy and, cpen deter-ining that

such plans satisfy the criteria prcealgated pursuant
to ruh;aragraph (A), appreve sare.

't:1 assess, en a certiratng tasis. the s'equacy of
a;;reved State ar.1 lecal radicle;;:a1 a~ercercy res;cnse
plans and ;raparednes s.

*(0) previde energency preparefress trainir.g to rederal,
state att 1 ca! cf ficials,

*(E) previde te:hnical assistan:e upcn regaest te

states fcr davele;in; the ftate and 1: cal ra'iclegical
s eriency respense ;1ans and prepareit.ess,

'fr) develcp and issue ar. upd ated se r:t s c f int er-egency

assignments which delar.eates respective agerey ca;atilities

e

O

i
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and respcasibilities and clearly defines procedures fer
coerdinatien and direction fer both e~ergency planning

and response,

*(C) establish policy for and develcp and promulgate
a National Contingency Response Plan for dealing with 4

all aspects of cf f site nuclear e=ergency preparedness

and response, including that of cther Federal agencies,
f

*(R) conduct such research as the Dire:ter determines
is ap;;c;riate to carrying cut the fetcticns under this

i
sectien.

'The tirecter stall censult with the Co-eassacn in the ec .dact
cf the ac*1vities described in this paragraph, and shall perrit

the Conristien an adequate c;per*ct.ty te review and ccreent

en the regulaticns referred te in s.t;aragra;h (A) befere

final prernigaticn therect and to review s*d cc.eent en the
findirge cf the Director befcre raking any !;nal deterstnatice
under satparagraph (3), ircluding t-e tirect:r's findings cn

(1) the significar.ce cf any deficiency in se:h plane and

preparedness with respect to the ca;ah! ity cf State and
local cfficials te take prctective a: tiers, and lii) stetter

alternative actices which have beat er will be taken proeptly
*

compensate fer any such deficiency.

e

e
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*(2) Ecthing in this subsection shall impair the authority

of the Commission to make .any assessment er determination

with respect to the emergwney plan and preparedness of any

applicant er licensee. Befere making any such assessment er

determination and betere adepting any rule, regulation, or

policy affecting emergency preparedness, the Commission shall

censult with the Director and shall provide the tirector an

T adequate oppertunity to review and comment.

*(3) *he regulations promulgated by the Director under

paragraph til(Al shall --

*tA) previde for the periodic review cf the criteria

set ferth in the regu!ations, and

*(3) previde fer exercises and *ests cf the emergency

pre;aredness cf the state and Itcal autherities cen-

corned and provide for coordinatica between these

exercises and tests with related exercises and tests

required by the Ceemission to be conddeted by the

licensee,

.

'( ) provide for pablic notice and procedures fer

pt:lic participation in the review cf state and local

erergency response plans and preparedness.

O
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'c. The Cirecter is authcrited and directed to develcp

and carry out, with the assistance cf the Commissicn, public

in!crnation progrLes relating to radiclegical ePergency

re s pon s e . Such prograss shall be carried out pursuant to ar

interagency agreement between the Direetcr ar.d the Commission

which shall set forth the respective functions of the two

agencies cencarning public informatice. Tne pr ograms shall

previde for precedures f or disseminatien cf inf ormation g

during an emergercy.

*d. A final regulatien ;;cmulgated ur. der sotsecticn

b(11tA). er a final acticn under su:se: tics till(B) shall

be sat *ect to judicial review up n t'e petiticn cf any

laterested persen in the Cnited states feart cf A;;eals !cr

the ludicial circuit in which tt.e petitierer resides er has

its principal efface, er in the Cnited States Court cf

Appeals fer the Cistrict cf Celastia Circuit, Any such

petitien shall to safe wittir. sixty cays free te cate eth

sach regu,latica er final actice, t:: s.:n regalatien cr sa:S
approval er final attien shall be set ect to audicial review

in ary cther proceeding.

e

e
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Oues t i on 1?(c' under the Cammissica's legislat've proposal for interte operatieg
sat %ority, would htC be able to alicw interie operatiaa ortor to
rece N f rg ICPA's determinat tos f * .* of f-s t te e-ergency plar.ntrg
is adeawate, meether or not ene ;ency planning is an issue in
tMe operating license hearim4? hould the Caref slion be auther-
ited to allom interte operatioe in such circumstances?

a49st R

3 interie peeration under the Camrission's preocsal could be authortred without
FEFA findtags on the overall state of of f-site preparedness on the same basis
as such operatton has been authortred in the past. Such operation at low
power constitutes very little of f-site threat and is coaditioned on findings
(1) that the 5 tate plan had received 4RC 'coacurreace under the previous

) emerge *cy preparedness systsP or that the of f-site pleas satisfied the essee-
tial planetag elements of kJREG-75/lli, as revised (the predecessor to the
cur * eat criteria docenent, 40 REG-06$a); ead (!) t*at the spaltcaat satts'y 10
CFR Pa rt 50, Acoe*dt e I and ae;ulatory Guide 1.101 In the 4RC's view, tPis
constitutes suf ficient Drotection for t%e public and =es the basis for the
issuance of low-pewer OLs in TV 1981

Otestica 1)(41 Cees t*e litigatica c' emer;ency plaaate; in these tadivic a;
1+ce sta; proceediags detrac t f rom htC's sad 'E"a 's e**erts
to wert witi t?e $?stes ami localities te eevelepla* adeavate
ePergeSCy plaas, not 2mly for t*ete Few llCe*se afp tea *t' bu t
also 'or t*e 14Pge number o' ent stieg pla9ts?

a%Se{e

Litigatton preparattoe and testimory eust o' ten recteed in parallel wit 9
revie1e Cf emerge 9cy preCaredMess. W'ile 43 ditto 9al resogrees would c4 Belp'gl,
15e C orre*t system has pct had an adverse iriact 09 HEC

Cha i r=29 he9dete end ConFisstorer Ahear*e add (Pat I(W.a has te the Cast Pcted
that with seggrely lie'teg rescurtes it is very dif 81 cult i' Mot iTDCssible
to both partiC Ca'e in litigatfoe 4*d to co*dsct Claa reviews.i

7;E5'!09 14. sou have tedicated in y?s testiacay that , over tme last 4e

years, the HEC has itsee$ mere than IEC2 licerse arcadmeets
C ated upo9 a "no sig*1''c aet Palards Coesidera t ioe* Se ter-
etratica, en average o# a7 sdch l i c e* se a**Nia*P t s f+r
year. IM how Fa") o' th* se ca ses wa s t he'e a reQses t 'Or a
Be a r t M g'

A%:m{i

f acIwdfeg the lice 9steg a? tion related 10 the weatie; Gf krytton-E5 at
I"I-2, wPich precipitated tme $ holly Cecis19r, we have ect foo64 aay
testance cf a reasest f or P.e ar i n g in cDreecttpe with Operatirg itCease
amer snerti tss e3 over tae last 4 yea's tased w;ce *a eo sl rVficantb

Malarcs corsiderettge' Ottermicatipn.

J

$
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OUESTIOh 15. It appears as if there has been eer- little interest in the I
'past la requesting hea*1?gs 19 cases that the h40 has deter.

mined pose "no significaet haf ards consideration." To e atm

60 you attribute the low nember Of BeariMg readests?

A*'hER
; a r a= aenarie a*d C rissiere* 1 +a-e-
Te low nuecer c' hearing regaests can primarily be attributed to the
fcilcui ng:

A motice of an amendment involving a no significart hazards ccasioer-.

ation is act placed in tne 4ederal Register until af ter the amendment
has been issued. Thus, puMic notice cf a proposed cha9ge is not saae
until the chaage has been approved; the plant if ceasee say, at tnat
time, topleseet t*e chaage. Under the ent sting rule tMis implemeetation ,
would be pereitted even if a heariag has been reawested, fhose csocsed
to 49 appeoved change would have to be $sccessful at t*e requested
hearing and at a9y subseaweet acpeal befree their positio9 cow 13
orevail. The intervenor groups may have j adged the success of over-
tarMing the 4RC tech *1 Cal staf f to be small sad thws RCt worth their
time 39d effort.

Iseeerally the f *$aMatal co9cera espressed by reebert C# the publicd*

w%3 1ete* vere in h2011ceast*9 proceediegs is that 9 :l a* Power4 t

B a9ts s%Cald P:t the Built ace ope'ated 49d sel&'s i s bcuted 09 al
narrower, ac*e detailed issue related to a' ameadmeat c' 39 cperatiag
11ct9se.

However, t%e tho11v decitica would recat ee the hs.; to held a % earing if
og weet regasted. 09 ea:P *Po sigat ficant hazard * a*e*ovet pef or to twe
iss aice of a chaye 19 the crecat1*g Itcease no sattee hc= t %i g* * fi c a-t
the tha+ge. Foe some 11 cease ameaceats. t*i s wwi d p*:vi ce i- opporta t tya

for a=yone o: posed to tee speettica c' e particM a* tleat, f" say reas:*.
to caase a t+gnif tcaat inte-ruption in plaat ope *atie9 { e.g , SNtdaa ce
pc.er de-rating) wmile the hearing process was being condacted.

Cc W ssicreet 111 f-s6y a-d Brat *oM . =
i

|

! Fetitieneet see aware t*st ** eMe* t? e*ta'a a beart's e . an VC 4 it'a .e3
Itce se a* eat e t leit*er te';*e ce a' tee the 'att) "ev wst . % trat t*e'.e

,

Peat ta aad sa'ety is less pretected .* t* t*e evwt t' a . ". * e ., * t.

* ** * E9 "J . ( f0"t fesc". **t 11 CU5 -( 'm" @u*d',0 t "" C. ni s en -.te s Tr~a c:M ice.ati~,'4. t*, .. ,,,,' V . ! ? NL :
*

t~e ,t,. e, ,,aso _ , .
,

ccecera, w*1c* t s t*at t*e * T-cse t a e-we t e s e-t n for e-r a c[

prCtetting t*e patlic Fealt* and sa'ety

(;rti s t icne* A hea r' e rites f.etwee **at ie:ti:^ 1 %# re'e*t *e *amy ;47;]istjca
er a- arewt . . . ww a e,te+ ast % tv t*, (c e su t*st t , a v w -

| ir v0! ves *C sig*1'it a*t "ala rCs co- s i dera t ' M" ' e~. * a t i s a dced l, h*S'e tre
| C;ar-'ssiv has liet ted litigatice cf acticM tri'*stef *v the ( ?v-i s s t ce he

reators cistessee 4 arce um < cue.:. n w: av om at ree"i red

Po 3 hag, reit eGie decisice ret t*e wMer i virg rea sceir g a:r t y toQ ita

a prueeeiag on se annation #ce se a e dm t -

i

I

L
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CUE 5?!M 16. In those cases =*ece a hearing was rewested and
coavened, are yew aware of any tastances in w tch thea

Comission reversed its original deciston on the 11 cease
acend ent?

AM$sta
v
'

As noted in our Answer to Owestten 14. there have been no bearing cases
on operating license amendments based on *no significaat karards*

') constderetton finding by the staff f ssued ever the last fowe years
(encept Sholly).

OLT5't09 17 Of tw apprestrately 4N *no sigmtf tcaat ha:a-ss
consideration * lictase a-wnd' vets that the NeC approves

5 each yea *. In how my cases do yea sattelpate t*ere to te
a rewest for a *ea''as as a resatt cf $$o111'

aw$mte

Based on a prelteinary screening of Itcease areac ents involving "no
significant hazards corsideration* which were being processed on the date
of tRe $ holly dectston, about 11 of the actions hai docteted pubite
corresponde me which mtset be interpreted as a reovest for a hearing.
This screening movid saggest aWt 4 Itcense a-endnert tearings per year
would be anticipated based on our past espertence. It is iscossible to
peedict what ef'ect. if aay, the $hclly dectstop would have ce the r#ter

_

of meertag rehests f tled if that cecision is sc* eld. However. CPat m a
w ate would add that if the 5 %11v decision is s*1 red wpcn t y re ters
cf ths p tif c ca e leege scale tesis, as a rears of disewDttac car

restem precess, the 1* Tact cevit te 'ar more $ #staat'ai althe p e t
reese*tly reecietatie.

?_T5'O !?. On the average, how 1o9 111 it take fecr t*e tiae sach
a hearing is requested 99t11 itseance by the hearing
officer of a decision?

Ai$eit

$esed on a 11eetable cerived fecun the Catmission's reguistions, a
dectston by the prestding Atonic sa'ete and Liceastag Board wculd be
espected a sintawa of abo t 455 days af tee a request for hearing is
flied. Ints time priod 15. of cov se htfly deseadeat oa the nweber ofe

intervenors who are adattted to the proceeding and the neber a%f
croienity of t% 1ss.es ratted.

e

A
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OUEST!O9 19. Would such a decision be S bfect to appeal to the A peal&

PaAel and then to the Commission, and, if so, how much
additional time wow!d this afd?

A%5hTR

Sucn a decistoa would be subject to appeal to an Atamic Safety and
Licensing Appeal Board and taen to the Ctremission. Howeve', the
licensing Icard decision is hot aut3matically stayed.

4Det$t!04 70: Does the Shelly decision reoutre the naC to publish nottce of "no
signifiCant hala'ds Consideration" license amendrents?

a45mia: The Shotiv decision did not reach the cuestica w*etter the hRC was
to publish advaace notice and of fer a heartrq on aDClicatices For
aten@ments thiCh Cresent "ao significaat hataeds consideration.' t
The CD9 Fission had in fact given Fctice of the f ast purge liceese
ameadrent prier to the time the purge began but af ter the aveaameet
became eff ective. The covet 410 stata taat, te Section IC9;a),
* Congress did indeed tetend to diseata*41e tee tec re:uireaeets
of notice sad Pearieg." blic octeten at 16 |f octecte cuitted).
However t M court also ncted; there may te some type of nctice
and publication in the Federal Register-=i90 licit in tae oppcet.nfty
to see judicial review cf detectinations of 'no si af ficaatt

halards consideratiOM.' Mere 3ver, out decistor today d>es nct
reach the question whether some notice of the NRC's irte* tion to
ameed a licease is required uadee t>e due process clause c' t*e
Fowetecath A* eat'et c' the Arinistettive Fectedu es Actr

nctwit* standing a fied*ng of 'no significant hazaeds coasiceratica.''
$110 opiet ec at 17a n. 2C.

QLf5?IC9 21 : !s there an indere*deat Act ce reqJirereat 'or such heariaqs unde *
ettber the A$tiristrative Procedw*e act er the due process clause

of t*e Ccestitatien?

ths.ts: The $* cit decision did not reach the ouestion w etter some noticer

c' t*e a:L's iateetica to issue an ate *?*e-t involving *nc sipat'icaat
halards corsideratio** Was required by tae administrative Precedure
Act ce the due peccess clause and the Commission does act thiat
there is sucP a requirepeat. a s t he C our t nc t ed , hcwev er , hat did
concede that t*ere may te some type of netite reovired for t*e purocse
of seesing judictal review of 'no sigaf ficaat katards consideratice*
deterpiestices. Slip opinion at If, n. 2C. (Commissioner Ahearne
nctes trat this concession was ra$e by a staff lawyee in ceal
s egwt. Toe Comissi v had act addressed the iss,e, acc he at

'least disagrees.) This ray to the case if sericus irre+ediable
c?rsequences are tavelved, the precise dime * sines c' t* ts ectice

are ect clear.

QUf57!09 77. I f there i s a notic e re rw i reme r t , kaw eac h ad di t t o*ai
ti's does this add to the hearing peorets?

Amt.it

In lig*t of our &*swer to Duestica il atove, et additio*at time wo4 d be1

$*** r

e

_ _
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Off$TI?g 23. based upon your estimate of the nJmber cf hearing req,ests that
you etil receive and tne time required to condact a bearing in
eacn cf these cases. =aat addit toaal resources will te req ired
ty tne hk; fcr the coaduct for t*ese hearings?

ANS.f t

T*e incact cf the !"rily decision canect te estimated with conficerce based cc
45.y existiag recceds, as esplained in the NEJ res.* oases to C,esttoa)iceeseaa

mowever, if one ass -es tFat ten per ceat (101) c' tre a*ticipated l
) aneadseat acclications res.It in hearings based on one or more requests, then

aoout 40 acciticeal etarirgs nowld te carawcted. Some 60 caws are now
c ercet. This would req. ire the encloymert of abowt 20 additicnal
a*tcreeps and seve* secretaries f or the hai Enetwtite Legal Cf fice, and tr.e _

following estimated additices for the Ltceasieg Board:

) 15Pacel meeters
Secretarial aad docket persocael 13

Legal and techetcal advisors 5

*aaa;ement and 43 eta t strative _1_

?ctal 34

additiceal tec*aical sta** rescorces -c.' O te la 50' vef C' ccurse, t t 'ce re s s ?c s

sceCi#ic *s ct's Ca**0i l'e de s e I *'!ed0 tl'*ed i* Arsee's 24 aad 25, elDe. r

CC~r'ssiceer 4*e a r'e C.es ti c's t*e a c .*a c y O' **is ett' Tate,

.

CJE5?!04 24 To =*at esteat will t*e reallocatt om of h80 sta'f to heart ags
re 0Ji red a s a re s glt Of ShCIly result i# f urther liteastRg
ba:alog - in partitvlar, =t i s the liceastag boards, as well
as the tecPMical and legal staf f, Poe respcasible for liceasteg,
be fJ'ther bur te ned by the ShcIl y reqviremf at cf a hearieg,
bGcR reaseit, prior to t*e ist5 diag cf a licease?

-

ae5.ER

'he a re MCt etle tG deter #iPe hoe great tPe ef fect of (*e Skoll CecisioP
hc.e.er, the saditiceal whiiEoad created by the.f11 be or .ke techeical staff.

DCI IJ decisiC6 Ca* Pct be tCtally ccececiated fce je the gy rt (ge, gy
teet g or tr a s f e-,i e g s,r , ce, soc.e l . ai t, t,e ,,ol i, ee c i s i,, , e,,,,,ence d
tec491 cal persberel wSO ucwld Otherw9se be availahIp 10 telp eith Pee reactCr
IIcerses e,st he egtgined fCr CCeratirg reacter setters- IPis C0wld have an
adverse effect 09 t he sc ke ddles for it s wi*g C Perat1*g lif e'ses FCr t he
it;act CP legal staf f res0ertes, see the retroese to 0 estion 23, abCre.

O
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OutST!Oh 25. hhere a 11Ceasee's technic al speci f tCations or 11 Cease
CC9 dittoes Call for HEC approval prior to takiP9 a Certain
action, would the greeting of ARC approval Coestiti,te a
"sigMificaat Change in the operation c' a peClese f acilitv'?

Ah5=tt

Each lice *se ame%>ent would have to be viewed oc a case-by-Case tasts. In
aCst instamCes, HEC approval follows verification that there has Nt been a
signifiCart Change in tMe operation of a nwCleae f ac ili ty. a small nue er
of Cases may oCChr in whtCh this is not true (i.e., approvals which sethort ae 4

activities not previously permitted or ehtCh sig*1f1(4-tly alter a prestously
peewitted Cov se of operetton).e

T($T;?g Of. Would the reinsta tenet a' $W f"eetistin; a;thority ty, foe (insta9Ce, t*e liftieg o* a sospeasion o'de*, C0*stitate a
11Ce se sNatvat?a

a gg r q

In t*e 480's vie =, i t wC.'d rc t Consti t.te a I t c erse a.coen

Cvenisticeers Giliet6y sed lead'Ced nete Wver, t*a t in the Court ef A: eals'
view, it settacly =c ld.

M S*??% 27 To =*.a t es teat da t*e ,M's reg s:st'ocs rew1"e t*at a
person re w esttag a heart *; ca a "no sigaf*1Caat hazards
C0eside*atica* l i t ea s e 3*ee ve r s first s yC4f tmp tagtg
*:r s ch re %est?

'y

as M:t

Ihe CCrT1ssi;e'l regulat'oes, in 10 C.F.R. ( 2.?14, req. ire t*at a persce
rehesting a heariP9 establish his or her lega' interest te the
proceeding, the af fect M s.Ch 1pte'est t*st might res.It fr y the
CetCCyne Cf the DFCCeediaq, and the aspetti s) 09 w*iCh TFterventtoa is
50. gt !. I9 addition, so;9 perscas A st set f0 rte, eith reasonar e
speciflCity, comteettons { ts s es| eM s.pportio$ bases, related to the
S.tject matter of_the ItCenst*g actice.

4
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7[5?f*4 IS, Oc tie MC's curreat resaltt i cas p*ov ' Je 4* 4 ** W ate
ir4*eweek within wM CM tc ditt1P;413% 4 "rewest for a
hearia;" f rCr= :

8 i*terel* w"*<* 19"D'f Seet1. AM exp*e5510* C
f a'G ma t40" 0' Cffe*1 C 3PrT" t 0" e fr0 Vied
C a"'*i l 5 i O9 40t10"'

- 4 general 12e3 reWest Ceallog n't* C0ati%ed Ce
fet#e CCM5t% CliOM 07 Cperat?C# C' 4 94' tic 6I4r
f 4Cil t h ?

4*i? ' !.9.

The bEC'5 Cerer t reg wIntic"5 relatia; t0 liCeele ev n h at applicati0a5
#3" he4*Thi Sad Deti t10P5 ';r ' eave w i n t e rt er-e .deal 0 Fly with re% eit5

I They JC R0 t pr0w ife a f r4M=c rh wi t?'19 e*ith ta distiegw15h & * rehe l!
*e s pee 55 0e c' 4 terest* ce *generali zed re%elt9'Oe 4 heteing* fram an

16 iP5ta9Ce5 whe't the latter 15 B0t m4?e Clear ty the Correhvede*t.

OL ESTI M 24 I n J alir.3 that Section 199a re;nres t r e ?. K
to *cid a hearir; _ p'' re ;,.e s t eve- th' *

the NBC has d(tertired t r.a t a .icense are- ? c- t
posed " r.c s g r.1 f ic aM ha 2 ar d s cc r s a d e r a t ac r. , *
did tre c' li_ ec.rt .-dicate wrtette f e .- . t -

169ta) re4. ire.s a *:rral a13 jicat. F.e a r i r

AN E WT R .

*he ShcIly court did r.ct decide what kir.d cf hear..q wc ul d t e
required. In NRC practice, a hear in g cn p>we r f la r.t lacerse
are a.drer.t s p r ov ided ty Secticn IF1 cf tre A' *1c Eeer; Act

has a; ways teen ar ad;uficatcry *carir,

Coreissicter G111rsey telieves that it w:ald t< ae s t r at. l e
to previde for 1 r.f c t :ta l hearirgs .r w a r.c r license a*er bert
cases since the rcre ec* plex [ rocci.res r' sa;ujicatory
hearings are prctatif r e e-J ed fcr the res;.a icr cf tte
1ssaes preserted.

s
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OCE$i'0% V. IO e#4t esteet, if Gay, does the C0wrt'1 detiliOM alle ef fect tat
h2C'S adthcrity t0 19999 1"uped i a t ely ef f ec t i v e Savad"wa t l er Gede*1
w*ith Com be ,9dttified On pd f C heal t h ead la'ety or C Per e de'ee$e
a9d Security geCu CSfa

A4%{%

he do not think t** Shelly decilton was imeent to impair the h?C 'S agthority to
issue twediately e'fective a!=eedments or ordees. Nweve*, there is lang age
in the 0018104 that, if teterrested b704dly. Could 4'fett the ete*Cile e<

'%%C'S a e t hC r i ty 19 this reger-J. etpecially if SwCh aCtic" e'#ettS a "li}-
Rif1CA*t Ch49;e* in the Operet'081 of 4 facility. For th15 re450a. the %L
favo's 4 cetion cf t*e laag. age ia the prorc ses reed, eat Clae"yt a; taat tmts
iPteiretat10m 15 RCt iMte9ded unde * Settice l *9.

Osestion 31- To w*at enteat does t*e fee C. -ca.Ty assessed espli aats ' " ft

OperatiP-g liCeesel 4"d CCant".C i t 0a De Mit5 CJuer the L O st Cf
0' rei'ew'e; II;t*fe Sp;I1 Ca t 1 cr g ' ,

,5ta f f 4"O re 50.ecel =5ed #

Arswer la$ed Cr FY IMO Cata, the entiroted (Cit c' **i e*'* 3 8 (i

C0rstestice re**'t a;C'iCatiG" 'O' 4 lip [e .'il Tated
41 4 lite F4"jei f'r $2.4 1; !).4 *111); , *e enti'ateJ Cait
cf reviewieg ta operatirg 11 Cease ra ;n f ru 5:.6 ' $;.3 "'11' *

, 3

The fee Carrea tiy 415e55ed f Or a COP 1t"vCt'." Pe' Fit retiew *;'
a lid'g'e brit at a l te 15 a0J"Cai'etely $I 1*11I10a. i*e feei

Cureeetly 451e15ed fcr sa .; erst'og liceale review fer 4 51rgie
unit 4t a lite 15 4;greatsetely $1 rillicr.

O estica ?'Ca!: *4s the Ce vissier Ccasice-e: increasing fees 's t>cta re ata;
Sad pr 1rectivt 4?: ' Cat 10e5 10 fir 4*Ce Say 8JJit10aal S te'f
and re10.FCe5 Pfede? * Ei f *Cfdi te II Ceeling 'e v ie=1 ?

4"Swer Ibe C Mist'Oe irteed' 1 *e4%5 ell t*e Ccstl O' 11re*11a7
gad 5espect?ae ir t*e Pf Er f . * ' e a " '' 10 4 0 , -'i' 1*e 'pe
5CPe$,le to T re C W ietet, Ccre *-C'S CCitt Se 'te
SC*ed.Te C /reatly wie' ir a1%et%iaq 'tes '1 t aied 0*

D liI data.
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QtEST!?k 32. To what exte9t have a;;11C=9ts' f ailures prom:tly to 5.bai t
informatt09 requested by the %RC ntaf f f 0* ill 11Ce951pg
reviews CDetributed to lite 95199 delay $?

A45.ER.

Tne curre9t lice 95 ag delays are a direct C0esequence cf the !*! GCCidect1

893 Cf tSe need 10 feetaTire Carefully tRe way i n which the ERO and the
*GClete indg$try fulfill their shared respCelittlity f0F Safety. A5 4

) C0*$eQeemCe Cf tha t GCCidf 7t. we re*e f 0PCed to SI Dw ow' lice 95tMg pr0Cels
for more than a yes* while Staf f rescu'Cel were used to develop and evaluate
Safety requirements tated C9 lel50*$ leareed f rom Tw!. This substantial
liceal199 paute Occurred wm11e pla*t CDeStruCliO9 C 0e ti mufd. Al a result
of the ACCide9% at TWI. Certain pr0Ced ral 3%d gafety Cha99e5 were made
w*ich have re 5ulted 19 39 entended heari99 pr0 Cell 49d Pave placed *he hR;) en the Critical path f0* Operag10a Cf ma ay near term pl aats.

TO Compea$4te f 07 the extended hearing pr0 Cell, accelerated revi es Schedvlf5
were PeCeetly e$t451159ed a9d resulted 19 the Staf f needi ng iaf0 cma t109
5009e* tP a9 Orginally pl49ned f 0r R0lt naar teen 0; review a;CliCaticas.
The accelerated Staf f revi ew Schedule 15 beinq af fected by the 1%etility of
Some a;;11C3915 for exa*;1e materford. 5"cre* a . asd Sus 49e*4*ea, to
Shpply the needed 4941y115 um 49 ACCelera ted basil.

70 hel p preve9t further celays from DCCureing al a result Of the 4;Fli ttat'l
f ailure to promptly 5.S*it iaf o rmatio9 requested by the staf f. the Cf fic e
Cf huCleae React 0* Beg.lati on (44R) mal requested tFat each affected
utility have ap *0Criate staf f Fear da of f1Cel d 7199 the too weet 5
prec edi *g the SC*eduled teC9aiCal iar.t deadli*e5 f0* Safety evaluatica
.epCrt$ 50 19at C;er 155uel Can be re10lued pr0P?tly.

s
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QUESTI?% 33. kas the Conaission reviewed the procesais c' B. Fawl Cotter. ar.,
Chief A3Finistrattve Jwcge. Atoetc Safety and Liceestag Ecard
Panel, for improving t*e e*f ciency c' 11 ceasing proceesircs'i
If so. **at is the statws cf that review?

ANS.ER.

On February 25. I?!1. Chairman B. Fawl Cetter. A5LEP. rdoe st a rec onnea ca t t ee s
to the Commission to resclve a ttictpated pectlers and improve tre e.anageaect cf

gthe Atamic Safety ar.a Licensing Board Fanel. The Cornission has given f oll
support in effecting the sin recorrended courses cf action as folloms:

1. The three full-time and two part-time Administrative Js:;es apacinted but
ca.;bt in tre freeze have all been processed and are at work. Twc la=yer

Ichairmen are alreacy werking on assigned cases. Assignmerts to the re-
maining a r.inistrative judges have also hn concleted.

2. All Conrif sioners endorsed issuanct cf a craft stateeert et policy.

Fcilcming ifterval review aad revisien, tre CoMF"ssf0r Yt e;ts t3
issse the statemert.

3. The COnrissica 15 curreatly reviemim; C"cocsed revltices :* tertain
sect 10ts c' fact 2. The Panel eas re* tic'; ate: f. ly tr tre prepare-
tion of these pr:Ocsals. A*y more este*sive Fame! re s t em cf S a'' 2

mill 4.adt tse ewtcome c' t5e (wrre-? e**eet

4. The Conrissic" a.therized the re:.este: inceense, as reviser, t*e.a-e

screel ceilta c' the Fa el. N:t :es f v acaa.. es for fc r foil-tien
43ricistrative jsc;es, two legal and two technical, f ewr f.ll-tire iam
cleras, and three legal secretaries we'e posted ce Mancaf, r ct 2.,1461.e
60-ever, the Famel does act expect tc fill tre full-tire easioistrative
j6dge posittees before Jwly 30, 1961, because c' t%e time reeded to ade-
q,ately advertise the vacancies a*3 ceavere t*e A:visory Screer-
ing Can?ittees trat rust iete-vie the 3;:11 carts and rec;rrend a;? cia -
mer.ts to the Com'issier The Fanel 3:45 espect t*e 14 clert and leaal
secretarial pcsitions to te fille wit *ie 62 day 5.

5. Funds ves,ested f:r travel a-d trateia; * ave already teer resilocated arc
will be availa:le as ree:ed

Pss,act : Corrissice a,thcrt24t10a . the Fanel tas alrea:y corsalted witr6. r

tre C*fice c' A2-inistrative La. 0;e s c:^cerM rs '.*e .a: t f t ca t tc c'
existing Faael ne"be's as AiJs arc ::talr!"; a.tScrity t: wie cri:r Carel
rentees , n;= A.Js 'n etter a;eet les , a s rerdec .

Other Conrissicn a:tton or reconne catiers irci ce. (1) ap,reval ce se
ASLSF ra aoemeet chaage creattrg two Wice CFairmen. Enecutive and Tece.ni-
:al. (C) assi;nneet c* at atterrey/:e;al c;mase' to t*e Tw; sestar. Eca,e;
(3) the fsre* sting cf noccer wced Dracesst*; e;sipneet tc espedite draf t-
ing and issvf".g #1nal cecisicns; a*4 (4) tSe a:Ottion c' a Technicai
Acviscr for e*vironnertal r.atters to sw; Port gereric Farei wera as well
as individsal boards.

s
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MSTICW 34. eas the Comission considered hiring law clerks to aid licens.
irg boards in carrying out their responsibilities? _

-

-a.-
Ahs.TR . L.

The Comisston has approved the hiring cf four la. clerks for this pu pose.r

- a
~a --

% ESTIM 35. Would legishtien steilar to section 192 of the Atomc
Energy Act grantia9 the Corrissica terocracy licenstag

--

,
aatherity accosately a dress t%e pret?em cf licensteg
deisys1 If not. c y nct? Z

ns.t a:

l ---Section 192 of the Atomic Energy Act was net 11eited. as is the cresent
legislative proposal, to low-power testing and cperation. Although w

eractment of legislation siritar to section 192 would signtficantiy
redxe licersing delays for the plants ecst affected by toe Coertssion's y
post-NI efforts, a rajority of the Corrission does net t,e11 eve that ssch =

authority is destratie. een the tenefits of reescing delay are balanced
agairst the irtrusion on the CorrissicCs legal frawrk f:e licensing
roclear power plaats to operate. __

_-
--

00arissioeer Bradford's Crinci;al coecem tite this a;nrca:M is sa'ety; both

tre fire at troums Ferry sad t*e accident at T*ree File Islaad occurred -

early in the life Cf thCse Clants. FwrtheWre. aut*orl aing f wll*pCMr C-

safety matters WOuld Fake NCC'sc;eration geftdiag fif al resolutice C #

licersing CP0ctegiPgs 8;; ear a s*at. %.
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- bestien 35. Cc W 55tceer A*ea rce, i n the written testixey presented
- tc t*e 5.bcorrittee, yeu recorrenced that t*e lic ren ag
_

beard 5 "ra u ge c"cceedings with a Stecng raad. .Nt
-

ccel tut nae

><=re.

Under the ACPinistrative Froce0.re Act at tre regglation5 of t*e_

CC"riS510". w99ch are PCceled on St4 Nard 5 Of gp0d p*ac tice in the *

"
Fedecal Co.et Syster. the presiding o'f tcer caa move a Pearinc if Fe cr
She acts with firmne55. Ini$ includes holding all Caettes tc the

- rules, reawiring schedwlel to be ret, and nct allo =?ng enten51ve dilatory ' '

= tactics. I believe thdt Over the last several years, in laege part d.e
$ 10 lack cf a clear CC'r15510e pcli ti;n ca a range c' iss.es, the ScarC5
; have grad. ally alle.ed the reaeteg5 tc tecome sa'acused. %ey al5c F4ve
U alICwed partiCiE49t5 tC tatend 51gei'icantly the ti*e 07 t*e p r'.K e 5 5 tc8

reach coryl e tic". Thi$ ente *SiO" 15 rCt Ca.'ed b;* a ey on.e pt -ty _ lt
hal OCC' *eed c.e t0 actions take" by iatervenvr5, lirerie aP0l' Cart 5.

. . . and t*e MC staf f.
-

-

IE51:3 37 How would each c' the Co viS51cnees define t*e " .tlic
-

'

.
- inte*est" as wSed in t*e two craft Stat. Oey a t adern t s

5,Jbritted to the $wbccerittee?

. .

-

Chairmaa Headrie:
-

[_ 'he te*W *public iPterest" in ry new etrace5 a mul.iplicity Of considerations.
[- including and entending teyond t5e Cw'55fcM*5 Stat toey ctligations to

coe51 der p4lic health and safety,19e corron defenSc and Secu ity. anc ther
-

envi ronmen t. In particular, inclulica of the perase wculd give the Corra55 toc
- tne authce'ty to consider t*e oc55tbility cf brownegts or blackouts; the . - -

_
relative economic ccSts of dif'ereat fuel Ses ces; and the reirterance cfe

"- System rel140111ty. It wculd pe'1rit the Corr 155 ion cc Corsitee bctM the inter-' est5 Cf these living clcle to the plart and the muc5 larger perulation served '
- -

ty t.ne electricity produced by the facility. In my view, the inciulion cf t*e
.

[

p*. rale 15 celigred t0 provide -- 4;DP0;riately and realistically -- a becade*ing
[ cf the range Cf PLtlic interest factDr5 which the CorriS5ict may take irte

acc0 #t. It Shceld not be taken a5 1sggesting that eccooric facters wCold be
per*itted to cutweign p211c tealth and Safety con 51ceestiers.me
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Questien 37 How would each of the Cemeisstopers defire
the "public interest" as used in the two
draft statutcry amendments submitted to the
S ubcorrani t t ee ?

ANShTR (CCP. MIS $!ONER CILINSKY'S RESPONSE)

Precisely because I am unsure cf what this term may ccee to
mean, I would Itzit the proposed standard to "the public
health and safety or the common defense and security", the') Atomic Enercy Act's standard fer NRC licensing decisions.

Peter A. Bradford

)
.

'Aestica 37

How would each of the Corsaissioners cefine tne *p tlic interest" as
used in tM two draf t statuto y amendments sutritted tc the 5.bcces ittee?

Ar s wee

The type of situation in which I could ie.agine applying the "public
1'ealth, safety and interest" test is sirifar to tM eveets at Tw; last
spring. There the Cornission was reluctant to say that the putlic
health and safety in and of teenselves reewired tee inrediate venting of
the krypton from the coatainment building. but it did seem to us to be a
good 10ea. It seemed that the p6blic health a'sd safety would not be
adversely affected and there were a variety of Dublic irterests to be
served by getting the krypton out of the plant and gettlag on with the
cleanup.

This was not the kind of sit.atice in w ich cre could say theh

public health and safety absoI6tely recaired the krypton be vented at
that time, because there was no inreineet Pazard. Set it did seem that
the longer te+T putlic health, safety and interest reavired a cecision
to alica Met Ed te proceed. This stancard would make it easier to do
tha t.

Furthermore, this laegwage wegid certainly make more earliCit our
outhcrity tS weign econ 3ric corsiterations toget*-er with the psblic
health and safety. "y own cce-currence in this is limited to the eatire
pr. rase "putiit health, saf ety aN interest." he Co"unisstoe swid not
te free to caf tre the public iriirest independe*tly few t*e patlic
health and safety. If t*e stavdard was public health safety oe interest.
it would not be acceptable to me. I coasider te-e threa. eleme7 s to bet

inteerelated and in effect a cra,lative test.

)

y
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O.estion 37 NCm would each of the COFrissioners defiee the "public
interest * as ssed in the t=0 dra't stat.tcey a*endeents
s.tei tted to the 5.bCorrrittee?

Ars,ee Com issicner hearne:

First. t5e phrase 'p.bilC interest' in the pecposed ameroneet is
picked 60 f v a strilar usage ta the A4:frini s trative Procedore Act.
SeCOM. assering there is no signif1 Cant pwblic health and saf ety
impact where a decision 1 evolves balancing COFpeting interests, in- %

Clas10M Cf this phrase mill enable the CCwishton to Coasider the
Cterall 174Ct 0" the Citi2ees c' tre area around the plant or tPe
DPCader area served by the plant or ass 0Citted plants. tMs would
allow Ceasideration cf such isswes as possible 'trewn outs" ce "tlack
outs.* eCCnOcic wiability of the systen. Or statility of the grid (
eetwert. One swid rote that the preocsed amend eet does not say "o-
the m.tliC interest.' It says *and the public irterest." 50 it is not
to be 6 sed as a single factor; it is a f actc- cely in COSM tion =1t*
p.tlic e4al th and saf ety .

!

| Sane cf taese ?ctets were made ia a 1980 Comissice lette t
' the TFat m a cf a Se .ste Acreepriatices Cerr' * tee f attacted) .

C

5
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'e -'e ve *, t'e *e P t s t e e" 10*t C O * *.s i * * t* * s Of * * * I*f 't;'57t**C*
-:.'.: :n ai;ly :esi a:'.e in creer :: * e'; 4.c t : '. .*e c:r*.ii r tac tt- *

raie ex:ii:11 in tre Act s.*at is t ;-ese=t : 'y ' :: ctt.

Et et'.b. me er; -asi:e tr.at this ;r:;;sti is .:t '-in.:e1 t: rec.te t*e
current stancarcs cf .rctection bet ra:Per to temtt future cecisient to
te taken en a mere ra:1emal basis with all coestceraticas esplicitly
stated.

Flette :: ret resitate to call em us if ht car te f fctree assistance
in this rettee. 6

. Sincerely,
\
\ |

e

&Lk
w]ese: . m. ere-ief sA% 4

CCTissiC*e*

.M

, [.,,/ fp .'...s.

/ *

/ mic* arc 9-tbety
-

C "'ssicee*

I. -/
*

, , ,. ,s,
({

e) g, s r. ,***

vic :- Etti iny g
Ce missic e-

Erclesu e:r

as state:

c;: Se'. Ma'k O. 'et#ielc
S e r.. karrisca 5:Pritt
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* e ;t:r.ic *re rgy A:t cf IC5 A. as arer:e".. is are-:ge ty rea sirg 1*e ,

:.e :f * t:ter ;. :: rea: *; eft-iti:rs a*: :: :. , a:: a::ir; a'

e. se cti - ;2 :: etat as fell:ws:
A

*sec. 12. P:licy. -- In the c: estic licta.si*9 ar.d resslati:n cf

facilities and raterials w :er t*.is A: :Pe Cerrissi:n shalle

regare rinirizing risks : ;. tite reai;* a.d safety arc the terren

defense and se:crity as *'t ;aram:;r* :: sice-atice, tut the

tenr_issien shall rete;ni:e that ats:1.te sa'e*y :r se:.*i*y ray te

yriattairable as a Fra:ti:al catte* anc give a;;* :''aie C:*s' e*atiCn

to e:On:T.i t ir;t *s a*.d *: be t tir; e*e*gy ret:s. Iris ; lity shaII

gai*e **e C:nriss':n 8.n a;;lyir* t*e ::'estic Ii t* sir; aPC regslatCry

standards Cf I'is At*, irtigtir; **e sta*:tets :# a:et. ate :*:te:*i:*

*C t*e *ea't* a*: se#e*y Of **e t t'' if se0*'** 'CIE- I**I ICE *-

1*iricality it, se:*i " 103d.'

)

.
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0 EStIDh 38. Plea 5e 5;>eci fiCally icentify tie pessible besita and safety
CCasequenc es, i f aay , cf ;eN* tti a; al f.el 1:411 ng and t') Ic=-
power Opera tion p*ior ?tc tmat eti c* C f aay req,.i red heari 99

O f $~'0% M. Please 5?ecifically ideat'fy the ec55i>Ie beslte ai$ Safety
CC",5eqweN e1 i f amy Cf perei tti fig a) feel Iceding and b}
10w-pCuer 00eration prior to the Cen3 jct Of any required
hea'199

Ah!.ER
<

The propo5ed interie 11Cen5teg leg 151stion sc,uld authCrize the Com1551oa
to 155ae a fsel leading and 10= pc =c e ItCease t'ef ere tPe 5ta-t or Completion
Cf 4"y required beariag. t*il 19terts licensing so ld Orly OCCw" subSegdent
t0 the staff *5 review Cf t*e applicaat'5 Fleal Sa'ety A941y5 15 Repo rt ;
155ua9Ce of the hRC $4fety EvaluatiCM Report and applicaSle $uppleme*ts;
Co*1Currence of the Advi5 cry Comittee on Reactor Safeguard 5; and approval
by the Comission. the Staff Canact Specifically i centi fy say pc55tbie
Pfalth and Safety Cca. Sequence 5 Cf perinitting fuel IcediaQ and los powe r
operatiCn price to t*e Conduct or CCP;IeticP Cf a re; ired hearing.,

the Staf f has CC"Sidered tPe Sa'ety 1e;licatiC85 Cf Cla"t Operat1CM at 1 e0
power in tera'5 cf ri5a, pCtential a:Cident5 and p'a*t Ca:atility w*en Compared
to Operatica at full PCwee. t*e5e 35pect5 are 5 7''a'iZed fcr a PressiJ'iled
'ater Reacterm

Siate t*e putifcat ce Cf t"e Ceact;e Ia'ety !!sfy '.' lO t*e V' 5t!''
'45 C 7t'ased it5 Sts0y C risk tc the ;, lic fev : . tea * *al levere a;;10ee!5#

at mW0 lear ;Cwe r ;laati, hi s f#' Ort 'a5 (c' # i rTY d t * a t * *'e e v e* t Sceaar!C5
dc8*4 M a tiBQ a: Cide *t 74 5k1 are geaerally t=e Sa*W * " d' f #e ee" t P 'E SeiiC#5a
i.e. 5-all brea Te55 c' Cxla-t acC1Ce ti M 5' a'e traa5+*ats. wa Savea

ree 8T' red the dCmimaat 5Cer a"105 tc e5t?*Jte !Se re d.Cti;" i* t*e c'Tratili t e
C# tPV ewem* be:a;5e of t*.e additional t"re a va il able d.rt e g ICw D^w*r C;eratiOr
#0c the PeaCt0* ode'atOr5 tC CC"re Ct t* e 'C 5 5 C# '7Crtaa t 5 a #et Sys tem
"ee$ed to mitigate t*+e eveat Cr *: taae a'te** ate 0*w"5e5 C' a:t'Ce- 'iFiIA'IV.
We *aV? CalCLlated **'e redwCe1 #1551Ce PPG dsCt i r wem ' 0 *y f0" 00 erat 1Cr' C f a"
9"itially unirr9diated C0re at it Dewee 'Cr f "10e t* 5 a** rave 1ete* teed t*e
'ed.CtiC" in CCte*ti al * ,tliC esSC5a'e via 7e3 !!10* i* OCIe*tia' rea'eale
*J *iti.;e5. E'5k 15 rOu /If **We*5elv ;rcPCetiO'al t0 t*'e re-tatility C'
5e(ere aCF @a t5 (W*ich IC5e the beat 51*t) aad $4rectly C"CCCrtioral t' t"'e
ristier. ;-ce rt inveet:ry in tne Cere. Fro- t+ ele #act:r5 -+ * ave est* atte
t" e'. the Over' ell redsCtt or in rish 10 t *=e O Jt ' iC 5"*/ d te a #aC* c t' C'*
1500 i# a pla*t is C;erated at 53 Ocaer 'e** *rit*P' 5 t a'* / ' r 6 "t e tt s C 3rg a e d
'O CO*tiaJ045 '/ l Cower CDe'atica

(

a
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Please justify the tamrission's request for authority toi
' QLESTION 40. to Cce3 Ct cf any reauf redperet t iaterim licCesing prior

hearing, Would authcrity to grgnt an interim license
prier to Completion. tut not reter to condsCt. cf a required
pstilt hearing adequately address the cratiee of litersing
delays? If not, why MCt?

ANSWER.
v

IPe Cor 'assion believes that permitting IDw-powe' testieg and cperatio"%

-_

in af.ance of the condsCt CF Completion Cf 49y reawired hearirg is a"'
step which Can advance the date cf ultimate operation cf f acilities"

most af fected by the Cummissior's post-Tw; actions, and weich at the
same time represe*ts a rintmal irtrusion on the legal frarewCra by writh
plants are licensed te operate. From an analytic staaoccirt, the key19 dependent-y event in the sijadicatory hearing is the deCistor by a9

,

LfCe951ng Soard at t%e Conclusio" Of t*e hearieg
ihus if low-power

0; era!1Dn and testin9 are to be authC*iled in ajwa9Ce of the Comp!etion
of the rearing, there mculd be litt e tc te ga+ned ty reautring that?

low-power testing and C0eration Cowld Corre9Ce 0*ly af ter t*e adj udicateey
y" hearing had begJn.

-

OtTS?!DN 41. Are there some licensing cases, ssCh as t*e 04ablo Cae ca case.r
iS Which the very issue in Ccatroversy (e.g. seismic uncertairties)

-- suggests that beelt* and safety risas Could result f ror, fsel
--

IcaOng Ce low-power operation? Flease esplatn. If swCh
3' Casts are CorCeivable, is it desirable for the %EC to have the

to the CcedsCt C'authCrity to geart an irteeir liceese ,e -c
g a cutlic hearirg 19 weiCh those issues Could be raised? Flease

L en:iair.
i

Ed

!!_ AMSd!R.
=

333 The hea-1Pgs in a lice 9 sing Case may 19volve issues associated with feel
-- loading sed low power operation, as well as issses associated eita fall power
{[, cDePation of the f acility. The Commission's decision tu issue the interia
ti_ license will Corsi6er the pertinent isswes in Controversy. Th* $eCi si on

t0 issWe an irter1B license will be based DM the CW9Fissio9's finding that
the substa9tive sta9dardt aMd requirements Cf the Atomic Energy Act pertaieing
to publiC health &md safety and the Common defense and CeCurity nave beer meta

. I, a9d the requirements of the kational Environme9tal and Policy Act have been
b me t.

Authorization of full power operation still would be Contingent on condsCt
49d Completion of SRy reggired pJbliC hearing and the ItCease would be
sJbject to aPy find 1995 of f act a9d law C Dater 9i"g the is sJes im CC*teCversy.

I
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b (*S$ TION 42. Please provide tN following information for the period from -

2 1074 to %ovemter 19, 1980 (the cate e' the Shelly decision):

- a) t*e annual number of a;olications fer literse avndwnts;
-

D) the aPnual nMe' of license aMedTets issued by the NDC; _

c) tne annual neer cf lice-se a*enreats .Mcn tre %R:
-

- determiPed ievolved "no significa*t halards Consideratice*,_

I- (d) 15e an%al MWer Cf license anna. Pat applicatio9s fcr which
one or LTre requests for a public hearie; were received;w

,'

(e) of the number in d). the specific identity of the persons A

-

requesting a public hearing along wit't their claimed interest
in the licease ave &Wmt;

I (f) the enga) Nnber o' lice"se aneM'eet 430licatio9s for which
the 440 denied requests for a public heariag;

,' (g) a detailed bretadown of the n# e* in f) into various %5
"

categories of refusals, incivatng as a sepa ate category
b ref sals made espressly on t'it geog 935 t*.at the lice *sed

4 T atvat iPVCived "no significant ha28eds coastfeestion."
(*) f3* each case under g) in which tae 8.40 cenled a redest for a

%es*iag cm the g*ouaes t*at t w licease a v e e t 1 volve3 *noe
- sigaificant ma:ards ceesteeeatice," a cery * tw ecaring
F rea.est a9: a c:py c' t*e d m 9: ccTwcst*r; the eenial c'

the hearin; aad t*e empress reascas f or the de11al.
2
_ a*L E:
-

Eh
- The resreses to c.estio*s 42 (a). d; a-c (cl is Orc ided in tee tatle telow.

, .

&

4 1974 1975 1976 1977 1979 1c?9 Igg <te 11719)
s
- a) 4cte 1

h) 1 86 379 566 $47 553 $23 391 .__
- c) 157 309 ata 4c) 4cp 4y 39

?.

j 4:te 1: ann al a M e* of a:Olicatioas Fee licease a entvets are
-- 1rcIb0e0 in the tctal " M er c# C?eratiaq reactcr licensirg
{ actis"5 a"J are nct -ciled se;aratelv.

-

E
_

-
3

E-

_

m
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F
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Tae resaceses tc c.esttocs 42 (d) - (5) is previced teica:
.

m (d) t%e annual nunDer of license amendme91 ap;licatices for unich
one or more reasests .'or a public hearing =ere er:vived;

_ ANSw"R

-
1974 3

- 1975 5

t 1976 2
E 1977 8

N 1978 71

1979 3
i 19S0 1

TFe accve represents or.ly operating licease ameni,ent applications
_2 and escludes amenenent actions irttiated directly as the resal' c' a
(, Connission orcer or otnee s;ecial proceeding (e.g., ore initiated as
'F tne res it of a rea.est uncer 10 C.F.R. 4 2.206) |t also eacIwees-

i

ane ;-aceeding in 1974 and 'ne to 1973 in =%ich a state filed ay
___ reauest for hearing ccettas.et woan a heart,; being rec.ested by
-= anctree person. Eac* cf inese cases was tereinatea si-ce no o'.*er
ig rea.est was filed. Alsa escluded are t*e tnree a,en&w-t
-- oraceedin;5 related tc anentent of toe TM:-2 cperatin; liceese

|pcst-acticent) since each eds initiated by a Concission arder
.-

? (e) cf the nanter in ,|, t*e specific icertity of t'e personsv
,A renwesting a c blic tearin; aloa; mitM teele clatme; int *eest
""" la t$e It cers' amendment,
w

|f Ati.Ec

Eease* ballev Unit 1 - spent fael pocl nacifications
K '

||! 19'7 - Eetitionee - City cf PittsLJeg* (=aste :f sposal unicipal'a m

me area)
be

21; Kack - s;ent f el p>ol nodification
T

1973 Eetiticae* - Ncrtaeast Ccalitior aa. Jenn A Lettrassee,,
L- (acci3erts ia speat ' el p>); and ivacts

@hi_
Jonn O'%etil, l' t rat' ati ca fro- staea;e of
taerec* on lanes and stree s ;

--'

-

icre spent fuel rads)
E' - 24 individual residents c' ="tch only 4

upz (:erista - Maria, Joane. Eiers, Jie ailis and
g,, Barbara Mills remained) -- (lete;' tty cf so.19 mall
---

of spect fuel pacl)

E
=._

.
u

-

M
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, A%5.r5 ahe) (Cont'd)m-.

Eyr B eowes Ferry - post-fire operating license aaendaents
--

1975 - Petit') nee - etlliam Garne- (technical q.alifications of TVA) 9

:-- *-esfea Units 2 a2s_2 - spent fwe? pool modification L

==

_

1978 - Petitioner - State of 1111 acts (effects of storing damaged'_ fael and occupational hazards)
-

(
- Fort Calkoon - s!*tch powr amendment_

E-

[[ 1979 - Petitior,er - Mate al Resources Committee of the Citizensr
--

Advisory Board by Alan M. Kirsben (thermal r
cischarges and &ccidents)

-_

Request for hearing withdrawn and proceedin; dismisses prior to
ruling on request.

-'

Huecoldt Say - a'endment to remere operating restrictices twosed
"_. by 1976 crder +
a

,, 1977 - Petitt oeer - Joint petition by T%omas R. Collias. Einent

El___
Nones. Frederick P. Cran: ton, hesley Chestro.
Oe-1 trios 5. 41tsanas ans 51: Rivers Branch c'--

Frie-ds cf tne Eart9 later joined by Sierra
T. C1.0 (risas dae to geoic;1c/ seismic conditions

at site)
Iadiaa Deiat 'ai* 2 - amenenent to estend for 2 year period Onit 2L_'i operatior =1th once-t%rougn cooling.

fh 1975 - Petittoaer - 4ew York Atomic Energy Council (nealth, safety-

and environnert)

- - Hudson River fishernan's Association
(recreation; social trwact; ecceomic 1* pact;

g f119 and a2Jat1C life}

1*11aa Poiat Urit ? - ameneneet to approve the liceasee's determina.
F" tion that a close3-cycle nat. rat. raf t cooling
--

tower systen is prefe red alte* native

c' 1975 - Petitioner - hew York Atom s Energy Cou cil (*ealtr sa.etynE- e
and environnett)

I
_ - Hocson River Fisherman's Association."-

Interested tf hearing held
[- Indian Poict brit 3 - cooling towers

1976 - Petitionee - % ew York State Atomic Energy townct1 (neelth. ,safety and enviromnent)

Em

.
(

-

7
--

-

A

_

m
_

h.

_
_ - . _ . . -
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_

__

Aws.r; a?'e} (Cort'd)
--

- n.dson River Fisherman's Association and Save--

our Strigers, let. (iPra:t on ea vi ronnen t ;""

k
fish and alaat1C life; recreation; scCial,

' e:onord)
-

point unit 3 - spent fuel pool nodi'icationIndiaa
_

1933 Petiticree - %e. York PatliC Interest Restaeth Group=

# (Accidents).

- State of kew Yora (he. Yo<t state Erersy
Office) (iaterestes state)

' ke.4 2*ee - spent <wel poc1 mootf t cation

1977 - Petittorer - La(eshore Citizens for Sa'e Ener;y and Safe
Hiven Ltd. by "a ey low JaC05i (10ss C' C3GliP3
witer attident in spe**. 'wel P001)

_
2

i
kroceeding disvissed based on stipalated ithdre.al o' ceti* ton
after ;etitica ;reated

gga MCd i f 1 C a t i o') of irra3iated fuel stora;e P001

197 ' - fetit :ner - S3:f ety 4;a1*st 5sclear Eae gy (f ood c*st*.,
lfE seismic dest;9 C additiC*al 'sel st7" age racksi#

realtn, seca ity and safes eists) 3 ,,,c

p

EE
- ave 51reson tenyt een>e-t, bl a:k-a n , sateta;e,

-- f0gd Chain; e:.n3-ic t'Sa:t Of a ;idents; Costs
to t0*sa-er; eia sa t* O*. plans , q;ali f t cations c' ,;tre Sta'f; realt* cf Sta'f; reason f ar act boltir

_ ' " ' in eatory an re:Ordracks; DC*al s*eetin;; v

keeping; f ails e c' EC05; a:ciderts; stillr

- estratia; ucce* pr0visicaal license; are!*P;
IEEE standaeds; abr:*ra! Oc:.ree*:es; k*y;t;r
reItase , de~ ire r&Iizat13", sf s t ?" f;" : I t a *..;

if 40 Cide"?, f.el danaje, alltenat'ves)
y--

EM
Pr s;eedin; dis-Jssed tased ce sttpsla 4on a- n; ;arties.=

? ___

A '97E - s;e**. *sel pect amen: ,eet Ea-.

Eetitt0ne* - 00 lee Se;*0r (*er;y Cealit1?e (.a te" s'e~i s t *) "ih57
-- ef fe:ts on s; eat f.el cortaneats; Cast drop i?

aCCicents; radiatica releases; sto" age Cf failed mer

fuel) C

fkProceeding disTissed on basis cf sa,r.a ry disscsition.
_
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f AW9 a?Ie) (Cort'd)
- Carolina Action (alternatt.es; environnental

impacts; C:S rewired; emrgency planning
technical osalificatiens cf applicants)

- Devicson Chapter of P.cetn Carolina PIR1
(energency planning)

- Carolina invironnenta'. Stacy Grosp
(environnental incacts; alternatives; [153 reutred; cask accident)

Pil:eim bait 1 - Technical specification changes =1tn respect to
8a8 reload feel

s
1974 - Petitioner - Daniel Ford (feel design and proof testing;

quality asserance of reload fuel; emergancy core
cooling system; El$ reeced)

P W t e 3c= . spe9t fuel yol expansione

1977 Petitioner - State of isisconsin (interested state)

- Lake ',hore Citizens far Safe Energy (corrosica,
spent fwel filter cartridges an: resirs;
radiological nonit:*ing system; radioactive
releases; theetal e*f e:ts and set s-icity;
disposal of old racks, datertoration of cewtron
absorter glates; ef fects on gro.,cd mater;
ice-levsl maste; ret en of =aste stored at mest
Valley)

Prairie 15 aad - sodify spent fuel poal storage1

1977 - Petiticner - Northeen Thencer (feasitiility; economic costs;
e9mironmental conseavences; alte-natives;

radiation esposu e frcm sabotage)r

- Minnesota Pollation Ccetrcl Agency (q- ality o'-

h#en enviromaent; long-tern environrental
frSacts; remeval of spent fuel; Financial
Capability for long-term care; alternatives;
cost / benefit; seissologyi ability c' plan * to
handle a341tice-al borden; easte trea W at
system; radiclogical corsiderat's is inadeg ate
(i.e., sDurce terms); offsite t vectsi occupa-
ticnal radiation dosage to work 1; thernal
burden; heat renoval system ina.eg ate; over-
bwrdening of backap beat enc %enb *, heat to
environneat, fuel rod integrity; cc:'icality in
spent fuel pool; presence of fissile g,''atonius;

Y

. _ _ _ _ _ - _
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ANS TR a?fe) (Cont'd)
"

- $ tate of New Jersey (1rterested state) ,

-

' Trojan - spent fuel pool

1977 - Petitioner - $wsan Garrett /Coalttton f or Safe Power

f - Cavid McCoy (individaal)
.

* Shamn McKeel (individual)'

a - State of Oregon

' (All four parties had interests in and-

contertions related to qaality assurance;,

-

) corrosion; structaral natters; repairs and ..

natntenance; accicents; criticality; cooling
systems; thernal 14 acts; radiological impacts;
aceasacy cf environnental tvatt appraisal;
alternatives and need for spent fuel pocl

_

expansion) -
-

r

] Tuet ev N"! - amendment for repair of stee9 geaeratFs

'. 1977 Petitioner - Mart Oncavage (inpa:t statenert ts required;r-

; occupational esposere; releases ta waresteicted
areas incluhg t>ose that would result tf storm

_

struta s inact of demineralita'.ior; costs of
- repairs; raciation nonitaring carmg repair;

F- , fire protection curing repairs)

b
- Vernon. fanke' - change in fuel asseelies and technical[

specification change

- 1974 Petit ner - New England Coalition en Lciear Pollation
(technical specificatior, c'.ange t3 la er gaseous
releases)"

'L- Petition to intervene by he. En;iand Coalition deMed for failw ee
to satisfy Cornission requirenents. '4s bearing ordered.

v rrect v ahee - revise previtices of 10..peessu e injection systeme a r

I (ECCS)
a

K- 1974 - Petitioner - State of Vernent (w . resolved safety hazards -r

modificaticas and sa veillance dif fer from FSAA;r

,

undae rist to punitc health and safety),

d $ tate of Vermont withdrew petition to intervene; proceeding
"- dismissed.p

Vemoat Vaakee - revise technical specifications on linear heat ~?-

1975 generation rate operating limits.E
. ..:

=

5" - .-

= -

^

!E
_

.
-

,

- -

I
_
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-

ANSWER 4.*fel (Cont'c)
_

1975 - Petitioner - State c' verecet (and.e visss to health and
'

" safety).

Stipulation and Orde* terninatin; pro;eedin;.
E
r Vea-cat 'aakee - speat fuel pac 1 modificatioa
5 ;977 - Petttiener - State of terncet (public health and safety;

enviroiner.tal repo*t needed; assurance that (c

pecposea rack design is sa*e in safe sm td3wna
earthquake).

.

_ - New England Ccalttion on %sclear 70=er
"

Conservation. Conservation Society cf Vernont i
and termort P blit Interest Researce Grosp \

._ (potlic health and sa'ety; nargin of coaltng
_ cacacity; ce-t recaltration; strength of new

0 racks; setssic cesign aas stress os new raths;
' necaanics of moita; speat fwei; e'f ect
[ ef long term storage; integrity of 'wel rods;
i boral seat effecttveness; raterials aad

fabricatica differences; posl tenteratures ;g
-

sosts related ta replate ett pw.er. proposed
'

nod 18ttati:n and emposure, ult 1% te maste,
-

dis;0 sal)

JJ;; - roat*1 cation * spen * f.el pa:1
s
- 19?4 - State c' !?l'ac's (ervir:n ent. a;ainst policy
7 PJsitice r.P101 19; RJn-e ergency 'icensing Cfp

- a*y existir; s!3raic facilities prior t0
'
" ad3p;1on o8 lo'g-teen policy; *as n0t sh3wn

c >mqueitte5 served by !icn scaid be afwerself
- af f e:te:. alternatives ; ncciterias procesores;
- a0 idents; 0301 botling; a ea acy of heat
'

re9044I syf te'; C 0er)siO*. rack 9 ate *1aI
} dorat111ty and fe-fcansace; use ;f Oaraged or
E SefeCttve ra;As; (ettt(ality; rajiat)0n josage
$ to workees)
_

9 r &

E tee 4a; cenies rea ests f:- a p.bti: tearing;
m

[-

Althoug9 individual requests for a nearin; ta.e been ceated oa a
Variety cf grou ds we have been aDIe to Idertify only one sitd7 ilon" n

(ezCept in those instances in eaich the request?r volu tarilyn

.ttnere. Its request) in wwic* a rearia; .as not oroerce. In a

k

-

"

-
d

=

r
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_

E

E

"

I
i
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us.9 4?/ft ICert'dl
%te* of instances. no teae1N 45 held as a reselt of a
stip latica ANng all parties to tere 1nate the proceeding af ter
a hea*ing =as crdered tut bef ore t$e hear cg co venced or as a
res.it c' a SJard grantirg Nticrs for snery disposition disposing
of all issues raited. In e.o tastance .ere .e atle to toentify a
license 4.encaent proceeding in amich nJ Pearing man ordered based
on rejection of all reagests f or a heartrg on tre easis of a *no
significa9t hazards cons. eration" find 1m;,

,

D (g) a detailed breakdown of the nortee in W) inta various
cate; cries of refusals. including as a separate categoey
ref asals race expressly or. the grown:s t*,at tre license
anendment involved *no significan*. bazards co9siceration.*

ns.n
Except as stated in our answer to (f) atove, no heartag was ref ased
in its entirety; i.e.. at least one rebest for a bea* sng was
initially geanted. In the only testaate tn =M ch no hearing
=as greeted, t*e tasis for rejecting t*e sale petitua* far leave t;
intervene filed p.rssant ta 10 CJ.R. t 714. as t*.e f4114re cf
pe ti tic =e to satt s'y the reas1rerents fce lea.e to latervene.

^40 cenie: a re west for a'cr each case s :erig) in .atcn treN n .

heart % cn tne secu as that tne l'ce*se a wa: neat inva! ed *non

si;*i ficart r azeres coe s t:eratica. ' a co;y c' tne * earing
reawest and a copy Gf tne Jcc#1e't c37.unicating t*e denial of
t*a etaring and t"e ei;*ess reascas far tne denial.

a%5e! A

Not a:pli:adle in lig*: c' our aes.ee ta (f) abw e.

B

__ _
-- . -

_ _ _ -
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3C>6

CitSTTS's a3. Please provide the sa,e taf oreatlen reewested in paragraphs
s' through ni for the certc4 from %:<'eter 19. 1950 (the date
cf t*e Saolly decision) to the gresent.

ATT.!C

The respeases to cuestions 43 (a), (t) and (c) is provided in the tatle telo..

1980 (from 11/19 to 12/31) 1981 (to 4/8) j[

b) 78 220

c) 68 19e e
t

1
I
,

Note 1: Annwal rameer of accliCaticas fer Itceese aneedme-.ts are included
in the total nsmber c' creratte; reacter Itceastrg actices and are
e.ct coccited separately.

A%5h!2

76e res cases t; c.est s 43:01 . * is ;r: c;ec telo..,

$1"Ce the 1"Olly CecitiCf (\3vemter 19, 1992) we rawe 1Certifle: e6 reasest
'C' Pfaring in C3**ectice mita a*j een lice *se a*en!" eat a;glt:4t10n, le-

v ee ), a so.:le-e t al ett *:e .es p.ti t s e: on Janea y 20,t-ce ir.staa:e, (valae a

."[1), is re570rse to wMiC9 One r!y alrea0j al*:tte' t0 -*e .rscef0ta; ir-t

f'Cated its i*teett." t; raise re 1ss.t s a"0 tet C
'' # "l''e filed a

seliti3* fOr lelse 10 ' rte' vere em."eis1'; 1 rte"est 1" * C.E3. 3rtl P3Zards,
800 deet C0rs 'Ce'ati;* s, a'7 alter"at ties.i

4

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3T$U ON 44, hmat Criteria tdll the htC vse to detemine that 4
11 Cease a'nendment involves no $1091 iCaet h423rds
Conside'atio"s*I

L%$mTR

The Criteria used by the hRC to deterriae w* ether a 1tCease area $ neatare w ether the proposed ;"hinvolves *ro sigaffica9t ha23rds Considerstica*
att*D9 involves:e

f an
1. a st)91f1Caet imCrease in the probability or CoeseheM es C

aCCice*.t previously COPS 10ered, or;
2. a sigaifiCaat GeCrease ia a safety margie.

) skat evidence dces t% ?.20 have tnat the %cIlv decision
-

6TST'ON 45,
will lea! ?: a 'loe' e' tattevea**eas' E W thee, is
at inC-ease ta interveet+oes, rat eviaence as tae n:
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